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ORIGINAL 
ABSTRACT 
Construction clients, particularly those ý\ ith little or no previous experience of building 
projects, depend on the advice given by building professionals during the earl\ design 
stages. Accurate advice regarding the estimated cost of the proposed project is 
fundamental, as this will determine the financial feasibility of the proposed project. 
All professionals give advice based on the information available to them at the time. 
Therefore, cost advisors need to have an accurate appreciation of the client's 
requirements from the building, before they can estimate the likely cost. 
Inexperienced building clients may have difficulty expressing their requirements, or 
understanding detailed technical information prepared by building profe,,,, ionals. 
This thesis addresses the problem of poor communication between clients and building 
professionals leading to mis-interpretation of mechanical and electrical (M&E) services 
requirements and inaccurate cost estimates. 
The research hypothesised that the cost of M&E services was related to the form and 
function of the building, and the quality of the M&E services required by the building 
client. It was believed that the required "quality"" of the M&E services had a major cost 
implication, and therefore the production of an accurate cost estimate depended on an 
accurate understanding of the quality of M&E services required by the building client. 
The research examined existing method,, of early cost estimating for M&E services, to 
establish how early cost estimates are prepared, and what type of information is 
considered. 
Detailed statistical analysis work was undertaken to examine relationships between 
various building form, parameters and M&E services costs, for buildings of different 
functions. 
. M&E services quality was considered in relation to the function,, performed by different 
Nvstcros, using the value engineering technique of function anal}',, is and customer 
oriented function analysis system technique (FAST) diagrams. 
method for improving earl dc i`gn . tale communications \ý aý developed, to improvc 
the interpretation of \I&E services quality requirements and ]cad to mmrc accurate cost 
0 
estimates. The method involved the introduction of a briefing workshop to consider 
functional requirements from the building, possible M&E services solutions, and 
interfaces between building structure and fabric and the M&E services. 
The proposed method was evaluated in the field. It was found to be a valid method of 
improving early design stage communications between clients and building 
professionals, that could lead to improved early cost advice for M&E services. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Cost advice received by the construction client during the early cie"ign stages will 
establish the financial feasibility of the proposed project. Any modification' required to 
the original proposals, because of budget constraints. will be identified through 
decisions made at this stage. It is essential for clients to be able to express their 
requirements to design teams, and desirable for clients and designers to communicate 
effectively and reach a common understanding on the cost implication` of the stated 
requirements and design solutions. The effectiveness of the design team is a function of 
the effectiveness of the communication within the design team. (E3ooww c n, 1995). 
The mechanical and electrical (M&E) services elements of buildings ww, crc traditionally 
considered after the architectural requirements of the building, and their technical 
complexities meant that many clients (and even architects and quantity surveyors) did 
not understand the cost implications of the various design alternatives. 
This led to dissatisfaction among clients. typically with the performancc of some of the 
M&E services in the completed building; the appearance of the visible outlets or 
distribution networks; the time overrun of the project due to co-ordination problems 
between the various M&E services, or between the services and the structure and fabric 
of the building; or the inflated cost of the final project. 
Most commonly, client dissatisfaction was associated with the advice they received 
from their consultants, as the design team should be able to interpret the client's 
requirements, and manage the cost and the design solutions to maximise value for the 
client. 
This research addressed the problem of unsatisfactory cost ad\ ice `riven to clients in the 
early design stages, based on the belies' that improveineuuts in early design stage 
procedures would have "knock-on ref/ '«ts" for the rest of the building project, and that 
the value of the final building to the client could be increased. 
1.2 RATIONALE 
0 
The quality of any product or service was defined in terms of its ability to satisfy a 
given need (Burt, 1978), therefore a building must perform certain functions in order to 
fulfil the client's needs. The mechanical and electrical services contributed to a number 
of different client needs, (such as environmental control. provision of power to carry 
out operations in the building, and catered for the human needs of the occupants); 
therefore the M&E services requirements formed a major part of the client's needs, and 
the quality of the building. 
Client's needs were usually interpreted by the design team in technical and capital cost 
terms, with only brief, if any, reference made to features such as appearance, noise, 
running costs, reliability, life expectancy and maintenance, even though these were 
important characteristics of quality, in the client's estimation, (Scurry, 1983). Cost and 
quality must be related in terms that clients can understand. 
Ferry and Brandon (1991) simplified the relationship between design and cost as a 
triangular set of relationships between cost, size and shape, and quality standard; so 
that any two of the factors were a function of the remaining one. Therefore it was never 
possible to declare all three in the initial brief; if the client's brief stated particular 
requirements for the size of the building, and the budget was fixed, then the form and 
specification quality would be determined. 
Ferry and Brandon further argued that the level of specification was often the design 
decision with the least external constraints, and was based largely on intuitive 
judgement arising out of the previous experience of the design team. As specification 
quality was determined by the available budget and the building size, it was the design 
decision that suffered most when cost reduction was required at later stages of the 
design process. Reductions in the quality of'finishes, fittings and M&E services were 
common. 
Ashworth (1994) stated that quality was one of the factors that influenced the cost 
estimate during the early stages of the design process. The generally accepted view was 
that building costs were quantity-related, whereas civil engineering costs were more 
process-determined, (Ashworth, 1994), although these remained assumptions as little 
work had been undertaken to establish the determinants of cost. 
Traditional methods for estimating the cost of building work in the pre-design phases 
"disguised the quality dimension", (Brandon, 1984), consequently clients were not 
I 
adequately advised of the implications of an improvement in quality on the cost of the 
project; and what was more important, the effect of cost constraints on the building's 
quality. 
Ferry and Brandon (1991) stated that traditional cost planning methods contributed very 
little to the pre-sketch design dialogue, where all the major decisions of form and 
quality tended to be taken. They argued that there was a very heavy commitment of cost 
before a sketch design was formalised, which may amount to 80% of the final potential 
building cost. 
Communication problems have always existed in building design, but in recent years 
have been compounded by the increasing partition of design into specialised 
disciplines, (Barton, 1983), resulting in little mutual appreciation of each other's 
knowledge bases. These barriers to communication did not facilitate the attainment of 
the stated objectives of cost planning, namely: to provide the client with good value for 
money; to achieve a balanced and logical distribution of the available funds over the 
various building elements; and to limit total expenditure to the client's budget (Bowen, 
1995). 
Analysis of the rationale described led to the formulation of the hypotheses underlying 
the research. 
1.3 HYPOTHESES 
The rationale indicated that quality was an important factor in early building design 
decision making, often not fully appreciated by clients and design team members. It 
was shown that quality may be determined by budget constraints and client's 
requirements regarding building size and shape. 
In order to examine the relationships between specification quality, building size and 
shape, and cost, for the M&E services elements of a building project; the following 
hypothesis was proposed: 
Hypothesis 1 
"Mechanical and electrical services costs are related to the physical form 
and function of the building and the quality of the M&E services, in 
terms of aesthetic standard and technical performance. " 
3 
It can also be seen in the rationale section above that quality and building i'orm were not 
the only significant factors affecting early cost estimates. Con-iiunication between the 
various parties was also a barrier to effective early cost adv ice. lnve\tigation of this 
aspect specifically for M&E services early cost advice, led to the development of the 
second hypothesis for the research: 
Hypothesis 2 
"Cost advice for construction clients in the pre-design phases, could be 
improved by more effective communication on the required quality of 
mechanical and electrical services. " 
Although the research proposes two hypotheses, they were closely linked regarding the 
M&E services quality aspect, (as it is proposed that the quality of M&E services 
installations has significant cost implications), and therefore could almost be regarded 
as one hypothesis in two parts. Investigation of Hypothesis 2 alone would not be 
appropriate, as it is necessary to consider the physical factors that affect M&E services 
cost, in addition to the interactions between the parties during the early design stages, 
before methods of improving early cost advice can be identified. 
1 .4 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The overall research aim was to produce a method of improving early cost advice for 
M&E services, which was to be achieved through testing hypotheses. In order to 
achieve the aim of improving early cost advice for M&E service. several objectives had 
to be met: 
Investigate existing methods of pre-design cost estimating for M&E services 
I 
Investigate the existing cost information available for the production of M&E 
scrvices cost estimates. 
3. Examine relationships between MX--E services cost and building function. 
4. Examine relationship: between Nl&, E services cost and building form. 
5. Examine the aspects of . \1&E service that relate to qualit\ . 
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Achieving objectives 1-5 resulted in increasing the researcher's understanding of cost 
relationships, existing methods of providing early cost advice for M&E services, and 
available M&E cost information. As the research progressed. further objectives were 
set that related to development of a method for improving early cost advice for M&E 
services. These objectives moved the research into investigations of the more qualitative 
issues of function and communication. 
6. Develop a method of assessing the quality of M&E services during the early design 
stages. 
7. Develop a method of communicating information regarding the quality of M&E 
services, that considers the differing knowledge bases of clients and design team 
members. 
8. Investigate whether more effective communication on the quality of M&E services 
in the early design stages, could improve pre-design cost advice for construction 
clients. 
1.5 OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY 
The underlying methodology employed to investigate early cost advice for M&E 
services was qualitative, but the investigation of Hypothesis l required the use of some 
quantitative research methods. Some preliminary work was undertaken to examine 
existing M&E cost advice generally, which involved a study of available literature and 
related research, questionnaires, interviews with quantity surveyors who specialised in 
M&E services, and interviews with mechanical and electrical design engineers. 
Cost data published by the Building Cost Information Service (BCIS) was analysed, 
with consideration given to the classification of elements, the parameters used, and the 
detail of the information submitted by subscribers. Simple and multiple linear 
regression models were produced to examine the variables that determined M&E 
services costs. 
The deficiencies identified in the BCIS data meant that alternative cost data was required 
for analysis of the relationships between M&E services cost, building form and 
building function. Priced tender documents were obtained from contractors and a client, 
new building form descriptors were developed and quantities were measured from the 
tender drawings. 
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Relationships were analysed between M&E, services cost, building form and building 
function for this raw data, by inspection, and calculation of sample means, sample 
standard deviations, and correlation coefficients. 
The research considered the quality of the M&E services in terms of the functions they 
performed, (as technical performance was proposed to be one aspect of quality, in 
Hypothesis 1), and adopted the technique of function analysis to identify the basic and 
supporting functions of each M&E services installation. The production of pilot 
customer oriented Function Analysis System Technique (FAST) diagrams enabled the 
identification of supporting functions that contributed to the quality of the M&E 
installations. 
The function analysis approach was developed to include consideration of all possible 
design solutions, building structure and fabric information required for designing M&E 
solutions, and potential interface problems between the various M&E solutions and 
between the building and the M&E solutions. Standard models and checklists were 
developed for use at the briefing stage. 
The proposed method for identifying and communicating the quality of M&E services 
was evaluated in the field, and subsequently refined. 
1.6 OVERVIEW OF CONCLUSIONS 
The research revealed that the hypotheses were only partially supported, however many 
important points were identified: 
Early design stage cost estimates for M&E services were generally based on the gross 
floor area of the proposed building, sometimes with the inclusion of a secondary factor, 
such as the number of outlet points. 
The existing BCIS system for collecting cost information had several weaknesses, in 
terms of its usefulness for estimating the tender costs/setting budgets for M&E services: 
the elemental classification of M&E services was not very detailed; many of the 
building form descriptors were not significant in determining M&E services cost; the 
information was classified primarily by building function and form, and did not give 
enough consideration to the M&E services installations within the buildings; and there 
was no provision for the collection of design, criteria information, which influenced the 
selection of the final systems. 
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In the analysis of new cost data, the relationships observed between M&E services 
costs and building function were too weak to be developed into a cost estimating tool, 
although the findings did support the intuitive theory that M&E services costs were 
related to building function. 
The analysis of new cost data also revealed that M&E services costs were not perfectly 
correlated with any of the building form descriptors and ratios examined. 
M&E services quality could be considered in terms of the technical performance of the 
systems, and the aesthetic standards of the systems' components. 
The use of function analysis for M&E services was a suitable communication tool, as it 
enabled M&E services to be considered in terms of the functions performed, rather the 
complex technology involved. 
The introduction of a briefing workshop employing value management techniques to 
discuss building and M&E requirements, facilitated interpretation of clients' needs and 
wants, discussion of possible design solutions and their cost implications, by 
encouraging all project participants to communicate openly in non-technical terms. 
Historic cost information for M&E services could be analysed in terms of the basic and 
supporting functions performed by the various installations. This would improve the 
format and detail of historic cost information for M&E services, and facilitate the 
production of early cost estimates for future projects. 
Therefore, the early cost advice given to construction clients could be improved by 
better communication of information through the use of the function analysis approach 
to consider functions required from the proposed building, possible design solutions, 
required building structure and fabric information for designing M&E solutions, 
potential co-ordination and integration problems, customer oriented FAST diagrams to 
assess the quality of the selected M&E solutions, and the introduction of the briefing 
workshop to consider building and M&E requirements. 
0 
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CHAPTER TWO 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This thesis describes the research that was undertaken. The work began predominantly 
as a "desk top . study" of methods of cost estimating 
for ti, lc ý-, E service,,, the parameter. 
used in compiling estimates; the information required; the historic cost data available in 
a published form: and the classification systems used to structure the information in the 
estimates. The quantitative analysis of M&E services cost relationships (discussed in 
Chapter 5 for published cost data, and Chapter 6 for primary data collected for the 
research), revealed that a "softer", more qualitative approach was necessary to gain a 
deeper understanding of the relationships involving M&E services quality, and its affect 
on early cost advice (as contained in Hypothesis 2). 
The later stages of the research concentrated on the qualitative understanding of M&E 
services quality, attempting to improve early cost advice provided for construction 
clients by developing a method for communicating M&E requirements in terms of 
functions performed and aesthetic standards. It was argued that the use of non-technical 
language would improve communication between clients and consultants, lead to more 
accurate interpretation of M&E requirements, and therefore better cost advice. 
Chapter 1 described the rationale behind the research and the hypotheses. 
Chapter 3 identifies the methodological philosophy behind the research and describes 
the specific methods adopted at various stages for data collection, analysis and 
validation. 
Chapter 4 describes and appraises the existing methods of cost estimating for M&E 
services, covering the variables upon which estimates are based, the information used 
and the classification of the elements. The methods are set into context by a description 
of the peculiarities of the Nl. &E services industry, the design process, and the particý 
involved. 
Chapter 5 disc us cs published information available for use when preparing N, I&. E cost 
estimates, and evaluates its suitability in terms of the parameters and cla,, sifications 
us d. and the le\ cl of detail. 
s 
Chapter 6 describes the development of new building form 'descriptors for the research. 
The chapter goes on to discuss the collection and transformation of data suitable for the 
analysis of relationships between building form and function, and M&E services cost. 
The data analysis work is also described. 
Chapter 7 discusses the aspects of M&E services that relate to quality, and the method 
adopted for assessing the quality of M&E services in the early design stages. 
Chapter 8 discusses the development of the quality assessment method described in 
Chapter 7, into a complete communication procedure for the briefing stage. The 
evaluation and testing, and the subsequent refinements, are also described. 
Chapter 9 presents the conclusions drawn from the research, and recommendations for 
future work. 
Figure 2.1 shows how the main elements 4 the research related to each other, and with 
the research hypotheses. 
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FIGURE 2.1 - INTER-RELATION OF MAIN RESEARCH ELENIENTS 
"; IJechanical and Electrical services costs are related to the physical form and function of the 
building; and the quality of the FYI&E services, in terms of aesthetic standards and technical 
performance. " 
"Cost advice for construction clients in the pre-design phases, could he improved by more 
effective communication on the required quality of mechanical and electrical services. " 
Study of Existing Methods 
Examines and appraises existing methods of budget estimating and cost planning for NI&E 
scrvices. Identified a problem with the availability of cost information for \1&E , ervices, 
which has prevented detailed analysis of cost relationships for \I&E services. 
Led to need to examine cost information. and try to identify significant relationships betwcen 
building form and function and M&E ser% ices, eost. 
Deficiencies of Published Cost Information 
Examines published historic cost information for M&E services. Identified deficiencies in 
format and detail of the information. Found a lack of significant relationships between 
building form and function and cost of Nl&E services. 
No significant relationships in published cost information, therefore had to collect new information 
to analyse. 
Data Collection and Analysis 
Describes identification of data required. development of new descriptors, data collection, 
transformation and analysis of relationships between building form and function and M&E 
scrvices cost. 
Fcvv significant relationships with building form and function in nevvcost information. The research 
hvpothesised that the cost of M&E services was affected by their quality. 
M&E Services Quality and Cost " 
Discusses aspects of quality, Function Analysis, and customer oriented FAST diagramming 
as a method of measuring quality. Produced pilot customer oriented FAST diagrams to aid 
communication on M&E serv ices quality. 
The Communication Tool 
1)ev'elohs the customer oriented FAST diagramming approach into a coonmmunication tool for 
the briefing stage. toi facilitate di'cu, "Ion on the function, required 1mm i building. the 
possible solutioýn, the quality of \l. \E services. and identity interface` bemcen the building 
and the N I&- I: ser\ ices. and between various M&E services. 
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2.2 TERMINOLOGY 
Throughout the research it «was apparent that several different terms were commonly, 
used to describe the mechanical and electrical services elements of a building, for 
example the following terms were all used by Seeley (1996), (the page numbers are 
shown in brackets): 
0 Service Installations (p80), 
" Environmental Services (p80), 
0 Mechanical and electrical engineering services, security, fire precautions and 
essential information technology (pp8O, 87), 
" Services (p80), 
" Building Services (p87), 
" Mechanical and Electrical Services (p 194), 
" Engineering Services (p 194), 
" Mechanical and Electrical Work (p 195), 
" Engineering Systems for Buildings (p243), 
" Engineering Systems (p243). 
" Environmental Engineering Services (p244). 
These terms all appeared to be interchangeable. This thesis will use the term Mechanical 
and Electrical Services, (commonly abbreviated to M&E Services), to encompass all the 
non-structure and fabric items found in buildings. "Mechanical and Electrical Services" 
might generally be associated with heat, light and power, but is used here as a generic 
term that includes, inter alia, public health installations (such as sanitary fittings and 
drinking watcr), transportation (such as conveyors, lifts and escalators), 
communications (such as information technology cable installation, public address 
systems), security (such as access control, intruder alarm systems. and closed circuit 
televvision), and fire protection (such as sprinklers, smoke detection, fire alarms). 
The Building Cost Information Service used the term "Sen icc. v" on their published cost 
analyses, so this term may appear when reference is being made specifically to the 
BCIS information. 
CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
SUMMARY 
This chapter describes the methodological philosophy behind the research and the 
specific research methods adopted to investigate early cost advice for mechanical and 
electrical services, as set out in the hypotheses and objectives identified in Chapter 1. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Edum-Fotwe et al (1996) stated that construction management researchers often used 
the terms "method" and "methodology" to mean the same thing, and argued that this 
approach was not correct. Fellows and Liu (1997) stated that research "methodology" 
referred to the principles and procedures of logical thought processes which were 
applied to a scientific investigation; and that "method" concerned the techniques which 
were available and those which were actually employed in aresearch project. 
Edum-Fotwe et al (1996) believed that "methodology" defined the philosophical and 
theoretical foundations of the research, in order to acquire "acceptable" knowledge. 
They argued that it was possible for researchers to employ different methods under the 
same methodological perspective; and that a particular research method could be 
appropriate to research from broad perspectives of methodology. 
Construction management research could benefit from a divergent approach, by 
adopting relevant aspects of quantitative and qualitative methodologies (Edum-Fotwe et 
al, 1996). 
This research was essentially within the construction management field, although a part 
of the research was quantitative, embracing philosophy founded in the natural sciences. 
However, as Edum-Fotwe et al (1996) argued that this approach was not entirely 
appropriate for construction management research, the-överall methodological 
philosophy included the softer social sciences approaches to explore the hypotheses 
fully. 
Asa result, the over-arching philosophy is best described as a combination of natural 
and social sciences methodologies, cited by many construction management researchers 
as the appropriate approach for construction management. 
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Consequently the fundamental approach adopted for this research was interpretative, as 
ideas tended to arise from the enquiry. Data collection and analysis were not rigidly 
separated, an initial bout of data collection was followed by analysis. the results were 
then used to decide what data should next be collected, and the cycle was repeated 
(Robson, 1993). 
The study involved various research methods (both quantitative and qualitative as 
appropriate to the type of knowledge required to be yielded), during the enquiry. The 
relative importance of the knowledge yielded through the various research methods is 
indicated by the following classification of methods: 
Methods used to yield general background knowledge: 
" Study of literature; 
" Postal questionnaires; 
Methods used to yield more detailed knowledge, important to the research enquiry: 
" Interviews; 
" Quantitative analysis of published cost data; 
" Critical examination of published data classification methods; 
" Collection of raw data; 
" Transformation work required to enable analysis of raw data; 
" Statistical analysis of raw data; 
. 
Methods used to develop and validate an approach for improving early cost advice for 
M&E services: 
" Application of function analysis to develop pilot customer oriented Function 
Analysis System Technique (FAST) diagrams; 
0 Development work required to refine the function analysis approach, to produce a 
proposed communication tool for the briefing stage; 
0 Evaluation of the proposals in the field, and incorporation of suggested 
refinements. 
The research methods will be discussed in a logical but not necessarily chronological 
order. 
3.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
A critical review of relevant theory and literature was an essential early stage of virtually 
all research, (Fellows and Liu, 1997). Literature was identified through searches of 
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books, serials, reports and other documents held at Loughborough University's 
Pilkington Library, and The University of Nottingham's George Green Library. 
Pilkington Library had various facilities for literature searching: On-line Public Access 
Catalogue system for locally held material; CD-ROM based abstracting and citation 
search services such as CITIS; and on-line global search facilities such as First Search, 
Joint Academic Network for accessing other library's catalogues, and access to Bath 
Information and Data Service (BIDS) based at Bath University, and the World Wide 
Web. 
The Construction Management Group's Resource Room in the Department of Civil and 
Building Engineering, Loughborough University contained paper based abstracting 
service documents that were used to identify potentially useful information: RICS 
Abstracts and Reviews, RICS Weekly Briefing, and BCIS Publications Digest. 
Copies were obtained of all publications that were believed to be relevant to the 
research, the Inter-Library Loans service proved invaluable for this task. 
Although the literature review was essential to gain general background information on 
early cost advice during the initial stages of the research, it was also necessary to 
continue studying literature throughout the research period, to ensure that knowledge 
was up to date with any relevant later publications. Also, as the research progressed 
through the use of different methods, such as statistical analysis and value 
management, literature from these fields had to be studied. 
3.3 QUESTIONNAIRES 
Fellows and Liu (1997) discussed the principle of "triangulation", using two or more 
research methods to investigate the same thing. Triangulation was applied in this 
research project by using questionnaires and interviews (see section 3.4 for discussion 
of interviews) in addition to the information gained from the literature study, to identify 
methods of early cost advice for M&E services. 
Questionnaires were particularly well suited to exploratory and descriptive research 
(Robson, 1993) where the purpose was to find out what happened in a certain 
situation. 
In this research. questionnaires were used in a limited way at the preliminary research 
stage to identify the methods used for advising clients on'the costs of M&E services 
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during the early design stages. The survey was considered necessary as the literature 
study had identified general information on methods used and information required for 
cost planning building work, with little specific reference to M&E services; and much 
of the literature identified was published several years ago. 
3.3.1 SAMPLE SELECTION 
The literature review identified that quantity surveyors and consulting M&E services 
engineers were both involved in the provision of early cost advice to clients for M&E 
services, therefore the sample for the research enquiry had to include these groups. 
3.3.1.1 QUANTITY SURVEYORS 
Quantity surveying firms were identified from the RICS Geographical Directory 1994. 
Examination of the services offered by these firms revealed several areas of expertise. 
The total population of UK firms that named Engineering Services as one of their 
Fields of Practice in the RICS Geographical Directory 1994 was 56 firms. As this 
population was not too large, sample selection was unnecessary and questionnaires 
were posted to the whole population, with a covering letter explaining the purpose of 
the research and requesting assistance. 
Although it may be potentially unsound to assume that these were the only quantity 
surveyors who provided advice on M&E services costs, (as it could be argued that as 
the M&E services formed part of the building, then all quantity surveyors who gave 
building cost advice to clients, also gave M&E services cost advice); the directory was 
independently produced by the governing professional institution, based on information 
supplied by the chartered quantity surveying firms, and could therefore be regarded as 
authoritative. 
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3.3.1.2 CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
A similar type of directory of consulting M&E services engineers who provided pre- 
design cost advice to construction clients, was not available to the researcher. Therefore 
an alternative method of sample selection had to be adopted. A directory of businesses 
(Kelly's, 1994) was used to identify firms of Mechanical and Electrical consulting 
engineers. 
Kelly's (1994) directory contained the following classifications that initially appeared 
relevant: "Building Serivices Engineers", "Electrical Consultants/Consulting 
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Engineers", and "Mechanical Consultants/ Consulting Engineers". Examination of the 
firms listed under "Building Services Engineers" revealed several firms that the 
researcher knew to be contracting organisations, (such as Drake and Scull Engineering 
Ltd., and Haden Young Ltd. ), rather than independent design consultants. Therefore it 
was decided to ignore the "Building Services Engineers" category, and select the 
sample for the research enquiry from the other two apparently relevant classifications. 
Kelly's directory (1994) contained 25 entries under "Electrical Con. tiultants/Consulting 
Engineers", and 13 entries under "Mechanical Consultants/ Consulting Engineers"; 
three of the firms were contained in both lists. 
Another business directory, Kompass (1994-95) was also used. This directory 
contained entries for "Electrical Engineering Consultants". (108 entries, including some 
instances of more than six addresses being listed for the same firm) and "Building 
Services Automation Consultants", (15 entries), which appeared useful. 
Firms were selected randomly from these four lists, ensuring that a single firm was 
only selected once, regardless of its appearance in more than one list, or listing different 
offices or divisions of the same firm. This resulted in a s1mple size of 44 consulting 
engineering firms. 
3.3.2 QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN 
The sample selection methods discussed above resulted in two distinct samples: 
quantity surveyors who offered cost advice on M&E services, and consulting engineers 
(either mechanical or electrical, or both). It was not known whether the consulting 
engineers provided cost advice to construction clients. Therefore it was decided that 
two separate questionnaires would be developed for the initial enquiry: one for quantity 
surveyors, and one for engineers. The questionnaires can be seen in Appendix A. 
Both questionnaires were designed to be easy to complete containing simply worded 
questions that were all relevant to the research, and that respondents would be able to 
answer quickly, without having to research facts or information for their answers. 
3.3.2.1 QUANTITY SURVEYORS 
The questionnaire designed for completion by quantity surveyors who provided cost 
advice for M&E services, was more involved than that designed for the consulting 
M&E services engineers. The main areas covered were: the basis of the pre-design cost 
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estimate for M&E services, the historic cost information used when preparing the 
estimates, the methods of preparing the estimates (including details of their in-house 
systems where applicable), and their perceptions of problems that existed with current 
methods of cost control of M&E services. 
3.3.2.2 CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
The questionnaire designed for completion by consulting M&E services engineers 
covered their opinions on quantity surveyor's cost management of M&E services, 
whether they were ever involved in M&E services cost estimates, and the basis and 
methods of their estimates (where applicable). 
3.3.3 RESPONSES 
Seventeen responses were received from quantity surveyors, which was a response rate 
of 30%. However six responses indicated that they were unable to assist with the 
research, leaving eleven completed questionnaires. This 19.6% usable return was 
relatively low, (Fellows and Liu, (1997) stated that a usable response rate of 25-35% 
could be expected for a postal questionnaire of this nature). 
Seventeen replies were received from consulting M&E services engineers, although ten 
respondents indicated that they were unable to help with the research. Therefore seven 
completed questionnaires were received, which was a 15.9% usable response rate. This 
was lower than expected, but could be because the sample was not entirely appropriate 
to the research. It was possible that many of the consulting M&E services engineers 
who received questionnaires, had no involvement in early cost advice for M&E 
services, and therefore believed the questionnaire to be irrelevant to them. However the 
questionnaire was designed in such a way that those who did not provide early cost 
advice to construction clients could still contribute their opinions and general 
comments. 
3.3.4 BIAS DUE TO NON-RESPONSE 
Fowler (1988) discussed the problem of non-response as a source of error in survey 
results. He argued that although response rates could be calculated, the effect of the 
non-response on the data was not known, as it was "hard to learn much about non- 
respondents". Non-respondents not only reduced the size of the sample that could be 
analysed, but also may have represented a body of opinion that was significantly 
different from that expressed by those who did respond. 
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In this research, the questionnaires formed a minor part of the data collection. The 
primary purpose behind the questionnaires was to gain up to date information specific 
to the provision of M&E services early cost advice, and to survey general opinions of 
professionals involved in this field. 
There was also a secondary objective to the questionnaire survey, which involved 
making contacts in the field, who would be willing to assist with the research. The 
questionnaires asked whether the respondents would like to discuss cost control of 
M&E services in more detail. Those who replied that they were interested in further 
discussions, were subsequently contacted over the telephone, and appointments for 
face to face interviews were arranged (see section 3.4 below). 
It was believed that the low response rates to the postal questionnaires were not 
particularly significant to the overall research project; as the questionnaire responses 
resulted in two self-selected samples of willing research participants: M&E quantity 
surveyors and consulting M&E services engineers who were involved in the provision 
of early cost advice to clients. 
3.4 INTERVIEWS 
As discussed above, interviews were used to triangulate the findings from literature and 
questionnaires, in the investigation of existing methods ofearly cost advice for M&E 
services. It was believed that the use of interviews enabled issues to be explored in 
further depth, which would help reduce any bias that may have occurred in interpreting 
questionnaire responses, and therefore increase the validity of the findings. 
The questionnaires were only intended as a preliminary enquiry, to gain general 
information from a number of respondents. Interviews provided opportunities for 
respondents to express their thoughts and feelings, rather than answer structured 
questions about what they do or what they know (Robson, 1993). 
Quantity surveyors from six firms were interviewed, although in two cases, there were 
two quantity surveyors present at each interview, resulting in eight quantity surveyors 
contributing to the discussions. Four consulting M&E services engineers were 
interviewed for the research. 
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3.4.1 STRUCTURE 
As all the interviewees had already completed questionnaires. they were aware of the 
purpose and scope of the research, so introductory explanation', were kept to a 
minimum to save time. The earlier interviews were generally informal conversational 
interviews (Hughes, 1996) where the questions emerged from the immediate context 
with no pre-determination of topics. This enabled the interviewer to gain information on 
general areas of interest without constraining the conversation. 
If all the interviews were conducted in this manner, the information and opinions 
gained from each respondent may have been difficult to compare. Therefore, the later 
interviews were semi-structured, (Robson, 1993) where a set of questions was 
determined in advance, based upon the areas raised by the earlier interviewees. The 
order of questions, and the explanations given were varied according to the way that 
conversations developed with particular interviewees. Some of the pre-determined 
questions seemed inappropriate to particular respondents, and were omitted, additional 
questions were asked where appropriate. The initial list of questions formed only a 
guide for the interviewer, and the discussions were not confined to obtaining answers 
to a fixed set of questions. 
The interviews were not tape-recorded. The interviewer made notes during the 
interviews that were useful to direct the interviewees back to areas they had mentioned 
briefly, and probe for more detailed explanations of certain points; without interrupting 
the interviewee's thought process, or answer to a particular question. 
The notes made during interviews were later transcribed on computer, to enable easier 
comparison of information and opinions of the various inter'viewees. 
3.5 ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS FROM LITERATURE STUDY, 
QUESTIONNAIRES AND INTERVIEWS 
As discussed in section 3.3 above, the questionnaires and interviews were used to 
triangulate the findings from the literature review, by investigating in further detail early 
cost advice specifically for the M&E services elements of buildings. 
Findings from literature and interviews yielded qualitative knowledge, based on 
research and expert opinion, whereas the questionnaires yielded some quantitative data, 
such as the percentage of respondents who used gross floor area as the main basis for 
M&E services early cost estimates. These findings are discussed in Chapter 4. 
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3.6 ANALYSIS OF PUBLISHED COST DATA 
The research involved a study of existing methods of early cost advice for M&E 
services. This research was particularly interested in the historic cost information 
available for the production of new cost estimates. Sources of published cost data were 
identified through the literature review. 
The Building Cost Information Service (BCIS) was a major source of published cost 
information. The Quantity Surveying Group at Loughborough University subscribed to 
the BCIS, and the information was available for reference in the Construction 
Management Group's Resource Room. 
The paper based analyses were referred to and entered on to a computer spreadsheet for 
analysis. The analysis of the published cost data involved simple and multiple linear 
regression analysis, and is described in Chapter 5. 
The analysis of published data also included a critical examination of existing 
classification methods for M&E services information. This analysis is discussed fully 
in Chapter 4, section 4B. 3. 
3.7 IDENTIFICATION OF NEW COST DATA REQUIRED 
The analysis of BCIS published cost data using regression models (see Chapter 5) 
revealed deficiencies in the format and detail of the information. It was therefore 
necessary to obtain more detailed information for the further analysis work required. 
The information required was M&E services costs, with information on the form and 
function of the building. This type of information was not generally available (except 
for that published by BCIS, which had already been examined). Priced tender 
documents were identified as a potential source of the information required. 
3.8 DEVELOPMENT OF NEW BUILDING FORM DESCRIPTORS 
It was identified (through the analysis work discussed in Chapter 5) that some of the 
building form descriptors used by the BCIS were not significant in determining M&E 
services cost. therefore work was undertaken to develop new descriptors. The 
development of the new building form descriptors for this research is described fully in 
Chapter 6, section 6.4. The literature review identified some building form descriptors 
and ratios developed by other researchers, which were considered worthy of further 
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analysis for this study. The analysis work contained in Chapter 6 also includes the 
descriptors developed by others and selected for use in this research. 
Data was required in the format of the building form descriptors selected/developed for 
the research; in order to analyse relationships between these building form descriptors 
and ratios, and M&E services costs, for buildings of different functions. 
3.9 COLLECTION OF NEW COST DATA, AND TRANSFORMATION 
INTO SUITABLE FORMAT FOR ANALYSIS 
The primary sources of new cost data were priced tender documents, obtained through 
contacts with building and M&E contractors, and a client. organisation. A substantial 
amount of work was required in transforming the data into a usable format, this work 
principally comprised measuring from drawings, but also involved collating cost 
information. The data collection work is described in more detail in Chapter 6, section 
6.4. 
Quantities for the building form descriptors and ratios were measured from tender 
drawings. This was a very time-consuming process, as areas and volumes were 
calculated for each type of space, on each level of the building, and in each block 
(where appropriate). The areas and volumes were then totalled to give a figure for the 
whole project, for each descriptor. 
Height-related descriptors were then calculated, again for, each level and each block 
where appropriate, and figures totalled for the whole project. Perimeter-related 
descriptors were also calculated, glazing was considered for each elevation, and then 
totalled for each project. Ratios between descriptors (such as wall to floor ratio) were 
then calculated for each project. All figures were stored on computer spreadsheets, one 
per project. 
The tender documents obtained were for projects that had been tendered over a five year 
period, so it was believed that adjustments were necessary to account for the different 
economic conditions, and make the tender, figures more comparable. Published indices 
were used for tender price adjustments. 
The projects analysed also varied in geographical location, building form, procurement 
route, and type of work. It was generally recognised by quantity surveyors and 
construction economists that these factors could lead to variations in tender prices. 
Adjustment factors were published by the BCIS to account for these tender price 
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differences. The transformation work carried out on the data collected k described fully 
in Chapter 6, section 6.5. 
3.10 ANALYSIS OF NEW COST DATA 
The data analysis work is discussed in Chapter 6, but briefly comprised inspection, 
calculation of sample means. sample standard deviations and corrclation coefficients. 
and comparison of the M&E services figures for the different variables among the 
projects. 
The data analysis revealed that building form and function did not wholl`v determine 
M&E services cost. Whilst it may be assumed intuitively that certain relationships 
existed, the analysis to date had not supported this assumption. The study was 
extended into the examination of the quality of M&E serviccs, and how quality 
contributed to cost. 
3.11 METHOD OF ASSESSING M&E SERVICES QUALITY 
M&E services, quality was an important aspect of the rescarch, and the main link 
between the two hypotheses. It wa proposed that MBE services quality had a 
significant cost implication, and therefore one of the research objectives required the 
development of method of assessing M&E services quality, in order that this aspect 
could be given due consideration when providing early cost"advice for M&E services. 
Examination o(- literature relating to quality revealed that the quality of any given 
product or service related to its ability to satisfy needs, which in turn was related to the 
functions it performed. This led to the development of the research enquiry into the 
consideration of' functions. and study of literature relating to the value management 
technique of function analysis. 
The research adopted the function analysis technique for the consideration of functions 
pcrl'ormed by 1NI&E services in buildings. Chapter 7 discus cs quality of Nl&E services 
in more detail, and describes the pilot customer oriented function analysis , %,,, tcm 
technique (EAST) diagrams produced for the assessment of \1&E ,, ervices quality. 
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3.12 METHOD OF COMMUNICATING INFORMATION ON QUALITY 
OF M&E SERVICES 
Hypothesis 2 proposed that better communication on Ill&E "crViCCý, quality could 
improve early cost advice for M&E services, therefore one objectix c of the research 
was to develop a method of communicating M&E services quality information, in a 
way that all project participants could understand. 
The function analysis approach was appropriate for this purpose. but development 
work was required to refine the pilot customer oriented F-\ST diagrams produced to 
assess M&E services quality, into a communication tool for the briefing stage. Chapter 
8 describes the briefing workshop, which was proposed aa forum for the proposed 
method of communicating M&E services information between clients, design team 
members, and other project participants. 
3.13 EVALUATION 
The first draft proposals were evaluated by practitioners in the yield, to establish 
whether the rescarch had produced original work that contributed to the body of 
knowledge, and whether the proposal,, would benefit the industry. 
This section will describe the method adopted for the evaluation - interviews (mainly 
face to face, but also one telephone interview) to discuss a previously issued document. 
The comments received from the evaluators will be discussed in Chapter 8, section 8.7. 
3.13.1 SAMPLE SELECTION 
It was considered desirable that the evaluation sample should include experts from a 
variety of construction backgrounds. Therefore interviews were conducted with a 
quantity surveyor, a M&E services consulting engineer, a facilitator for value 
management workshops, and a building client; as these were the groups that would 
benefit most from the implementation of the research proposals. 
It was recognised that the c\'aluation . ample was very small, with only one individual 
from each group. The findings Must be considered '. ubjcctive. but nonetheless 
authoritative. aý all construction related participants were active in their field at a high 
level (partner or director). 
ýý 
Quantity Surveyor 
Attempts were made to contact some of the quantity surveyors who had assisted with 
the earlier parts of the research, to request their help with the evaluation work. This 
ensured that the prospective evaluators were already familiar with the aims and 
objectives of the research, and enabled preliminary explanations to be kept to a 
minimum. 
John Grounds - M&E Services Manager and Regional Associate of Currie and Brown - 
agreed to evaluate the research. Mr Grounds was also a member of the RICS M&E 
Skills Panel, and therefore had an interest in improving existing methods of cost advice 
and cost control for M&E services. 
M&E Services Consulting Engineer 
Through a request to CIBSE, contact was made with lain Lyall, a M&E services 
engineer, member of the CIBSE Project Management Group, and Director of Ove Arup 
and Partners. Mr Lyall was willing to evaluate the research proposals. 
Facilitator For Value Management Workshops J. 
Value management consultants Value Systems International, a subsidiary of Bucknall 
Austin Plc. was contacted, and Peter Dark (Director), agreed to assist with the research 
evaluation. 
Building Client 
Loughborough University's Estates Organisation was approached to evaluate the 
research, as the staff had experience in dealing with briefing for proposed building 
projects for the university, and had already provided project data for the research. Roy 
Hill, Deputy Estates Director, was happy to contribute to the research evaluation. 
. 
Mr Hill described some of the problems that had occurred during the early design 
stages of Loughborough University's new engineering building, and commented that 
one particular department in the Faculty of Engineering (Department of Aeronautical 
and Automotive Engineering and Transport Studies (AAETS)) had caused several 
problems, because of their lack of understanding of the building process. Therefore it 
was decided that a "non-building professional"/inexperienced client should also be 
included in the research evaluation process. 
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Professor Tim Gordon of AAETS agreed to assist with the research evaluation. 
3.13.2 SUMMARY DOCUMENT 
All those who had agreed to help with the research evaluation were posted a copy of a 
specially prepared document that summarised the research proposals, and explained 
how it was envisaged that the proposed approach would improve the briefing process, 
ultimately improving the early cost advice for M&E services. 
The document was written in a way that busy practitioners could follow, without 
detailed knowledge of the earlier stages of the research, (and in the case of Professor 
Gordon, no detailed understanding of the building procurement process). 
The document was kept as short as possible, five pages of text plus a few essential 
diagrams, to avoid imposing too much on the goodwill of the evaluators. 
3.13.3 EVALUATION INTERVIEWS 
The evaluators were all contacted over the telephone to establish whether they had 
received the summary document, and to arrange appointments for face to face 
interviews. 
Interviews were the preferred method of collecting the evaluators' comments, as 
interviews enabled more detailed explanations to be given if necessary, and they 
allowed the discussions to develop in an informal manner. It was important that the 
interviews were not structured too formally, so that the evaluators could raise any 
points that they believed to be significant, rather than being restricted to answering a 
pre-determined list of questions. 
The research summary document formed the basis of the discussions. The interviewees 
had all read the document in advance, familiarised themselves with the proposed 
approach, and had time to consider their responses carefully. 
In the case of Mir Lyall, a face to face interview was not possible in the time allowed in 
the research programme. However Mr Lyall kindly agreed to be interviewed over the 
telephone, regarding the research summary document. A date and time were arranged 
for the telephone interview, when Mr Lyall would be available to discuss the research. 
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3.14 REFINEMENTS 
The only suggested refinements related to the detail of the proposed models. The 
refinements shall be discussed in Chapter 8. 
3.15 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH 
Fellows and Liu (1997) stated that however well a research enquiry was designed, its 
validity remains subject to the data actually obtained. Allison (1996) referred to validity, 
as "authenticity, sind appropriateness of the content", arguing that it was essential that an 
instrument actually measured what it set out to measure. The term "measure" may not 
appear entirely appropriate in the context of qualitative research. Kirk and Miller (1986 ) 
stated that methodological formulations from other traditions could be adapted to 
qualitative research, and regarded qualitative observations as, a special case of 
measurement. 
Kirk and Miller (1986) argued that "partitioning of objectil'itiv into two components: 
reliability and iraliehty" was useful for qualitative observations. "Reliability" was 
defined as the extent to which a procedure yields the same answer however and 
wherever it is carried out, and "solidity" was the extent to which it gives the correct 
answer, (Kirk and Miller, 1986). However, it must be remembered that in qualitative 
research, there is unlikely to be one correct answer. 
This section will discuss the limitations to the research, which include methodological 
constraints and the defined scope of the study. 
3.15.1 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 
The research project was concerned with M&E services cost advice provided to 
construction clients during the early stages of the building design, in the context of UK 
projects. During the research period, problems were identified that related to the design 
and procurement procedures associated with M&E services, and the tender 
documentation. 'T'hese areas were discussed as forming the contextual background on 
which the cost advice methods operated, but were not specifically evaluated as part of 
the research. 
The research focused on the NINE services elements of building projects, as a 
preliminary literature study revealed that \1&E services were cost , i,, nificant in most 
niodcrn buildiii . 
ho«vcvcr. there wcrc obvious practical problem,, aiý, ý, ooc_iated with 
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attempting to separate the M&E services, costs from the building costs. These were 
related to the allocation of "builders work in connection with services" costs, and the 
inconsistent allocation of some costs (such as sanitary appliances) between fixtures and 
fittings and M&E services installations. 
The research did not consider the role that nominated subcontractors or contractors 
operating under non-traditional procurement methods such as design and build, may 
play in the provision of early cost advice to construction clients for the M&E services 
elements. The study was limited to the cost advice given by professional consultants, 
namely quantity surveyors and M&E services engineers. 
3.15.2 METHODOLOGICAL FLAWS 
Fowler (1988) stated that every questionnaire should be pre-tested, as the vast majority 
of questionnaires could be changed to make it easier for respondents to meet the 
researcher's objectives. The questionnaires produced for this research were not pre- 
tested before mailing. Reminders were not sent to non-respondents. These two flaws in 
the administration of the questionnaires could have contributed to the poor response 
rates received. 
The low questionnaire response rates in themselves were not regarded as particularly 
significant in this research. The fact that non-respondents may have had different 
opinions regarding early cost advice for M&E services, was not a major concern for the 
overall research. Any expert opinions collected through the questionnaire surveys were 
of interest to the research during the preliminary stages. 
The bias of the data collected due to non-response to the questionnaires was discussed 
above in section 3.3.4. Further bias in the data collection sample may have been 
introduced by the fact that the interviewees were a sub-set of the questionnaire 
respondents sample, thereby limiting the sample of possible opinions surveyed. 
The qualitative nature of the research resulted in a substantial reliance on opinions of 
experts, both in the interviews for the study of existing methods, and in the evaluation 
of the proposed communication tool. A potential problem with any qualitative research 
is the validity of these expert opinions. Some of the experts may have had a "hidden 
agenda" in agreeing to co-operate with the research, perhaps deliberately wanting to 
appear to be at the forefront of the profession, and involved in any new research. Other 
experts may have attempted to mislead the researcher by over-emphasising the merits of 
the methods employed by their firm, or their own personal expertise. 
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Traditional adversarial attitudes between different profession' may mean also that, for 
example M&E engineers were unfairly critical of quantity ýurvvevors' skills and 
knowledge regarding M&E services. The criticisms were obv, iou,, lvv highly subjective. 
and based on generalisations of the profession as a whole. 
The possible bias introduced due to reliance on generalised expert opinions was 
recognised as a limitation of the research, but it had toi be accepted as it was not 
possible for every M&E services engineer and quantit\ surveyor involved in the 
provision of early cost advice in the UK, to participate in the research enquiry. 
The time-consuming nature of the detailed data collection and anal\'sis work carried out 
for qualitative research, often results in the use of relatively , mall samples. This is a 
characteristic of qualitative research, but social scientists accept that detailed 
understanding of particular situations is as valid a research method as collecting discrete 
facts from large samples, and is more appropriate in certain circumstances. 
The research aimed to develop a method of improving early cost advice for M&E 
services, and therefore qualitative methods were appropriate to help develop a detailed 
understanding of existing methods of early cost advice for M&E scrviccs. 
3.15.3 PARTICIPATION IN THE RESEARCH ENQUIRY 
The research methods selected for the project relied upon the willingness of certain 
parties to participate in the enquiry. The low response rates from the questionnaires, 
and relatively small samples of interviewees have already been discussed above. 
Another important limitation of the research was the unwillingness of some contractors 
to supply data for analysis, due to their apprehensions about the commercial sensitivity 
of the data. Many contractors regarded their tenders as confidential information, and 
were concerned that pricing policies would be scrutinised. However. the research was 
only interested in collecting information relating to the final tender figure, representing 
the cost to the client. 
3.15.4 AVAILABILITY OF DATA REQUIRED FOR ANALYSIS 
The unwillingness of some contractor to participate in the research by supplying data 
for analysis, \\'a', one dictcrminingfactor of the poor availability of the data required for 
the research. Howw'ev'er. published data was also limited in , uppl\. 
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A major limitation of the research was related to the poor a: ailability, format and detail 
of M&E services cost data, both from published sources such as the BCIS (see Chapter 
5 for further discussion of the deficiencies of BCIS cost data). and the unpublished 
M&E services cost data generated by contractors, M&E subcontractors. suppliers, and 
manufacturers of specialist equipment. The fragmented nature of the industry meant that 
the detailed information related to costs of M&E services installations was "buried" in 
the records of sub-sub-contractors and manufacturers, and that quantity surveyors and 
M&E services consulting engineers did not have access to the "whole picture". 
Apart from the commercial secrecy issue, another problem in attempting to obtain 
tender documents from contractors, was that their archiving systems varied greatly 
between companies. For example Tarmac Building and Drake and Scull Engineering 
both agreed to collaborate with the research by providing data for analysis. It was 
intended to identify projects that both firms had worked on together, and therefore have 
access to the building and M&E services information from the same projects. However, 
the regional structures of the firms, the data classification systems, and the time for 
which documents were stored, all varied. Therefore identification of the required 
information proved difficult. 
The statistical methods used for analysis of the priced tender documents (as described 
in Chapter 6, section 6.6) usually require larger samples in order to produce reliable 
and valid results (the limited availability of data was discussed above). 
This section has shown that the execution of the research project suffered from poor 
availability of data, which included quantitative data such as published cost 
information, and qualitative data such as limited availability of experts willing to be 
interviewed by the researcher. Whilst it was accepted that some of the problems could 
perhaps have been addressed by more rigorous administration of the research methods, 
the simple fact remained that where the data required did not exist in larger quantities, 
then it could not be collected and analysed for the research. However, as the statistical 
analysis undertaken on the available cost data did not reveal any relationships that were 
worthy of further interrogation, the limited availability of data did not significantly 
affect the validity of the findings. 
The methods used for collecting the raw data and transforming it into a usable format, 
and the use of new and existing building form descriptors, were suitable in this case 
and could be applied to larger samples in future research, to examine the reliability of 
the relationships observed. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
STUDY OF EXISTING METHODS 
SUMMARY 
This chapter describes the existing methods of budget estimating and cost planning for 
M&E services, based on information obtained from literature, quc'. tionnaires and 
interviews with practising quantity surveyors and consulting M&E services engineers. 
The pre-contract estimating methods are set into context by a description of the 
peculiarities of the M&E services industry, and the interactions of the parties involved 
in design and cost estimating of M&E services. The chapter concludes that budget 
estimates for M&E services were based primarily on the gross floor area of the 
proposed building, using firms in-house cost information. 
SECTION A- CONTEXT 
4A. 1 INTRODUCTION 
Figure 4.1 represents a summary of the issues identified from' literature and interviews. 
it shows that the nature of M&E services technology has led to complications in the 
design, procurement and cost control of M&E services. 
The basic problem lay at the interface between quantity surveyors' knowledge and the 
M&E services technology. Many traditional building quantity surveyors did not have 
sufficient understanding of M&E services technology to be able to produce accurate 
budget estimates. and advise their client throughout the design and construction phases. 
This problem was recognised by the M&E services engineers and specialist M&E 
quantity surveyors interviewed during this research. The Association of Consulting 
Engineers also recognised this problem, as its fee scales and duties included for the 
provision of cost advice by the M&E services design engineers. 
MN: E scrvices tcchnologvv was a generic term that covered many different systems, 
such as air conditioning. electrical power distribution, lifts and sprinklers As N1&E 
se rv'ices were orten technically complicated, they were not usuallv designed by the 
building architect, and specialist engineers were ordinarily engaged for Mk-E design. 
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FIGURE 4.1 - PECULIARITIES OF M&E SERVICES SECTOR 
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The specialist M&E designers could be one firm of consultant engineers, or could be 
separate firms, one for mechanical and one for electrical designs. These design 
consultants may sub-let the design of some of the systems (such as lighting) to other 
designers who were specialists in that area. It was common for some M&E services, 
particularly lifts, to be designed in detail by the manufacturer. Parsloe (1994) also 
referred to Installation Managers and Site Tradesmen carrying out some design work. 
The involvement of several different designers caused information problems: missing 
because either not produced, or not distributed properly; not received at the time 
required; information not co-ordinated and therefore difficult to read together with other 
documents - drawings/ specifications; and conflicting information received from 
different sources. 
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Davis, M. (1995) referred to a timelag that occurred when the design activity passed 
from one designer to another. The involvement of various designers at different stages 
in the design process led to complications in the procurement of the designers. 
The complicated nature of the technology involved also meant that many systems were 
designed to performance specifications, and priced from drawings and specifications to 
schedules of rates. Quantity surveyors were not usually involved in the measurement of 
M&E services from design drawings to produce bills of quantities. 
Quantity surveyors used bills of quantities for cost control during the construction 
phase of a building project, so the fact that the M&E services were often let on a 
schedule of rates, meant that quantity surveyors frequently had difficulties with the cost 
control of M&E services during construction. 
Bills of quantities provided the main source of historic cost information for use when 
preparing pre-contract cost estimates for proposed projects. The lack of bills of 
quantities for M&E services tenders led to the problem of poor cost information for 
future cost estimates. 
This chapter will discuss the problems associated with the design, procurement and 
cost control of M&E services for building.. projects in more detail; using literature, 
questionnaire responses, and opinions expressed in interviews with consulting M&E 
services engineers and M&E quantity surveyors. 
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4A. 2 MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL SERVICES 
As this research was specifically concerned with the cost,, of the mechanical and 
electrical services elements of building projects, it was first ncccsý, ar\ to consider what 
was generally understood by the term "M&E Services", and why their costs warranted 
special consideration. 
Mechanical and electrical services constituted essential facilities that made buildings 
"more than shelt«r''. Generally M&E services represented the totality of all amenities, 
facilities and utilities provided as part of the building for human convenience, or to meet 
specialised electromechanical functions of the building as required, (AI: inwole, 1992). 
It became apparent during interviews that the integrated systems nature of the M&E 
services technology meant that their costs should not be considered in the same way as 
building structure and fabric items. Pearce (1995) stated that building costs were 
comprised of individual components, but M&E services cost cstimatcs must consider 
complete systems. 
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The M&E services satisfied requirements for a controlled environment. facilitated the 
operations carried out in the building, and provided support for the needs of the 
occupants. 
Controlling the environment included the lighting and temperatures of different areas 
within the building, and created the client's desired atmosphere. Pearce (1995) gave an 
example of the Tate Gallery project: the lighting requirements were not just to provide 
enough light to be able to see the paintings: the lighting had to create the right ambience 
in which people could appreciate the paintings and exhibits to their fullest effect. 
Pearce argued that a similar situation occurred with the heating installation: the client did 
not want radiators on the walls underneath the paintings, as they would detract interest 
from the exhibits. Pearce (1995) believed that there was an air of mystery surrounding 
the 1N1&E services for some types of building - the building had to be the right 
temperature and have the right kind of lighting to set the mood, but the \i&E services 
had to be concealed to avoid imposing on the atmosphere they created. 
It can be Summariscd that ksI&E : crvicc,, were complete integrated ,\ `tclly that were 
incorporated into building: to : atisiv particular requirement' of the client and/or the 
occupiers, and to enable the building to perform the functions for which it was 
de "i,, 
_' 
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4A. 3 THE M&E SERVICES INDUSTRY 
Although the M&E services eventually formed part of a building, their specialised 
technological nature has led to the need for designers, contractors, manufacturers and 
installers to specialise in particular aspects of the services. for example electrical 
engineers, HVAC contractors. These specialists have created their own professional 
and trade organisations, which promoted the interests of their members. It was these 
specialists, and their representative bodies, that became regarded as the M&E services 
industry. 
"It is a measure of the complexity of modern buildings that Mechanical and Electrical 
services ... is seen as a specialism among designers and contractors. Indeed, the 
building services industry is seen as somewhat separate from construction, having its 
own professional institutions, trade associations and research organisations. " (RICS, 
1991) 
The active participants in the M&E services industry included: 
" Clients, developers and end users who were served by the M&E services industry 
and had an influence on it; 
" Specifiers and consultants who designed the M&E services; 
" Manufacturers who supplied the components that gave physical form to the designs; 
" M&E contractors who took responsibility for integrating and installing the M&E 
services on site, 
" Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE), which was 
concerned with the promotion of the science and practice of M&E services 
associated with buildings, and the advancement of education and research; 
" The research associations, such as Building Services Research and Information 
Association (BSRIA), which made an important contribution; 
" The Government, which was a client in its own right, and was also a major 
provider of funds for research. marketing and other activities through the 
Department for Employment and Education, the Department of Trade and Industry, 
and the Building Research Establishment. (O'Hea, 1996) 
Barton (1983) argued that the emergence of M&E services as a specialism in the 
building process. and the resultant increased number of members of the building team, 
has made design co-ordination more difficult. M&E specialists were "engineer- 
orientated", had different training and education from the existing building team 
members, and therefore had difficulty appreciating other areas of the building process. 
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\4&E specialists also had their own language. Barton ( 1983) therefore argued that the 
different languages that resulted from these different background,,. could be the cause 
of the many communication problems that arose in the design and installation' of NI&E 
services. 
4A. 4 APPOINTMENT OF THE CONSULTANTS 
The M&E services industry involved many different professionals at various stage 
during the design and installation of the M&E services. However the literature studied 
and interviewees' comments, appeared to indicate discrepancies het«veen the published 
and the actual appointment stages of the various parties. 
RICS (1992) stated that quantity surveying involvement at the inception of design was 
common. 
RICS (1982) defined the information that quantity surveyors required during each stage 
of the cost planning proccss, and from whom. Table 4.1 shows the information that 
quantity surveyors required from M&E Services Engineers. 
4 
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TABLE 4.1 - QUANTITY SURVEYOR'S TASKS AT RIBA DESIGN 
STAGES, WITH INFORMATION REQUIRED FROM NM E SERVICES 
ENGINEER (ABSTRACTED FROM RICS, 1982) 
RIBA Design Quantity Surveyor's Information required from M&E 
Stages Task Services Engineer 
Stage B Prepare feasibility studies Advice on areas of building which will 
Feasibility and determine budget require specialist engineering services 
Advice on availability of public utility 
services 
Stage C Consider with Client and Outline proposals of installations 
Outline design team alternative indicating alternative systems 
Proposals strategies and prepare cost 
plan. Indication of preferred specification, 
after acceptance by the architect of the 
visual implications. 
Stage D Carry out cost checks and Scheme drawings and scheme 
Scheme Design update cost plan if specifications 
necessary 
Detailed design parameters, e. g. heat 
loads, electrical loads, etc. 
Stage E Carry out cost checks 
Detail Design 
Stage F Carry out cost checks 
Production 
Information 
Stage H Prepare a reconciliation 
Tender Action statement. 
Some of the quantity surveyors interviewed believed that the approach to cost planning 
of the M&E services elements defined by the RICS (1982). implied that quantity 
Survcvors merely reacted to information provided by M&E services engineers. Davis, 
K. (1995), Stoker, (1995). and Rennie and Haynes, (1995) all argued that the 
implication of a reactive approach from the quantity surveyor was out of date and 
thercrore inappropriate. They all believed that quantity surveyors took a proactive 
approach to pre-contract cost estimating and cost planning. 
The interviewees made reference to the RIBA plan of work stages in their general 
comments, but believed that the sta`oes were not detailed enou`Th. (Garland, 1995). as 
sonie clients wanted additional advice that the time scale did not allo\\ for. It was also 
, ýtatcd by Davis, K. (1995) that the RIBA plan of work wa,, 11ot appropriate for M&E 
scrviccs. These comments appeared to imply that there \v&, something unusual about 
the NI E serv-icc,,, compared ww ith the other elements of a building. 
Fable 4.1 sho wd the RIOS statement that the quantity survc or required information 
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from the M&E services engineer at the feasibility stage, in order to determine the 
budget. However Garland (1995) argued that the M&E services engineer was not 
necessarily appointed at the feasibility stage, therefore the quantity surveyor would 
have to make assumptions about the M&E services required for the project. in order to 
calculate the budget. 
Chelmick and Gaby (1995) stated that the quantity surveyor was appointed either 
parallel with or after the M&E services engineer, which disagreed with Garland's 
statement that the QS may have to set the budget before the M&E services engineer was 
appointed. Leivers (1995) believed that M&E services engineers were not appointed 
early enough in the project, stating that M&E services engineers should be appointed 
alongside the QS and architect. 
These differing opinions show that the M&E services engineer was not always 
appointed in the very early design stages, such as Feasibility, and was frequently 
appointed after the architect and quantity surveyor. This situation would result in the 
M&E services being considered after the building structure and fabric elements, when 
making decisions concerning both design and cost. 
4A. 5 THE M&E SERVICES DESIGN PROCESS 
It has been shown that there appeared to be something peculiar about the M&E services 
elements of buildings: in their integrated systems technology, in the involvement of 
specialists in their design, manufacture and installation, and in the appointment 
sequence of these specialist designers in relation to the building designers. This section 
will examine the design process for the M&E services elements, which also appeared to 
differ from that for the building structure and fabric elements. 
BS 7000 Part 4 (1996) discussed management of the design process for a construction 
project, and limited the definition of the design process to design activity that was 
independent of the responsibility for the production or supply of the items designed, 
thereby excluding manufacturer or installer design. BS 7000 Part 4 (1996) stated that 
the construction Design Process developed the agreed requirements of a client and 
provided sufficient information to allow subsequent actions to be taken. 
MacPherson et al (1993) argued that design activity was an iterative process whereby 
"an initial conjectured solution to one part of the design is progressively refined and 
checked for compatibility with other emerging aspects of the design". They believed 
that this was in direct contrast to prescriptive documents such as the RIBA plan of 
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work, which assumed a "top-down" hierarchical approach to design development. 
MacPherson et al (1993) found that HVAC consulting engineers went through the 
following process: the engineers broke problems down into sub-problems; they 
identified the critical details of the design; they investigated the effects, of the critical 
details; the engineers judged whether the critical details were sufficiently understood; 
the engineers executed this process iteratively. 
Chelmick and Gaby (1995) explained how the M&E design process was staggered, the 
M&E services engineer always fell behind the architect, but the stages overlapped. 
Chelmick and Gaby (1995) argued that an architect's design progressed from the 
overall concept down to the specific details, see Figure 4.2. 
Chelmick and Gaby stated that a M&E services engineer could not start his/her design 
until the architectural design was at the finishes stage; but then the M&E services design 
process followed the reverse sequence, from the specific details of the M&E services 
performance requirements, to the overall means of achieving them. 
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FIGURE 4.2 - ARCHITECTURAL AND M1&E SERVICES DESIGN 
PROCESSES 
ARCHITECTURAL \I&I-. SERVICES 
DESIGN 
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DECREASING 
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DETAIL - 
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Stoker (1995) confirmed that M&E designers were very reluctant to do any detailed 
design until the architectural elements of the design were fixed, to avoid abortive work. 
as room use changes (such as moving the restaurant from the basement to the roof), 
Could have enormous implications for the M&E design. 
S 
\1&E design engineers often based their designs on performance specifications, (Davis, 
K., 1995), using factors such as office temperatures and the latitude around the desired 
temperatures (e. g. +/-2 degrees. air changes. natural/mechanical ventilation). However, 
as the M&E designs developed. the engineer had to consider the , pace available, to fit 
the M&E services into the shell designed by the architect and the structural engineer. 
The N1&E services design affected the architectural design in certain but M&E 
"erviccs design ýn; ýlllc'ýlý `generally accepted 
that HVAC design considerations. such as 
ýhacc allowance ý,. did not dictate the architectural desiýen (\ lacPher,, on Ct al, 1993). 
I)aý i". K. (1995) argued that an overlap o1' the building and the 1--. . ervices designs 
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occurred when the architect needed to know the size and preferred location of the plant 
rooms, and the desired route of distributing the services around the building - whether 
service corridors, round the edge of the building, vertical service cores. etc. 
The above discussion has shown that difficulties arose in the building design process, 
related to the sequence in which architectural and M&E services design activities 
occurred, the approach adopted by the different design professionals, and the inevitable 
interface between the architectural and M&E designs. 
The M&E services design process was further complicated by the fact there was often a 
design input from specialist contractors. The Construction Management Forum (1991) 
defined specialist contractors as works contractors who provided "design or 
development services for the works which they may also subsequently install". The 
report identified specialist contractors as either product orientated or systems orientated. 
Mechanical and electrical services specialists were classed as "systems orientated", and 
either carried out design from inception, in response to a performance brief, or 
developed a basic design from a consultant into working detail. 
The Construction Management Forum (1991) stated that typically in M&E services, the 
specialist contractor was appointed early in the design process, in order to collaborate 
with the designer and other consultants in the production of fully detailed design. The 
eventual system was the result of parallel design between the designer, other 
consultants and specialist contractors; which led to a lack of cost control. The designer 
played the lead role in the early stages, gradually phasing out to the specialists who then 
selected the equipment and developed the design into sufficient information for 
installation. 
BS 7000 Part 4 (1996) confirmed that contractors and specialist suppliers were 
frequently called upon to contribute to the construction design process, and stated that 
this contribution could take the form of specific advice, or the preparation of major 
working drawings. Parsloe (1994) referred specifically to the M&E services design, 
and stated that professional designers, specialist designers, manufacturers, installation 
managers and site tradesmen may all contribute to the evolving process. 
The dynamic nature of the design process frequently caused problems when design 
activity passed from one designer to another, especially as time available for design was 
limited. Stoker (1995) stated that design periods had halved over the last 20 years, and 
there was not usually enough time to go through all the RIBA stages. Often there was a 
blur between stages C and D, Outline Proposals and Scheme Design (Rennie and 
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Haynes, 1995). with division being open to interpretation. 
Davis. M. (1995) referred to the inherent problems with the traditional concept that the 
design activities of the consulting M&E services engineer could stop at a particular 
finite dividing line; to be completed by a specialist. He believed that "at least three 
m ontlis will be lost ißt the services design process because of this transition", (which he 
termed "Switch of Lead"). ".. meantifne the architectural and structural de. tii, ,i is ißt full 
It was believed that early incorporation of specialist M&E design expertise, would lead 
to cost and time savings for building projects (Pasquire, 1994), by minimising co- 
ordination and integration problems. Davis, M. (1995) indicated that a target net cost 
reduction of 20% for M&E services could be achieved; with a 101 reduction being 
attributed to design - the benefit of collaboration between consulting engineer and 
specialist designer. However Gray et al (1994) warned against extensive design 
development being done in conjunction with a specialist contractor, because of 
implications on the final cost. 
Although it has been shown that the M&E services design a1I(ccted the building design 
(in terms of space allowances for plant and distribution), it was argued that clients were 
not generally very interested in the M&E services installations of their buildings. Pearce 
( 1995) argued that the client's brief for the M&E services was not usually very specific. 
He believed that clients tended to rely on M&E services engineers to determine the 
location of the plant (which was important for maintenance and servicing), and to 
consider the implications of the M&E services on the building structure, such as 
planning permission for chimneys. 
This section has shown that the complex technologies associated with M&E services 
resulted in the involvement of specialist designers in the M&E design process. These 
si ecialists could be consulting M&E services engineers, but specialist design frequently 
involved trade contractors and manufacturers. The involvement of these specialists 
sometimes resulted in conflicts with the traditional architectur4l design process, because 
of the need to co-ordinate architectural and services designs. and the time lags that arose 
from e xchamginL, information amongst the various designers involved. 
4A. 6 DESIGN INFORMATION PROBLEMS 
The involvement of specialist desigim for particular aspects of the \I&-E services 
dcsiýgn. inevitably required design information to be circulated among the hLu-tie". The 
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parties included the architect, structural engineer and quantity surveyor, in addition to 
those involved with the M&E services design. Literature and interviews revealed that 
problems arose at particular stages from the level of detail contained in the design 
information, and the information flow among the parties. 
Many M&E services engineers did not provide design information to the level of detail 
provided by architects and structural engineers, (yenning, 1978), as the general ACE 
terms for M&E services engineers required them to produce information sufficient for 
tendering purposes. yenning argued that quantity surveyors required more detailed 
information than that provided by M&E design engineers, and MacPherson et al (1993) 
found that the RIBA plan of work was used as a guide to the minimum amount of 
information that should be available at the feasibility stage. 
Garland (1995) stated that receipt of design information was always a problem for the 
QS. For example it may be known that a certain capacity of chiller plant was required, 
and that this was to be located on the roof. This chiller equipment could be one large 
item, or three smaller ones. In terms of capacity of cooling, it would not matter which; 
but for the cost of the electrical items associated with the chillers it was very important 
to know how many chillers there were. This would affect the number of electric motors 
required, and the size and quantity of cabling. 
In order to avoid conflicts over design information, Parsloe (1994) argued that there 
had to be an implicit understanding between those involved in the design process, 
regarding what design information needed to be produced and whose responsibility it 
was to produce it. Parsloe proposed solutions for some of the, more common conflicts: 
the definitions for different types of design drawings; selection of plant and equipment; 
selection and appointment of companies providing specialist design input; 
methodology, extent and cost of commissioning works; and production of hand-over 
information. Parsloe devised a set of pro formas for allocating responsibility for these 
various design activities, which would avoid conflict during the design and installation 
phases. 
The Co-ordinating Committee for Project Information (CCPI), (1987) argued that the 
use of specialist design consultants increased the number of people involved in both 
producing and using project information, which led to an increased risk of 
misunderstanding and oversight. 
0 
CCPI (1987) identified the following deficiencies of project information (many of 
which applied specifically to the pre-contract design information): missing, because 
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either not produced or not distributed; late (not available at time required): incorrect 
because of errors in descriptions, references or dimensions: insufficient detail; 
impractical; inappropriate, because information not entirely relevant or suitable for its 
purpose; unclear because of poor drafting or ambiguity; not firm, provisional 
information often indistinguishable from firm information; poorly arranged. poor and 
inconsistent structure; unco-ordinated, difficult to read one document together with 
another; and conflicting, documents that disagreed with one another. 
Barton (1983) confirmed that communication of design information was an important 
factor that affected the integration of M&E services into the building project, during the 
design stages. Barton (1983) stated that architects and structural engineers produced 
pictorial and dimensional drawings in the form of plans, sections and elevations; 
however M&E services consultants communicated by means of diagrammatic 
presentation, since working drawings were not part of their normal service. 
Consequently, pipelines, ductwork and fittings were not drawn accurately in size or 
position, although such considerations may be crucial to a structural engineer. 
The time lags in the design process described above, and the problems associated with 
the flow and content of M&E services design information, often resulted in the M&E 
design being incomplete at tender stage. 
4A. 7 TENDERING FOR M&E SERVICES WORK 
Most tenders for M&E services were based on a specification and drawings (Davis, K. 
1995). Here the fundamentals of the heating, cooling and ventilation systems had 
already been designed by the M&E services engineer, the contractors had to develop the 
designs and cost them. There was no real consistency of preparation of "plan and 
specification" tenders, which made tender comparisons difficult (Davis, K. 1995). 
Schedules of rates were very common for M&E services work (Garland, 1995). The 
quantified schedules of rates submitted by the contractors contained breakdowns of 
labour, materials, mark ups, etc. (Stoker, 1995) and may be used for post contract 
valuations and variations. Chelmick and Gaby (1995) argued that the problem with the 
use of quantified schedules of rates was that the contractors' rates became the main 
basis for assessing the completed work, so the QS may lose some control of cost. 
This section has shown that the detail contained in M&E services tenders could vary 
greatly, and therefore made evaluation of the alternatives difficult. The M&E services 
form a significant proportion of the total cost of most projects, so more care should be 
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taken when selecting a suitable contractor. Stoker (1995) believed that the I&. E work- 
should be tendered for before the main contract, and the main contractor should be 
forced to take on the M&E contractor as a domestic subcontractor. This would go some 
way towards redressing the balance between the building and M'I&E contractor,. 
4A. 8 BILLS OF QUANTITIES FOR M&E SERVICES 
It was stated above that "plan and specification" tenders were common for M&E 
services work, which precluded the use of full bills of quantities for the services 
elements. Bills of quantities frequently contained provisional sums or prime cost sums 
for the M&E services elements. The tendering main contractors then invited Nl&E 
contractors to tender for this work, on the basis of the only information available: 
drawings and specification. 
The reasons for the decline in the use of bills of quantities for the M&E services 
elements, were discussed in interviews with M&E quantity surveyors. Garland (1995) 
stated that bills of quantities were not very popular for M&I[ services, as their 
production was very expensive and time consuming. Stoker (1995) emphasised a key 
point, that bill production required the design to be complete. 
The production ol'bills of quantities generally was regarded as a rather old fashioned 
and tedious activity that did not make money for the QS practice. This also applied to 
bills of' quantities for M&E services. Grounds (1995) believed that quantity surveyors 
were now more concerned with managing the design process, not just taking off from 
drawings. He did acknowledge that the process of measurement acted as a good check 
on the quality of the tender documents. based on the "if you can ineasiure it you can 
build it" principle. 
It was stated during interviews that the time and effort required to produce bills of 
quantities for M&E services was wasted. Stoker (1995) argued that full bills of 
quantities were useless for M&E services. because they were not priced fully by the 
tendering contractors. (they grouped several pages of items together as "inchrdled" with 
a service installation, e. g. all fittings and pipework included with one item for cold 
water service ±'00,000). The design development process frequently meant that the 
final scheme was not represented accurately by the bills of quantiticý,. 
the client would make the final decision as to whether full bills of quantities would be 
used for a particular pi-o, ject. alp he/,, hc \\ ould bear the cost of their production. Stoker 
(1 995) be lic vcd that quantity surveyors had a vested interest in wanting to prepare bills 
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of quantities for M&E services, as they would be able to check their own cost plans and 
ratify their own figures, but with no real benefit resulting to the client. 
Rennie and Haynes (1995) believed that clients could not be sure that a bill of quantities 
would provide better cost control, and were therefore reluctant to invest time and 
money in having bills of quantities prepared for M&E services. 
Pearce (1995) believed that the decline in the use of bills of quantities was a retrograde 
step, as the quantity surveyor's role was to mediate between the client and the 
contractor and try to get a fair deal for both. 
It was argued by Jupp (1973) that the absence of bills of quantities for M&E services 
meant that there was no facility for detailed cost analysis, therefore prediction became 
more erratic, and cost control suffered. He found that cost forecasting of building work 
was more reliable than that of M&E work, especially when comparing final accounts 
with tenders. 
Jupp (1973) also argued that opportunities, for claims were greater in a contractual 
situation depending on outline drawings and specifications, than under bills of 
quantities; and that the higher contingencies observed for M&E services work reflected 
this. " 
Jupp (1973) recommended that tenders should be invited on the basis of bills of 
quantities; and that M&E services should be designed to the same depth of detail as 
building work, as the discipline of measurement generated the need for detail 
appropriate to that measurement. 
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It has been shown that bills of quantities were not commonly used when tendering for 
M&E services work, because clients were not convinced of their project cost control 
value, and were therefore not prepared to pay for their production. The time required 
for bill production was also seen as a disadvantage by clients, especially as the evolving 
nature of the design meant that the billed items did not represent the final design 
accurately. 
. 
4A. 9 THE QS AS COST CONTROLLER FOR M&E SERVICES 
The above sections have implied that quantity surveyors may not be suitably qualified 
for controlling the cost of M&E services, because of the specialist technologies, the 
resultant involvement of specialist designers, and the prcdcess of inviting tenders 
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without full bills of quantities. It appeared that quantity surveyors may not be pivotal to 
the M&E design and procurement process, and that their traditional quantification 
function was now being performed by subcontractors tendering for the M&E services 
work. 
The RICS recognised that M&E services represented a specialism among quantity 
surveyors, as shown by the following quotation: "Quantity surveyors generally have 
been slow to specialise to the extent needed to take a leading role on M&E tiw"ork: this is 
surprising given the high cost and complexity of WE installations. " (RICS. 1991). 
A survey (CQS, December 1990) found that "advice on M&E engineering costs" was 
the quantity surveyor's service with which clients were least satisfied. This service was 
used by 62% of the 300 respondent clients, of whom only 39.5% rated QS 
performance as excellent/good. "With the financial value Qf the M&E content in 
buildings rising, this is an area where QS weakness needs to he rectified" (CQS, 
December 1990). 
This section will examine the involvement of quantity surveyors with the M&E services 
elements of building projects, to identify whether the profession is fulfilling the needs 
of its clients, and whether changes are required. 0 
The M&E services were a significant proportion of a building's capital cost and an 
important factor in its future costs, so it was not unreasonable for clients to expect 
quantity surveyors to pay the same degree of attention to the M&E services as to other 
construction elements, (RICS, 1992). However the quantity surveyors' education and 
training had not prepared them to consider the M&E services as part of their concern. 
RICS (1992) argued that the quantity surveyor could bring the same rigour to cost 
planning, procurement, and post-contract aspects of M&E services, as other 
construction elements, and significantly improve "value-added" for the client. The 
quantity surveyor already possessed the required techniques, but attention must be paid 
to the quantity surveyors' knowledge base concerning M&E services. "The 
combination of these two factors would generate the oportunity for the quantity 
surveyor to provide a competent service in this significant application", (RICS, 1992). 
Generally, the M&E services engineers interviewed believed that quantity surveyors 
were not suitably qualified to cost M&E services. Leivers (1995) argued that quantity 
surveyors could not accurately estimate M&E services costs in the design stages, as 
they did not understand M&E services design. 
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Walton (1995) agreed that quantity surveyors were not generally competent at costing 
M&E services, as they did not have the technical expertise to understand the cost 
implications of changes to the M&E services design. Walton acknowledged that the 
nature of the discipline was very difficult, and that the ideal cost controller of M&E 
services would be "about a third engineer and two thirds QS". 
Leivers (1995) stated that quantity surveyors had experience of analysing costs, but that 
they would not necessarily have knowledge of regulations that affected the design 
quality (and hence cost) of M&E services terminal outlets. 
Crane (1995) did not have much faith in the quantity surveyor's ability to cost M&E 
services as he believed that design and cost were so closely related that they could not 
be separated. Crane (1995) argued that an external quantity surveyor's cost control was 
based on snapshots in time, after the design was carried out. Crane believed that 
quantity surveyors did not understand what was involved in the M&E services 
engineers' design, and that it was unacceptable for quantity surveyors to drive the M&E 
design on cost terms, if it resulted in the client ending up with an inferior design for 
cost reasons. 
Crane (1995) believed that quantity surveyors were not very pro-active in the 
construction phase of a project. He argued that quantity surveyors did not fully 
understand the specification, so only reported the contractor's claims for variations, and 
could not pursue the contractor over the technical merits of any changes. 
Hough (1992) found that architects, quantity surveyors and M&E services engineers all 
believed that the quantity surveyor's limited technical ability was a problem in the field 
of M&E services cost control. 
This section has shown that the M&E services elements of a building project were 
regarded as a specialist area, that quantity surveyors' skills ant knowledge base did not 
appear to cover. The main problem area was the understanding of the technology 
involved, and therefore the cost implications of the various aspects of the designs. 
The M&E services engineers acknowledged that quantity surveyors were experienced 
cost analysts, but it would seem that improvements in quantity surveyors' cost 
management of M&E services would be desirable for clients. . 
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4A. 10 THE ENGINEER AS COST CONTROLLER FOR M&E 
SERVICES 
It was shown above that quantity surveyors may not be suitably skilled to manage the 
costs of M&E services, because of their limited understanding of M&E technology. 
Therefore it was appropriate to consider whether the technical knowledge of engineers 
would better prepare them for the M&E cost control responsibility. 
The RICS (1968) found that M&E services engineers wanted to continue their past 
function of cost controller of M&E services, "particularly as long as quantity surveyors 
in general are lacking in technical engineering knowledge. and historic cost data". 
However the majority of engineers interviewed in this research, twenty-seven years 
after the RICS report was published, did not welcome the responsibility of controlling 
the costs of M&E services. 
Although the previous section showed that M&E services engineers were critical of 
quantity surveyors' ability to control the costs of M&E services elements, Crane (1995) 
was the only engineer who expressed a belief that M&E services engineers should be 
responsible for cost control of the M&E services. He argued that it was not possible for 
an engineer to design a M&E project unless he was costing the design, as cost control 
was an active process that formed part of the design, and it was essential to know what 
the design decisions would cost the client. Crane (1995) believed that M&E services 
engineers were the only ones who could control M&E services costs, because they 
spoke to the suppliers, and were more aware of actual costs. 
Crane (1995) also believed that M&E services engineers were better able to control the 
costs of M&E services during the construction phase, as the engineer was responsible 
for the design, and therefore tended to look more closely at any specification changes. 
Crane gave an example of a situation where a contractor may have deviated from the 
specification, re-routing the ductwork to save a bend then resulted in a clash with 
electrical cable trunking. Crane argued that the contractor would submit a claim for 
variations to the trunking, which the QS would just report as an additional cost 
variation. However Crane stated that a M&E services engineer would have looked at 
the reasons for the change, and either asked for a saving for the ductwork bend not 
used, or agreed that the change in the electrical trunking could be off-set against the 
ductwork, and no additional cost would he paid. 
Walton (1995), himself an engineer, argued that M&E design engineers should not get 
involved in cost control as they did not get paid for it, and they had no professional 
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responsibility for cost control. 
The involvement of M&E services engineers in cost control ww a' not welcomed by the 
quantity surveyors interviewed. Chelmick and Gaby (1995) believe (l that the N I&E 
services engineer was fundamentally the wrong person to be responsible for Costing the 
M&E work involved; because of the way engineers worked. Chelmick and Gabv 
argued that M&E services engineers were used to thinking globally, considering the 
operation of whole systems, then worked down to different degrees of finer detail, 
eventually reaching a level of what they believed to be cost insignificance. 
Chelmick and Gaby (1995) stated that estimators worked completely the opposite way 
to engineers, they focused on the costs of specific components that made up the 
systems, (such as pipe fittings), and worked up to the bigger costs. Chelmick and 
Gaby believed that both of these approaches were inappropriate for the costing of 
services, as M&E services had to be considered as complete systems. not series of 
small components. 
The interviews found that M&E services engineers criticised the ability of quantity 
surveyors to estimate the cost of the M&E services elements in the early design stages, 
and then control the cost through the subsequent design development and construction 
phases. However, the majority of M&E services engineer. " did not want to take 
responsibility for the cost control of M&E services themselves. Therefore it was 
necessary to examine the way in which quantity surveyors estimated and controlled 
M&E services costs, and identify any improvements that could be made. 
4 A. 11 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PARTIES INVOLVED WITH 
M&E DESIGN AND COST ADVICE 
The interactions between designers and quantity surveyors were an important part of 
the pre-contract cost estimating process. Fletcher (1968) stated that the relationship that 
existed between quantity surveyor and M&E services engineer was less well developed 
than that between quantity surveyor and architect, as the employment of consulting 
N4&E services engineers at an early stage in the design process was "only just 
bc'coniino the rr, 1c rather than thc c'_xccption". This issue of the appointment of 
consultants was discussed above in Section 4A. 4. but was an important aspect of the 
relationships that existed between the professionals. Fletcher hoped that a "mutually 
bene/iciul n. s', cocication" would emerge between consulting Ai&E servvicc,, engineers and 
quantity surv'cN'oi . 
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The quantity surveyors interviewed during the research believed that communication 
between QS and M&E services engineer was the foundation for good M&E quantity 
surveying (Rennie and Haynes, 1995), as M&E quantity surveying relied on a mutual 
exchange of ideas, technical versus cost (Stoker, 1995). 
Hough (1992) found that M&E services engineers perceived themselves as having the 
"dominant role in the cost control process"; and that quantity surveyors perceived their 
own involvement to be greater than the M&E services engineers perceived it to be. 
This section has shown that consultants need to re-examine their relationships, roles 
and responsibilities, in order to provide a good M&E design and cost control service to 
their clients. 
4A. 12 M&E SERVICES COSTS 
This section will examine the opinions expressed in interviews and literature, as to the 
determinants of M&E services costs. These determining factors were only opinions, 
based on the experience of the interviewees and authors, and have not been tested by 
this research. However, empirical knowledge regarding the determinants of M&E 
services costs was important, because it influenced the information required in order to 
estimate costs. For example, if a quantity surveyor believed that the cost of a low 
temperature hot water heating installation was determined by the number of radiators, 
then he/she may desire this information when preparing a cost estimate. 
Yenning (1978) stated "the basic parameters influencing the cost of the services" should 
be established by the M&E services engineer, which implied that quantity surveyors 
were not capable of determining this information themselves. He stated that particular 
attention must be paid to the heating, air treatment and ventilation, electric lighting and 
power in the early stages of a project, as these were the areas where lack of knowledge 
could have the biggest impacts on cost. 
Turner and Yenning (1975) argued that the essential information to determine costs for 
M&E services elements was "the function of the building, the areas of the building 
n'hich require each service and the design standards applicable to each service. " 
Smith (1995) found that the two primary factors affecting M&E services costs were the 
scope of works and the level of specification required. 
Some of the quantity surveyors and M&E services engineers interviewed argued that 
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the cost of each M&E services system could be calculated from its component parts: 
source/equipment, distribution, terminal outlets, and controls. Each of these shall be 
discussed below: 
Source/Equipment 
The interviewees used the terms "source" and "equipment" apparently interchangeably, 
to refer to the items of plant contained within individual installations. such as boilers or 
electricity generation plant. 
Garland (1995) stated that around sixty per cent of the costs of M&E installations were 
in the large items of equipment. Equipment costs were based on load and number of 
items (Chelmick and Gaby, 1995). 
Leivers (1995) argued that source costs were not directly proportional to capacity, as 
the design solutions were an important consideration. He gave an example relating to 
boilers: a conventional boiler was 75% efficient and a condensing boiler was 90% 
efficient but was twice the price. The client's requirements for running costs in the long 
term would have to be considered against initial cost reductions, to achieve the right 
design solution for the project. 
Pearce (1995) argued that source plant costs were proportional to capacity up to a point, 
but agreed with Leivers about other considerations that affected the cost/capacity 
relationship. Pearce believed that the desire to operate more efficiently in the summer 
when there was a reduced load, may lead to the selection of several smaller capacity 
boilers rather than one larger capacity boiler. This design solution would involve higher 
capital costs, but reduced running costs in summer. 
Distribution 
The distribution element of each M&E system, referred to the passage through which 
the output from the plant item was transferred to its use points; for example electricity 
generated by "equipment", must be "distributed" to power socket outlets. This 
"distribution" may be by cables, which may be concealed in trunking or conduit. 
Therefore cables. conduit and trunking would all form part of the distribution costs of 
LV power installations. 
Similarly, air treated by an air handling unit was distributed through ductwork to grilles 
and diffusers. Therefore ductwork would form part of the "distribution" cost for an air 
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conditioning installation. The size (and therefore the cost) of ductwork was determined 
by the speed of the air travelling through it, which in turn depended on the number of 
air changes required (Chelmick and Gaby, 1995). Pipework costs were calculated per 
terminal served, which were calculated from the gross floor area of the building 
(Chelmick and Gaby, 1995). 
With extension and alteration projects, new systems were often connected into the 
existing equipment, which required additional distribution, but no source costs. The 
important consideration was the location of the existing equipment in relation to the 
extension, as this would determine the quantity of distribution required. Leivers (1995) 
believed that distribution costs were proportional to building area for new build 
projects, but not for extensions and alterations projects. 
Pearce (1995) argued that distribution costs for M&E services were not proportional to 
floor area, because the whole system would have to be re-assessed if the area was 
increased significantly, higher capacity plant, and larger pipes or ducts may be required 
to accommodate the increased flow. 
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Pearce (1995) stated that the distribution costs for M&E services were split roughly 
50: 50 between the horizontal and vertical elements. 
Terminal Outlets 
The phrase "terminal outlets" was used by the interviewees to describe the items that 
rendered the service usable to the building occupiers, such as radiators that enabled the 
"heat" produced by a boiler, and distributed through pipework, to be "used" by the 
occupiers. Power socket outlets enabled electricity generated and distributed to be 
"used". 
Leivers (1995) stated that costs of electrical terminal outlets were proportional to floor 
area. Leivers believed that the costs of mechanical installations were not proportional to 
floor area as the terminal outlets (e. g. radiators) tended to be located around the 
perimeter of the building, generally under windows. Leivers also stated that the 
engineer's cost estimate was based on say one radiator per room, so if the floor area 
(and room sizes) of the project were reduced, the cost of the mechanical services would 
not reduce proportionally. 
Leivers believed that quantity surveyors did understand the cost implications of the 
terminal outlets, which related more closely to floor area, than the equipment and 
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distribution elements. 
Pearce (1995) ai-Lued that the number (and therefore cost) of terminal outlets was 
generally proportional to floor area. but deep plan building would require more 
lighting and ventilation terminals per floor area. 
Pearce stated that the performance of the terminal outlets way very important to the 
client, and the visual impact of them was very important to the architect. It \v a possible 
to have the same design function provided by either a cheap and basic light fitting, or a 
very expensive one providing the same level of light. Chelmick and Gaby (1995) 
argued that quantity surveyors could not cost per lumen, because the cost depended so 
much on the quality of terminal outlet. 
Controls 
The term "controls" was used by the interviewees to refer to the w iv in which the 
operation of the system was regulated. The control component of a "crvices system 
could include anything from a radiator valve or a "dimmer" light switch, to a very 
sophisticated building management system. Control system costs wcrc related to the 
numbcr of points (C'helmick and Gaby. 1995). 
This section has shown that quantity surveyors and M&E services engineers considered 
costs of M&E installations in terms of the various components that made up the 
systems. M&E systems designs, and therefore costs, were affected by the function of 
the building, which influenced the performance required from the systems, and the 
quality of the terminal outlets. The form of the building, such as its plan shape, also 
influenced the design and cost of the M&E systems, as it affected the number of 
terminal outlets required per floor area. 
Section A discussed the circumstances surrounding the existing methods of budget 
estimating and cost planning of M&E services: the nature of the M&E services 
technology, the specialists invvolvýed in their design, costing and installation, the 
relationships bew, ccn the parties, and the aspects of M&E systems that determined their 
CO `t S. 
SECTION B- METHODS OF BUDGET ESTI\I. ATING/COST 
PLANNING FOR 1I&E SERVICES 
, Section :A of this 
Chapter di"Cu"'cd the context in which prc-contract Cost estimating 
i1 
methods existed. This section will disco,,,, the methods used for early design stage cost 
advice for M&E services. and shall cover the basis of the estimate. the classification of 
the elements, and the information used to prepare the estimates. 
4B. 1 GENERAL APPROACHES 
Ryding and Chelmick (1982) argued that the methods used for cost control of Nl&E 
services were largely undocumented. They believed that quantity survev"or, had tried to 
use cost models appropriate to the building structure and fabric. but that these cost 
models were not always appropriate for M&E services. 
Jupp ( 1973) studied cost planning methods for hospital projects. and found two 
different approaches to preparing the cost plan: 
1. Relied on the availability of sketch drawings of a design solution and involved 
measuring from these in whatever detail was possible, and pricing appropriately. 
The measurement was carried out in elemental format. The elemcntal estimate 
usually became the cost plan for the building, provided that the total of the resulting 
estimate was within the budget available, and the financial content of each element 
appeared appropriate to a building of balanced specification. 
The measurement of the building structure and fabric elements usually involved the 
calculation cal' approximate quantities of work to be carried out. These quantities 
were priced at rates expected by the quantity surveyors to he representative both of 
the cost levels rulino at the time of tenders, and of the standard of specification 
indicated in broad terms by the architects and structural engineers. 
6 
For work under the control of M&E services engineers. the measurement was 
carried out by the engineers themselves on the basis of the proportion of the total 
cost normally found to be attributable to M&E services in various hospital 
departments. 
2. The early cost exercises were entirely directed towards determining the best 
building shape from a range of alternatives. The variable" considered included the 
thermal conductivity of the external walling and the relationship of its area with the 
floor area of the building it enclosed. the consequential load on the heating system, 
and the extent of artificial lighting and ventilation. 
It wa. " highly significant that, in the three schemes where thi" sccond approach was 
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used. the amounts included for M&E services in the cost plans had been estimated by 
the services engineers for the building shapes that were sele tcd. Thi' contrasted with 
the other schemes where the amounts included for M&E services in the cost plans had 
been calculated simply by reference to percentages regarded as norms for the various 
types of hospital department contained within the buildings. It was apparent that the 
second, more dynamic, approach enabled designers to take cost into account when 
making strategic design decisions. (Jupp. 1973). 
There were different approaches to pre-contract estimating of the `l&E services 
elements of a building project. The methods used for the structure and fabric elements 
were not necessarily appropriate for the M&E services, and the most appropriate 
approaches for services appeared to involve the consideration of variables that affected 
the design of particular M&E systems. 
4B. 2 THE BASIS OF THE ESTIMATE 
This section will consider the fundamental parameters upon which the early cost advice 
was based, and will consider whether there were any differences between the bases of 
the estimates prepared by quantity surveyors and M&E services engineers. 
It was found that the first estimate produced for the client in the very early stages, was 
based primarily on the gross floor area of the proposed building (Rennie and Haynes, 
1995), Garland, (1995), Crane, (1995), Pearce (1995). The gross floor area was 
usually expressed in m2, but sometimes this was found to be too restrictive, and cost 
I)CF square foot of gross floor area was preferred, (Davis. K. (1995). Stoker, (1995)). 
The gross floor area was sometimes broken down into highly serviced areas, such as 
olficc space, medium serviced areas such as circulation space, and low serviced areas 
such as car parks (Chelmick and Gaby. 1995). 
Various other factors were also considered: basement area, `round slab area, upper 
floor area, wall to floor ratio, average storey height, number of storeys: and also the 
type of contract, contract period and location (Rennie and Haynes. ( 1995): building 
function (Crane. (1995), (Stoker, 1995)); the professionals appointed and the 
suitability of the (iesigners for the project, perceived income from the development 
(Stoker, 1995)): the space available for plant rooms. and the location of this space 
within the building - one whole floor, one room on each floor. basement, roof. etc., 
number of outlet points for the services (Pearce, 1995). 
1'hß' C1tlc titiOlltlaircý, completed h\ quantity surveyors showed that 91"< of firms based 
ý1 
their initial M&E cost estimates on cost per m2 gross floor area, although this was 
sometimes in conjunction with other factors. The questionnaire responses received 
from engineers indicated that 71 % of firms used cost per m2 gross floor area as a basis 
for their initial M&E cost estimates. 
The cost plan was based mainly on cost per m2 gross floor area, although some M&E 
services elements were enumerated or measured as items, (Rennie and Haynes, (1995), 
Garland, (1995), Chelmick and Gaby, (1995)). 
Chelmick and Gaby (1995) argued that the most important piece of information for 
M&E services estimates was the Gross Floor Area of the building, as this was required 
to calculate the power load, distribution, number of terminals required, etc., and then 
the cost of the M&E installations. 
One of the interviewees, (Pearce, 1995), stated that the initial estimate was generally 
based on an accuracy of +/- 20%, and that if this figure was acceptable to the client and 
the project went ahead, the M&E services budget was set. 
This section showed that both quantity surveyors, and M&E services engineers who 
provided early cost advice for M&E services, used cost per m2 gross floor area as the 
main basis for M&E services budget estimates. 
4B. 3 CLASSIFICATION OF ELEMENTS 
Although the budget estimates and cost plan were generally based on the cost per m2 of 
gross floor area, the figure was not given as a total lump sum. It was usual for the 
building to be broken down into its various elements, and a cost per m2 of gross floor 
area to be calculated for each building element. The M&E services were obviously part 
of the elemental breakdown of the building, but there was a great deal of variation in the 
way that the M&E services were sub-divided for cost estimating purposes. 
This section will discuss some of the existing methods of classifying M&E services for 
cost planning purposes. 
4B. 3.1 CI/SfB 
Samarbetskomitten för Byggnadsfrägor (SfB) may be translated as "the co-ordinating 
committee for the building industry" and was set up in Sweden in 1947. The official 
English version was published in 1961, and included sections that were not in the 
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original Swedish SfB , ystem. but which had been added to make the sy. tem 
comprehensive enough for use as a library classification for building practitioner`. It 
also included Universal Decimal Classification numbers ("ce section 4B. 3.6 below, ). 
both as an alternative classification and a, a means of sub-di% i,, ion '. t here SfB itself 
provided none. 
The CI/SfB system was an aid to effective communication and increaýcd efficiency. 
The system arranged classes of information and the manual included 4 main tables: 
Table 0 Built Environment 
Table 1 Elements 
Table 2/3 Construction form 
Table 4 Activities and Requirements 
The classification of M&E services used by CUSfB Table 1 is shown in Table 4.2. 
TABLE 4.2 - CI/SfB CLASSIFICATION OF M&E SERVICES 
5 Services 50 
51 Refuse disposal in general 
52 Drainage 
53 Hot and Cold Watei- 
54 Gas, Compressed air 
55 Refrigeration 
56 Space Heating 
57 Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
6 Installations 60 
61 
62 Power 
63 Lighting 
64 Communications 
65 
66 Transport 
67 
68 Security 
7 Fixtures 70 
71 Circulation Fixtures 
72 General room fixtures 
73 Culinary fixtures 
74 Sanitary Fixtures 
75 Cleaning Fixtures 
76 Storage Fixtures 
;7 
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4B. 3.2 BUILDING COST INFORMATION SERVICE 
The BCIS classification of element,, was published on its standard form,, of cost 
analysis, and had three levels of detail: Concise. Detailed, and Amplified. The Cost 
analyses were published by the BCIS as historic information to with the 
preparation of future cost estimates. Some quantity survevors (36c( of those who 
completed the questionnaire) prepared their M&E cost estimate,, using the BCIS 
classification of elements. 
The concise form of analysis gave one total figure for the cost of the \I&E services 
installations, with no breakdown into individual elements. 
The Principles, Instructions and Definitions document (BCIS, 1969) that described the 
method for preparing a cost analysis for submission to the BCIS. included sub- 
elements for Specification and Design Notes in the form to he used with the Detailed 
Analysis (BCIS 1969 p16-17). However the Summary of Erement Costs form (ibid., 
p14-15) did not include sub-elements. The Detailed Elemental Analyses published by 
the BCIS did not include any sub-elements. See Table 4.3 for list of element. and sub- 
elements used by BCIS. 
The Amplified form of analysis was no longer published by BCIS, however some 
quantity surveyors still used it within their own offices (Ferry and Brandon, 1991). 
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TABLE 4.3 - BCIS ELEMENTS AND SUB-ELEMIENTS FOR M&E 
SERVICES 
ELEMENTS SUB-ELEMENTS 
5. A Sanitary Appliances 
5.13 Services Equipment 
5. C Disposal Installations 5. C. 1 Internal Drainage 
5. C. 2 Refuse Disposal 
5. D Water Installations S. D. I Mains Supply 
5. D. ? Cold Water Service 
5. D. 3 Hot Water Service 
5. D. 4 Steam and Condensate 
5. E Heat Source 
5. F Space Heating and Air 5. F. I Water and/or Steam (heating only) 
Treatment 5. F. 2 Ducted Warm Air (heating only) 
5. F. 3 Electricity (heating only) 
5. F. 4 Local Heating 
5. F. 5 Other Heating Systems 
5. F. 6 Heating with Ventilation (heated locally) 
5. F. 7 Heating with Ventilation (air heated 
centrally) 
5. F. 5 Heating with Cooling (lheated locally) 
5. F. 1) Heating with Cooling (heated centrally) 
5. G Ventilating Systems 
5. H Electrical Installations 5. H. I Electric Source and Mains 
5. H. 2 Electric Power Supplies 
5. H. 3 Electric Lighting, 
5. Fl. 4 Electric Lighting Fittings 
5.1 Gas Installation 
5. J Lift and Conveyor 5. J. I Lifts and Hoists 
Installation 5. J. 2 Escalators 
5. J. 3 Conveyors 
5. K Protective Installations 5. K. 1 Sprinkler Installations 
5. K. 2 Fire-fighting Installations 
5. K. 3 Lightning Protection 
5. L Communication " 
Installations 
5. M Special Installations 
5. N BWIC 
5.0 Builder's profit and 
attendance on services 
4 B. 3.3 NATIONAL STANDARD BUILDING ELEMENTS 
COMMITTEE 
The National Building Elements Committee Evas formed in Ireland in 1970, in response 
to the need for it uniform approach to cost planning procedures for all t\vlpcs of new 
huildin(, work (c yclu"iv'c of housing ). The Committee cstahli"hed a framework of 
cle111cuts for lip ýýIllllý and costing. and devised standard form for cost analvscý and 
cost platlti. 
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fhe third edition (published in 1993) provided for the introduction of standard Work 
Stages. revised and defined the element,,. and provided co-ordinated Model Design 
('ost Control form,, (in place of the standard cost analysis and cost plan forms). 
Table 4.4 show,, the classifications for M&E services used h\ National Building 
Elements Committee. 
TABLE 4.4 - CLASSIFICATION OF M&E SERVICES USED BY 
NATIONAL BUILDING ELEMENTS COMMITTEE 
(5 -) Services (Mainly Piped 
(51) Heating Centre 
(52) Drainage and Refuse Disposal 
and Ducted) Generally (5 3) Water Distribution 
(54) Gases Distribution 
(55) Space Cooling 
(56) Space Heating 
(57) Ventilation and Air it Conditionin z 
('58) Other Services (Mainly Piped and 
, Ducted) (59) Summary: Building, Services (Mainly 
Piped and Ducted) 
(6-) Services (Mainly 
(61) Electrical Supply and Main Distribution 
(62) Power 
Electrical) Generally (63) Lighting 
(64) Communications 
(65) Security and Protection 
(66) Transport 
(67) Reserved 
(68) Other Services (Mainly Electrical) 
(69) Summary: Building Services (Mainly 
Electrical) 
4B. 3.4 ENGINEERING SERVICES FORMS OF COST ANALYSIS 
The I: ilgineering Scrviccs Forms Of Cost Analysis were published by the RICS QS 
Division in 1985, to supplement existing forms. The introduction of the forms was 
intended to encourage the comparison and examination of \1E ,, ervice,, cots. 
The yucstionnaire resp onscs received from quantity surveyors. indicated that none of 
the firms used the Engineering Serv, iccý Forms Of Cost Analysis for classifying the 
l&E services in their estimates. 
1'he researcher contacted the RICS about the development and use of the Engineering 
Scrviccs Forms Of Cost Analvsi s. and received a letter from Joe Martin, Executive 
Dir«tor of the BCIS. Martin (1997) "t: ºtcd that the I98> Engineering Ser iýcý Forms 
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Of Cost Analysis "come as a great surprise to BCIS", and that as far as he was aware, 
no attempts were ever made to collect data in this form. 
I 
Tables B 1, B2, and B3 (Appendix B) show the classifications used by the engineering 
services forms. 
All three forms also included: 
Other sub-elements 
Test and Commission 
Contingencies 
Preliminaries 
4B. 3.5 COMMON ARRANGEMENT OF WORK SECTIONS (CAWS) 
The Co-ordinated Project Information initiative was intended to extend, clarify and 
simplify the national conventions used in communications between designers and 
contractors. The result was the publication of four documents to improve the structure 
of the industry's documents, and the co-ordination between them. CAWS was not 
intended solely for pre-contract cost analysis and planning, therefore the sub-divisions 
included in CAWS were more detailed than some other classifications discussed in this 
section, reflecting the greater level of detail in 'post contract information. 
The Work Sections considered the essential functions of the parts of the work being 
constructed, and were based on the resources used. CAWS diverted from the traditional 
material based classification, and provided for the "elemental" or "systems" character of 
modern construction work, which was ideal for M&E services. The categories were 
usually influenced by both input and output: 
Materials words (input) Part of building words (output) 
brick/block walling 
piped water heating system 
The balance between resources used, and the result of the work varied between 
different work sections. This indicated that the apparent difference between CAWS 
"system" sections and "materials" sections was not a difference of principle but a 
difference of emphasis on input and output characteristics, (see Table 4.5). 
The primary factors that influenced and defined the work groupings were the 
responsibility for design and performance, and the methods of working (related to 
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subcontract practicc). 
TABLE 4.5 - CHARACTERISTICS USED TO DEFINE CAWS WORK 
SECTIONS 
Input Characteristics Output Characteristics 
Emphasis on skill in use of materials and 
other resources 
Emphasis on skill in constructing 
Detailed design by the client Detailed design by the contractor 
Emphasis on prescription specification Emphasis on performance specification 
Section titles based mainly on materials or 
methods 
Section titles based mainly on building 
parts/ systems 
M&E services tended to be related more towards output characteristics, as the emphasis 
was on performance specifications and skill in constructing. detailed ale sign was often 
by the contractor, therefore work section titles were based mainly on building 
parts/systems. The arrangement was set out in three levels: 
Level 1 Group e. g. S Piped Supply Systems 
Level 2 Sub-Group e. g. Si Water Supply 
Level 3 Work Section e. g. SIO Cold Water 
0 
Table 4.6 shows the M&E services Level I classifications used by CAWS, and Table 
4.7 shows an example of all three CAWS levels for electrical services. 
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TABLE 4.6 - CLASSIFICATION OF M&E SERVICES USED BY CAWS 
Services Mechanical (mainly piped or ducted R Disposal sy,, tem. s 
work) S Piped supply 'y ý1ems 
(Construction of systems that involved T Mechanical Heating/ 
the conveyance of substances (liquid, cooling/refrigeration systems 
gaseous or solid) by pipes. ducts, or U Ventilation/Air conditioning 
other mechanical means. ) systems 
Electrical Work V Electrical suppl%-/ povvver/ 
(Construction of systems that involved lighting systems 
the conveyance of energy or W Communications/ security/ 
information by cables or other control systems 
electric/electronic means. ) 
Electro mechanical work X Transport Systems 
(Construction of systems, mechanical 
and/or electrical, which transported 
people, goods or documents. ) 
Reference Specification Y Service,, reference 
(Specification requirements common to specification 
several types of work, invoked by 
reference in order to avoid excessive 
repetition) 
TABLE 4.7 - CAWS CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL SERVICES 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
V Electrical Supply/ V1 Generation/ V 10 Electricity Generation Plant 
Power/Lighting Systems Supply/ HV V 11 HV Supply/Distribution/ 
Distribution Public Utility Supply 
V 12 LV Supply/ Public Utility 
Supply 
V2 General LV V20 LV Distribution 
Distribution/ Lighting/ V21 General Lighting 
Power V22 General LV Power 
V3 Special Types of V30 Extra Low Voltage Supply 
Supply/ Distribution V31 DC Supply 
V32 Uninterrupted Power Supply 
V4 Special Lighting V40 Emergency Lighting 
V41 Street/Area/Flood Lighting 
V42 Studio/ Auditorium/ Arena 
Lighting 
V5 Electric Heating V50 Electric Underfloor Heating 
V51 Local Electric Heating Units 
V9 General/ Other V90 General Lighting and Power 
Electrical Work (small scale) 
Cyril Swcett's used the CA\VS work sections headings for cla,, sil'ving \&E ýcrvices in 
their cost planning sv ttm. Davis, K. ( 1995) argued that the CAWS gave a more 
detailed breakdown of s rvice than a BCIS type system of elements. and was therefore 
1uor< appropriatc for N1\E ticrvices. 
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4B. 3.6 UNIVERSAL DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 
4 
The Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) Systematic tables were intended for 
library classification use, not for pre-contract cost planning. The classifications were 
very detailed with many sub-divisions. similar to CAWS. Table B4 (Appendix B) 
shows the classification of M&E services under the UDC system. 
4B. 3.7 IN-HOUSE FORMS 
The questionnaire responses received from quantity surveyors indicated that 73 % of 
firms had in-house cost planning systems, with their own classifications for M&E 
elements. None of the M&E services engineers provided details of the classification of 
elements they used, whether in-house or not. Some quantity surveyors' in-house 
classifications are discussed below. 
4B. 3.7.1 GLEEDS ENGINEERING SERVICES 
Gleeds' in-house cost planning database contained projects in SfB Table 0 order, with 
the following M&E services elements (Rennie and Haynes, 1995): 
Sanitary Fittings 
Disposal 
Heating/Cooling 
Mechanical Special Installations 
Electrical Supply And Distribution 
Electrical Protective Installations 
Security 
Transportation 
Other Services 
Builders' Work 
4B. 3.7.2 CURRIE AND BROWN 
Grounds (1995) believed that the BCIS classification was not detailed enough for M&E 
services. Currie and Brown used a modified form of the BCIS cost analysis that 
contained more detailed elements (see Table 4.8). Currie and Brown's cost estimate 
was coded up so that the information could be sorted into BCIS order if required by a 
client (Grounds, 1995). 
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TABLE 4.8 - CLASSIFICATION OF M&E SERVICES USED BY 
CURRIE AND BROWN 
BCIS Element Element 
Ref. Code 
5A P1 Sanitary ware 
5B P2 Services Equipment 
5C P3 Disposal Installations 
5D P4 Mains Water 
5D P5 Cold Water 
5D P6 Hot Water 
5M P7 Laboratory Gases 
5M P8 Compressed Air 
5M P9 Vacuum 
51 Ml Fuel Installations 
5K M2 Protective Installations 
5E M3 Space Heating Source 
5F M4 Space Heating Emitters 
5F M5 Space Heating Distribution 
5F M6 Space Cooling Source 
5F M7 Space Cooling Distribution 
5F M8 Air Handling Source 
5F M9 Air Handling Distribution 
5G M10 Ventilation 
5H M11 Electrical For Mechanical 
5M M12 BMS/Automatic Controls 
5H E1 HV Distribution 
5H E2 Standby Generators 
5H E3 UPS 
5H E4 LV Distribution 
5H E5 Light Fittings 
5H E6 Lighting Distribution 
5H E7 Small Power 
5L E8 Fire Alarm 
5L E9 Public Address 
5L ElO IT Installations 
5L Ell Telephones 
5L E12 Clocks 
5L E13 Security 
5K E14 Lightning Protection and Earthing 
5J Ti Lifts 
5J T2 Escalators 
5J T3 Hoists, etc. 
6C X1 External Water Main 
6C X2 External Fire Hydrant 
6C X3 External Gas Main 
6C X4 Electrical Sub-Station 
6C X5 HV Incoming Cables 
6C X6 External Lighting 
4B. 3.7.3 N 11)A 
Chelmi k and Edwot'tlly ( 1980) dcsc ihed the form of cost analv. ik u"cd by \IDA. The 
main clement` xvcr dividcd into \lcchImicail, Electrical. Public Health. Fire Protection 
O 
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and Special Installations, see Table 4.1). 
TABLE 4.9 - \11)A CLASSIFICATION OF M&E SERVICES 
Public Health Rainwater 
Sanitary 
Sanitary Fitting 
Cold Water 
Hot Water 
Fire Protection Sprinklers Car Park 
Offices 
Pum ing/Storage 
Hosereels 
Wet/Dry Risers 
Special Installations 
Mechanical Fuel 
Heat Source 
Heating 
Extract Ventilation 
Ventilation (Untreated) 
Plenum Ventilation 
., Air Conditioning (Water) 
Air Conditioning (All Air) 
Air Conditioning 
(Specialist) 
Electrical Mains Supply 
Distribution 
Standby Generation 
Power Small Power 
Supplies to Mechanical 
Lighting Offices 
Other Areas 
Lighting Fittings Offices 
Other Areas 
Protective Fire Alarms 
Burglar Alarms 
Lightning Protection 
Communications Telephones 
Public Address 
Special Controls 
Installations External Lighting 
Kitchen Equipment 
4 B. 3.7.4 1\IARK STEVENS PARTNERSHIP 
The form of analysis used by Mark Stcv cns Partnership was based on CUSfB Table I 
and the RICS Engineering Services Form (Jacobs and Jefferie,,, 1994). Their standard 
('orm of cost analysis way divided into four sections: mechaiical. electrical, transport 
and C yuipment (,, cc Tables 4.10, and 4.11). 
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All four forms included: 
Sundry Items 
Testing Conimi,, sioning 
Design 
Builders Discount 
Preliminaries 
Contingencies 
TABLE 4.10 - CLASSIFICATION OF MECHANICAL SERVICES 
USED BY MARK STEVENS PARTNERSHIP 
Mechanical (5-) 
Services (51) Refuse disposal 
(52a) Wastes and overflows 
(52b) Soil/anti syphonage 
(52c) Rainwater 
(53a) Cold Water 
(53b) Hot Water 
(54) Natural Gas 
(55) Refrigeration 
(56) Space Heating 
(56) Oil Heating 
(57) Ventilation Supply 
Extract 
Kitchen 
Toilets 
Fume Extract 
Air Conditioning 
(68) Security, Sprinklers 
Water 
Gas 
Wet/Dry Risers 
Hose Reels 
Hydrants 
(74) Sanitary Fittings 
(95) Drainage 
(95) Eternal Services Gas 
Water 
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TABLE 4.11 - 
TRANSPORT 
PARTNERSHIP 
CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL SERVICES. 
AND EQUIPMENT, USED BY MARK STEVENS 
Electrical (6-) 
Installations (62) Power Incoming \ýIains 
Main Switches/Fu"cý, 
Sub-Mains. Distribution Board 
Small Power 
Mechanical Power 
Container System 
(62) Standby Generation 
(62) Space Heating 
(62) Lighting General 
Special 
External 
Car Park/Road 
(68) Emerge ncv 
(64) Communications Telephone 
Data 
Clock 
Public Address/Intercom 
Controls 
(68) Security Fire Alarm/Detector 
Security 
CCTV 
Earthing/Bonding 
Lightning Protection 
'T'ransport (66) Lifts 
Hoists 
Maintenance Cradles 
Escalators 
Moving Pavements 
Conveyors 
CI alles 
(62) Power 
F'yuipment Racking/Storage 
(7 2) Kitchen Equipment 
Electrical Equipment 
Mechanical Equipment 
Compactors/Shredders 
This section has discussed the various classifications of elements that % ere used for 
hrcaking down Nl&E services budget estimates and cost plan,,. 
4B. 4 INFORMATION USED 
Quantity SUFVC\ or and \1&E ,c i-%-Iccs engineers kept 1ihral-yeti of historic cost 
information. for 1-elc1-ence when prepay-ink, cost estimates or (l projccts. There 
\t, C rC variations in the t\ pc s of information used by, the quantity Sur\ c\ (ors and M &L 
1C FVic C: interviewed. Che lnlick and Gahv ( 199-, 5) had hiýtoýrical information 
O 
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based on cost per m2, per load, distribution and terminal outlets. 
Garland (1995) believed that the M&E quantity surveyor would always need to use 
other information not provided by the designer, because of the nature of the 
installations. He found that the design information in the back of the Wessex 
Engineering Services Price Book (1991) was very useful for cost estimating of M&E 
services. Garland also used previous cost plans, manufacturers' and suppliers' price 
lists, and estimators' labour hours guides to build up rates from first principles where 
necessary. 
Stoker (1995) stored information from analyses of previous estimates, tenders and final 
accounts. He believed that it was important to use final accounts as well as estimates, to 
ensure that the cost information was being kept up to date. 
Chelmick and Gaby (1995) and Crane (1995) both used quotations from suppliers for 
some of the main items of equipment, such as air handling units. Stoker (1995) argued 
that quantity surveyors should not ask contractors for advice on costs of M&E 
installations at the cost plan stage. He believed that contractors deliberately misled 
quantity surveyors by giving false information that would be to their own advantage 
when valuing additional work during the contract. 
This section has shown that quantity surveyors and M&E services engineers collected 
various types of information from previous estimates, cost plans, tenders and final 
accounts, for use when preparing future estimates. The interviewees also based their 
estimates on advice from contractors, and published price lists and quotations from 
manufacturers and suppliers. 
SECTION C- APPRAISAL OF EXISTING METHODS 
The previous sections have discussed pre-contract cost estimating methods for M&E 
services, and the context in which they existed. This section will examine the relative 
merits of the methods discussed above. 
4C. 1 THE BASIS OF THE ESTIMATE 0 
Section 4B. 2 showed that the initial M&E services cost estimate was primarily based on 
the gross floor area of the proposed building, often with the inclusion of a secondary 
factor such as number of terminal outlets served. Ryding and Chelmick (1982) stated 
that it was unclear why M&E services costs should be related to the gross floor area of 
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a building, "except as a very crude measure of the size of the building, and hence scale 
of services provision. ". 
0 
Ferry and Brandon (1991) appeared to agree that gross floor area was not the most 
appropriate basis for M&E services estimates, by stating that prices per square metre 
were extremely difficult to estimate for M&E services. 
Some of the engineers interviewed criticised the methods used by quantity surveyors 
for estimating the costs of M&E services; for example Leivers (1995) argued that 
quantity surveyors relied too heavily on the cost per m2 gross floor area approach. He 
believed that this approach was acceptable for the building fabric elements, but not for 
M&E services. ' 
Walton (1995) believed that any cost estimates should be based on more than one 
parameter and suggested that functional units, e. g. per theatre seat, were useful for 
some projects, or a cost per cubic volume figure. Davis, K. (1995) argued that it would 
be useful to relate the more cost significant services to technical performance units such 
as cost/lumen; cost/tonne of cooling; cost per'watt/m2 floor area, as these figures would 
be more meaningful to M&E services engineers. 
Ryding and Chelmick (1982) agreed with Davis, K. that M&" services costs could be 
related to the technical performance of the system. They argued that the cost of air 
conditioning or water supply was only "obscurely related to the gross floor area of the 
building", and was more likely to be determined by engineering parameters such as the 
outputs required from the M&E services system. 
Therefore, it appeared that quantity surveyors and M&E services engineers were aware 
that gross floor area may not be the most appropriate basis for M&E services cost 
estimates. However, the lack of detailed cost information on M&E services generally, 
and the fact the cost information that was available (for example BCIS Detailed Cost 
Analyses), was in the cost per m2 gross floor area format; appeared to perpetuate a 
"better the devil we know" approach to cost estimating for M&E services, and therefore 
the retention of gross floor area as the main basis of M&E services cost estimates. 
4C. 2 CLASSIFICATION OF ELEMENTS 
This section will discuss the suitability of the various classifications used for the M&E 
services, that were discussed in section 4B. 3 above. 
The RICS (1968) studied M&E services cost planning methods among public 
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authorities, private quantity surveying practices, consulting engineers and mechanical 
and electrical engineering contractor designers. The study found inconsistencies in the 
basis of elemental classification of M&E services, arguing that the various elements 
contained in the classifications were based on the "supply of fuel". the "equipment, 
supply end", the "medium transmitted by pipes, ducts, or cables", the "equipment, 
consumer end", or the "benefit to the occupier". These inconsistencies also existed in 
the various standard classifications described in section 4B. 3 above, and examples of 
the inconsistent bases on which the elements were classified, shall be given below. 
4C. 2.1 SUPPLY OF FUEL 
Some of the classifications discussed in section 4B. 3 contained elements that related to 
the supply of fuel to be used by equipment to allow a particular M&E system to operate; 
such as the gas supply to a boiler, which enabled it to produce the heat required by a 
heating system. Examples are shown below: 
Gas, Compressed Air 
Gas Installations 
Gases (Fuel Lab) 
Gases Distribution 
Fuel Installations 
(CUSfB Table 1) 
(BCIS, UDC) 
(Engineering Services Form) 
(National Standard Building Elements) 
(Currie and Brown) 
Fuel (MDA) 
Natural Gas (Mark Stevens Partnership) 
4 C. 2.2 EQUIPMENT, SUPPLY END 
. 
The RICS (1968) report used the term "equipment, supply end", to refer to the items 
described in section 4A. 12 above as "source/equipment". The classifications of M&E 
services elements described in section 4B. 3, contained elements that were based on the 
plant component of the system, for example: 
Heat Source (BCIS, MDA) 
Space Heating Source (Currie and Brown) 
Air Handling Source (Currie, and Brown) 
Heating Centre (National Standard Building Elements) 
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4C. 2.3 MEDIUM TRANSMITTED BY PIPES, DUCTS OR CABLES 
The RICS (1968) observed that many classification elements for \I&E : crvices were 
based on the "i»«dii, m transmitted by pipes, ducts, or cables''. The classification, 
discussed in section 4B. 3 above also contained elements with this basis of 
classification, for example: 
Hot and Cold Water (CI/SfB Table 1) 
Power (CI/SfB Table 1) 
Electrical Installations (BCIS, UDC) 
Water Distribution (National Standard Building, Elements) 
LV Distribution (Currie and Brown) 
4 C. 2.4 EQUIPMENT, CONSUMER END 
Section 4A. 12 referred to the "terminal outlets" components of M&E systems, these 
were termed "equipment, consuincr c nd" by the RICS (1968). The classifications of 
elements examined in section 4B. 3 above, contained elements based on the terminal 
outlets, for example: 
Lighting Fittings (MDA), 
Sanitary Fittings (Mark Stevens Partnership) 
4 C. 2.5 BENEFIT TO THE OCCUPIER 
The basic parameters described in 4C. 2.1,4C. 2.2,40.2.3 and 4C. 2.4 above, 
constituted the main components of most M&E services systems. whereas this section 
(4C. 2.5) the "heiz elit to the occupier'', represented the reason for their installation, or 
the function of the completed system. Consider the example of a low pressure hot water 
heating system: a gas supply was required to fuel the boiler; the boiler heated water, 
which was then distributed through pipes to radiators, which then provided the benefit 
of heat to the occupiers. 
Examples of classification elements for M&E services that were based on the benefit to 
the occupier were: 
0 
Refrigeration hall (CUSfB Table 1) 
Space Heating 
Ventilation and Air Conditions g 
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(CSfB Table 1) 
(CUSfB Table 1) 
4 
a 
Lighting 
Transport 
Space Heating and Air Treatment 
Communications 
(CI/SfB Table 1) 
(CI/SfB Table 1) 
(BCIS) 
(National Standard Building Elements) 
The RICS (1968) believed that the "benefit to the occupier" basis of elemental 
classification was the most appropriate for M&E services. and proposed a revised 
classification of elements on this basis. 
4 C. 2.6 CONTROLS 
Section 4A. 12 above also referred to the "Controls" component of M&E systems, but 
the RICS (1968) did not identify elements based on the controls of M&E systems. 
However it was worthwhile considering the classifications of M&E services elements 
from section 4B. 3 above, to establish whether any elements were based on the control 
component of a system, examples are given below: 
BMS/Automatic Controls (Currie and Brown) 
Controls (MDA) 
The above examples illustrated the inconsistencies between the bases of the elements 
used to classify M&E services. Some of the interviewees described problems that 
existed with the use of some of the classifications, when trying to allocate costs among 
the elements. Garland (1995) argued that a major problem with the CI/SfB and BCIS 
classifications of elements was the difficulties associated with separating some of the 
distribution systems between the different installations (such as three compartment 
trunking used to distribute the cables for electrical power, communications/telephone, 
and information technology cables). Garland believed that the cost should be split 
among the three installations, but in reality it would not be. 
Garland (1995) also referred to cost allocation problems that occurred for electrical 
connections to mechanical equipment. He usually allocated the cost of the power to the 
equipment with the electrical installation, and the control wiring to the equipment in the 
mechanical installation costs. He believed that the lack of consistency found in work 
packages and plan and specification tenders, compounded this classification problem. 
Garland stated that tender comparisons were difficult because sometimes- the cost of the 
wiring would be in the mechanical package, and sometimes in the electrical. 
However Garland (1995) recognised that the overall allocation of elements was not 
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very important, and believed that it vv a,, more important to understand the scheme as a 
whole and the client's usage requirements. otherwise this could lead to misuse of 
historic cost information in the future. 
Stoker (1995) agreed with this principle, arguing that traditional building quantity, 
surveyors were too concerned with allocating numbers aLainst elemllents, without 
considering their relevance to the whole design. Stoker believed that the debate of 
which elements to use for M&E services cost planning, whether they ýIlould be based 
on the benefit provided to the occupier, or the inputs to the system. or the distribution 
medium, or whatever; was completely irrelevant. Stoker ( 1995) argued that the actual 
classification of elements used was unimportant, as long as the quantity surveyor fully 
understood the inter-relationships between the various element. and between the M&E 
services and the building structure and fabric. 
I'his section has shown that there were few fundamental difference,, between the 
various elemental classifications used for producing M&E cost estimates; quantity 
surveyors in-house forms of classification had only increased the level of detail by 
developing further sub-elements. The inconsistencies in the teases of the elements 
identified by the RICS in 1968, still existed' in the published standard forms, and the 
various in-house classifications used by quantity surveyors. 
There were some difficulties with allocating the costs of the v lrious scrvices among the 
elements; however there was a need to avoid undue preoccupation with the details of 
the classifications, and to focus on the costs of the complete systems. 
This Chapter has discussed the peculiarities associated with the M&E services elements 
of buildings, and the way in which their costs were estimated in the early design stages. 
Various general comments were made during interviews, concerning the context in 
which the methods operated, and the interactions of the parties. The quantity surveyors 
sind consulting M&E services engineers interviewed all believed that they were 
prov'iding a good service to their clients, and'that any problems were caused by others. 
Me quantity surveyors tended to blame M&E services engineers for the lack of detail in 
the design information; and both QS's and M&E services engineers blamed clients for 
either not detailing their requirements adequately in the ear(k' stages. or for changing 
their requirements during the design stages. 
Both M&E service` engineers and quantity surveyors believed that there was a need for 
more N1&E service.,, cost information. kind more M&E , crvicc,, technical knowledge 
dI11ona traditional building quantity "LWNVV yrs. 
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Pearce (1995) believed that there was nothing that could be done to improve pre- 
contract procedures, as everyone did the best they could with the information they had 
available at any one time. Pearce stated that quantity surveyors had problems getting 
design information from M&E services engineers, but it was "no-ones 
_ 
fault, just the 
way things are". Pearce argued that clients had to organise their teams of consultant 
designers, and finance for the project, which took time. This resulted in the client not 
being really sure of his/her requirements in the early stages, which was why the 
designers could not produce designs that did not have to be changed later on. 
It has been shown that there were several perceived problems with the "way things 
were" between quantity surveyors, M&E services engineers, and their clients, during 
the early design stages. However, this research was primarily concerned with the early 
cost advice provided on the M&E services elements of building projects. The general 
contextual discussion was included to "set the scene" only, and many of the issues 
identified were outside the scope of the research. 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
0 Mechanical and electrical services were integrated systems that comprised the 
following components: source/equipment, distribution, terminal outlets, and 
controls. 
" M&E services existed to provide a controlled environment, fulfil the requirements 
of the occupiers, and allow specialised electromechanical functions to be 
performed. 
" The costs of M&E services installations could be considered in terms of the 0 
technical performance required from the systems, such as cost per lumen. 
The cost of it particular installation could vary considerably, depending on the 
quality of the terminal outlets, for example the same level of light could be provided 
from a basic or a very expensive light fitting. 
" The function of a proposed building affected the performance required from the 
M&E services. and the quality of the terminal outlets. 
" The form of a building affected the design of the M&E services, for example deep 
plan buildings required more lighting and ventilation terminals. 
0 
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0 The specialist nature of M&E services technology usually required the appointment 
of other designers, besides the architect and structural engineer. These specialist 
designers could be consulting M&E services engineers, but specialist M&E 
contractors frequently had a design input. 
" The involvement of specialist designers for M&E services, complicated the 
information flow during the design stages. 
" The architectural design had to reach a certain level of detail, before the M&E 
services design could begin. The M&E design therefore lagged behind the 
architectural design, and was often incomplete at tender stage. 
" The late completion of the M&E services design frequently meant that bills of 
quantities included a prime cost or provisional sum for M&E services, which were 
then tendered for on a plan and specification basis by M&E subcontractors. 
Therefore M&E subcontractors often carried out design, quantification, cost 
estimation and installation of the M&E services. 
0 The lack of M&E services bills of quantities resulted in a shortage of detailed cost 
information for use in future pre-contract estimating for M&E services. 
0 The skills and knowledge base of quantity surveyors did not include sufficient 
understanding of M&E services technology. Therefore quantity surveyors 
frequently did not understand the cost implications of various aspects of M&E 
services designs, and could not control costs through the design development 
process. 
" M&E services engineers were critical of quantity surveyors' ability to estimate and 
control the costs of M&E services. However, most engineers did not want to take 
over responsibility for the cost control of M&E services. 
" Budget estimates and cost plans for M&E services were based primarily on the 
gross floor area of the building. 
" The budget estimates and cost plans were-prepared using information from previous 
estimates, cost plans, tenders, final accounts, published price lists, and 
manufacturers' and suppliers' quotations. 
0 Several different classifications of M&E services elements were used to break- 
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down the cost information in budget estimates and cost plans. The bases of the 
classification,, of elements were inconsistent. 
" The particular classification of M&E elements used for an estimate or cost plan was 
not important, provided that the inter-relation between the various \I&E services, 
and between the M&E services and the building, were understood and accounted 
for. 
Many of the above points were relatively general, and related to the design and 
procurement procedures, rather than the cost advice. This research was concerned with 
the early cost advice for M&E services, and examined the existing methods in order to 
identify any particular problems, or areas where improvements to the methods could be 
made that would increase client satisfaction. 
From the issues identified, the key areas that the research focused on were: 
" The lack of historic cost data for M&E services, which prevented the analysis of 
determinants of M&E services costs. and resulted in the use of -, rocs floor area as 
the main basis of M&E services cstimates (even though quantity surveyors and 
M&E services engineers recognised that gross floor area was not particularly 
appropriate 1-Or M&E services cost estimates). 
" The relationships between building form and function, the M&E services designed 
to fulfil the performance requirements of particular types of buildings, the quality of 
the terminal outlets, and the cost of the complete systems. 
0 The interface problems between the knowledge bases of clients, structure and fabric 
dicsigners, and quantity surveyors: and the technical language and complex 
tcchnology associated with M&E services. 
" The co-ordination and integration problems (Barton (1983) referred to problems 
associated with inter-relationships between various M&E services as "co- 
or(iination": and used the term "interration" to refer to interfaces between the M&E 
sc rvices and the building structure and fabric) that arise because the design 
sequence results in N1&E services beine considered after the building structure and 
r: ihriC. 
l'he ncxt Chapter will c\amine the puhlikhed historic cost information available for 
\1&E , ci-v-iCCs. to identify whether the information was adequate for torecastinýg costs 
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of M&E services. The research undertook some statistical analysis of published BCIS 
data, to examine whether gross floor area was a suitable basis for M&E services cost 
estimates; and to test the significance of other parameters published on BCIS cost 
analyses, in determining M&E services costs. This analysis work is also discussed in 
Chapter 5. 
0 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
DEFICIENCIES OF PUBLISHED COST INFORMATION 
SUMMARY 
This chapter examines published historic cost data for N1&E service'. to identify 
whether the information available was significant in determining \l&E services costs. 
The chapter discusses results from simple and multiple linear regression analysis and 
statistical tests that examined the significance of building form descriptors in 
determining M&E services cost. The chapter concludes that the format and detail of the 
cost data published by the Building Cost Information Service was inadequate for the 
production of budget estimates for M&E services; and that a method of collecting more 
appropriate information was required. 
5.1 PUBLISHED M&E SERVICES, COST DATA 
As discussed in Chapter 4 (Section 4B. 3.2) the Building Cost Information Service 
published historic cost information. The BCIS was the 'largest disseminator of 
construction cost information in the world (Ashworth, 1994), and the main source of 
published cost information for quantity surveyors producing budget estimates was the 
BCIS Detailed Elemental Analyses, (formerly called Detailed Cost Analyses). These 
were not intended specifically for M&E services budget estimates, but did include M&E 
4. information (see Chapter . 
Section 4B. 3.2). 
The BCIS Detailed Elemental Analyses had various deficiencies in the collection and 
presentation of iil-ormation for M&E services. The RICS (1968) study of cost planning 
practice for M&E services used the terms "weaknesses in the . 5_vsteni of analysis", and 
"rout euracies in the execution of analvxe. s", to discuss deficiencies in the information 
analysed. These terms appeared appropriate for use in this analysis of BCIS 
information. The t-Alowim-, sections will discuss the weaknesses observed in the BCIS 
system of analysis, and the inaccuracies in the execution of anale ses prepared for 
submission to the BCIS. 
5.2. WEAKNESSES IN THE BCIS SYSTEM OF ANALYSIS 
This scction will discuss the particular wcaknesseti identified in the ý, v, tern of analysis 
us cd hý the BClti. and shall include the classification of element: the parameters used 
hol' cO11ectin, o the information. and their : ignificancc in dctcrminin;, \1 E , cr\-iceý 
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costs: the building function basis of clas ifying the published information. the coding 
system for the analyses that related to building form: and the leck of detailed 
information about the design of the \1&E services, contained on the published 
analyses. 
5.2.1 CLASSIFICATION OF ELEMENTS/SERVICES 
Some of the problems associated with the elemental classification of M&E services 
(including the particular classification used by the BCIS) were discussed in Chapter 4. 
The format of published cost information appeared to influence the structure of new 
estimates - as quantity surveyors had access to historic cost information classified by 
elements, they tended to prepare new estimates in similar formats. 
The BCIS cost information retained a degree of "trade" analysis, for M&E services, 
whereas function based elements had superseded trade classifications for many other 
items. For example Electrical Installations referred to the trade of the installer, not the 
function they fulfilled in the building. 
The RIOS (1968) found inconsistencies in the basis of elemental classification of M&E 
services and analysis into "elements which were mutualli, incompatible". These 
inconsistencies were discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4C. 2. The examples showed that 
inconsistencies in the basis of the classification of elements were ('ound in the BCIS 
cost information for M&E services. 
5.2.2 PARAMETERS USED 
The main parameter used by the BCIS Detailed Elemental Analyses was m2 gross floor 
area, which was not ideal for forecasting M&E services cost, (Ryding and Chelmick. 
I 082) 
Interviews conducted with quantity surveyors who specialised in M&E services, and 
M&E services design engineers who prepared M&E cost estimates. (see Chapter 4) 
revealed the information required for preparing a budget estimate for M&E services (see 
Table 5.1). All the M&E quantity surveyors and M&E services engineers interviewed 
kept their own libraries of previous estimates and project analyses. but most of the 
information was in the form of cost per m2, (or square foot) gross floor area. This 
approach was lik lý to have been influenced by the traditional methods of cost 
estimating for building work, maintained by the BCIS. 
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TABLE 5.1 - INFORtiIATIO\ REQUIRED FOR 1I&E SERVICES BUDGET ESTIMATE AND PUBLISHED BY BCIS 
Should be Included in Budget 
Calculation I 
Information Required for 
M&E Budget Estimate2 
Information Collected h% 
BCIS3 
Function of the building CI/SfB reference and 
building function 
Type Of Contract Contract 
Contract Period Contract Period 
Location Location 
Designers appointed 
Quality of the Building Brief Specification notes 
Client's M&E requirements Brief Specification notes 
Location of plant rooms 
Floor plans Drawings attached 
Quantity - briefed areas, 
allowances for circulation etc. 
used to calculate gross floor 
area 
Gross and Net Floor areas, 
Basement area, Ground 
Slab area, Upper Floor area 
GFA, Basement area, 
Ground F. A., Upper F. A.. 
Usable area, Circulation 
area, Ancillary area, 
Internal Divisions 
Number of Storeys Number of Storeys Number of Storevs 
Storey Height(s) Average Storey Height Average Storey Heights: 
Below, At and Ahove 
Güound Floor. Storeys as a 
cl(- of GF. A 
Square index or Wall: Floor 
ratio 
Wall: Floor Ratio Wall: Floor Ratio 
Density of vertical division or 
partition: floor 
% of window area 
Floor Loadings 
U Values Of Fabric 
Air Change Rates 
Heating and hot water loads 
Lighting Levels 
Total Electrical Load 
Special function areas of 
,, nificant cost 
Road area and number of Car 
Parking Spaces 
Paved Pedestrian areas 
I ngth of Boundary Walls/ 
('ýIlCing _ 
Number of Points 
Space Not Enclosed 
Internal Cube 
Fytcrnal Wall area 
Functional t`nits 
Client 
Project Details 
Site Conditions 
Market Conditions 
Tender Documents 
Procurement 
Number of Tenderers 
Cost Fluctuations 
Accommodation and 
Dc ign Features 
No tcs: 1. RICS IntCr\ iC\\" with QS-\ and N1&E Engineers. 3. Detailed 1 : lc mental Analyses 
ýl 
Comparison of the information required by consultants for calculation of \I&E services 
cost, with the information published by the BCIS, and that which the RICS (1982) 
recommended should be considered when calculating the budget for a project (see Table 
5.1), revealed several gaps, particularly concerning M&E , ervlCeS paranieterý,. 
It would be useful if the BCIS Detailed Elemental Analyse,, included the information 
identified by the RICS (Table 5.1). 
5.2.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF PARAMETERS IN DETERMINING ICI&E 
SERVICES COST 
Work was undertaken to test Ryding and Chelmick's (1982) claim that M&E services 
costs were only "obscure/v related" to the gross floor area of a building. The only 
building form descriptors used by the BCIS Concise Cost Analyscs (published until 
December 1994, when Concise Elemental Analyses were introduced) «cre the number 
of storeys and the gross floor area of the building. If Ryding and Chelmick were 
correct, then these Concise Cost Analyses would be of little use for M&E services 
budget estimating and cost planning. 
The BCIS Detailed Cost Analyses, Detailed Elemental Analyscs, and Concise Elemental 
Analyses published other building form descriptors, besides Gross Floor Area. The 
analysis work undertaken was split into two distinct tasks: 
1. To analyse the relationship between Gross Floor Area and M&E services 
cost, by considering these two variables alone. 
2. To analyse the relationship between M&E services cost. Gross Floor Area 
and other building form descriptors. This part of the analysis aimed to identify 
which other building form descriptors may be significant in determining M&E 
services costs. 
5.2.3.1 GROSS FLOOR AREA AS THE SOLE DETERMINANT OF 
\I&E SERVICES COST 
The nature of the relationship between M&E services cost and Grog,, Floor Area was 
examined through regression analysis, a statistical technique for modelling and 
investigating the relationship between two or more variable,,. If two data sets were 
plotted as 
(-ýº" Viý on a two dimensional scatter diagram, there may be an indication 
ýý ý_ 
that the points 1a' randomly scattered around a straight line. If this were apparent, it 
would be reasonable to assume that the mean of the random viriable Y Wd. related to x 
by the following straight-line relationship: 
E(Y/x)=y Y/x = 
ßo + ßix 
where the slope and intercept of the line were called regression coefficients. While the 
mean of Y was a linear function of x, the actual observed value Y did not fall exactly 
on a straight line. 
The appropriate way to generalise this to a probabilistic linear model was to assume that 
the expected value of Y was a linear function of x, but that for a fixed value of x the 
actual value of Y was determined by the mean value function (the linear model) plus a 
random error term, say, 
Y=po+ßix+E 
where 
E 
was the random error term. This model was called a simple linear regression 
model, because it only had one independent variable or regrc or (Montgomery and 
Run`ger, 1994). 
Regression analysis was a collection of statistical tools for finding estimates of the 
parameters in the regression model. The regression coefficients were usually estimated 
using the method of least squares (Montgomery and Runger. 199-1). The fitted 
rcgression equation or model was then typically used for predicting future observations 
of Y, or for estimating the mean response at a particular level of x. (Montgomery and 
Run(-, cr, 1994). 
Simple linear rcoression analysis was carried out using data from BCIS Concise Cost 
Analyses published between 1987 and 1994. The figures used were all at a common 
Imsc year of 1985. The total sample available for the research was 2S3 analyses. 
The dependent variable ( Y) was Service,, Cost, and the regressor variable (-v) was 
Gross Floor Area. The resultant simple linear regression model (Model S 1) was: 
Services Cost = 225.50 Gross Floorr rea - 119.550.82 
`l 
1 
Model Si had a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.6040, which represented the 
amount of variability in the data explained or accounted for by the regression model 
(Montgomery and Runger, 1994). Therefore, in this case only 60.4 ( of the variability 
in the data was accounted for by the model. 
The I statistic/F-observed value for Model S1 (used to determine whether the observed 
relationship between the dependent and independent variables occurred by chance) was 
3,432.98. The F-critical value was 3.84 for infinity degrees of freedom (obtained from 
statistical tables; assuming a single tailed test and using an alpha value for the 
probability of erroneously concluding that there was a relationship, of 0.05). As the F- 
observed value was greater than the F-critical value, there was a relationship between 
the variables, and model S1 was theoretically useful for prediction. 
Although the statistical tests indicated that Model Si was useful for prediction, it 
predicted negative values for the Services, Cost of 695 of the 2.253 projects. Therefore 
the model was not a good fit to the data. 
The original data set was then divided into CUSfB categories. in an attempt to produce 
better fit models. The results of the nine building function based simple linear 
regression models are summarised in Table 5.2. 
Statistical tables for the F-Distribution (Neave, 1978) did not show F-critical values for 
all the different models' degrees of freedom, however the F-critical value for infinity 
degrees of freedom with one independent variable and 99.9% ., confidence was 10.8. All 
the F-observed values were significantly greater than this critical value, indicating that 
the observed relationship between the variables did not occur by chance. 
None of the simple linear regression models were particularly successful in explaining 
the amount of variability in the data, with the highest R2 value being 0.8827. This led 
to the conclusion that gross floor area was not a suitable variable to use as the sole 
predictor of M&E services cost. 
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TABLE 5.2 - SUMMARY OF SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
MODELS PRODUCED USING BCIS : CONCISE COST ANALYSES 
tilodel CI/SfB Category Sample Regression 
Size Coefficients R2 F 
ob, crwd 
S2 1 Utilities. civil 
engineering 55 69.88 12.705.82 0.3835 32.97 
S3 2 Industrial 256 58.63 -3,833.27 0.3694 148.77 
S4 3 Administrative, 
commercial, 37 1 253.92 -208,167.31 0.0 23 608.04 
protective services 
S5 4 Health, welfare 381 286.81 -43.545.95 0.8827 2850.8 
S6 5 Recreational 192 193.62 -10,066.70 0.65.5 356.74 
S7 6 Religious 38 90.49 18,97 2.65 0.4279 26.93 
S8 7 Educational, 
, 
scientific, 389 173.60 -402.70 0.6254 646.15 
information 
S9 8 Residential 543 88.85 8,794.82 0.5316 613.94 
S lO 9 Common, other 28 650.88 -74,373.17 0.6410 46.43 
facilities 
Y 
5.2.3.2 GROSS FLOOR AREA AS ONE OF THE VARIABLES 
DETERMINING M&E SERVICES COST 
Adding more variables to a simple linear regression model, (to produce a multiple linear 
regression model). always increased the value of the R' statistic (Montgomery and 
Runacr, 1994). However, the original data from the Conci; ie Cost Analyses used to 
produce models SI-S 10 contained information on only one further numerical variable 
- number of storcvs. Therefore, a new set of data was required for further analysis 
work to identify the significant determinants of M&E services cost. 
The BCIS Detailed Cost (and Elemental) Analyses incorporated scvcrill building form 
(icscriptors additional to those used hv the Concise Cost AmlK',, i,, (sec Table 5. l). Data 
was collected from 028 Detailed Cost Analyses (published by the BCIS between 1987 
and 1)). and multiple linear rcgre,,: ion analysis was carried out. to examine the 
relationship between the 
building form descriptors and M&E "ci-\'ice' Cot. 
ý1 
Incorporating all the numerical descriptors from the analvvý, c,, into the multiple linear 
regression model was not desirable a,: of the original 628 projects. 586 either did not 
have a basement. or gave no breakdown of floor area and , torey height of the 
basement; and 570 projects gave no data regarding "space -not enclosed". Therefore 
these variables had to be omitted to maximise the sample size. Manv of the projects did 
not have a complete set of data for all the remaining descriptors. 
The number of complete data sets wa,, only 152 from the original sample of 628. The 
initial multiple linear regression model, (Model Ml) was: 
Services Cost = 1901.51 Gross Floor Area - 413.75Ground Floor. area - 366.65 Upper 
Floor Area - 1478.93 Usable Area - 678.21 Circulation Area - 1601.8 l Ancillary Area - 
535.191nternal Divisions + 0.791»ternal Cube - 4.48E. vternal Wall Area + 
3298.99Wa1l: Floor Ratio + 43,482.24Ai'erage Storev Height At Ground Floor + 
1 16,970.47Average Storey Height Aboi'e Ground Floor - 537.456.49 
Modal Ml had a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.8702 and 139 degrees of 
freedom. The F-observed value was 77.6554. Statistical tables (Ncave, 1978) did not 
give F-critical values for 139 degrees of freedom, but the closest values were for 120 or 
infinity degrees of freedom; being 1.83 and 1.75 respectively (assuming a single tailed 
icst and using a=0.05). Comparison of the F-observed and F-critical values revealed 
that there was a relationship between the variables, and model M1 was theoretically 
useful for prediction. 
The significance of each of the variables in contributing to the fit of the model was also 
tested using the t-statistic. The t-statistic for each independent variable was calculated as 
follows: 
t-observed = Regression Coefficient 
Estimated Standard Error 
V 
The standard error of a statistic was the standard deviation of its sampling distribution. 
If the standard error involved unknown parameters whose Values could be estimated, 
substitution of tlicsc estimates into the standard error resulted in an estimated standard 
error. 
For the selected independent variables to be useful in predicting the N1&E services cost, 
the absolute value of the t-observed statistic must be greater than the t-critical statistic. 
Table 5.3 show,, the absolute values of the t-observed statictic for the independent 
variables used in \ lodel \ 11. 
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As with the F-statistic, statistical tables did not give t-critical values for 1 ')9 degrees of 
freedom. The closest figures given by Ncave (1978) were the t-critical value'. for 120. 
150, or infinity degrees of freedom. The t-critical statistic ýý aý 1.645 for infinity 
degrees of freedom (a = 0.05) . 
From Model M1, the following independent variables had t-ohserve(i statistic,, lc,,,, than 
the t-critical value (with a=0.05 and infinity degrees of freedom), and therefore were 
identified as being not statistically significant in predicting SI E : cri ices cost: 
Circulation Area, Internal Divisions. Internal Cube, External Wall Area, \Vall: Floor 
Ratio, and Average Storey Height At Ground Floor. The variable,, that were not 
statistically significant in predicting M&E services cost are shaded on Table 5.3. 
TABLE 5.3 - ABSOLUTE VALUES OF t-OBSERVED STATISTICS 
FOR MODEL MI 
Independent Variable Absolute value of the 
t-observed statistic 
Gross Floor Area 2.758 
Ground Floor Arca 4.810 
Upper Floor Area 4.335 
Usable Area 2.164 
Circulation Area 1.010 
Ancillary Area 2.3 35 
Internal Divisions 0.667 
Internal Cube 0.195 
External Wall Area 0.115 
Wall: Floor Ratio 0.028 
Average Storey Height At Ground Floor 1.385 
A rage Storey Height Above Ground Floor 2.002 
The t-observed statistic for Average Storey Height at Ground Floor indicated that this 
independent variable would have been useful for predicting NI&E sr rvices cost at the 
9Mi, confidence interval, but not for the 9517c interval selected for thi' model. Similarly. 
Circulation Area would have been statistically significant in determining M&E services 
cost it the 801'( confidence interval, and the Internal Divisions variable would have 
been useful for predicting M &E services cost at 709c confidence. 
4 
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Although the coefficient of determination for Model M1 indiý; atcd it to he a reasonably 
good fit to the data, the services costs it predicted for several projects from the sample 
were unsatisfactory. (see Table C 1. Appendix C). Only 30 of the 152 predictions were 
within the range of +/- 20C% of the actual services cost. which waý a suitable accuracy 
range for M&E services budget estimates. according to one of the \1&-E quantity 
,, urvevors interviewed for this research (Pearce, 1995). Over 151< of the predicted 
values were more than double the actual services cost, and 2 3.7ý, ( of the predictions 
were less than half the actual cost. Only 61.18% of the predictions were within +/- 
100% of the actual services cost. 
It would have been understandable if the model were not capahlc of producing 
satisfactory predictions of services cost for projects that were outside the range of the 
data from which the model was originally produced. However, unsatisfactory 
predictions for data that was originally used as a basis for the model, were 
unacceptable. 
In an attempt to improve the predictive power of the model. several further regression 
models were produced by using different permutations of the independent variables 
used in Model M 1, (see Table 5.4 for a summary of the three most successful models). 
TABLE 5.4 - SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
MODELS 
F critical for F critical for 
Model R2 F Statistic V2 infinity 120 Degrees 
Degrees of of Freedom 
Freedom 
M1 0.8702 77.66 152 12 139 1.75 1.83 
M2 0.8669 157.34 152 6 145 2.10 2.17 
M3 0.8285 152.94 197 6 190 2.10 2.17 
Where 11 = Number of Data points 
1,1 = Number of Independent variables 
V2 = Degrees of Freedom =n- (vi + 1) 
Model M2 included only the statistically significant variables from Model NI1 (with 
ýx = 0.05 and infinity c1c rcc of freedom), using the same simple of 152 projects. 
ýIodcI X13 was de\ dIopeCI LISln" the significant variables ideniified in \lodeIM 1. (with 
ýx = 0.05 and infirnity dcýzrccs of freedom). but going back to the original data sct of 
ýý 
0 
628 projects and extracting the projects that included data for all the significant 
variables. This increased the sample from 152 to 197. 
An acceptable model could not be produced for the available data, leading to the 
conclusion that, for the data available, there was not a linear relationship between M&E 
services cost and the descriptors published on BCIS Detailed Cost Analyses. 
This section has examined the suitability of the descriptors published by the BCIS, in 
determining M&E services costs. It has been shown that the main basis of BCIS cost 
information - gross floor area, was not ideal as the sole basis for forecasting M&E 
services costs; because a simple linear regression model with gross floor area as the 
regressor variable, could only explain 60.4% of the variation in the published BCIS 
data. 
This section also showed that gross floor area was statistically significant in 
contributing to the fit of a multiple linear regression model for forecasting M&E 
services costs. However, of the other eleven BCIS variables that were included in the 
model, six were not significant in contributing to its fit; and the M&E services costs 
predicted by the model were rather unsatisfactory. 
It was therefore concluded that a weakness of the BCIS system of analysis, was the 
variables used for information collection, as the variables were not all significant in 
determining M&E services costs. 
s 
5.2.4 CLASSIFICATION OF BUILDINGS BY FUNCTION 
The BCIS information was classified by building function. It was stated during 
interviews that the function of a building affected its M&E services requirements. 
However, the precise nature of the relationship between M&E services cost and 
building function was not defined. 
The regression models S 1-S 10, M 1, M2 and M3 discussed above, were produced from 
data containing several different building functions. It was found that the models were 
not generally useful for predicting the M&E services costs of projects contained within 
the data set. 
It was believed that the variety of building functions, and therefore performance 
required from the M&E installations contained within the data, contributed to the 
models' poor fit. The cost of a proposed project was usually predicted from data 
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relating to that building function, and scope of work. However, limited sample sizes 
for each building function in the BCIS analyses, made the selection of suitable similar 
projects difficult, and statistical techniques inappropriate. 
Further regression models produced for individual functions were of limited use, as the 
samples of complete data sets were very small. The largest single function sample from 
the Detailed Cost Analyses was 23 complete sets of data for Sheltered Housing, 
followed by 16 for Flats and only 13 for Offices. Many of the other functions had only 
1 or two complete sets of data available (see Table Cl, Appendix Q. At least thirty data 
sets were required for a reliable regression model, (Ferry and Brandon, 1991) 
Examination of the CI/SfB classification of buildings by function revealed 
inconsistencies, particularly regarding the M&E services: 
0 Hotels were classified as CI/SfB Section 8, Residential, with houses and flats. It 
was likely that hotels would be more highly serviced than houses and flats, 
incorporating large scale catering, and possibly laundry, facilities. There were 
similarities in building form between a high rise hotel and a high rise block of flats, 
both required similar passenger lifts, although service lift requirements may differ. 
However, the data available included only two hotel projects, and it was regarded 
as generally inappropriate to increase the sample for the model to include all 
residential projects, and therefore attempt to predict M&l, services costs for a hotel 
from data mainly comprising single family domestic dwellings. 
9 CI/SfB Section 4 Health and Welfare Facilities included highly specialised facilities 
such as Cardiac Units and Hospital Laboratories; along with facilities, which as far 
as M&E services were concerned, were little more than residential facilities - such 
as Children's Homes, Old People's Homes, Day Centres,, Homes For People With 
Mental Or Physical Handicaps, and Hospices. 
" Swimming Pools, which had very specialised M&E services, were classified as 
Recreational, with Public Houses, General Purpose Halls, and Clubs; which were 
likely to have relatively unsophisticated M&E services installations. 
0 
The above examples illustrated situations where the classification of cost information by 
broad building function may not be suitable for predicting tender costs of M&E 
services. More consideration should be given to the M&E services requirements of the 
buildings. Re-classifying the building functions giving more consideration to M&E 
services requirements, may be useful. 
. 
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Examination of the RICS scales of fees for quantity surveyors' services (Scales 36 and 
37, reproduced in Spon and Spon, (1993)) revealed that the categories for complexity 
of buildings did not appear to consider the M&E services. For example. houses and 
sheltered housing were categorised as relatively complex works and/or works with little 
or no repetition; hospitals, enclosed sports stadia and swimming baths were categorised 
as less complex works and/or works with some element of repetition; and factories 
were categorised as simple works and/or works with a substantial element of repetition. 
It has been shown that the BCIS cost information was classified by building function, 
due to the presumption that the function of a building affected its cost. The intention 
behind the classification of analyses by function, appeared to be to enable the user to 
identify a project similar to that for which he/she was preparing a cost estimate, and 
therefore facilitate cost comparisons. However, the relationship between the function of 
a building and the performance of its M&E services was not established. 
It was concluded that the BCIS classification of information by building function was a 
weakness, as it may not facilitate the identification of projects with similar M&E 
services installations, and therefore costs. 
5.2.4.1 RE-CLASSIFYING THE BCIS "BUILDING FUNCTION" 
DATA BY ORGANISATIONAL TYPE 
It could be argued that classification of cost information by building function may be 
inappropriate in the early design stages, as 'the "building" was not yet a building. A 
proposed building was a response to an organisational goal. Buildings experienced a 
derived demand, they were not built for their own sake but to satisfy organisational 
goals and objectives in respect of either: ° 
" providing an intangible service not for private profit - mainly public sector health, 
education, judicial, civic, emergency services, infrastructure, religious buildings, 
etc. 
9 making profits: 
0 
- either by directly producing tangibles - factories, agricultural buildings 
- or by providing commercial services - banks, offices, shops. public houses, 
private health care facilities, etc. 
The data was re-classified by organisational type, to examine the effect on the predictive 
power of the M&E services cost models. 
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Mullins (1989) stated that a common cla,, sification of organs ations «a" by their major 
purpose, such as: 
" Economic Organisations; business firm 
" Protective Organisations; armies, trade unions, police force" 
" Associative Organisations: clubs and societies 
" Public Servicc Organisations; local authorities and hospitals 
" Religious Organisations; churches 
Many organisations served more than one goal, although it was usually possible to 
identify one predominant goal by which the organisation could be classified. Mullin,, 
(1989) stated that many organisations had more than one main purpose, such as 
hospitals that combined patient care with medical research and staff training. 
Etzioni (1975) argued that organisations could be classified according to the 
relationship between the kind of power (coercive, remunerative or normative) applied 
by the organisation to control its members, and the kind of involvement (alienative, 
calculative or moral) developed by members of the organisation. When considered 
together, nine logical types of organisational relationships and compliance resulted from 
this typology. 
Blau and Scott (1966) proposed a classification based on the prime beneficiary of the 
operations of the organisation: 
" Mutual-benefit associations, where the main beneficiary was the membership; 
political parties, trade unions and professional associations 
" Business Concerns, where the owners were the prime beneficiaries: industrial and 
other firms operated for profit 
" Service organisations, where the client group was the main beneficiary-, hospitals, 
schools and vv, clfare agencies 
" Commonweal organisations, where the prime beneficiary was the public at large, 
government departments, armed s rvicc s and police 
Katz and Kahn ( 1975) described a cla,, sification based on ' cnot. A pic (first order) 
/actors", which represented the primary activity of the organisation; and on "second 
order /ccrtorS". Katz and Kahn identified four broad types of organi,, ation under their 
first order factors: 
O2 
" Productive or Economic; concerned with the creation of wealth. manufacture of 
goods, and provision of services for the public 
" Maintenance; concerned with the socialisation of people to fulfil roles in other 
organisations and in society; schools and churches 
" Adaptive; for example research establishments concerned with the pursuit of 
knowledge and the development and testing of theory 
9 Managerial or Political; concerned with adjudication, co-ordination and control of 
physical and human resources and other sub-systems; government departments, 
trade unions and pressure groups 
In terms of "second order" factors, Katz and Kahn (1978) then classified organisations 
as either: 
0 "object moulding" organisations which were concerned with physical or material 
objects as the nature of work being carried out (manufacturing, mining etc. ) 
0 "people moulding" organisations concerned with human beings as the basis of the 
nature of work being carried out, such as a school or leisure centre. 
4 
The data from the BCIS Detailed Cost Analyses was re-classified using each of the 
above classifications, and the examples given by Hall, Haas and Johnson (1967). 
Many of the sociologists who wrote about organisations were American. The different 
social structure meant that the examples of organisations given did not always 
correspond to British organisations, or the British building function data available. 
Particular problems were the educational, health, military, law enforcement, judicial 
and penal organisations. In some cases the terminology used was different, but the 
British equivalent was easily identifiable, such as an American "Retail Store", was 
understood to be the same organisational type as a British "Shop"; and a 
"Manufacturing Plant", was assumed to be equivalent to a "Factory". 
5.2.4.2 MODELS PRODUCED FROM DATA -RE-CLASSIFIED BY 
ORGANISATIONAL TYPE 
The organisational type regression models were based on the building function models 
described in section 5.2.3 above, either using all the descriptors, or those identified as 
significant for various data sets. The aim was to determine whether the re-classification 
by organisational type resulted in more comparable M&E services installations, and 
therefore better predictive models for M&E services costs. 
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Tables C2, C3 and C4 (see Appendix C) show that the F statistics for all the re- 
classified organisational type models were greater than the F critical value of 1.75 for 
infinity degrees of freedom. Therefore all the organisational type regression models 
were theoretically useful for prediction. 
This section will discuss examples of eleven building functions re-classified by 
organisational types, (see Table 5.5 for summary of data re-classifications). The 
examples were selected from the data set of 152 projects used to produce Model M1 
(see Table Cl, Appendix C), with at least one project selected from each CI/SfB 
classification group. It was important that each project selected was not too specialist in 
function, and therefore difficult to re-classify. 
In cases where more than one set of data existed for the type of project selected, the 
first project in the list was selected. For example, from Table C 1, (see Appendix C) a 
General Hospital was selected in preference to a Maternity/Gynaecology Hospital, and 
as Projects 33 to 38 were all General Hospitals, the numerically first Project 33 was 
selected. 
0 
This method of sampling was adopted to avoid bias that may have occurred in project 
selection, especially the selection of projects with particularly inaccurate M&E services 
cost predictions from Model M 1, and attempt to improve the accuracy of the predicted 
values by the use of organisational type models. 
4 
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TABLE 5.5 - St ti1M: RY OF RE-CLASSIFICATION OF DATA BY ORGANISATIONAL TYPE 
Major Prime Typology Primary 
Building Function Purpose Beneficiary (Etzioni) ActiN ity 
(Mullins) (Blau & Scott) (Katz & Kahn) 
Car Showroom Economic Business Utilitarian Productive oi- 
(CI/StB classification I Concern Economic 
Utilities, civil engineering 
facilities) 
Factory Economic Business Utilitarian Productive or 
(CI/SfB classification 2 Concern Economic 
Industrial facilities) 
Shop Economic Business Utilitarian Productive or 
(CI/SIB classification 3 Concern Economic 
Administrative, 
commercial, protective 
service facilities) 
Police Station Protective Commonweal Coercive Managerial or 
(CI/SfB classification 3 Political 
Administrative, 
commercial, protective 
service facilities) 
General Hospital Public Service Normative Productive or 
(CI/SfB classification 4 Service Economic 
Health, welfare facilities) 
Sports Centre Public Service Nonnative Productive or 
(Cl/SIB classification 5 Service Economic 
Recreational facilities) 
Church/Chapel Religious Commonweal Nonnative Maintenance 
(CI/StB classification 6 
Religious facilities) 
Primary School Public Service Normative Maintenance 
(CI/SfB classification 7 Service 
Educational, scientific, 
information facilities) 
Public Library Public Service Normative Adaptive 
(CI/SIB classification 7 Service 
Educational, scientific, 
information facilities) 
Sheltered Housing Public Service Normative Productive or 
(CI/SIB classification 8 Service Economic 
R esidential facilities) 
Hotel Economic Business Utilitarian Productive or 
(Cl/SIB classification 8 Concern Economic 
Residential facilities) 
Tables 5.6 to 5.16 show the coefficients of determination (Rfor each of the 
organisational ty- ppe models. and the NlýýE services cost values predicted for the eleven 
cxanlple projcct,,. The same information from the building function multiple linear 
refire `ion model. is included for comparison purposes. 
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EXAMPLE I- CAR SHOWROOM 
A car showroom was classified as CI/SfB reference 127 Ro id vehicle "tordge/repair 
buildings (including car showroom. ). which was part of section 1 Buildings in 
Connection with Civil Engineering Facilities, under "road transport". The road 
transport section also included cate`ories for roads, coach and bus stations. multi 
storey car parks. petrol stations, and domestic garages, among others. These types of 
buildings had vastly different M&E services requirements and presumably costs. 
There were only 3 complete sets of data for CUSfB section 1, so although a regression 
model was produced, it was not valid for prediction. The diverse nature of the projects 
classified in this section would have made it difficult to produce a good fit regression 
model for predicting M&E services cost, regardless of the sample size. 
A car showroom could be regarded as a specialist type of retail facility, so grouping it 
with other business facilities was considered more appropriate. 
Table 5.6 shows that the car showroom re-classification model with the highest R2 and 
therefore the theoretical best fit model (ignoring the CUSfB models because of the very 
small sample sizes) was when the car showroom was classified as Utilitarian. The 
Utilitarian model included data from hotels, public houses, -offices, shops. factories, 
warehouse and car parks and car showrooms. With a sample size of 27, the model 
incorporating all variables, gave an R' of 0.9617. 
Table C2 (see Appendix C) shows that in the Utilitarian typology model, the estimated 
standard error values for Gross Floor Area, Usable Area, Circulation Area, Ancillary 
Area and Internal Divisions were zero. Table C2 also sho\« that Upper Floor Area, 
Internal Cube, External Wall Area and Wall: Floor ratio were not significant in 
estimating the M&E services cost in this model. 
Although the fit of the utilitarian tvpologv model was generally good for the data (as 
indicated by the high R2 value), the model was not particularly good at predicting the 
ýcrviccs cost of the car showroom project. The car showroom project had a gross floor 
arCa of -054 m' and an actual services cost of 
£164,672. Table 5.6 , ho«-,, that the 
Utilitarian (all variables) model predicted a services cost oY ; 0722.395. 
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TABLE 5.6 - COMPARISON" OF REGRESSION MODELS FOR CAR 
SHOWROOM 
ACTUAL SERVICES COST =£ 164,672 (Project 2, Table C1) 
Classification Sample Independent Predicted 
Of Data Used Size Variables Used R2 Services 
Cost £ 
CUSfB 3 All variables 1 164.672 
Classification 1 (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
3 Model M2 1 164.672 
4 Model M3 1 164,672 
Major Purpose 46 All variables 0.9107 91.756 
Economic (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
46 Model M2 0.8189 50,456 
60 Model M3 0.816-1 53,314 
Prime Beneficiary 41 All variables 0.9139 99,730 
Business Concern (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
41 Model M2 0.8144 53,493 
55 Model M3 0.8087 54.216 
Typology 27 All variables 0.9617 67 2,395 
Utilitarian (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
27 Model M2 0.8023 47,594 
38 Model M3 0.8120 26,505 
Primary Activity 102 All variables 0.8965 - 24,914 
Productive or (Model M 1) 
Economic 
Significant variables 
102 Model M2 0.8937 -12.504 
132 Model M3 0.8489 -12.164 
Problems arose whcn regression models predicted negative values for services cost. All 
three of the Primary Activity Productive/Economic models predicted negative values for 
services cost, even though the R2 values were reasonably close to one. 
Nonc of the organisational type models produced a satisfactory estimate of the services 
cost of a car showroom, even though they all had coefficients of determination greater 
than 0.8. The rc-classification of the data was an attempt to compensate for the 
inadequate sample size in the CI/SfB section 1. The resultant increased sample sizes did 
not produce models that were better predictors of services co,, tý,. 
The problem of in'. ufficient data from car showroom projects could not he overcome by 
re-c Li si Ewing the c sir showroom from "Buildings in connection with civil eii' iiieei ing 
O7 
facilities" to either "major purpose economic". "prime beneficial business concerns". 
"utilitarian ttipolo,,, ". or "primarv activity productive/economic". 
EXAMPLE 2- FACTORY 
Table 5.7 shows that a factory (CI/SfB section 2 "industrial Buildings, a, riculture, 
inanufucturing and storage"); was re-classified into exactly the same organisational type 
categories as a car showroom. The predicted values of services cost for a factory 
ranged from -£85,596 to £293,345, where the actual value ýý as f62,274. 
TABLE 5.7 - COMPARISON OF REGRESSION MODELS FOR 
FACTORY 
ACTUAL SERVICES COST =£ 62,274 (Project 4, Table Cl) 
Classification Sample Independent Predicted 
Of Data Used Size Variables Used R2 Services 
Cost £ 
CI/SfB 8 All variahles 1 62.274 
Classification 2 (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
8 Model M2 0.9906 1,680 
14 Model M3 0.9805 -5,931 
Major Purpose 46 All variables 0.9107 -85,596 
Economic 
Significant variables 
46 Model M2 0.8189 207.160 
60 Model M3 0.8162 192,439 
Prime Beneficiary 41 All variables 0.9139 -78,891 
Business Concern (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
41 Model M2 0.8144 209,973 
55 Model M3 0.8087 197,559 
Typol()gy 27 All variables 0.9617 197,164 
Utilitarian (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
27 Model M2 0.8023 200,807 
'8 Model M3 0.8120 165,491 
Primacy Activity 
Productive or 102 All variables 0.8965 293.345 
Economic (Model NI 1) 
Significant variables 
102 Model M2 0.8937 242.907 
1 Model M3 0.848') 204.497 
I'his further illustrated situations vv here although the rcere. sýion models were 
theorcticall\' a `good fit, all having high coefficients of determination and F observed 
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statistics greater than the F critical values (see Tables C2, C3 and C4), the predicted 
values of some data points contained within the models were unsatisfactory. 
Table C2 in Appendix C shows that Ground Floor Area and Upper Floor Area were the 
only variables with absolute values of the t-observed statistics greater than the t-critical 
values, in both the Major Purpose Economic All Variables model and the Prime 
Beneficiary Business Concern All Variables Model. Therefore Ground Floor Area and 
Upper Floor Area were the only two significant variables in these models. 
These t-statistic comparisons could be analysed for all the organisational type models, 
to identify which variables contributed to the fit of the various models. However the 
services cost values predicted by the organisational type models were inaccurate, 
despite the statistical tests that indicated that the models were theoretically useful for 
prediction. , 
EXAMPLE 3- SHOP 
The shop was re-classified into the same organisational types as the factory and the car 
showroom, and again the models did not produce satisfactory predictions for M&E 
services cost. Table 5.8 shows that the predicted values for services cost in the shop 
project range from -£17,297 to £849,871, and none of the predicted values were close 
to the actual value. 
0 
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TABLE 5.8 - ('OMPARISON OF REGRESSION MODELS FOR SHOP 
ACTUAL SERVICES COST =£ 12,929 (Project 28. TABLE Cl) 
Classification Sample Independent Predicted 
Of Data Used Size Variables Used R2 Services 
Cost £ 
CI/Sfm 19 All variables 0.9839 -17.297 
Classification 3 (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
19 Model M2 0.9483 1, -16 
26 Model M3 0.9255 286,516 
Major Purpose 46 All variables 0.9107 241.137 
Economic (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
46 Model M2 0.8189 385.584 
60 Mbdel M3 0.8162 379.308 
Prime Beneficiary 41 All variables 0.9139 205,701 
Business Concern (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
41 Model M2 0.8144 382. $2 
55 Model M3 0.8087 375,868 
Typology 27 All variables 0.9617 849,871 
Utilitarian (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
27 Model M2 0.8023 374,896 
38 Model M3 0.8120 425,430 
Primacy Activity 
Productive or 102 All variables 0.8965 543.382 
Economic (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
102 Model M2 0.8937 586,500 
132 Model M3 0.8489 667,364 
EXAMPLE 4- POLICE STATION 
V 
Table 5.9 shows that the police station fitted perfectly in the all i ariables" re- 
classification models. The range for all the Significant Variables models was much 
smaller than for the previous three examples (from £657.52 to £807.456). and there 
were no negative predicted values. However, the sample sizes were very small, and so 
the re, -, iession models would not 
be considered reliable for prediction. 
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TABLE 5.9 - COMPARISON OF REGRESSION MODELS FOR POLICE 
STATION 
ACTUAL SERVICES COST =£ 779,243 (Project 29, TABLE Cl) 
Classification Sample Independent Predicted 
Of' Data Used Size Variables Used R2 Services 
Cost £ 
CI/SfB 19 All variables 0.9839 7 8, (154 
Classification 3 (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
19 Model M2 0.9483 746.693 
26 Model M3 0.9255 807,456 
Major Purpose 3 All variables 1 779,243 
Protective (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
3 Model M2 1 779,24-) 
3 Model M3 1 779,243 
Prime Beneficiary 11 All variables 1 779,243 
Commonweal (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
11 Model M2 0.9265 728.755 
14 Model M3 0.9859 657.524 
Typology 3 All variables 1 779,243 
Coercive (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
3 Model M2 1 779.243 
6 Model M3 1 779,243 
Primary Activity 
Managerial or 6 All variables 1 779.243 
Political (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
6 Model M2 1 779,243 
9 Model M3 0.9919 711,322 
EXAMPLE 5- GENERAL HOSPITAL 0 
[trioni ( 1964) "tentati elv classified' general hospitals as normative, although he 
acknowledged that there was little information available concerning the way in which 
patients were controlled. In normative organisations the participants had a high 
commitment and compliance rested "pi-in( ipally on internalisation of'directii'cs accepted 
as legitimate". ` 
Table x. 10 shows that the predicted services cost values for the general hospital were 
all positive and ý, i, -, nificant1 greater than the actual cost. 
The model' appeared to be 
hias<d to higher v alue projects, as the data available contained many lar cr projects with 
hiher M&E Seri icCs cost,, - t, 
0 
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TABLE 5.10 - COMPARISON OF REGRESSION 'MODELS FOR 
GENERAL HOSPITAL 
ACTUAL SERVICES COST =£ 103,699 (Project 33, Table Cl) 
Classification Sample Independent Predicted 
Of Data Used Size Variables Used R2 Services 
Cost f, 
CI/SfB 39 All variables 0.9845 587.458 
Classification 4 (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
39 Model M2 0.9683 236,187 
51 Model M3 0.9593 288,808 
Major Purpose 95 All variables 0.9301 -129,732 Public Service (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
95 Model M2 0.9015 305,139 
120 Model M3 0.8459 174.639 
Prime Beneficiary 95 All variables 0.9571 310,8 39 
Service (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
95 Model M2 0.9365 130.291 
118 Model M3 0.9032 167,687 
Typology 98 All variables 0.9336 -50,1 18 
Normative (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
98 Model M2 0.9028 320,250 
121 Model M3 0.8585 230,473 
Primary Activity 
Productive or 102 All variables 0.8965 388,002 
Economic (Model M I)' 
Significant variables 
102 Model M2 0.8937 266,631 
132 Model M3 0.8489 222,558 
EXAMPLE 6- SPORTS CENTRE 
Table >. 11 shoe-, that sports centres fitted into exactly the same organisational type 
classifications as general hospitals. Again, all the predicted values were positive and 
biased towards the higher value projects, with the highest prediction being more than 
double the actual services cost. 
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TABLE 5.11 - COMPARISON OF REGRESSION MODELS FOR 
SPORTS CENTRE 
ACTUAL SERVICES COST =£ 223,336 (Project 74. Table Cl) 
Classification Sample Independent Predicted 
Of Data Used Size Variables Used R2 Services 
Cost £ 
('[/SIB 7 All variables 1 223.336 
Cl as' i fication 5 (Model M l) 
Significant variables 
7 Model M2 1 2 23.3 36 
11 Model M3 0.9937 211,139 
Major Purpose 95 All variables 0.9301 488.526 
Public Service (Model M 1) 
Significant variables " 
95 Model M2 0.9015 3 -1 2.8 39 120 Model M3 0.8459 280,0') 3 
Prime Beneficiary 95 All variables 0.9571 452,042 
SerVicc (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
95 Model M2 0.9365 221,316 
118 Model M3 0.9032 255,819 
Typology 98 All variables 0.9630 519.748 
Normative (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
98 Model M2 0.9028 320,468 
121 Model M3 0.8585 321,51 3 
Primacy Activity ' 
Productive or 102 All variables 0.8965 338,407 
Economic (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
102 Model M2 0.8937. 351,312 
132 Model M3 0.8489 350,256 
EXAMPLE 7- CHURCH/CHAPEL. 
if . 
The rc-classification of churches/chapels all had high R2 values. All three normative 
models produced Vcry high predicted values for the church/chapel project, (see Table 
I2): this corresponded to the earlier observation about the models containing data 
I rorn large and high value M&E services cost projects such as hospitals. 
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TABLE 5.12 - COMPARISON OF REGRESSION MODELS FOR 
CHURCH/CHAPEL 
ACTUAL SERVICES COST =£ 42,191 (Project 77, Table Cl) 
Classification Sample Independent Predicted 
Of Data Used Size Variables Used R2 Services 
Cost £ 
CI/SfB 4 All variables 1 42.191 
Classification 6 (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
4 Model M2 1 42.191 
4 Model M3 1 42,191 
Major Purpose 4 All variables 1 42.191 
Religious (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
4 Model M2 1 42.191 
4 Model M3 1 42,191 
Prime Beneficiary 11 All variables 1 42,191 
Commonweal (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
11 Model M2 0.9265 112,2') 
14 Model M3 0.9859 146,697 
Typology 98 All variables 0.9336 101.050 
Normative (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
98 Model M2 0.9028 205,773 
121 Model M3 0.8585 241,140 
Primary Activity 41 All variables 0.9313 42,191 
Maintenance (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
41 Model M2 0.8201 57,43-1 
53 Model M3 0.7958 60,095 
I; 'XAMPLE 8- PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Table 5.13 shows that a primary school could be re-classified a normative typology 
and primary activity as a maintenance organisation, the same as a church, and major 
purpose public scrvice and prime beneficiary service organisation, the same as a general 
hospital and a sports centre. In terms of'M&E services requirements, a primary school 
would appear to have little in common with any of these types of buildings - primary 
schools tended to he relatively small, single storey and without complex M&E services 
requirements. Howw-c\-er the re-classification of the primary school into organisational 
types produced models with high R' values (greater than O. 9"for all the "all variables" 
models), over significant sample , i/c,. 
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TABLE 5.13 - COMPARISON OF REGRESSION MODELS FOR 
PRIMARY SCHOOL 
ACTUAL SERVICES COST =£ 148,483 (Project 81. Table Cl) 
Classification Sample Independent Predicted 
Of Data Used Size Variables Used R2 Ser-* ices 
Cost £ 
CI/SfB 16 All variables 0.962 3 154.91)4 
Classification 7 (Model \11) 
Significant variables 
16 Model M2 0.8746 212,98', 
20 Model M3 0.7932 164,760 
Major Purpose 95 All variables 0.9301 -57,544 
Public Service (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
95 Model M2 0.9015 20,147 
120 Model M3 0.8459 1O7,150 
Prime Beneficiary 95 All variables 0.9571 -68.380 
Service (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
95 Model M2 0.9365 25,922 
118 Model M3 0.9032 77.343 
Typology 98 All variables 0.9630 -67,141 
Normative (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
98 Model M2 0.9028 21,788 
121 Model M3 0.8585 149,064 
Primary Activity 41 All variables 0.9313 123.258 
Maintenance (Model M 1) 
- Significant variables 
41 Model M2 0.8201 39,710 
53 Model M3 0.7958 32.977 
EXAMPLE 9- PUBLIC LIBRARY 
I 
The public library was classified in the same categories as the general hospital, sports 
centre, and primary school with the exception of the primary activity classification, 
where the librarvwas classified as adaptive. Table 5.14 shows that all three adaptive 
models were produced from only three sets of data. which was not reliable for 
prediction. 
The coefficients of determination for the other models were all around 0.8 or 0.9. again 
indicating a good fit to the data. Again some of the models predicted negative NI&E 
ý%crv1Ccs cost values. which were unacceptable. 
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TABLE 5.14 - CO1'IPARISON OF REGRESSION 'MODELS FOR 
PUBLIC LIBRARY 
ACTUAL SERVICES COST =£ 224,015 (Project 95, "fable CI) 
Classification Sample Independent Predicted 
Of Data Used Size Variables Used R2 SerN ices 
Cost £ 
CI/SfB 16 All variables 0.962 3 151.526 
Classification 7 (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
16 Model M2 0.8746 205.779 
20 Model M3 0.7932 208,975 
Major Purpose 95 All variables 0.9301 -16.137 Public Service (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
95 Model M2 0.9015 3226.208 
120 Model M3 0.8459. 343.287 
Prime Beneficiary 95 All variables 0.9571 164,702 
Service (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
95 Model M2 0.9365 324,658 
118 Model M3 0.9032 340.646 
Typology 98 All variables 0.9630 -20.4') I 
Normative (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
98 Model M2 0.9029 308,427 
121 Model M3 0.8585 383.650 
Primary Activity 3 All variables 1 '124,015 
Adaptive (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
3 Model M2 1 224,015 
3 Model M3 1 224,015 
EXAMPLE 10 - SHELTERED HOUSING 
Tablc 5.15 shows the re-classification of sheltered housing. Housing was the most 
difficult building function to re-classify as an organisational type. as generally a "home' 
was not mentioned as a type of organisation. It could be argued that a home and family 
organisation had a primary activity of' "maintenance". hv, ocialiking people in 
preparation for other roles in society 
C)hv iously not all houses ww, crc inhabited by people who produced and raised children. 
Sheltered housing was provided specifically for elderly people, ,o could not be 
classified as a "maintenance " organisation. socialising people for other roles. Sheltered 
housing was classified aý a "/)rothIcriv( or economic" organisation. concerned with the 
provision of tiCF\ iC C1 for tilg public. 
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TABLE 5.15 - COMPARISON OF REGRESSDON MODELS FOR 
SHELTERED HOUSING 
ACTUAL SERVICES COST =£ 138,284 (Project 120. Table Cl) 
Classification Sample Independent Predicted 
Of Data Used Size Variables Used R2 Serv ices 
Cost £ 
CI/SfB 55 All variables 9468 0 121 729 
('las,, ification 8 (Moclci M 1) . . 
Significant variables 
55 Model M2 0.9073 148.051 
66 Model M3 0.8880 162.554 
Major Purpose 95 All variables 0.9301 106.345 
Public Service (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
95 Model M2 0.9015 84,490 
120 Model M3 0.8459 188,709 
Prime Beneficiary 95 All variables 0.9571 114.117 
Scrvicc (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
95 Model M2 0.9365 1 37.018 
118 Model M3 0.903-1 153,140 
Typology 98 All variables 0.9630 111,200 
Normative (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
98 Model M2 0.9028 99,041 
121 Model M3 0.8585 158.320 
Primary Activity 
Productive or 102 All variables 0.8965 93,937 
Economic (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
102 Model M2 0.8937, 85,493 
132 Model M3 0.8489 133.390 
!; 'XAMPLE 11 - HOTEL 
Table 5.16 shows a summary of the rc-classification models produced for hotels. Again 
all the coefficients of determination were reasonably close to one, and all the F statistics 
were greater than the F critical values: indicating that the models were a good fit to the 
data. 
The hotel was classified in exactly the same categories as the car showroom, factory 
and shop, as all tour had similar commercial organisational goal. 
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TABLE 5.16 - COMPARISON OF REGRESSION MODELS FOR 
HOTEL 
ACTUAL SERVICES COST =£1,259,918 (Pro, ject 143. Table Cl) 
Classification Sample Independent Predicted 
Of Data Used Size Variables Used R2 Services 
Cost £ 
CUSfB 55 All variables 0.9468 1,219.659 
Classification 8 (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
55 Model M2 0.9073 1,077.518 
66 Model M3 0.8880 1,039,881 
Major Purpose 46 All variables 0.9107 1.799.105 
Economic (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
46 Model M2 0.8189 1.488,248 
60 Model M3 0.8162 1,448.476 
Prime Beneficiary 41 All variables 0.9139 1.817,897 
Business Concern (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
41 Model M2 0.8144 1,493,429 
55 Model M3 0.8087 1.45 5,74-1 
Typology 27 All variables 0.9617 2,132,075 
Utilitarian (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
27 Model M2 0.8023 1.493,866 
38 Model M3 0.8120 1.446.414 
Primary Activity 
Productive or 102 All variables 0.8965 1,694,820 
Economic (Model M 1) 
Significant variables 
102 Model M2 0.8937 1,701,620 
132 Model M3 0.8489 1.502.548 
5.2.4.3 SUMMARY OF ORGANISATIONAL TYPE XIODELS 
The examples above showed the models produced to predict services costs for 11 
different building functions/organisational types, (from data containing a total of 125 
different building functions). The actual value of M&E services cost was given for each 
project, along with predictions from the appropriate building function and 
organisational type re-classification models. 
The examples denionstratcd that, although the models generally had coefficients of 
determination around 0.9. and F oh\cr% cd values greater than the F critical values: the 
predicted N&E , cr\ tccý, cost value' for particular building functions/or`, ani,, ational 
t\ [)C's contained within the composite Illodek. were not Batist. tctoýrv. 
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Unsatisfactory prediction,, for data that was originally used aý a basis for the model. 
were unacceptable. It was therefore reasonable to conclude that re`Tre,,,, ion model 
produced from data containing more than one building function/organisational type: 
were not generally useful for predicting the M&E services cost of any one project 
contained within the data set. 
As every building project was virtually unique, there was a general problem with 
availability of information from similar projects, from which to predict M&E services 
costs for proposed future projects. 
Attempts to re-classify building function data into organisational types did not produce 
regression models with better predictive powers for M&E services costs, by either: 
0 increasing sample sizes 
" identifying similarities in M&E services requirements (and therefore costs) between 
buildings which had different functions, and were thereibre clas ificd in different 
CI/SfB sections e. g. old peoples horn s and sheltered housing 
Generally, M&E services requirements were not determined by the major purpose or 
the primary activity of the organisation, the type of power used by the organisation to 
control its members, or the prime beneficiary of the organisation's activities. Although 
there were similarities in organisational goals and objectives between some building 
functions, (for example a bank and a hotel both provided a commercial service to make 
a profit), their M&E services requirements, and hence the cost of the M&E services 
clement of their buildings, differed. 
lt was suggested that the M&E services cost of a project could only reasonably be 
predicted from a model that was produced from data solely relating to the same building 
function/organisational type. For example. the M&E services cost of a proposed food 
factory could only be predicted from data from previous food factories, of a similar 
size, output, production method and containing similar M&E services installations. 
It has been demonstrated that the BCIS cost information was classified by building 
functioii, and it was argued that this was not entirely appropriate for cost forecasting the 
\1&E scrvices elements of a building, because similar M&E installations could be 
found in buildings of different function,,. However, it was found that re-classifying the 
building function data by organisational type did not produce ýatisfactorv N1cE services 
cost prediction models. 
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It would have been interesting to re-classify the BCIS data according to the 
performance and aesthetic standard of the M&E services, and examine the predictive 
power of the models, but the BCIS information did not contain that level of detail on 
the individual services installations. 
The BCIS classification of cost information was still regarded as a weakness, when 
attempting to forecast M&E services costs. 
5.2.5 CLASSIFICATION OF ANALYSES BY BUILDING FORM 
The BCIS Detailed Cost Analyses all contained a BCIS Code that classified buildings 
"by the form of construction, number of storeys and gross internal floor- area in square 
metres", (BCIS, 1969). The different construction classes were: 
A Steel framed construction 
B Reinforced concrete framed construction 
C Brick construction 
D Light framed steel or reinforced concrete construction 
Or (BCIS, 1985) 
D Timber framed construction 
A three storey steel framed building with a gross floor area of 2653 m2, had a BCIS 
Code ofA-3-2653. 
This referencing system did not include any information about the M&E services, such 
as the provision of mechanical ventilation or air conditioning. Design information 
relating to the performance of each M&E services installation was not included in the 
BCIS Code. 
In summary, the BCIS coding system that involved classifying analyses by building 
form, was a weakness when considering M&E services costs. 
5.2.6 DESIGN INFORMATION 4 
As every building project was virtually unique, there was a general problem with the 
availability of information from similar projects. This situation was worse for M&E 
services because of the number of design solutions available for any one design 
requirement. Consideration should be given to the M&E services performance and 
aesthetic standards requirements in addition to the building function and form. 
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As discussed in Chapter 4. the cost ()t a M&E installation was mor likely to be C 
determined by engineering parameters. such as the outputs required from the system. 
rather than the gross floor area of the building into which the s%'tem wa,, installed. 
(Ryding and Chelmick, 1982). Therefore, any information that vv as likely to be used 
for forecasting M&E services costs. should include engineering design information for 
the systems. 
The BCIS Detailed Cost Analyses contained a section for design information, entitled 
"Specification and Design Notes". The guide to the BCIS Detailed Cost Analyses (April 
1985) explained the Specification and Design Notes required by the analyses: 
0 Design criteria related to requirements. purpose and function of the element, and an 
outline of the design criteria was noted under each element. 
" The specification notes were considered to reflect architect' solutions to the 
conditions expressed by the design criteria and should indicate the quality of 
building achieved. 
0 Specification notes provided a check list of the items that were included with each 
element. Notes should adequately describe the form of construction and quality of 
material sufficiently to explain the costs in the analysis. 
The "Specification und Design Notes" section of the old style Detailed Cost Analysis, 
appeared on the new format Detailed Elemental Analyses, (introduced in December 
1994), as a table with two columns headed "Element" and "Specification" 
The forms and guidance notes for the production of Amplified Analyses, (BCIS, 1969, 
pp 18-42), provided for the collection of much more detailed specification and design 
criteria information, see Table 5.17 for an example. 
Hic BCIS ccascd publication of the Amplified Analyses, and therefore abandoned the 
collection of design criteria information, which made cost estimating for M&E services 
difficult. 
TABLE 5.17 - 
INFORMATION 
INSTALLATIONS 
DESIGN CRITERIA AND SPECIFICATION 
REQUIRED FOR LIFT AND CONVEYOR 
Element and 
S ub- 
Elements 
Design Criteria Specification and Note' 
5. J Lift and The number of rush 
Conveyor period passengers 
Installations for which the 
installation has 
been designed 
should be stated. 
5. J. 1 Lifts The number, The complete installation including gantries, 
and Hoists capacity, speed, trolleys, blocks, hooks and ropes. downshop 
number of stops, leads, pendant controls and electrical work from 
number of doors and including isolators. 
and height served 
should be stated. The cost of special structural work, e. g. lift 
walls, lift motor rooms. etc. shall he included in 
Capacity of hoists the appropriate structural elements. 
to be given in 
kilogrammes. Remaining electrical work shall be included 
with "Electric power supplies" (5.1-1.2) 
The cost of each type of lift or hoist shall be 
stated separately. 
This section has discussed the system ol'BCIS analysis of costs, and the presentation 
and classification o1' information. Several areas of weakness were identified, associated 
with the use of BCIS Detailed Cost Analyses for the production of M&E services cost 
estimates. It was found that the building form descriptors used by the BCIS were not 
all significant in contributing to the fit of models for predicting M&E scrvices costs; and 
that inconsistencies existed in the basis of elemental classifications for M&E services. 
The section argued that the building function based classification of analyses, and the 
building form based coding system. may not facilitate the identification of buildings 
with similar- M&E installations, and therefore similar costs. 
0 
It was stated that the BCIS published cost analyses should contain design and 
s1'ccil'ication information on the technical performance and aesthetic standard of the 
\1&, E installations, to assist the cost cstimating process. 
The nc xt section will consider the wav, that analyses were prepared in accordance with 
the standard forii' of cost anale sis. for : uhmission to the BCIS. 
1L 
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5.3 INACC['RACIES IN THE EXECUTION OF BCIS -ANALYSES 
The BCIS operated on a reciprocal arrangement, members submitted completed 
standard forms of cost analysis in return for access to the published cost analyses. The 
weaknesses inherent in the system. in terms of data required from the ý'ub"cribers, were 
discussed above. The lack of detail in the published analyses wa" attributable to the 
individual subscribers who submitted incomplete or misleading information. 
Subscribers did not appear to appreciate the value, to either themselves or other users, 
of the information they submitted to the BCIS. 
There was no incentive for subscribers to analyse the tender or project information 
fully, and make the breakdowns generally available to all. The subscriber had the full 
, set of 
information anyway, so he/she could refer to the original tender information 
when necessary. 
5.3.1 ORIGIN OF THE COST DATA 
The figures published on BCIS Detailed Cost/Elemental Analyses were usually only 
notional breakdowns of the lowest tender sum. As discussed in Chapter -l, Section 
4A. 8, bills of quantities often included large prime cost or provisional sums for the 
M&E services work, so the reliability of the tender was questionable. Therefore the 
analysis of submitted tenders, for subsequent use as historic cost information, may 
result in unreliable cost estimates. . 
Detailed Cost/Elemental Analyses could be submitted to the BCIS very early in the life 
oof'a project, for example tenders for one project were received on 23 April 1996, and 
by 10 June 1996 "BCIS Online sijbscriber-s had access to a. tirll elemental analysis", 
(BCIS News No. -0,1996). 
Chapter 4 discussed how the design process meant that 
the M&E design was often incomplete at tender stage. There could be a perpetual cycle 
of prime costs or provisional sums being included for M&E services in bills of 
quantities, which were subsequently analysed and submitted to the BCIS as historic 
cost information, and then used by subscribers to estimate prime cost or provisional 
sums for future hills of quantities, without the actual M&E services cost ever being 
captured in the BCIS cost analysis system. 
5.3.2 DISCREPANCIES IN THE FIGURES QUOTED 
the Detailed Cost/Elemental : \nalvsc" gavc Contract Breakdown fi`ýurc, into measured 
work. provision ll sums, prime cost , lulls, preliminaries, and contiil_, cncics for the 
llý 
. 
actual Contract and the work included in the Analysis. These two set, of figures often 
differed, indicating that not all the work carried out under the contract or at least priced 
for in the tender) was included in the BCIS analysis. For example. BCIS Online 
Analysis number 15362. (a hospital) had a discrepancy of £212.71 S (at 1985 prices) 
between the Contract Sum and the Analysis Contract Sum of £ ý. 3 ý7, ýO ý. There was 
no explanation of the work omitted from the analysis, or the reasons. 
The Detailed Cost/Elemental Analyses also gave the Competitive Tender List figures 
received for the project. This could be slightly misleading as the Contract Sum and 
Analysis Contract Sum figures were adjusted to a base date, and for location. and 
therefore did not match any of the tender figures stated. 
5.3.3 SPECIFICATION AND DESIGN INFORMATION 
As stated earlier, specification and design information were important for M&E 
services, because of the cost implications of performance and aesthetic standards of the 
M&E installations. Specification and design information that the subscribers submitted 
to the BCIS, was not detailed enough. Terms like "standby generators" and 
''cnlci-gency lighting" were meaningless, unless the subscribers gave the corresponding 
design information, such as the number of generators, their power output, or the time 
that the emergency lighting was required for, the lighting level, whether they had 
battery backup, etc. 
5.3.4 FAILURE TO ADHERE TO PRINCIPLES AND 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF ANALYSES 
This section will discuss various discrepancies between the BCIS principles and 
instructions for preparation of cost analyses, and the information actually submitted by 
the subscribers. 
5.3.4.1 ALLOCATION OF COSTS AMONG THE ELEMENTS 
Many BCIS subscribers did not break down their tender information into all the 
elements, often analyses for N1&E services stated that various elements were "included 
I. n >F", or sometimes Sanitary Appliances were included in Disposal Installations. This 
\\ as probably due to insufficient detail in the main contractors' tenders, because of the 
inherent procurement problem,, associated with M&E - use of prime cost and 
proN isional suns. and the high incidence of subcontractor de, ýi, -, » 
for the M&E 
, services. as 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
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5.3.4.2 ELEMENT UNIT QUANTITIES 
The BCIS Detailed Cost/Elemental Analyses contained columns for the inclusion of 
Element Unit Quantities and Element l"nit Rates. The BCIS guideline". (BCIS. 1969) 
gave instructions as to which element unit quantity should he used for each element. 
These columns were rarely completed at all for M&E services. and seldom with the 
correct element unit quantities, such as kilowatts for 5E Heat Source. 
5.3.4.3 BREAKDOWN OF GROSS FLOOR AREA 
Many BCIS subscribers did not include breakdowns of the Gross Floor Area into the 
various other areas required by the analyses, Usable Area, Circulation Area, etc. These 
other areas may be more useful for forecasting services cost, as they gave an indication 
of the space required for plant rooms and service cores, and therefore the intensity of 
the services installations. 
5.3.4.4 FUNCTIONAL UNITS 
A Functional Unit Cost should be given, but this was not always done by the 
subscribers. 
This section has discussed the inaccuracies observed in the analyses submitted by 
, Subscribers, and published 
by the BCIS. The BCIS was the main publisher of building 
cost information, but it was found during the interviews that all quantity surveyors and 
M&E services engineers maintained their own cost information libraries. The 
inaccuracies observed in the BCIS information may exist in other historic cost 
information, but the research was not able to test this. Inaccuracies that existed in 
historic cost information (whether published or in-house information ), could affect the 
accuracy of future cost estimates. Therefore all those who analysed project information 
and collated costs, should ensure that every effort was made to be consistent in the 
analysis, and collect information that would be useful in the future. 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
.0 
I'he cxisting BCIS system for collecting cost information had , c\ oral ýt caknesses, in 
terms pof its usefulnes,, for estimating the tender costs/setting budgets for \i&E services: 
" The bases of the elements used in the BCIS classification of MNE services were 
inconsistent. and retained a degree of trade analysis. 
11> 
0 The main parameter used by the BCIS cost analyses was m' croo.,, floor area. 
" Gross Floor Area was not a suitable descriptor for use as the , Ole determinant of 
M&E service,, cost. 
" Gross Floor Area was significant in contributing to the fit of a building function 
based multiple linear regression model (M1) for predicting M&E. services cost. 
0 Circulation Area, Internal Divisions, Internal Cube, External Wall Area, Wall: Floor 
ratio, and Average Storey Height At Ground Floor were not statistically significant 
in contributing to the fit of a building function based multiple linear regression 
model (M 1) for predicting M&E services cost. 
" Model MI was produced from data containing 15? projects, but 125 different 
CI/SfB building function categories. The unsuitability of the values, predicted by the 
model, (despite its theoretical validity for prediction), indicated that multi-function 
samples were not appropriate for predicting M&E services cost. However 
insufficient data was available to enable the production of a reliable multiple linear 
regression model for a single building function. 
0 It was argued that building function may not be a suitable basis of classifying 
information for M&E services cost forecasting, as it did not facilitate the 
identification of similar installations in different buildings. The BCIS data was re- 
classified by organisational type, and further multiple linear regression models were 
produced. 
" The organisational type multiple linear regression models were all theoretically 
useful for prediction, and explained between 79 and 100% of the variability in the 
data. However, the predicted M&E services costs for particular projects within the 
samples, were not satisfactory. 
" The re-classification of BCIS building function based data by organisational type, 
did not produce better predictive models for M&E services cost. 
0 The BCIS cost analyses contained ai code that related to the building form - number 
of storeys, tvhc of structural frame, and gross floor area. It was argued that this 
coding system should be revised to include details of the type of M&E services 
contained in the huildinýg. 
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" The BCIS Detailed Cost/Elemental Analyses did not publish design criteria 
information for the M&E services. which was regarded a%a %% eal: ne,, '. in the system 
of analysis. It was argued that collection and publication of criteria and 
specification information for M&E services. would enable more detailed analysis of 
the determinants of M&E services co>,, ts. 
" The cost information published h} the BCIS was based on figure, analysed and 
submitted by subscribers. This system therefore meant that the information may not 
be analysed in a consistent manner. which could contribute to the variability 
observed in the data. 
0 The services costs submitted to the BCIS could be prime cost or provisional sums 
from tenders, and therefore may not represent the actual cost. Therefore the 
reliability of the BCIS cost information was in doubt. 
0 Discrepancies were found between the Contract Breakdown and the Analysis 
figures published on BCIS Elemental Analyses. 
" The specification information provided by the subscribers was not very detailed, 
and therefore ofAittle use in forecasting costs for M&E services. 
0 The subscribers often did not prepare the analyses in accordance with the BCIS 
instructions: the M&E services costs were not broken down into all the elements 
used on the standard form of cost analysis; element unit quantities and element unit 
rates were omitted from many analyses; the sub-divisions of gross floor area (such 
as usable area, circulation area, etc. ) were not always given by subscribers: and 
functional unit costs were frequently not submitted. 
This Chapter has shown that many problems were observed with the BCIS method of 
collecting M&E cost information. The ov-drall conclusion was that the data published on 
BCIS Detailed Elcmental(/Cost) Analyses was inadequate for-the preparation of budget 
estimates for NI &, E services, because the building form descriptors used for the 
collection of the data were unsuitable for predicting M&E services costs: and because of 
the subscribers' failure to submit information to the required level of detail. 
I'herefore, the re carch required more detailed information, anale ý, cd in a consistent 
manne r. and containing deign criteria and specification information for the M&E 
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services. This information would enable the identification and'testing of parameters that 
were more appropriate for forecasting the tender costs of M&E services. 
More detailed M&E services cost information than that published by the BCIS, was not 
generally available. The research proposed to collect this primary data from building 
contractors and M&E subcontractors, transform it into a usable form, and analyse it in a 
consistent manner. This data collection, transformation, and analysis is described in 
Chapter 6. 
0 
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CHAPTER SIX 
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
SUMMARY 
This chapter describes analysis work undertaken to examine relationships between 
building function. building form and mechanical and electrical services cost. It 
describes the collection of raw data, and the transformation work undertaken to enable 
analysis. 
The analysis of the raw data is described, and the chapter discussc" the relationships 
identified between building form descriptors such as perimeter of external walls, gross 
floor area, storey heights, percentage of glazing, and the M&E services costs for 
buildings of different functions - commercial, industrial and residential. 
The chapter concludes that there are relationships between the cost of the mechanical 
and electrical services installations and some building form descriptors; but the 
particular descriptors and the strength of the relationships vary according to the function 
of the building. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 4 showed that under traditional methods of budget estimating and pre-contract 
cost planning, cost estimates for mechanical and electrical services were generally based 
, olely on the gross floor area of a building. Chapter 5 examined relationships between 
M&E services cost and gross floor area, and concluded that. gross floor area was not 
appropriate as the sole descriptor for determining M&E services cost. Chapter 5 also 
attempted to predict M&E services costs using gross floor area as one of several 
independent variables, using data published on BCIS cost analyses, and found that 
there was not a strong relationship hetvv'cen M&E services costs and the building form 
descriptors used by the BCIS. 
0 
Swallield and Pasquire (1996) argued that building form descriptors other than those 
published on BCS Detailed Cost . Analvscs. may 
be useful for estimating A,, 1&E services 
cost. This chapter describes the s lection of building 
form descriptors appropriate for 
the research, (including the development of new descriptors): collection of data for the 
building form descriptors. the transformation work and anale `1k undertaken, and the 
results. 
11O 
The analysis work described in this chapter considered only building form and 
function. Figure 6.1 summarises the analysis work undertaken and demonstrated how 
M&E services cost was related to building form, building function, M&E services 
performance and M&E services quality. Performance and quality of M&E services will 
be discussed in Chapter 7. 
0 
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FIGURE 6.1 - RELATIONSHIPS ANALYSED IN DATA COLLECTED 
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6.2 BUILDING FUNCTION 
This Chapter is concerned with analv,, is of relationships between building form, 
building function and M&E services cost. Therefore it is neces ar%- to discu,,. s how the 
function of a building can affect the cost of the M&E service 
Brown (1987) identified a relationship between building function and \l&E services 
cost. From a sample containing Factories. Offices, Housing. General Hospitals. Health 
Centres, Sports Halls, Primary Schools and Sheltered Housing. Brown (1987) 
established that the ratios of "cost of building services" to "cost of'sc1Tc'me" data came 
from different populations, therefore the percentage cost of service', varied between 
building functions. However, Brown also found that the allocation of the total services 
cost among the elements could not be predicted accurately from knowledge of building 
('unction. 
Therefore, this research used the total M&E services costs for the analysis, rather than 
more detailed breakdowns of the M&E services costs among the elements. 
It was argued that the function of the building affected M&E services cost because 
building function determined M&E services performance and quality, and could affect 
the design of the systems. For example, McLellan (1995) described how the horizontal 
distribution of services varied between the different laboratory facilities in Glaxo's 
medical research centre (described as perhaps the most highly serviced civilian facility 
in the UK, with over 60% of the original £710 million devoted to the provision of the 
M&E services), because of the maintenance requirements that arose from the operations 
carried out in each type of laboratory. In the chemistry laboratory, horizontal 
distribution was through a central corridor because problems were anticipated with the 
intrusion of maintenance workers into an area containing chemical', and glassware. In 
the microbiology laboratory, the need to separate maintenanco-and scientific activity led 
to the horizontal distribution of M&E services being through an interstitial floor above 
the lahoratories. Therefore anything that required quick and regular access was located 
outside the laboratory space, both to avoid the possibility of experimental data being 
thrown in doubt by the possibility of contamination, and to ensure the safety of the 
maintenance workers. In the biology laboratory, maintenance problems were not 
anticipated because material movements were relatively small-'o horizontal distribution 
of the M&E ser\ ices was through the ceiling voids. 
Leis ýrý (1995) he lieved that the function of the building affected the relationship 
between source plant capacity and cost. because certain building. (such as hospitals) 
r 
lýý 
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required back-up plant in case of break downs or routine servicing/maintenance. 
Leivers argued that if there were three smaller boilers instead of one large boiler of 
equivalent total capacity, then the associated additional costs of flues, pipework and 
controls would mean that total costs were not generally proportional to boiler capacity. 
For particular functions of buildings, such as hospitals and schools, statutory 
regulations played a large part in determining the quality of the terminal outlets, which 
affected costs (Leivers, 1995). 
In summary then, the function of a building could affect the performance required from 
the M&E services, the quality of terminal outlets, the maintenance of the completed 
systems, the design of the distribution elements, and the provision of additional "back- 
up" plant. These factors would affect the cost of the M&E services. However, no 
formal relationship has been identified as to which installations were particularly 
affected, and the likely cost implications for different types of M&E services. 
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6.3 BUILDING FORM DESCRIPTORS 
The research has already discussed the relationships between the BCIS building form 
descriptors and M&E services cost. This Chapter intends to examine additional building 
form descriptors, and their relationship with the cost of M&E services. Suitable 
descriptors must first be identified. -' 
Kouskoulas and Koehn (1974) argued that the cost of a building was a function of 
many variables, and the "first and basic' problem was the selection of a set of 
independent variables that may describe a project and define its cost. Such variables 
must be measurable for each new building project. " They stated that a criterion for the 
selection of the variables was the "availability of data on such variables from building 
projects completed in the past". 
Fletcher (1968) argued that the identification' and proving of useful cost parameters for 
M&E services was hindered by the prevalence of contracts based on drawings and 
specification, and the associated absence of detailed analyses of M&E services costs. 
In order to test the hypothesis that building form was related to M&E services cost, it 
was necessary to identify variables that accurately described building form. Brandon 
(1978) identified the following as suitable descriptors of building form: Plan Shape 
Index, which represented any plan shape of building by a rectangle having an area and 
perimeter identical to the building it represented: Number of Storeys; Boundary 
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Coefficient that represented the extent of the internal division of floor area by 
expressing the perimeter of all rooms as a ratio with the gross floor area: Average 
Storey Height; Percentage of Glazed Area; and Plan Compactness. 
Swaffield and Pasquire (1996) identified Percentage of Glazed Wall Area, Perimeter 
Length, Total Building Height, Volume of Plant Rooms and Service Cores, and 
Volume of Air Handled by HVAC systems, as descriptors that may be useful for 
determining M&E services cost. 
Leung (1993) found that building height and size were influential in determining the 
cost of M&E services. 
It has been shown that various descriptors have been identified as accurately describing 
building form, and some have been proposed as potentially useful for estimating M&E 
services cost. However the testing of potentially suitable variables has been prevented 
by the absence of detailed cost information for M&E services. 
6.4 IDENTIFICATION OF DATA REQUIRED AND DATA 
COLLECTION 
As discussed in Chapter 5, the information published by the BCIS was inadequate for 
forecasting M&E services cost; because of the descriptors used for collecting 
information, and the lack of detail in the information submitted by subscribers. 
Therefore further information had to be collected that would be suitable for the 
necessary analysis work. 
6.4.1 DEVELOPMENT OF BUILDING FORM DESCRIPTORS 
Chapter 5 did not establish whether the poor relationships observed between M&E 
services cost and the information published by the BCIS, were due to the descriptors 
used or the way that subscribers analysed the costs of previous projects. Therefore it 
was decided that the BCIS descriptors would be included in this analysis, to identify 
their suitability at determining M&E services costs when all the figures were analysed 
in a consistent manner. 
Some new building form descriptors were developed for the analysis (see Table 6.1). 
The new descriptors considered factors that affected M&E systems design, (such as 
space available for distribution networks), and could be measured from tender 
drawings, but were not currently used for analysing costs. The building form 
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descriptors as defined by the BCIS (1969), were also used where applicable, except 
Ancillary Area and Storey Height (see section 6.4.4 below). 
TABLE 6.1 - BUILDING FORTI DESCRIPTORS DEVELOPED FOR 
THE RESEARCH 
Descriptor Definition 
Floor to Floor Height Height measured from top of structural floor to underside of 
structural floor. 
Total Height Sum of all Floor to Floor Heights 
Usable Height Sum of Usable Heights at each storey 
Usable Volume Sum of plan areas of each floor multiplied by the Usable 
Heights at each storey. (Note: Usable Volume = Internal 
Cube - Horizontal Distribution Volume) 
Plant Room Area Floor area used for lift, tank and plant rooms, measured on 
internal structural face of enclosing walls 
Plant Room Volume Plant room area multiplied by Usable Height of plant rooms 
Horizontal (Total Height - Usable Height) x Average Plan Floor Area 
Distribution Volume 
Glazed Area Area of windows, glazed doors, and panels 
Internal Perimeter Perimeter of building measured on internal structural face of 
Length enclosing walls 
Previously published building form descriptors were also identified and tested. These 
0 Plan Shape Index (Banks, 1974) 
0 Plan Compactness Parameter or POP ratio (Strathclyde University, cited by Ferry 
and Brandon. 1991) 
" Square Index (RIOS. 1982) 
" Perimeter Index (J. Cooke cited by Ferry and Brandon. 1991) 
6.4.2 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BUILDING FORM 
DESCRIPTORS 
It vvas discussed in Chapter 4 that the \I&E services affected the buildin s into which 
they were installed - they, had implication' on the size of ceiling voids. storcv heights, 
and usable to gross floor area ratios because of space required for plant rooms and 
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risers (Chelmick and Gaby, 1995). Therefore. the research considered relationships 
between the various building form descriptors, when anale, ing the \I&E , crvices 
cost. 
Ratios were calculated that represented relationships between some of the building form 
descriptors (see Table 6.2). These derived variables empha ked relationships with 
plant room space, and the amount of glazing. 
TABLE 6.2 - RATIOS CALCULATED FROM BUILDING FORM 
DESCRIPTORS 
Ratios Calculated Sub-Divisions 
Average Storey Height 
Wall: Floor Ratio 
Percentage Glazed Wall Area For each elevation, and total 
Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Plant Room Area As A Percenta e Of GFA 
Plant Room Area: Usable Area Ratio 
Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio 
Plant Room Volume As A Percentage Of 
Internal Cube 
The space required for plant rooms was an indication of the intensity of the services 
l)rovision in the building (see Figure 6.1). For example, a highly serviced building 
. uch as a laboratory or a hospital, would require more spacc for plant rooms than a 
building with less complex M&E serv'ice,, installations, such as a primary school. 
The c xtcnt of gluing in a building was believed to be significant when considering 
M&E services costs because glazed areas affected heat los,,. solar gain, lighting and 
Ventilation (if opening windows) requirements (Crane, 1995). 
6.4.3 DATA COLLECTION 
Information containing the building form descriptors identified as worthy of further 
analysis, Evas not available in a published form. Therefore a"method of collecting the 
required information had to he devised. 
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It was established that information for many of the building form descriptors could be 
taken from tender drawings. Therefore it was necessar\ to collect priced tender 
documents (comprising as a minimum floor plans. elevations and sections drawings for 
building work; specification details for building, mechanical and electrical work: and 
tender sum analyses) and analyse the VI&E services cost,, against the quantities 
calculated for the building form descriptors. 
However, collecting the required information proved difficult. yIanv organisations who 
had access to priced tender documents. (such as quantity ý, urVC\'ors, clients and 
contractors), regarded the information as confidential, and were therefore unwilling to 
assist with the research. Ryding and Chelmick (1982) called for les-s commercial 
secrecy and more co-operation in collecting and releasing data. particularly for M&E 
services. 
Organisations that were interested in co-operating with the research did not necessarily 
have complete sets of priced tender documents; for example, M&E subcontractors had 
detailed breakdowns of the M&E services costs, but did not have the total tender figure 
including the building elements of the project. 
Due to these difficulties, usable information was obtained for only fifteen projects. 
However, the work involved in measuring quantities for the building form descriptors 
from the tender drawings, and the detailed analysis subsequently required, meant that 
large sample sizes were not practical anyway. 
The data collection difficulties also meant that there was no control over the building 
('unct ions of the tender information collected. The sample also contained refurbishment 
and extension projects, where analysis in respect of building form descriptors was 
deemed inappropriate. 
Thcsc limitations resulted in the detailed analysis of twelve new build projects: five 
office buildings, five university student accommodation projects. one document store. 
and one factory with integral office accommodation (brief descriptions of the projects 
can he seen in Appendix D). Figure 6.1 shows that the projects were grouped under 
broader buildiruu functions of commercial (offices), residential (student 
acconlnlodation). and industrial (document warehouse and factory). 
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6.4.4 RE-DEFINITION OF SOME DESCRIPTORS 
Whilst analysing the tender documents collected, it became apparent that some of the 
descriptors were not entirely appropriate to the data set. It was therefore necessary to 
re-define some of the descriptors, and others had to be omitted from the analysis (see 
below). 
The BCIS definition of Storey Height was the "height measured, from f loor finish to 
floor finish" (BCIS, 1969), except for single storey buildings and the top floor of 
multi-storied buildings, where storey height was measured from floor finish to the 
underside of the ceiling finish. Ceiling void depths were affected by the M&E services 
requirements of the building (Chelmick and Gaby, 1995), and were therefore an 
indication of the intensity of M&E services provision in the building (see Figure 6.1). 
The research deviated from the BCIS definition of Storey Height, and measured the 
storey height of all the floors from floor finish to underside of ceiling finish; thus 
considering only usable height (see Figure 6.2). This enabled the introduction of a new 
parameter: Floor to Floor Height, see Table 6.1. The depth of the service voids 
(whether suspended ceilings, raised floors or both) could then be calculated, as the 
Total Height minus the Usable Height, and included in the analysis. 
The BCIS (1969) defined Ancillary Area as the "total area of all enclosed spaces for 
lavatories, cloakrooms, kitchens, cleaners' rooms, lift, plant and tank rooms and the 
like, supplementary to the main function of the building. " 
This research was particularly interested in the space required for plant rooms, as an 
approximation of the intensity of the M&E services provision, (as discussed above). 
Therefore it was deemed inappropriate to include plant rooms in ancillary area. 
Also, as many of the residential building projects analysed had ensuite toilets and 
shower rooms to each bedroom, and kitchens to share between a group of bedrooms; it 
was seen as more appropriate to include these toilets and kitchens with Usable Area. 
This resulted in the re-definition of the Usable Area descriptor (to include the BCIS 
Ancillary Area items with the exception of lift, plant and tank rooms); the development 
of a new descriptor for plant room area (see Table 6.1); and the re-measurement of 
some quantities from the tender drawings, in line with the revised definitions of the 
building form descriptors. 
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FIGURE 6.2 - BUILDING HEIGHT DESCRIPTORS 
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6.4.5 SUITABILITY OF THE DESCRIPTORS FOR THE DATA 
COLLECTED 
Examination of the tender documents obtained for the research revealed that only two of 
the projects had basements, therefore it wt-als deemed inappropriate to include Basement 
Area in the analysis. Two of the projects were largely single storey (see section 6.5.7 
below), therefore Upper Floor Area, and Average Storey Height Above Ground Floor 
were unsuitable for the analysis of the available data, and were discounted. To simplify 
the analysis work. Ground Floor Area and Average Store, Height At Ground Floor 
vV, cFC also discounted from the analysis. and storey heights were averaged over all 
floors, whether above or at ground level. 
6.5 DATA TRANSFORMATION 
The I\1N: E service costs from the tender ruin analyses were compared with each of the 
descriptors above. Due to physical differences between the building projects, and the 
economic conditions at the tender clan: of the various projects (the projects analysed 
I ý) 
were tendered between December 1991 and June 1996), several adjustments were 
required to minimise tender price differentials. 
The tender price of a project was affected by many factors. Smith (1995) analysed 
M&E services tenders and found that costs were clearly influenced by location, 
programme, terms and conditions of contract, nature of the site and the state of the 
market. 
Adjustments were made to the actual tender figures using published indices and factors 
(BCIS, 1997a and 1997b) intended specifically for use when comparing costs of 
different projects. The factors used for the research minimised variations in M&E 
tender costs due to the different locations; contract sums; procurement routes; building 
heights; types of work and building functions of the projects analysed. Brief 
descriptions of the BCIS indices and factors are given below. 
6.5.1 TENDER PRICE INDICES 
Tender price indices measured the trend of contractors' pricing levels in accepted 
tenders, i. e. cost to client for schemes let on a lump sum basis on bills of quantities 
(BCIS, 1997b). Bills of quantities submitted to the BCIS were re-priced using a base 
schedule of rates that was applied to a sample of bill items. This method aimed to match 
a balance of trades, but M&E services and proprietary items were not usually matched 
(BCIS, 1997b). The "base" tender figure was compared with the actual tender figure to 
produce a "project index". 
All-In Tender Price Index covered new building work in the United Kingdom and 
included all sectors (public, private and housing). It was decided that this index would 
be the most appropriate for the analysis work, as the sample of projects included private 
industrial and commercial projects, but also former public sector clients such as 
universities. 
6.5.2 MARKET CONDITIONS INDEX 
The Market Conditions Index was based on the Tender Price Index deflated by the 
General Building Cost (Excluding M&E) Index. The resultant index rose when tenders 
were increasing faster than costs and fell when costs rose faster than tenders. It was 
therefore an indication of the competitiveness of the tendering climate. 
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6.5.3 LOCATION' 
The cost of a building was affected by many localised variables to produce a unique 
cost, including market factors such as demand and supply of labour and material. 
workload, taxation and grants: the physical characteristics of a particular "ite. its size. 
accessibility and topography also contributed. (BCIS, 1997a) 
While all these factors were particular to a time and place, certain area, of the country 
tended to have different tender levels than others. The location factors , iv-cn in the 
tables published by the BCIS were an attempt to identify some of these general 
differences. The regions chosen were administrative areas and were not significant cost 
houndaries as far as the building industry is concerned, however they were the only 
available figures. 
6.5.4 SIZE OF CONTRACT 
A formula existed (BCIS, 1997a) toi calculate a factor rcpresentin(' the general 
relationship between price levels, as measured by the Tender Price Index and contract 
. size at 
1985 prices. In this analysis work, factors were calculated for particular contract 
sums and used to adjust price levels on schemes of different size to a common base. 
6.5.5 PROCUREMENT ROUTE 
A table of adjustment factors relating to the variation in price levels between 
competitive, negotiated and serial contracts was published (BCIS, 1997a). However. 
the factors were calculated only from lump sum contracts based on bills of quantities. 
In this analysis, all projects were procured by selective competition. although some 
were based on design and build procurement and not bills of quantities. Design and 
build was not included in the BCIS factors. 
6.5.6 TYPE OF WORK 
Price levels varied according to the type of work being carried out. A table of factor 
adjustments (BCIS, 1997a) for ne build, horizontal extension, vertical extension, 
shell only or rehabilitation/convey`ion projects was used to adjust the tender figures in 
this study. 
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6.5.7 BUILDING FORM 
Tender prices also varied according to the building form. The only published 
adjustment for building form was for the height element (BCIS, 1997a). which was 
represented by the Number of Storeys factor. The table only considered projects up to 
nine storeys, and did not specify whether the storeys were above or below ground 
level. Some of the projects analysed in this M&E cost study had basements, so storeys 
below ground were included in the total number of storeys given. In projects with more 
than nine storeys, the factor for nine storeys was used as an approximation. 
The industrial projects analysed both had a mezzanine floor in one area, to provide two 
storey offices within the largely single storey envelope. Coincidentally the factor 
adjustments for one and two storey projects were the same, so the debate as to whether 
these projects should have been classified as one or two storey was irrelevant in this 
instance; and both projects were nominally classified as single storey. 
6.5.8 BUILDING FUNCTION 
A table of factors relating to the variation in tender price levels between buildings of 
different functions was published, (BCIS, 1997a) arranged in broad CI/SfB Table 0 
(RIBA, 1969) categories. These factors were used to adjust the figures to a common 
base for all projects. 
6.5.9 PROJECT FACTORS 
The BCIS described how project factors could be used to show the effect of certain 
variables on contractors' pricing (BCIS, 1997a). In this research, the range of building 
forms and functions, locations, time periods, contract sizes and types of building work 
required, meant that many variables could have explained the variation in tender prices 
between the projects. Therefore project factors were developed by multiplying the 
various factors together (as described by the BCIS, 1997a). 
In this study, the main focus was the cost of the M&E services element of the tender, 
so it was decided to include factors for the Size of the M&E Services Element of the 
Contract, in the way described above for the main contract sum. 
Also, as the competitiveness of the tendering climate was believed to be significant in 
determining the tender prices, the Market Conditions Index was included in the project 
factors developed for this analysis. However, as costs of mechanical, electrical and lift 
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installation works were excluded from the General Building Cost Index used to deflate 
the TPI, any peculiarities in the competitiveness of the M&E sector would not be 
accounted for. This was unavoidable however, due to the way, that the BCIS calculated 
the figures. 
The project factors developed for this analysis were as follows: 
Factor 1 T xL xN xC xP xW xB 
Factor 2 T xL xN xS xP xW xB 
Factor 3 M xL xN xC xP xW xB 
Factor 4 M xL xN xS xP xW xB 
Where: 
T= Tender Price Index 
M= Market Conditions Index 
L= Location Factor 
N= Number of Storeys Factor 
C= Size of Contract Factor based on total contract sum 
S= Size of Contract Factor based on M&E services element of the contract sum 
P= Procurement Route Factor -P 
W= Type of Work Factor 
B= Building Type Factor 
The Market Conditions Index was derived from the Tender price Index, so these two 
adjustments were not included in the same Project Factor. The Project Factors above 
included either C or S, but it may have been useful to develop further factors that 
incorporated both of these variables in the same Factor. However this was not done, 
because it was believed that four project factors would be sufficient for the analysis. 
6.6 ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The analysis was undertaken in three stages: first, the figures were analysed by 
inspection; then sample means and standard deviations were calculated and examined; 
then the data was analysed for correlations between the data sets for the variables used. 
At each stage the data was analysed as a sample of twelve projects, and then re-grouped 
by building function into three separate samples: commercial, residential and industrial. 
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6.6.1 INSPECTION 
0 
Spreadsheets were produced on a computer collating all the quantities measured from 
drawings, and ratios calculated for each project. There were three main reason" for this: 
to collect all information into a standard format that would enable comparisons of the 
figures for each parameter across the sample. to check that no information was missing. 
to enable more detailed analysis in subsequent stages. 
Inspection analysis involved examining the information closely, to identify whether any 
relationships were immediately apparent. Inspection analysis was carried out for the 
data as one sample, and then for the three function based samples as described above. 
Throughout the analysis, all costs quoted are to the nearest pound sterling, and all 
quantities are given to the nearest whole unit. 
6.6. l .1 TOTAL SAMPLE 
When the data was examined as one sample, the variation in scale and cost of the 
I)rojects was apparent: the projects raný, gcd in total contract value from £871,415 to 
(25,799,701; in Gross Floor Area from 1.231 m2 to 24,315 m2; and in N/I&E services 
cost from £31 1,390 to £6,032,706. These variations in cost and size, tog ether with the 
range of building functions and M&E services provision, made it unlikely that any 
significant relationships would be observed between building form and function and 
M&E services cost for this sample. 
Examples of some of the relationships observed are shown in Table 6.3, the most 
significant relationships appeared to be between M&E services cost and Gross Floor 
Area, and Internal Cube, as they had the smallest ranges. 
u 
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TABLE 6.3 - EXAMPLES OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 
BUILDING FORM AND 1I&E SERVICES COST FOR TOTAL SAMPLE 
Actual M&E Services 
Cost Per 
Minimum Observed 
Value 
Maximum Observed 
Value 
rn2 Gross Floor Area £97 £349 
m2 Internal Divisions £949 £81.916 
m2 Plant Room Area £ 1,669 : E40.279 
'/, Plant Room Floor Area £44,506 £7.435,561 
m Total Height E321.778 £ 103 , 180 
m Average Storey Height £60,842 £ 1.489.557 
m3 Internal Cube £ 10 £69 
% Glazed Wall Area £23,087 £265,884 
in Internal Perimeter £282 t-1,472 
6.6.1.2 RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 
The residential projects ranged in size from 3,757 m2 to 11,376 m2 Gross Floor Area, 
and actual M&E services tender cost ranged from f456,546 to t 1.534,008. The 
smallest project, in terms of gross floor area did not have the lowest M&E services 
cost, but did have the lowest total contract value. This indicated that there may not be a 
relationship between Gross Floor Area and M&E services cost for residential projects. 
Tablc 6.4 shows some of the relationships observed for data' in this sample. It can be 
"cen that the figures per unit of the variable concerned, were closest for Gross Floor 
\rca and Internal Cube. 
1 
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TABLE 6.4 - EXAMPLES OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 
BUILDING FORM AND M&E SERVICES COST FOR RESIDENTIAL 
BUILDINGS 
Actual M&E Services 
Cost Per 
Minimum Observed 
Value 
Maximum Observed 
Value 
m2 Gross Floor Area £97 £ 153 
m2 Internal Divisions £949 £5.2 34 
m2 Plant Room Area £3.921 £2 -1.119 
(/, Plant Room Floor Area £371,837 £ 1,164.416 
in Total Height £57,319 £203,180 
m Average Storey Height £ 171,957 ; E609,540 
m3 Internal Cube £38 £59 
% Glazed Wall Area £44,019 £ 121,791 
m Internal Perimeter £282 £616 
Inspection of the figures for residential projects revealed that relationships between 
M&E services cost and the building form descriptors and ratios. appeared to be 
reasonably significant for four of the projects. The other project, . Avery Hill, (see 
Appendix D for further details about the projects analysed) was considerably larger than 
the rest, and appeared to be outside the range of the relationships ohscrvc(l for many of 
the variables. 
For example, Percentage of Glazed Wall Area showed an interesting relationship with 
M&E services cost for residential buildings (see Table 6.5). The Actual M&E Services 
Cost Per Percentage Of Glazed Wall Area was around £50,000 for four of the projects, 
but ovvcr £120,000 for Avery Hill, even though the percentage of glazing was within 
the range of the sample. 
The range was narrowed by the adjustments applied to the M&E services cost data set, 
with Factor 2 producing the smallest spread of values. Note from Table 6.5 that the 
reduction in M&f:. Services Cost Per Percentage Of Glazed Wall Area, was greatest for 
\vverv, Hill, again indicating that this project appeared to sho%v, different relationships to 
the others in the sample. 
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TABLE 6.5 - 1I&E SERVICES COST PER PERCENTAGE OF GLAZED 
WALL AREA, FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 
Project Percentage of 
Glazed Wall Area 
Services Cost Per %, Of Glazed Wall Area 
Actual Ad ju,, tcd (Factor 2) 
Garendon Road 10.18 £45,363 t-13,844 
Village 
Development 
10.37 £44,019 : 43.766 
Avery Hill 12.60 £121,791 £ 5.9.8 
David Collett 15.42 £56,615 £56.108 
Townside 19.4-1 £50,211 £49,160 
All the residential projects comprised several individual block,, of accommodation. 
Therefore the values of the Plan Shape Index (Banks, 1974), Plan Compactness 
Parameter, Square Index (RICS, 1982), and Perimeter Index (J. Cooke cited by Ferry 
and Brandon, 1991) were calculated for each block. An average value for the project 
was then calculated for each descriptor. 
When analysing the data for the residential projects it became apparent that the project 
averages for the above building form descriptors were misleading. All the above 
descriptors were based on the relationship between the area and perimeter of a building, 
but a floor area divided into for example four blocks, would require a different amount 
of enclosing walls to the same area in ýi single building. Therefore it was decided to 
discount these building form descriptors from the analysis of the residential projects; 
which meant that they could not be included in the analysis of the total sample either. 
6.6.1.3 COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 
The size and cost ranges described in scction 6.6.1.1 above also applied to this sample, 
as coincidentally the largest, most expensive and smallest, least expensive projects were 
both commercial buildings. Indeed it could be concluded that there was a vague 
relationship betty cen M&E services cost and Gross Floor Area. as the project with the 
I, ir cat floor area also had the highest N1&E services cost, and vice vcr"a. 
Some of the relationships observed are shown in Table 6.6. None of the relationships 
between M&E services cost and the building form descriptor: and ratios appeared 
particularly significant, and it vva, believed that this was duc to the ranges of the costs 
l3 
and areas found in the sample. HO %k ever. a with residential projects above, the figures 
appeared closest for the Gro,,,, Floor Area and Internal Cube data ,, et,, 
TABLE 6.6 - EXAMPLES OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 
BUILDING FORM AND M&E SERVICES COST FOR ('OMMERCI AL 
BUILDINGS 
Actual M&E Services 
Cost Per 
Minimum Observed 
Value 
Maximum Observed 
Value 
rn2 Gross Floor Area £210 £349 
m2 Internal Divi.,, ions £2.536 £S 1,100 
m2 Plant Room Area £ 1,669 £7,217 4 
1/0 Plant Room Floor Area £44,506 £545,935 
in Total Height £32,778 £ 135,414 
m Average Storey Height £65.556 £ 1.489,557 
m3 Internal Cube E38 £57 
% Glazed Wall Area 121.087 t-165,884 
m Internal Perinkctcr £ 1,396 f 2,47 2 
6.6.1.4 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 
The two industrial projects were not comparable in sizc and M&E scrvices cost. The 
projects had Gross Floor Areas of 1,540 M2 and 18.517 m, and the actual M&E 
, ýcrviccs cost tender figures were £425,897 and £1,798,059 respectively. 
Table 6.7 shows some of the relationships observed for the sAmple. The data indicated 
that Percentage of Glazed Wall Area was the building form descriptor with the strongest 
relationship with M&E ser\ ice,, cost, for the sample. When the M&E services cost was 
adjusted for project location, the maximum and minimum figures were £203.681 and 
E203±46 respectively, a difference of only £35 per percentage of glazed area. In this 
sample the glazing ranged from 2.3 ,ý to 9.2%, of external wall area. 
A,, stated in section 6.5.7 ahove, the industrial projects were both classified as single 
"torcv. which explained why the ohscrued relationships were identical for Actual N1&E 
Services Cost Per Metre Total Height. and Actual MýýE Services ('eist Per Metre 
\v c r. i,, c Storey I ki`ght. 
a 
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TABLE 6.7 - EXAMPLES OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 
BUILDING FORM AND I&F: SERVICES COST FOR INDUSTRIAL 
BUILDINGS 
Actual M&E Services 
Cost Per 
Minimum Observed 
Value 
Maximum Observed 
Value 
m2 Gross Floor Area £97 t 277 
m2 Internal Divisions £ 11,733 £81.916 
m2 Plant Room Area £3,428 £40,279 
% Plant Room Floor Area £52,799 £7,458,561 
m Total Height £60,842 £ 179,806 
in Average Storey Height £60,842 £ 179,806 
m3 Internal Cube £ 10 £47 
'/Glazed Wall Area £ 185,318 £ 195.534 
in Internal Perimeter £ 1,848 £2,263 
6.6.1.5 COMPARISON OF RELATIONSHIPS OBSERVED BY 
INSPECTION FOR THE FOUR SAMPLES 
The residential sample generally had maximum and minimum observed values lower 
than the other samples. The ranges between the maximum and minimum observed 
values of M&E Services Cost per unit of each parameter were generally smaller for the 
building function samples than for the total sample, indicating that the relationships 
between M&E sýcrvices cost and the building form descriptors and ratios varied 
according to building function. The only exception to this was Percentage of Glazed 
Wall , Area, which had maximum and minimum observed values for the total sample 
(Table 6.3) the same as for the commercial sample (Table 6.6). 
Of the nine examples given in Table 6.3. five of the maximum observed values were 
from the commercial sample, three from industrial and only one from the residential 
sample. This indicated that M&E services costs per unit of the descriptors were 
, cnerally higher for commercial projects. but as the total Nl&E , crviccý, costs values 
\\'cre generally higher for commercial projects anyway (three of the four highest M&E 
INcrvices cost tender Values w ere from commercial projects), this was expected. 
The residential projects generally had the lotest actual services cost tender values, but 
the maximum ohscrved value of \'l& E sc1'vices cost per metre Total Height was from 
the residential ý. tmple (\vcry Hill). The Avery Hill project had relationships 
I ýo) 
substantially different to the other projects in the residential sample. for many of the 
variables. The M&E services cost per metre Total Height \va,, around £62.000 for the 
other residential projects. and £203,180 1 or Avery Hill. 
The residential and industrial samples both had a minimum observed value of £97 for 
services cost per m2 Gross Floor Area. Although the two projects concerned (WDA 
Merthyr and Village Development, see Appendix D for further detail) were dissimilar 
in building function, building form (which included number of ýtorev . plan shapes, 
size in terms of gross floor area, etc. ). location and M&. E services performance 
requirements; their actual M&E service,, tender costs per m2 of floor area were within 
nine pence per m2. However, the adjusted M&E services cost data sets did not show 
such close relationships. 
The relationships between the M&E Services Costs per ni Usable Area figures were 
not so comparable for the two projects. with £133/m2 for Village Development and 
£101/m2 for WDA Merthyr, so the observed relationship for Gross Floor Area was 
assumed to be purely coincidental. 
6.6.1.6 SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS BI" INSPECTION 
The relationships observed indicated that the actual M&E Services Cost per unit of the 
huilding form descriptors generally varied a great deal. The ranges were considered 
generally too wide to conclude that particular relationships existed for each sample. 
Some of the adjustments applied for the factors affecting tender price levels (described 
in section 6.5 above) did reduce the ranLcs for some variables. However the variations 
in the relative successes of the different adjustments for each building form descriptor 
and ratio, led to the conclusion that more accurate measures of the relationships were 
required to explain the apparent inconsistencies observed. 
6.6.2 SAMPLE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
It Evas considered useful to examine the average values of M&E services cost per unit 
of each variable. and the location of the,, c values around the central tendency, for each 
of the samples. It was believed that this would allow relationships between the 
v, ariables to be identified with greater certainty than by inspection alone-, and that the 
,, uitabilitvv of the various %1&-E services cost adjustments could be examined. 
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The sample mean was the most common measure of location, and was the ordinary 
arithmetic average of a data set. If the observations in a sample of size 11 are X1, X2 
... 
Xn, then the sample mean 
xi 
x= i=1 
n 
One measure of variability in data was the sample range. which was simply the 
difference between the largest and smallest sample observations. This was discussed 
generally in the inspection analysis section above. 
The most important measures of variability were the sample variance and the sample 
standard deviation (Montgomery and Runger, 1994). If X1, X2 ... 
xn were the 
observations in a sample of size n then the sample variance was 
s2 = 
n 
Y 
(xi - x)2 
=l 
n-1 
p 
The sample standard deviation, S, was the positive square root of the sample variance. 
Since the deviations Xi -X always summed to zero, the deviations were squared to 
change the negative deviations to positive quantities. Consequently small values of S2 
indicated relatively little variability in the data, but if S2 was large, then the variability 
in the data was relatively large. 
6.6.2.1 TOTAL SAMPLE 
As discussed above, the purpose of the adjustments applied to the M&E services cost 
tender figures, was to facilitate comparisons between different types of projects, 
tendered for under different market conditions. So far, the suitability of the various 
adjustments has not been examined. It may be that some adjustments were useful for 
certain building form descriptors or ratios, or for particular samples. 
For the purposes of this analysis, any adjustment applied to the actual M&E services 
cost data set that reduced its standard deviation was deemed to be suitable, as it reduced 
the variability in the relationships observed for the sample. 
0 
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In the sample containing all twelve projects, the sample standard deviation of the M&E 
Services Cost per m2 GFA was £80 with a sample mean of £ 192. The adjustments that 
resulted in smaller sample standard deviations were TPI (with S= 59). Number of 
Storeys (S = 79), and Factor 2 (S = 63). 
This analysis was carried out for all building form descriptors and ratios, and the 
results are summarised in Table El (Appendix E). The total tender figure was 
unavailable for one of the industrial projects, therefore the Size of Total Contract, 
Factor 1 and Factor 3 adjustments, could not be included in the analysis for the total 
sample. 
Table El shows that the services cost data sets adjusted for TPI and Factor 2 had 
sample standard deviations lower than the actual M&E services cost data sets, for all 
building form descriptors and ratios analysed. The TPI adjusted data sets had the 
lowest sample standard deviations for all data sets except M&l, Services Cost Per Metre 
Average Storey Height, and M&E Services Cost per m2 External Wall Area (where 
Factor 2 had the lowest S value for both). 
It was concluded that adjusting the actual M&E Services Cost tender figures for TPI or 
Factor 2 was appropriate for the sample of all twelve projects. 
6.6.2.2 RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 
0 
The sample means and standard deviations were calculated for the residential projects 
sample (see Table E2, Appendix E), all thirteen adjustments were used for the M&E 
services cost data set. 
4 
Table E2 shows that the M&E services cost data sets adjusted for Number of Storeys 
and Type of Building all had sample standard deviations lower than the actual M&E 
services cost data set, for all twenty-two building form descriptors and ratios examined 
for residential buildings. 
The M&E services cost data sets adjusted for TPI had standard deviations lower than 
the actual M&E services cost data sets for twenty-one of the variables examined for 
residential projects (the one with a higher standard deviation than the unadjusted data 
set was Horizontal Distribution Volume). Therefore adjusting actual M&E services cost 
data for TPI, Number of Storeys and Type of Building was appropriate adjustments for 
residential buildings. 
40 
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6.6.2.3 COXIMERCIAL BUILDINGS 
Table E3 (see Appendix E). shows that the M&E service,, cost data "ctý adjusted for 
TPI and Type of Building both had lower standard deviation,, than the actual M &E 
services cost data ýýtý, for all twent\ -six variables examined for commercial projects. 
The Factor 1 adjustment for the services costs per unit of each variable. gave lower 
standard deviations than the unadjusted data for twenty-five of the variables; and the 
Number of Storeys and Factor 2 adjustments reduced the standard deviations of 
twenty-four of the variables examined for the commercial buildings. 
It was concluded that as the TPI, Type of Building, Factor 1. Number of Storeys and 
Factor 2 adjustmcnts reduced the variability in the relationhihs ohscrved for the 
commercial projccts, they were appropriate for use with the sample. 
6.6.2.4 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 
Table E4 (see Appendix E) shows that the TPI adjustment applied to the \'I&E services 
costs of the industrial projects, reduced the standard deviation, " for all twenty-six 
variables examined. The Factor 2 adjustment reduced the variability in twenty-four of 
the data sets. Therefore these two adjustments were suitable for u'c with the industrial 
sample. 
6.6.2.5 COMPARISON OF SAMPLE MEANS AND STANDARD 
DEVIATIONS OBSERVED FOR THE FOUR SAMPLES 
0 
The rc sidential sample had the smallest sample mean for Actual M&E Services Cost Per 
m Gross Floor Area, which indicated that the residential projects were less highly 
,, crviced than the other building function ýainples. 
The residential sample mean services cost per m2 plant room arca %vas £11,845, which 
was higher than the sample means for the commercial sample (0,5ý8) and the total 
sample (f 10,060 ). As the residential projects were not very highly serviced, they did 
not require a great deal of plant room space (the sample mean foi- plant room area as a 
})ercentage of Gross Floor Area %v&, 1.611-/c for residential project`. compared with 
8.69" (' for commercial projects. 4.15(-( for industrial projects. and 4.98c, % of Gross 
Floor Area for the total sample). 
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The commercial sample had the lowest sample mean for actual M&E services cost per 
m2 plant room area, percentage plant room floor area, and m3 plant room volume. This 
was due to the relatively large spaces allocated to plant rooms, compared with the other 
samples. 
The larger scale of the commercial projects was also relevant when considering the 
sample means for the height related variables. The commercial sample had the lowest 
sample means for actual M&E services cost per metre of Total Height, and per metre of 
Usable Height. The commercial sample had a mean Total Height of 27 m. and a mean 
Usable Height of 21 m; compared with 9m and 6m respectively for industrial projects, 
9.32 m and 8.59 m for residential projects (given to two decimal places because of the 
close range), and 17 m and 13 m for the total sample. 
4 
These sample means indicated that although the commercial projects were more highly 
serviced (as indicated by their larger M&E services tender values, and higher 
proportion of plant rooms); their high rise nature meant that their mean M&E services 
cost per metre of height (whether usable or total) was the lowest observed for the four 
samples. 
The argument that the high rise nature of the commercial projects distorted the 
relationships observed, was reinforced by the fact that the sample mean for actual M&E 
services cost per metre of Average Storey Height was the highest for the commercial 
sample. 
The residential sample had the lowest sample means for actual M&E services cost per 
m2 Glazed Area, r2 External Wall Area, Glazing: Floor Ratio, and metre Internal 
Perimeter. 
II 
As Plan Shape Index, Plan Compactness, Perimeter Index and Square Index were only 
calculated for commercial and industrial projects, the comparisons had to be restricted 
to these two samples. The sample means of the actual M&E services cost per index 
value, were generally higher for the commercial projects, with the exception of 
Perimeter Index. 
In the industrial sample, the standard deviations were generally large relative to the 
sample means, indicating a high degree of variability in the relationships observed in 
the sample. This was understandable, given the variations in size, cost and M&E 
services provision for the industrial buildings. Notable exceptions in the industrial 
sample, where the sample standard deviations were small relative to the sample means 
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were: actual M&E services cost per m2 External Wall Area, actual services cost per 
Percentage Glazed Wall Area, and actual, M&E services cost per metre Internal 
Perimeter. These variables may prove useful for industrial buildings. 
For the total sample of all twelve projects, the standard deviations were small relative to 
the sample means for actual M&E services cost per m3 Internal Cube, and actual 
services cost per m3 Usable Volume. These were the data sets with the least variability 
in the total sample, and therefore the variables that may be the most useful for this 
sample. 
The residential sample had small standard deviations relative to the sample means for 
the following variables: actual M&E services cost per m2 Gross Floor Area, actual 
M&E services cost per m2 Usable Area, actual M&E services cost per m2 Circulation 
Area, actual M&E services cost per m3 Internal Cube, actual M&E services cost per m2 
Glazed Area, actual M&E services cost per m2 External Wall Area, actual M&E 
services cost per metre Internal Perimeter, actual M&E services cost per m3 Horizontal 
Distribution Volume, and actual M&E services cost per m3 Usable Volume. 
Similar patterns were observed for the commercial sample, with sample standard 
deviations being small relative to the sample means for actual M&E services cost per 
m2 Gross Floor Area, actual M&E services cost per m2 Usable Area, actual M&E 
services cost per r3 Internal Cube, actual M&E services cost per m2 Glazed Area, 
actual M&E services cost per m2 External Wall Area, actual M&E services cost per 
metre Internal Perimeter, actual M&E services cost per m3 Usable Volume. These 
variables may be useful for analysis of M&E services costs for commercial building 
projects. 
6.6.2.6 SUMMARY OF SAMPLE MEANS AND STANDARD 
DEVIATIONS ANALYSIS 
Examination of the sample means and standard deviations for the building form 
descriptors and ratios, and the adjusted and actual M&E services cost values; revealed 
that there were differences in the relationships observed among the samples. This 
indicated that M&E services costs varied according to building function. 
The suitability of the various tender price factor adjustments was also examined. It was 
found that adjusting the actual M&E services cost tender figures for the Tender Price 
Index was appropriate for all four samples: 'Factor 2 was appropriate for all samples 
except residential; the Number of Storeys and Type of Building factor adjustments were 
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suitable for use with residential and commercial projects, and Factor 1 was suitable 
only for commercial buildings. 
6.6.3 CORRELATIONS 
The inter-relation between different sets of data, in this case tender costs of M&E 
services and various building form descriptors, was important. Correlation was a 
dimensionless quantity that could be used to compare the linear relationships between 
pairs of variables in different units (Montgomery and Runger, 1994). Calculation of the 
strength of the relationships was done mathematically, with the correlation coefficient: 
i- 
Sxy 
SzxSyy 
Where: 
Sxy=nj xy - I, xly 
J 
Sxx = nl: x2-(ßx)2 
SyY = nj: YZ - (E Y)Z 
.x= Data set 1 
data set 2 
fl = sample size Ir 
The correlation coefficient (r) represented the strength of the relationships, -1 <_ r <_ 
+1. If two sets of data had a perfect positive correlation, then as data set 1 increased, 
data set 2 would also increase. Conversely, if a perfect negative correlation existed, 
then as data set I increased, data set 2 would decrease. If a correlation coefficient was 
close to zero, there was no apparent relationship between the data sets, (see examples in 
Figures 6.3,6.4 and 6.5). 
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FIG[, RE 6.3 -EXAMPLE OF POSITIVE CORRELATION 
Positive Correlation 
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FIGURE 6.4 - EXAMPLE OF NE(TATIVE CORRELATION 
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FIGURE 6.5 - EXAMPLE OF WEAK CORRELATION 
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Correlation analysis could only identify whether a linear relationship existed between 
two sets of data. There was no implication that a change in one variable caused a 
change in the other, both variables may have responded to a change in some other 
unobserved variable, or the observed relationship could be purely coincidental. 
Correlation analysis could not identify whether a non-linear relationship existed 
between the variables; or whether the data fell into more than one pattern on a graph. 
The relationships identified through correlation analysis would not necessarily apply to 
another sample relating to the same variables, and must be viewed as specific to the 
sample analysed. 
Correlational significance indicated the percentage probability that the relationships 
observed were due to chance fluctuations. The linear correlation coefficients calculated 
were compared with critical values from statistical tables (Neave, 1978), to identify 
whether the observed correlation was significant. 
6.6.3.1 TOTAL SAMPLE 
The total data set had a sample size of twelve, therefore ten 4grees of freedom. It was 
decided to work at the 95% confidence level. With ten degrees of freedom and p<. 05, 
the critical value of the correlation coefficient was 0.576. Therefore there was less than 
5% chance of observing absolute values of correlation coefficients greater than 0.576 
by chance, and the relationship observed was considered significant. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost 
The first part of the correlation analysis involved M&E services cost (the actual figure 
and the figures adjusted for the thirteen indices and factors described in section 6.5 
above) and twenty-two building form descriptors and ratios (as some descriptors were 
excluded from the analysis of residential projects, the Total sample analysis could not 
use these variables, see 6.6.1.2 above). 
The total tender figure was unavailable for one of the industrial projects, therefore the 
Size of Contract (Total), Factor 1 and Factor 3 adjustments. could not be included in 
the correlation analysis for the total sample. Correlation coefficients were calculated for 
the remaining eleven M&E services cost data sets, with each of the twenty-two building 
form descriptor data sets. 
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A strong positive correlation was observed between Gross Floor Area and M&E 
Services Cost, ranging from 0.9584 for the Actual tender figure, to 0.8726 for the 
tender figure adjusted for the Size of Services Contract Factor. A significant positive 
correlation for all M&E services cost adjusted data set was also observed with Usable 
Area, Circulation Area, Internal Divisions, Plant Room Area, Plant Room Volume, 
Usable Height, Total Height, External Wall Area, Glazed Area, Usable Volume, and 
Plant Room Area: Usable Area Ratio. 
Correlation coefficients for some of the ratios calculated from the building form 
descriptors indicated that there was no observable linear relationship with M&E 
Services Cost (actual and adjusted). The correlation coefficients between Average 
Storey Height and M&E Services Cost ranged from 0.1127 (adjusted for Factor 4) to 
0.0069 (actual tender figure). 
The strong positive correlation relationships between M&E Services Cost and many of 
the building form descriptors indicated that as buildings increased in size (either in floor 
area, volume enclosed or height), the cost of the M&E services increased. This showed 
only that larger buildings had more expensive M&E services. It was decided that this 
relationship was not very useful, in terms of identifying determinants of M&E services 
cost, and that further analysis was required. Therefore, correlation coefficients were 
calculated for M&E Services Cost per unit of each building form descriptor and ratio, 
such as Percentage of Glazed Wall Area, or metre of Internal Perimeter. This was done 
for the actual M&E services cost, and each of the adjustments, as before. Some of the 
results are discussed below. 0 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Gross Floor Area 
Most of the building form descriptors and ratios showed weak correlation with M&E 
Services Cost Per m2 Gross Floor Area. The only data sets that had any significant 
relationships with M&E Services Cost per m2 Gross Floor Area (having observed 
absolute values of the correlation coefficients greater than the critical value of 0.576), 
were Percentage Plant Room Floor Area, Plant Room Area: Usable Area Ratio, Plant 
Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio, and Plant Room Volume as a Percentage of 
Internal Cube. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Usable Area 
The best correlations with the M&E Services Cost Per m2 Usable Area data set, were 
observed with the Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio data. with correlation 
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coefficients typically being around 0.75. The range of r values was from 0.6846 
(M&E Services Cost adjusted for Location) to 0.8063 (M&E Services Cost adjusted for 
Size of Services Contract). 
Similar patterns to the correlation with M&E Services Cost per m2 Gross Floor Area 
were observed; although the correlations appeared slightly stronger with the M&E 
Services Cost Per m2 Usable Area data set. A summary of the ranges and adjustments 
is shown in Table 6.8, with the significant relationships highlighted. The table shows 
that the M&E Services Cost data set gave the highest number of significant correlations 
when adjusted for Size of Services Contract. 
4 
The similarity in correlation coefficients between the M&E Services Cost per m2 Gross 
Floor Area data set and the M&E Services Cost Per m2 Usable Area data set, could 
reasonably be explained by the fact that there was a very strong correlation (0.9704) 
between the Gross Floor Area and Usable Area data sets anyway. This was due to the 
way that the descriptors were defined, and therefore the way that the areas were 
measured from the drawings. 
a 
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TABLE 6.8 - CORRELATIONS WITH 1I&E SERVICES COST PER m2 
USABLE AREA, FOR TOTAL SAMPLE 
Correlation Data Set Strongest Adjustment Weakest Adjustment 
Correlation Applied Correlation Applied 
Gross Floor Area 0.022 Size of Services - 0.276 Location Contract 
(, 'sable Area - 0.3626 Location - 0.1018 Size of Services Contract 
Circulation Area 0.1855 Size of Services - 0.11 38 Location 
Contract 
Internal Divisions 0.1808 TPI - 0.0625 Location 
Plant Room Area 0.5571 Size of Services 0.2914 Location 
Contract 
Plant Room Area as 0.7954 Size of Services 0.695.3 Location 
Percentage of GFA Contract 
Plant Room 0.5723 Size of Services 0.3273 Location 
Volume Contract 
Usable Height 0.6233 Size of Services 0.4457 Location 
Contract 
Total Height 0.6491 Size of Services 0.4492 Location 
Contract 
Average Storey - 0.1461 TPI 0.0137 Type of 
I leight .' Building 
Internal Cube - 0.3610 Location - 0.1837 Size of Services Contract 
(ºlazcd Area 0.3668 Size of Services 0.1207 Location 
Contract 
External Wall Area - 0.4376 Location - 0.1521 Size of Services Contract 
Percentage Glazed 0.5685 Size of Services 0.4347 Type of 
Wall Area Contract Building 
Glazing: Floor Ratio 0.4503 Location 0.3281 Type of 
Building 
Internal Perimeter -0.4307 Location -0.1939 Size of Services Conti act 
Horizontal -0.3894 Location -0.258 Size of Services 
Distribution Contract 
Volume 
Usable Volume 0.3324 Location -0.1295 Size of Services 
Contract 
Wall: Floor Ratio -0.1768 Size of Services 0.0247 Location 
Contract 
Plant Room Area: 0.7747 Size of Services 0.6495 Location 
Usable Area Ratio Contract 
Plant Room 0.8063 Size of Services 0.6846 Location 
Volume: Usable Contract 
Volume Ratio 
Plant Room 0.762 3 Size of Services 0.6501 Location 
Volume As A Contract 
Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
11 
Correlation With WE Services Cost Per m2 Circulation Area 
0 
The best correlation with the M&E Services Cost Per m2 Circulation Area data set was 
observed with the Average Storey Height data set. This correlation was significant for 
all adjusted M&E services cost data sets, but still not particularly strong, ranging from 
0.5993 when M&E Services Cost was adjusted for Location, to 0.6396 when M&E 
Services Cost was adjusted for Factor 4. 
A significant negative correlation was observed between Internal Perimeter and M&E 
Services Cost per m2 Circulation Area, with r values ranging from -0.5927 (when 
M&E Services Cost was adjusted for Size of Services Contract) to -0.6223 (when 
M&E Services Cost was adjusted for Location). 
External Wall Area had a correlation coefficient of around -0.4. and Glazed Area 
around -0.3. All other building form descriptors and ratios displayed very weak 
correlations with the M&E Services Cost per m2 Circulation Area data set, with 
observed values well below the critical value. ' 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions 
The Internal Cube and Usable Volume data sets both had significant correlations with 
M&E Services Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions, with observed correlation coefficients 
around 0.65. 
The figures indicated that there was virtually no correlation between Circulation Area 
and M&E Services Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions, with figures ranging from 0.0208 
to -0.0058 (M&E Services Costs adjusted for Size of Services Contract and Factor 4 
respectively). 
A similar situation arose between Glazing: Floor ratio and M&E Services Cost Per m2 
Internal Divisions, this time the range was from 0.0502 (M&E Services Cost adjusted 
for Location) and 0.0029 (M&E Services Cost adjusted for Factor 4). 
Average Storey Height, which showed the best correlation with M&E Services Cost 
per m2 Circulation Area, also indicated a significant relationship with M&E Services 
Cost per m2 Internal Divisions, with correlation coefficients between 0.5890 (M&E 
Services Cost Adjusted for Size of Services Contract) and 0.6336 (M&E Services Cost 
Adjusted for Type of Building). 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Plant Room Area 
Percentage of Plant Room Floor Area. Horizontal Distribution Volume. Plant Room 
Area: (, sable Area Ratio, Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio. and Plant Room 
Volume as a Percentage of Internal Cube, all had significant correlation. with M&E 
Services Cost Per m2 Plant Room Area. however there wa obvviou`lyý a degree of 
overlap between the data sets anyway. 
The correlation between Internal Cube and M&E Service,, Cost Per nPlant Room 
Area was the next strongest, positive and around 0.6 for the actual M&E services cost 
and ci`hht of the adjustments. However, the remaining two adjusted \'l&E services cost 
data sets (Factor 2 and Factor 4) showed negative correlations of -0.3583 and -0.3584 
respectively. 
This pattern (with the Factor 2 and Factor 4 showing negative correlations. when all 
others were positive) was also observed with the correlation of other building form 
descriptors with M&E Services Cost Per m2 Plant Room Area, namely Gross Floor 
Area, Usable Area, Average Storey Height, External Wall Area, Horizontal Distribution 
Volume, and Usable Volume. 
The opposite was observed with Glazing: Floor ratio, Wall: Floor Ratio and Internal 
Perimeter; where the correlation coefficients with M&E Services Cost Per m2 Plant 
Room Area were positive when M&E , crvices cost was adjusted fror Factors 2 and 4, 
but negative for the actual M&E ser\'iccs cost data set, and all other adjustments. 
These relationships were interesting but inexplicable. The correlation coefficients were 
all relatively close to zero, whether positive or negative, which indicated that no strong 
correlations existed between M&E Services Cost Per m2 Plant Room Area and any of 
the other descriptors and ratios. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Plant Room Floor 
Aren 
Good positive correlations were observed between M&E Services Cost Per Percentage 
Plant Room Floor Area and the Internal Cube, Horizontal Distribution Volume, and 
Usable Volume data sets. These data , cts followed the pattern, observed above with the 
correlations with \1&E Services Cost per in2 GFA. and Usable Area. with the Location 
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adjustment producing the lowest correlati()n coefficient, and Size of Serviccý Contract 
the highest, for a given descriptor or ratio. 
VI&E Services Co't Per Percentage Plant Room Floor Area ako "hoýwcd a significant 
positive correlation with the Average Storey Height data "ct, with r values ranging 
from 0.7311 (when M&E services cost was adjusted for Tender Price Index) to 0.7550 
(when adjusted for Factor 4). 
Usable Area displayed slightly weaker correlations with N'l&E Services Cost Per 
Percentage Plant Room Floor Area. ranging from 0.6537 to 0.6741 (when the M&E 
services cost data set was adjusted for Location and Size of Service" Contract 
respectively). These correlation coefficients were greater than the critical values. so the 
relationships were significant. 
The figures indicated that there was virtually no correlation between the M&E Services 
Cost Per Percentage Plant Room Floor Area data set, and the Glazed Area data set. 
Correlation coefficients were all negative and ranged from -0; 0746 (M&E services cost 
adjusted for Size of Services Contract) to -0.0939 (M&E services cost adjusted for 
Factor 4). 
Gross Floor Area and External Wall Area had weak positive correlations with M&E 
Services Cost Per Percentage Plant Room Floor Area: GFA around 0. -47, External Wall 
Area around 0.27. All other descriptors showed weak negative correlations. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per M3 Plant Room Volume 
The only data sets that had significant correlations with M&E Services Cost Per M3 
Plant Room Volume, were Percentage Plant Room Floor Area. Horizontal Distribution 
Volume, Plant Room Area: Usable Area Ratio, Plant RoomQVolume: ['sable Volume 
Ratio, and Plant Room Volume as a Percentage of Internal Cube. However, as a strong 
correlation existed between the Plant Room Volume data set and the data sets for these 
ratios, this was expccted. 
There was almost no correlation het\v, ccn M&E Services Cost Per nV Plant Room 
Volume and Internal Perimeter. The correlation coefficients were all reasonably close to 
iero, and ranged from 0.0442 (when \I VE services cost was adjusted for Tender Price 
Index) to -0.0171) (when Nl&E services cost was adjusted for Factor 4). 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height 
Gross Floor Area, External Wall Area, Internal Cube, Usahle Area, U ,, able Volume 
and horizontal Distribution Volume all had strong positive correlations with M&E 
Services Cost Per Metre 'sable Height. 
Wall: Floor Ratio had a significant negative correlation with NI&E Service,, Cost Per 
Metre Usable Height. 
The weakest relationships were between M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height 
and the Usable Height data set. The correlation coefficients indicated that there was 
virtually no correlation between the two data sets, with coefficients ranging from 
0.0460 (when services cost was adjusted for Size of Services Contract) to -0.0690 
(when services cost was adjusted for Location). 
The correlations between the M&E Services Cost Per Metre t -sablc 
Hei`Tht and the 
Total Height data sets were also very weak. The correlation coefficient, ranged from 
-0.0055 (when M&E services cost was adjusted for Location). to 0.1 146 (when M&E 
services cost was adjusted for Size of Services Contract). 
None of the other data sets showed any particularly remarkable relationships with M&E 
Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height 
Gross Floor Area, Usable Area, External Wall Area, Horizontal Distribution Volume, 
and usable Volume all had significant positive correlations with M&E Services Cost 
Per Metre Total Height. 9 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height 
The correlations with this data set were very good for the sample of all twelve projects. 
Glazed r\rca. Plant Room Volume and Plant Room Area all had correlation coefficients 
01 around 0.9. indicating strong positive correlations with the \ l& E Services Cost Per 
\letre Average Storey Height data set. Table 6.9 shows more details of the 
relationships, with the significant relationships highlighted. The only negative 
correlations were with the Average Storev Height and Wall: Floor Ratio data sets. 
4 
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TABLE 6.9 - CORRELATIONS WITH -N1&E 
SER\-ICLS COST PER 
METRE AVERAGE STOREY HEIGHT, FOR TOTAL SAMPLE 
Correlation Data Set Strongest 
Correlation 
Adjustment 
Applied 
Weakest 
Cori-elation 
. adjustment 
Applied 
Gross Floor Area 0.7918 Type of Building 0.7622 Location 
Usable Area 0.6275 Type of Building 0.5968 Location 
Circulation Area 0.9090 Actual and 
Procurement 
0.8845 Factor 4 
Internal Divisions 0.8122 TPI 0.7618 Location 
Plant Room Area 0.9480 Factor 4 0.9310 TPI 
Plant Room Area as 
Percentage of GFA 
0.5686 Factor 4 0.5163 TPI 
Plant Room Volume 0.9296 Factor 4 0.8977 TPI 
Usable Height 0.8751 Factor 4 0.8134 TPI 
Total Height 0.8836 Factor 4 0.8286 TPI 
Average Storey Height -0.2712 Location -0.2097 Size of Services Contract 
Internal Cube 0.3351 Factor 4 0.3002 Location 
Glazed Area 0.9450 Location 0.9028 Size of Services 
Contract 
External Wall Area 0.7746 No. of Storeys 0.7590 Factor 4 
Percentage Glazed 
Wall Area 
0.6259 Location 0.5346 TPI 
Glazing: Floor Ratio 0.1753 Location 0.0906 Size of Services 
Contract 
Internal Perimeter 0.6877 TPI 0.6352 Factor 4 
Horizontal Distribution 
Volume 
0.1461 Size of Services 
Contract 
0.1028 Location 
Usable Volume 0.4540 Factor 4 0.4213 TPI 
Wall: Floor Ratio -0.5604 Factor 4 -0.5179 TPI 
Plant Room Area: 
I usable Area Ratio 
0.6216 Factor 4 0.5716 TPI 
Plant Room Volume: 
Usable Volume Ratio 
0.5922 Factor 4 0.5483 TPI 
Plant Room Volume 
As A Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
0.6404 Factor 4 0.5808 TPI 
Factor 4 and Tender Price Index appeared to be the most significant adjustments applied 
to the M&E services cost data set. with this ratio. 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per fn3 Internal Cube 
. Averagc 
Storcv Height. Internal Cube. and Horizontal Distribution Volume were the 
only building form descriptors' data sct" that showed significant correlations with M&E 
Scrvic cs Cost Per m-) Internal Cube. for all eleven M&E , er\ iCCs cost data sets. Usable 
0 
I5 O 
Volume had significant correlations with M&E Services Cost 
e 
Per m3 Internal Cube, for 
all M&E services cost data sets except when adjusted for Size of Services Contract. 
Glazing: Floor ratio had observed correlation coefficients greater than the critical value 
for some of the adjusted M&E services cost data sets, but not all. The coefficients 
ranged from 0.5450 (when adjusted for Type of Building) to 0.6464 (when adjusted 
for Location). 
All other data sets showed insignificant relationships with M&E Services Cost Per m3 
Internal Cube. 
Correlation With WE Services Cost Per m2 Glazed Area 
None of the observed correlation coefficients were greater than the critical value of 
0.576, which indicated that there were no significant relationships with M&E Services 
Cost Per M2 Glazed Area. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per M2 External Wall Area 
s 
Eight of the data sets showed significant positive correlations with M&E Services Cost 
Per M2 External Wall Area for all eleven M&E services cost data sets: Plant Room 
Area, Percentage Plant Room Floor Area, Plant Room Volume, Usable Height, Total 
Height, Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio, Plant Room Volume as a 
Percentage of Internal Cube, and Plant Room Area: Usable Area Ratio. 
Wall: Floor Ratio had a significant negative correlation with M&E Services Cost Per m2 
External Wall Area, for all data sets. 
Glazed Area had two of the eleven services cost data sets show a significant 
relationship with M&E Services Cost Per M2 External Wall Area, this was when 
adjustments were applied for TPI (r = 0.6015), and Size of Services Contract (r = 
0.6290). 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area 
Gross Floor Area. Internal Cube. Usable Area, Horizontal Distribution Volume, and 
Usable Volume all had strong positive correlations with M&E Services Cost Per 
Percentage Glazed Wall Area. The coefficients were all around 0.7. and ranged from 
0.6720 (Internal Cube and M&E Services Cost (adjusted for TPI) Per Percentage 
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Glazed Wall Area) to 0.8636 (Horizontal Distribution Volume and NI&E Services Cost 
(adjusted for Factor 4) Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area). 
Wall: f -loor Ratio had a significant negative correlation with \]&E Services Cost Per 
Percentage Glazed Wall Area, for all data sets. 
Plant Room Area, Plant Room Volume. Average Storey Height and Glazing: Floor ratio 
had significant relationships with M&E Services Cost Per Percentýly'c Glazed Wall 
Area, for a few of the adjusted M&E services cost data , eta, but the correlation 
coefficients were only slightly higher than the critical value of 0.576. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Gross Floor Area, Internal Cube and Usable Area also had strong positive correlations 
with M&E Services Cost Per Glazin, -,: Floor ratio. Correlation coefficients were 
between 0.8278 (Internal Cube and M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio 
adjusted for TPI), and 0.9026 (Gross Floor Area and i\I&E Services Cost Per 
Glazing: Floor Ratio adjusted for Size of- Services Contract). It was interesting that these 
extreme values were for the same buildin`, i form descriptors and the same M&E services 
cost adjustments gis above with the M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall 
Area data sets. 
Plant Room Area, Plant Room Volume. ; average Storey Height and External Wall Area 
had significant relationships with M&E Services Cost Per Ghlzing: Floor ratio for some 
pof the adjusted M&E services cost data sets. 
Correlation With MBE Services Cost Per Metre Internal Perimeter 
The strongest correlation with the M&E Services Cost Per Metre Internal Perimeter data 
pct was observed with the Wall: Floor Ratio data set. witlf correlation coefficients 
ranging from -0.7158 (when adjusted for Location) to -0.8154 (when adjusted for Size 
of Service Contract). 
Total Height, Pcrce nta`ge Plant Room Floor Area, Usable Volume. Plant Room 
Ai-ca-Usable Area Ratio, Plant Room \'olume: Usable Volume Ratio. and Plant Room 
Volume as a Pere cntaye of Internal Cube were the onl\ "other d tta sets to show 
si`ýniiicant relation'hilýý ýý ith ýl E Ser\ ices Cost Per metre Internal Perimeter, for all 
the adjustment` toi , CC\ 1Ce cost. 
Averagc Storey Height, Plant Room Area. Plant Room 
Jý\ 
Volume, Usable Height. and Internal Cube showed significant relationships with NI&E 
Services Cost Per metre Internal Perimeter for most of the adjusted figure. 
Gross Floor Area and 'sable Area onl\ showed significant relation,, lhipý, with M&E 
Services Cost Per metre Internal Perimeter when the M&E ýcr\-iceý cost figures were 
adjusted for Size of Services Contract. All other adjustments. and other descriptors 
showed no significant relationships with M&E Services Cost Per metre Internal 
Perimeter. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m3 Horizontal Distribution 
Volume 
Average Storey Height and Wall: Floor Ratio were the only variables that had significant 
correlations with the M&E Services Cost Per m3 Horizontal Distribution Volume data 
sets, for all eleven M&E services cost data sets. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m3 Usable Volume 
Internal Cube had significant relationships with M&E Services Cost Per m3 Usable 
Volume, but only when the M&E services cost data sets were adjusted for Location, 
Factor 1 and Factor 2. Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio had significant 
correlations with M&E Services Cost Per m3 Usable Volume, for four of the adjusted 
M&E services cost data sets. No other siýznificant relationship. were ohserved. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
This data set had very good relationships with the building form descriptors and ratios 
c xamined (see Table 6.10). Gross Floor Area, Usable Area, Circulation Area, Internal 
Divisions, Plant Room Area, Plant Room Volume, Usable Height. Total Height. 
Internal Cube, Glazed Area, External Wall Area, Usable Volume all had strong positive 
correlations with M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio, for all eleven data sets. 
\V'all: Floor Ratio had a strong negative correlation with \l&E Services Cost Per 
\Vall: Floor Ratio. for all eleven data sets. None of the other variable,, had significant 
relationships with \'lN: E Scrv, icc,, Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio. 
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TABLE 6.10 - CORRELATIONS WITH MI&E SERVICES COST PER 
WALL: FLOOR RATIO, FOR TOTAL SAMPLE 
Correlation Data Set Strongest 
Correlation 
Adjustment 
Applied 
\Vcakeý, t 
Correlation 
Adjustment 
Applied 
Gross Floor Area 0.9185 Factor 4 0.8891 Site of Services 
Contract 
Usable Area 0.8401 Factor 4 0.7858 Size of Services 
Contract 
Circulation Area 0.7605 TPI 0.7220 Factor 4 
Internal Divisions 0.7392 TPI 0.6662 Factor 4 
Plant Room Area 0.9212 Size of Services 
Contract 
0.8977 Factor 4 
Plant Room Area as 
Percentage of GFA 
0.5272 Location 0.501 3 Factor 2 
Plant Room Volume 0.8901 Location 0.8734 Factor 4 
Usable Height 0.7731 Location 0.7399 Type o(' Builk1iný1' 
Total Height 0.8348 Location 0.8050 Type of Building 
Average Storey 
Height 
0.2275 Factor 4 0.1379 TPI 
Internal Cube 0.6815 Factor 4 0.5952 TPI 
Glazed Area 0.7933 Location 0.7718 Type of Building 
External Wall Area 0.6943 Type of Building 0.6888 Size of Services 
Contract 
Percentage Glazed 
Wall Area 
0.4188 Location 0.3748 Type of Building 
Glazing: Floor Ratio -0.1346 Factor 4 -0.1126 Location 
Internal Perimeter 0.4544 TPI 0.3046 Factor 4 
Horizontal 
Distribution Volume 
0.5489 Factor 4 0.4595 TPI 
Usable Volume 0.7509 Factor 4 0.6693 Size of Services 
Contract 
Wall: Floor Ratio -0.7725 Factor 4 -0.7071 Size of Services 
Contract 
Plant Room Area: 
Usable Area Ratio 
0.5757 Location 0.5500 Factor 2 
Plant Room Volume: 
Usable Volume Ratio 
0.5532 Location 0.5295 Factor 2 
Plant Room Volume 
As A Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
0.5561 Location 0.5265 Type of Building 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Area: Usable Area 
Ratio 
4P 
I'sable Area, Avcrage Store- Height. Internal Cube. Horizontal Distribution Volume, 
and Llsahlc Volume all had significant relationships with \1 E Scrv ices Cost Per Plant 
Roos AFea: Usabl Area Ratio. 
v 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume: Usable 
Volume Ratio 
Significant positive relationships were observed between M&E Serv icc Cost Per Plant 
Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio and the following variably, ": U' thle Area, Average 
Storey Height, Internal Cube, Horizontal Distribution Volume. for all adjusted NI&E 
services cost data sets. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume As A 
Percentage of Internal Cube 
Usable Area, Average Storey Height. Internal Cube, Horizontal Distribution Volume. 
and Usable Volume had significant positive correlations with all the M&E Services 
Cost Per Plant Room Volume As A Percentage of Internal Cube data sets. 
Summary Of Correlation Analysis For Data Considered As One Sample 
M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio showed the highest number of significant 
correlations with the building form descriptors and ratios' data sets; with thirteen of the 
twenty-two descriptors having correlation coefficients greaterthan the critical value, for 
the actual M&E services cost and all ten adjustments. The second highest number of 
observed significant correlations was with the M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average 
Storey Height data set, which had significant relationships with twelve of the variables. 
6.6.3.2 RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 
The data set for residential buildings had a sample size of five, therefore three degrees 
of freedom. Again using the 95% confidence level, with three degrees of freedom and 
p<. 05, the critical value of the correlation coefficient was 0.878. 
As the total contract sums were known for all residential projects. the Size of Total 
Contrýict, Factor I and Factor 3 adjustments could be used «; ith this , ample. therefore 
: allowing the use of all thirteen adjustments described in section 6.5 above. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost 
None of the building form dc,, criptor data sets indicated significant rclationship, with 
MN: E Services Cost. for the actual values and all thirteen adjusted \1&E services cost 
data , cts. 
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The Usable Area and Horizontal Distribution Volume data sets had significant 
relationships with all except one of the adjusted M&E services cost data sets. Gross 
Floor Area, Internal Cube and Usable Volume had observed values less than the critical 
value for two adjusted data sets (Factor 1 and Factor 2). 
Circulation Area and Plant Room Volume both had strong positive correlations with 
M&E services cost for all adjustments, but with observed values less than the critical 
values for correlations with M&E services cost adjusted for Location and Factors 1-4. 
The same pattern occurred with Plant Room Area, only with the observed value of the 
correlation coefficient for M&E services cost adjusted for TPI (0.8666) also below the 
critical value of 0.878. 
External Wall Area and Internal Perimeter both had strong positive correlations with 
M&E services cost, with observed values of r ranging from 0.7439 to 0.9021 (Internal 
Perimeter and services cost adjusted for Factor 2, and External Wall Area and M&E 
services cost adjusted for Type of Work respectively). However, for both building 
form descriptors, the observed values of seven correlation coefficients were slightly 
below the critical value. For both descriptors, the adjusted data sets with r observed 
less than r critical were Factors 1-4, Location, TPI and MCI. 
Glazed Area also had good correlations with M&E services cost, with observed values 
around 0.8. However the only two observed, values that were greater than the critical 
value were for the data sets where M&E services costs were adjusted for Factors 1 and 
2. Wall: Floor Ratio had strong negative correlations with the M&E services cost data 
sets, but the values were only significant for the M&E services cost adjusted for 
Factors 2 and 4 data sets. 
Plant Room Area: Usable Area, Plant Room : Volume: Usable Volume and Plant Room 
Volume as a percentage of Internal Cube all had positive correlations with M&E 
services cost, with correlation coefficients around 0.8, however none of the observed 
values were greater than the critical value. All other descriptors and ratios had very 
weak correlations with M&E services cost, Internal Divisions and Average Storey 
Height were negative correlations, all others positive. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Gross Floor Area 
Again, none of the building from descriptors or ratios had a significant relationship 
with M&E Services Cost Per m2 Gross Floor Area for all fourteen M&E services cost 
data sets. Internal Divisions had observed values of the correlation coefficient greater 
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than the critical value for three of the adjusted M&E services cost data sets: Location 
(0.8926), Factor 1 (0.9162) and Factor 2 (0.9084). 
Wall: Floor Ratio had reasonable negative correlations with M&E Services Cost Per m2 
Gross Floor Area, seven of the fourteen M&E services cost data sets had observed 
values of the correlation coefficient greater than the critical value of 0.878. 
Usable Height and Total Height had fairly good positive correlations with M&E 
Services Cost Per m2 Gross Floor Area, although not all the adjusted sets had observed 
correlation coefficients greater than the critical value. The significant relationships were 
with the Location and Factors 1-4 adjusted M&E services cost data sets. 
All other observed relationships with M&E Services Cost Per m2 Gross Floor Area 
were statistically insignificant for the residential projects data. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Usable Area 
Usable Height and Total Height displayed the strongest correlations with the M&E 
Services Cost Per m2 Usable Area data, although only two of the adjusted data sets 
(Factors 3 and 4) had observed values of the correlation coefficient greater than the 
critical value. I 
Wall: Floor Ratio had negative correlation with M&E Services Cost Per m2 Usable 
Area, but only seven of the observed correlation coefficients were greater than the 
critical value. None of the other building form descriptors and ratios had any significant 
relationship with M&E Services Cost Per m2 Usable Area, for any of the adjustments 
of the actual data set. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Circulation Area 
Internal Divisions was the only building form descriptor that had a significant 
relationship with M&E Services Cost Per m2 Circulation Area. The relationship was a 
very strong positive correlation, observed values of the correlation coefficient ranged 
from 0.9147 (M&E services cost adjusted for Size of Total Contract) to 0.9992 (when 
M&E services cost was adjusted for Factor 4). 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions 
Several of the descriptors had strong positive correlations with \1&E Services Cost Per 
m2 Internal Divisions: ["sable Area. Circulation Area, Plant Room Area. Plant Room 
Volume, Internal Cube, External Wall Area, Internal Perimeter. Horizontal Distribution 
Volume, and Usable Volume all had observed values of the correlation coefficient 
`. reater than 0.9 for all fourteen M&E services cost data ,, et,, (for Circulation Area all 
observed values were greater than 0.99), indicating very strong relationships. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Plant Room . -area 
The only variables that had a significant relationship with M&E Scrv'iccs Cost Per m2 
Plant Room Area. were Percentage Plant Room Floor Area. Plant Room Area: Usable 
Area Ratio, Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio and Plant Room Volume as a 
Percentage of Internal Cube, which all had strong negative correlations of around -0.9. 
As discussed above, there was obviously a degree of inter-relation between the data 
sets because of the way the descriptors were defined. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Plant Room Floor 
; 1rea 
None of the building form descriptors or ratios had a significant relationship with M&E 
Services Cost Per Percentage Plant Room Floor Area. The highest observed values of 
the correlation coefficient were for the Average Storey Height data set, but these were 
all slightly less than the critical value of 0.878. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m3 Plant Room Volume 
Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume had a significant negative correlation with M&E 
Services Cost Per m3 Plant Room Volume, for all M&E services cost data , ets. Plant 
Room Volume as a Percentage of Internal Cube displayed correlation coefficients with 
\lN: E Services Cost Per m3 Plant Room Volume greater than the critical value, for all 
\1&E services cot data sets except when adjusted for Market Condition', Index. 
No other significant relationships were observed for M&E Services Cost Per m3 Plant 
Room Volume. 
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Correlation 4 ith M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height, Total 
Height And Average Storey Height 
The height element appeared to be a good descriptor for u ,, c with residential buildings, 
as several building form descriptors showed strong positive correlations with NI&E 
Services Cost Per metre usable Height. \. I&E Services Cost Per m Total Height and 
M&E Services Cost Per metre Average Storey Height. Table,, 6.1 1.6.12 and 6.13 
show more details of the relationships observed, with the significant relationships 
(where observed values of the correlation coefficient were Lreatcr than the critical 
values) highlighted. 
TABLE 6.11 - CORRELATIONS WITH M&E SERVICES COST PER 
METRE USABLE HEIGHT, FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDIN GS 
Correlation Data Set Strongest 
Correlation 
Adjustment 
Applied 
Weakest 
Correlation 
Adjustment Applied 
Gross Floor Area 0.9857 Factor 2 0.9637 Number Of Storeys 
Usable Area 0.9802 Factor 2 0.9477 Number Of Storeys 
Circulation Area 0.9819 MCI 0.9550 Factor 2 
Internal Divisions -0.5242 Number Of Storeys -0.4031 
Factor 2 
Plant Room Area 0.9639 MCI 0.9203 Factor 1 
Plant Room Area as 
Percentage of GFA 
0.8360 MCI 0.7789 Factor 1 
Plant Room Volume 0.9711 MCI 0.9373 Factor I 
Usable Height -0.3455 Type of Work -0.2524 Factoýi- 2 
Total Height -0.3280 Type of Work -0.2335 Factor 2 
Average Storey Height -0.6071 Number Of 
Storeys 
-0.5366 Factor I 
Internal Cube 0.9870 Factor 4 0.9701 Type of Work 
Glazed Area 0.7709 Factor 2 0.6571 Number Of Storeys 
External Wall Area 0.9599 Factor 1 0.9353 Number Of Storeys 
Percentage Glazed 
Wall Area 
0.2183 Factor 2 0.0578 
" 
Number Of Storeys 
Glazing: Floor Ratio -0.2182 Number of 
Storeys 
-0.0559 Factor 2 
Internal Perimeter 0.9587 Factor 3 0.9406 Number Of Storeys 
Horizontal 
Distribution Volume 
0.9877 Factor 2 0.9615 Number Of Storeys 
Usable Volume 0.9871 Factor 4 0.9694 Number Of Storeys 
Wall: Floor Ratio -0.6220 Factor 2 -0.5711 Type of Work 
Plant Room Area: 
Usable Area Ratio 
0.8158 MCI 0.7551 Factor 1 
Plant Room Volume: 
I1sahlc Volume Ratio 
0.8181 \ICI 0.7776 Factor 1 
Plant Room Volu»>e 
A,, a Percentage ()I 
Internal Cube 
0.8167 \I('I 0.7758 Factor I 
e 
1 0, ý 
Table,, 6.11 and 6.12 show that the same ten building form de cripu r" had strong 
positive correlation,, with til&E Service. Cost Per Metre Usable Height and \I&-E 
Services Cost Per Metre Total Height. for all fourteen M &E , er% ices costs data gets. 
The strongest and weakest correlations were observed in the game adjusted \I&E 
services cost data sets for all the descriptors except Internal Cube (where the %% eal: est 
correlation with : V1&E Services Cost per metre Total Height (Table 6.1 ?) was when 
services cost had been adjusted for Number Of Storeys. instead of Type of `'Fork: as 
with M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height (Table 6.1 N. 
TABLE 6.12 - CORRELATIONS WITH M&E SERVICES COST PER 
METRE TOTAL HEIGHT, FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 
Correlation Data Set Strongest 
Correlation 
Adjustment 
Applied 
Weakest 
Correlation 
Adjustment Applied 
Gross Floor Area 0.9858 Factor 2 0.9635 Number Of Storeys 
Usable Area 0.9804 Factor 2 0.947.5 Number Of Storeys 
Circulation Area 0.9822 MCI 0.9553 Factors 1 and 2 
Internal Divisions -0.5255 Number Of Storeys -0.4042 
Factor 2 
Plant Room Area 0.9640 MCI 0.9202 Factor I 
Plant Room Area as 
Percentage of GFA 
83,60 MCI 0.7782 Factor 1 
Plant Room Volume 0.9711 MCI 0.9371 Factor 1 
Usable Height -0.3465 Typ e of Work -0.2530 Factor 2 
Total Height -0.3289 Type of Work -0.2341 Factor 2 
Average Storey Height -0.6069 Number Of Storeys -0.5354 
Factor I 
Internal Cube 0.9871 Factor 4 0.9687 Number Of Store s 
Glazed Area 0.7709 Factor 2 0.6563 Number Of Storeys 
External Wall Area 0.9604 Factor 1 0.9353 Number Of Storeys 
Percentage Glazed 
Wall Area 
0.2178 Factor 2 0.0566 Number Of Storeys 
Glazing : Floor Ratio -0.2192 Number of Storeys -0.0539 
Factor 2 
Internal Perimeter 0.9592 Factor 3 0.9407 Number Of Storeys 
Horizontal 
Distribution Volume 
0.9878 Factor 2 0.9612 Number Of Storeys 
Usable Volume 0.9872 Factor 4 0.9692 N umber Of Storeys 
Wall: Floor Ratio -0.62 12 Factor 2 -0.5701 _Type 
of Work 
Plant Room Area: 
t sable Area Ratio 
0.8157 MCI 0.7547 Factor I 
Plant Room Volume: 
t'sablc Volume Ratio 
0.8178 MCI 0.7768 Factor 1 
Plant Room Volume 
as a Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
0.8164 MCI 0.7750 Factor I 
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Table 6.13 shows that only four building form descriptors: Grog, Floor Area. Usable 
Area, Internal Cube and Horizontal Distribution Volume had , i``nificant relationships 
with M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height for all fourteen M&E 
,, crvices cost data sets. 
TABLE 6.13 - CORRELATIONS WITH M&E SERVICES COST PER 
METRE AVERAGE STOREY HEIGHT, FOR RESIDENTIAL 
BUILDINGS 
Correlation Data Set Strongest Adjustment Weakest Adjustment Applied 
Correlation Applied Correlation 
Gross Floor Area 0.9809 Type of Work 0.8865 Factor 2 
Usable Area 0.9682 Type of Work 0.8844 Factor 2 
Circulation Area 0.9472 Number Of 0.7915 Factor 2 
Storeys 
Internal Divisions -0.2680 Number Of -0.0289 Location 
Storeys 
Plant Room Area 0.9308 Number Of 0.7616 Factor 2 
Storeys 
Plant Room Area as 0.8584 MCI 0.7244 Factor 1 
Percentage of GFA 
Plant Room Volume 0.9509 Number Of 0.7969 Factor 2 
Storeys 
Usable Height 0.2994 Factor 2 0.003(6 Size of Services 
Contract 
Total Height 0.3184 Factor 2 0.0043 Type of Work 
\verage Storey Height -0.5030 Number Of -0.3073 Factor 2 St01-eys 
Internal Cube 0.9799 Type of Work 0.8782 Factor 2 
Glazed Area 0.8785 Factor 1 0.7792 MCI 
External Wall Area 0.9021 Type of Work 0.7783 Factor 2 
Percentage Glazed 0.6320 Factor 2 0.338, " Number Of Storeys 
Wall Area 
Glazing: Floor Ratio 0.2647 Factor 2 -0.0025 Type of Work 
Internal Perimeter 0.8970 Type of Work 0.7614 Factor 2 
Horizontal 0.9801 Number Of 0.8932 Factor 2 
Distribution Volume Storeys 
t isable Volume 0.9785 Number Of 0.8768 Factor 2 
Storeys 
Wall: Floor Ratio -0.8876 Factor 2 -0.7888 Type of Work 
Plant Room Area: 0.8422 MCI 0.707`7 Factor 1 
(. "sable Area Ratio 
Plant Room Volume: 0.8761 MCI 0.7743 Factor 1 
Usable Volume Ratio 
Plant Room Volume 0.8746 MCI 0.7724 Factor- I 
: \s A Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per in3 Internal Cube 
Relationships between M&E Services Cost Per m3 Internal Cube and the building form 
descriptors and ratios, were not generally significant. The Internal Divisions data set 
had significant correlation with M&E Services Cost Per m3 Internal Cube, but only 
when the M&E services cost data sets were adjusted for Location and Factor,, 1-3. 
Usable Height and Total Height had significant relationships with NI &--E Services Cost 
Per m3 Internal Cube, but only when the M&E services cost data set, were adjusted for 
Factor 3 and Factor 4. Wall: Floor Ratio had significant positive correlation with M&E 
Services Cost Per m3 Internal Cube, when the M&E services cost data ,, et was adjusted 
for Size of Total Contract and Size of Services Contract. None of the other observed 
relationships were significant. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Glazed Area 
Percentage Plant Room Floor Area, Plant Room Area: Usable , -\rea Ratio. Plant Room 
Volume: Usable Volume Ratio and Plant Room Volume as a percentage of Internal Cube 
all had significant relationships with M&E Services Cost Per hi Glazed Area, but only 
for two adjusted M&E services cost data sets: Size of Services Contract and Size of 
Total Contract. 
No other significant correlations were observed with M&E Services Cost Per m2 
Glazed Area. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 External Wall Area 
None of the building form descriptors or ratios had significant relationships with M&E 
Services Cost per m2 External Wall Arcýi. for all fourteen M&E service,, cost data sets. 
Wall: Floor Ratio, Usable Height and Total Height were the only descriptors to show 
any significant correlations. 
The observed relationships for the usable Height descriptor were only significant when 
the M&E services cost data sets had been adjusted for Factors 1 to 4. Total Height had 
significant correlations with N1ýýE Service` Cost per m2 External Wall Area when M&E 
Iýcrvvices cost «va-, adjusted for Factors I to 4 and Location. \Vall: Floor Ratio had 
ohnerued values of the correlation coefficient greater than the critical value for all data 
,, Cl. except when adjusted for Location and Factors 1 to 4. 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed «Vall Area 
Table 6.14 show,, that ten parameters had a significant positive correlation with M&E 
Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed `\ all Area, for all fourteen \I&-E , cr% icc, cost 
data sets. 
TABLE 6.14 - CORRELATIONS WITH M&E SERVICES COST PER 
PERCENTAGE GLAZED WALL AREA, FOR RESIDENTIAL 
BUILDINGS 
Correlation Data Set Strongest Adjustment Applied Weakest Adjustment 
Correlation Correlation Applied 
Gross Floor Area 0.9349 Factor 1 0.9174 MCI 
Usable Area 0.9007 Size of Total 0.8812 MCI 
Contract 
Circulation Area 0.9867 Factor 3 0.9814 Factor 2 
Internal Divisions -0.5838 Number Of Storeys -0.4915 Factor 2 
Plant Room Area 0.9986 Location 0.9936 Number Of 
Storeys 
Plant Room Area as 0.9387 MCI 0.9022 Type of Work 
Percentage of GFA 
Plant Room Volume 0.9986 Location 0.9903 Type of Work 
l kable Height -0.3095 Type of Work -0.1536 Factor 2 
Total Height -0.2938 Type of Work -0.1376 Factor 2 
Average Storey -0.6502 Number Of Storeys -0.6022 Factor 4 
Height 
Internal Cube 0.9424 Factor 1 0.9268 MCI 
Glazed Area 0.5607 Factor 1 0.5094 MCI 
External Wall Area 0.8735 Size of Total 0.8450 Factor 2 
Contract 
Percentage Glazed -0.0609 Number of Storeys -0.0022 Factor 4 
Wall Area 
Glazing : Floor Ratio -0.3960 MCI -0.3295 Factor 2 
Internal Perimeter 0.8847 Size of Total 0.8544 Factor 2 
Contract 
Horizontal 0.9264 Factor 1 0.9075 MCI 
Distribution Volume " 
Usable Volume 0.9424 Size of Total 0.9284 MCI 
Contract 
Wall: Floor Ratio -0.7157 Factor 2 -0.6068 Type of Work 
Plant Room Areal: 0.9267 Factor 2 0.8876 Type of Work 
I'kahle Area Ratio 
Plant Room Volume: 0.9192 Factor 2 0.8726 Type of Work 
['sable Volume 
Ratio " 
Plant Room Volume 0.9185 Factor 2 0.8717 Type of Work 
As Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Table 6.15 shows that correlations % ith M&E Services Cost Per Gh iing: Floor Ratio 
were slightly better than with M&E Services Cost Per Perccnut`Tc Glazed Wall Area 
above, with eleven variables showing significant relationships for all fourteen NI&E 
services cost adjusted data sets. 
TABLE 6.15 - CORRELATIONS WITH M&E SERVICES COST PER 
GLAZING: FLOOR RATIO, FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 
Correlation Data Sct Strongest 
Correlation 
Adjustment Applied Weakest 
Correlation 
Adjustment 
Applied 
Gross Floor Area 0.9336 Size of Total Contract 0.9072 Factor 2 
Usable Area 0.8986 Size of Total Contract 0.8679 Factor 2 
Circulation Area 0.9806 Size of Total Contract 0.9445 Factor 2 
Internal Divisions -0.4994 Number Of Storeys -0.3529 Factor 2 
Plant Room Area 0.9991 Number Of Storeys 0.9737 Factor 2 
Plant Room Area as 
Percentage of GFA 
0.9605 Factor 2 0'9372 Size of Total 
Contract 
Plant Room 
Volume 
0.9994 Type of Work 0.9787 Factor 2 
Usable Height -0.1939 Type of Work -0.0040 Factor 1 
Total Height -0.1778 Type of Work -O. O12 Factor 1 
Average Storey 
Height 
-0.6437 Number Of Storeys -0.5908 Factor 2 
Internal Cube 0.9410 Factor 4 0.9127 Factor 2 
Glazed Area 0.5773 Factor 1 0.5359 MCI 
External Wall Area 0.8499 Size of Total Contract 0.7846 Factor 2 
Percentage Glazed 
Wall Area 
0.1489 Factor 2 0.0244 Type of Work 
Glazing: Floor Ratio -0.3503 MCI -0.2693 Factor 2 
Internal Perimeter 0.8590 Size of Total Contract 0.7902 Factor 2 
Horizontal 
Distribution 
Volume 
0.9263 Size of Total Contract 0.9003 Factor 2 
11sable Volume 0.9422 Size of Total Contract 0.9136 Factor 2 
Wall: Floor Ratio -0.8250 Factor 2 -0.6986 Type of Work 
Plant Room Area: 
I Tsahle Area Ratio 
0.9518 Factor 2 0.9246 Size of Total 
Contract 
Plant Room 
Volume: Usable 
Volume Ratio 
0.9571 Factor 2 0.9180 Type of Work 
Plant Room 
Volume As A 
Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
0.9565 Factor 2 0.9172 Type of Work 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Metre Internal Perimeter 
Wall: Floor Ratio had a strong negative correlation with M%I&H Service" Cost Per Nietre 
Internal Perimeter, and the observed correlation coefficients were , -'reater than the 
critical value of 0.878 for all adjusted M&E services cost data sets except Factor 1 and 
Factor 2. For residential projects. the only other significant relationship observed for 
M&E Services Cost Per Metre Internal Perimeter was with Total Height and when 
M&E services cost was adjusted for Factor 2. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m3 Horizontal Distribution 
Volume 
None of the variables had significant relationships with any of the Nl&E Services Cost 
Per m3 Horizontal Distribution Volume data sets. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m3 Usable Volume 
Internal Divisions had strong positive correlations with M&E Services Cost Per rn3 
Usable Volume for some of the adjusted M&E services cost data sets: Location and 
I'actors 1 to 4 only. Usable Height and Total Height both had significant observed 
relationships with M&E Services Cost Per m3 Usable Volume only when M&E 
services cost was adjusted for Factors 3 and 4. 
Wall: Floor Ratio had negative correlations with M&E Services Cost Per m3 Usable 
Volume, but the observed values of the coefficients were significant only when the 
M&E services cost data set was adjusted for Size of Services Contract and Size of Total 
Contract. No other significant relationships were observed for this data . "et. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Gross Floor Area, Usable Area, Circulation Area. Plant Room Volume. Internal Cube, 
Horizontal Distribution Volume, U'able Volume, Wall: Floor Ratio. Plant Room 
Volunmc: Usable Volume Ratio. Plant Room Volume as a percentage of Internal Cube, 
and Plant Room Area generally all showed good correlation` with the \I&E Services 
Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio data sets. although the relationships were not , ignificant for 
all the adjusted N1&1'services cost data sets. 
Plant Room Area as a percentaLc of (iFA had a significant correlation with M&E 
ticrviccs Cost (adjusted for Number of Storeys) Per \Va11: Floor Ratio. 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Area: Usable Area 
Ratio 
This ratio did not have significant relationships with any of the variahlc1 examined for 
residential project 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room 1 "olu»re: Usable 
Volume Ratio 
Average Storey Height had a significant correlation with M&E Sci-% iccs C'oo`t Per Plant 
Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio. when the M&E services cost data set was 
adjusted for Factors 1 and 2 only. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume As A 
Percentage of Internal Cube 
The only significant correlation with M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume as a 
percentage of Internal Cube was Average Storey Height, when the M'lýýl: services cost 
data set was adjustcd for Factors 1 and 2. 
Summary Of Correlation Analysis For Residential Building. ' 
For residential building projects the height element and the proportion of glazing 11 
appeared useful variables. The best correlations were observed with the M&E services 
cost per metre of height data sets (Usable. Total and Average Storey Height were all 
significant), and the services cost per Percentage of Glazed Wall Area, and M&E 
, services cost per Glazing: Floor Ratio data sets. 
6.6.3.3 COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 
The commercial buildings sample also contained five projects, therefore the critical 
value of the correlation coefficient was 0.878 (p< 0.05), the same as for the residential 
sample. 
As the commercial projects were not divided into separate blocks like the residential 
prOj«tS, it was appropriate to use the plan shape efficiency v ariahles di1, cu,,, cd above: 
Banks' Plan Shape Index. Plan Compactness. Cooke's Perimeter Index, and Square 
Index. These variables were all included in the analysis of commercial projects. 
therefore correlations were calculated t'or twenty-six variables and fourteen \1&E 
1 it 
services cost data sets. Some of the more significant relationships shall be discussed 
below. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost 
Strong positive correlations were observed for many of the parameters examined and 
M&E Services Cost. Twelve variables (Gross Floor Area, Usable Area. Circulation 
Area, Plant Room Area, Plant Room Volume, Total Height. Internal Cube, Glazed 
Area, External Wall Area, Internal Perimeter, Horizontal Distribution Volume, and 
Usable Volume) had observed values of the correlation coefficient greater than the 
critical value of 0.878, for the actual M&E services cost and all thirteen of the adjusted 
data sets. 
The Internal Divisions data set had strong correlation with M&E Services Cost, as all 
observed values were greater than 0.8. However only four of the adjusted data sets 
(TPI, Number of Storeys, Size of Total Contract, and Size of Services Contract) had 
observed values greater than the critical value. 
A similar pattern was observed for Usable Height, but with only three of the adjusted 
data sets (Location, Factor 3 and Factor 4) showing significant relationships with M&E 
Services Cost. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per M2 Gross Floor Area 
Plan Shape Index was the only variable that had a significant relationship with M&E 
Services Cost Per m2 Gross Floor Area for all data sets, a strong positive correlation 
was observed. Glazing: Floor ratio (positive correlation) and Plan Compactness Index 
(negative correlation) were significant for some of the data sets: Location and Factors 1- 
4 for Glazing: Floor ratio; and all data sets except Location and Factors 1-4 for Plan 
Compactness Index. 
0 
A significant relationship was observed between Wall: Floor Ratio and M&E Services 
Cost Per M2 Gross Floor Area, when M&E services cost was adjusted for Location. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per M2 Usable Area 
No parameters were significantly correlated with M&E Services Cost Per m2 Usable 
Area for all data sets. Glazing: Floor ratio had a significant relationship with M&E 
Services Cost Per m2 Usable Area when M&E services cost was adjusted for Location 
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and I-actors 2-4. Plan Shape Index vý a significant when %1&-. E , cr% ice,, cost wa: -. 
adjusted for Factor 2. 
Plan Compactness had a strong negative correlation with Nl&E Scrvice" Cost Per m2 
Usable Area, but the observed values were greater than the critical value only when 
M&E services cost was adjusted for TPI and Type of Work. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Circulation Area 
None of the variables analysed had significant relationships with \I &E Services Cost 
Per m2 Circulation Area. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions 
No significant relationships were observed with M&E Serv'iccs Cost Per m' Internal 
Divisions. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 Plant Room ,1 rea 
Wall: Floor Ratio and Plan Shape Indlcx had strong positive correlations with M&E 
Services Cost Per rn2 Plant Room Area, with all adjusted M&E servic« cost data sets 
except Factors 2-4 showing significant relationships. 
Plan Compactness had a fairly strong negative correlation with M&E Serviccý Cost Per 
m2 Plant Room Area, although the relationships observed were only significant for two 
ot-the adjusted M&E services cost data acts: Size of Total Contract and Size of Services 
Contract. 
The Plant Room Volume: 11sable Volume data set had negative correlations with M&E 
ticrv'ices Cost Per m2 Plant Room Area. but only four of the adjusted tit&E services 
cost data sets (TPI, Location, Number of Storeys, and Factor 1) had observed 
co n-clation coefficients greater than the critical value. No other significant relationships 
%v, ere observed with M&E Services Cost Per m2 Plant Room , area. 
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Correlation With . tit&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Area as a 
Percentage of Gross Floor Area 
External Wall Area and Internal Perimeter were the only variables that had significant 
correlations with M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Plant Room Floor Area for all 
M&E services cost data sets. 
Gross Floor Area. Usable Area, Internal Divisions, Internal Cube and Horizontal 
Distribution Volume had significant correlations with \I&E Service,, Cost Per 
Percentage Plant Room Floor Area, but not for all data sets. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m3 Plant Room I "oluine 
Wa11: Floor Ratio had a strong positive correlation with the M&E Services Cost Per m3 
Plant Room Volume data set, for all adjusted M&E services cost values. Percentage 
Plant Room Floor Area, Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume and Plan Compactness 
Index all had strong negative correlations with M&E Services Cost Per m3 Plant Room 
Volume, but the relationships were not statistically significant for all data sets. The 
same applied to the Plan Shape Index variable, although the correlation was positive. 
No other descriptors had significant relationships with M&E Services Cost Per m3 
Plant Room Volume, for the actual or any, of the M&E serviccs cost adjusted data sets. 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height 
Several building form descriptors had significant relationships with all the M&E 
Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height data sets: Gross Floor Area, Usable Area, 
Internal Divisions. Plant Room Area. Internal Cube, External Wall Area. Internal 
Perlnlcto r, Usable Volume, and Horizontal Distribution Volume. 
Circulation Areal was significantly corrclated with M&E Service,, Copt Per Nlctrc 
Usable Height, but not for all the adju,, tcd M&E services cost data sctK. None of the 
other parameters display cd any significant relationships with \l&E Sci-v, ice, Cost Per 
\lcti- Usable Height for commercial projects. 
Correlations With . 11&E 
Services Cost Per Metre Total Hei Iit 
inc building form descriptors had significant correlations with \1E , Scr\, ice,, Cost 
Per Nicti-c Total Height for all data ct. Thesc descriptor, were Gros, Floor Area. 
1/ 
Usable Area, Plant Room Area, Total Height, Internal Cube, External Wall Area, 
Internal Perimeter, Usable Volume, and Horizontal Distribution Volume. Eight of these 
(with the exception of Total Height) were also significant with M&E Services Cost Per 
Metre Usable Height above. 
Some variables (Circulation Area, Internal Divisions, Plant Room Volume. Usable 
Height, Total Height, and Glazed Area) had significant relationships with M&E 
Services Cost Per Metre Total Height for some data sets, but not all. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height 
Good correlations were observed with M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey 
Height: twelve building form descriptors (Gross Floor Area, Usable Area, Circulation 
Area, Plant Room Area, Plant Room Volume, Total Height, Internal Cube, Glazed 
Area, External Wall Area, Internal Perimeter and Usable Volume, and Horizontal 
Distribution Volume) had significant positive correlations for all fourteen M&E services 
cost data sets. 
Usable Height was significant for some data sets. All other variables showed no 
significant relationships with M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m3 Internal Cube 
Plan Shape Index, Plan Compactness Index, Cooke's Perimeter Index, and Square 
Index all showed significant relationships with some of the M&E Services Cost Per m3 
Internal Cube data sets. However, none of these four parameters had significant 
correlations with all data sets, and no other parameters had any significant relationships 
with M&E Services Cost Per m3 Internal Cube. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per M2 Glazed Area 
Glazing: Floor ratio was the only variable that had notable correlations with M&E 
Services Cost Per m2 Glazed Area, but the absolute values of the observed correlation 
coefficients were greater than the critical value for only three M&E Services Cost Per 
m2 Glazed Area data sets (Factors 2-4). 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m2 External Wall Area 
'line variables had significant relation hips with all \1&E Scrvvice1 Co,, t Per m' 
External Wall Area data sets: Gross Floor Area, Usable Area. Circulation . -area. Plant 
Room Area, Plant Room Volume. Internal Cube, External Wall Area. Internal 
Perimeter, and Usable Volume. 
Glazed Area, Usable Height, Total Height. Horizontal Distribution Volume and Internal 
Divisions all had strong positive correlations with M&E Services Cost Per m2 External 
Wall Area, but were not significant for all the data sets. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Nall Area 
Gross Floor Area. Usable Area, Circulation Area, Internal Divisions. Plant Room 
Area, Internal Cube, External Wall Area, Internal Perimeter. U"-ablc Volume and 
Horizontal Distribution Volume all had significant relationships with all N1&E Services 
Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area data sets. 
Plant Room Volume had significant correlations with only three of the adjusted M&E 
Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Will Area data sets: Location. and Factors 3 and 
4. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Gross Floor Area. Usable Area. Circulation Area, Internal Divikion'. Plant Room 
Area. Internal Cube, External Wall Area, Horizontal Distribution VOILIIIme. Usable 
Volume and Internal Perimeter also had significant positive correlations with all the 
M&E Services Cost Per GlazinL,: Floor Ratio data sets. 
Plant Room Volume had significant relationships with four of the adjusted M&E 
Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area data sets: Location, and Factors 2-1. 
No other sinificant relationships were observed with \IýýE Services Cost Per C_ 
Glazing: Floor Ratio. 
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Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Metre Internal Perimeter 
Gross Floor Area, Usable Area, Circulation Area, Internal Divisions, Plant Room 
Area, Percentage Plant Room Floor Area, Plant Room Volume. Usable Height. Total 
Height, Average Storey Height, Internal Cube, Glazed Area, Usable Volume and 
External Wall Area, all showed some strong correlations. However no variables 
showed significant correlations with all M&E Services Cost Per Metre Internal 
Perimeter data sets. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Plan Shape Index 
Only four variables (Plant Room Volume, Usable Height, Total Height and Plant Room 
Volume as a percentage of Internal Cube) had significant correlations with M&E 
Services Cost Per Plan Shape Index, for all data sets. 
Usable Volume had significant relationships with M&E Services Cost Per Plan Shape 
Index for all data sets except when adjusted for Location. 
Other building form descriptors showed good correlations, but observed values were 
not greater than the critical value for all data sets, Location and Factors 1-4 typically 
being those that were not significant. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Plan Compactness Index 
M&E Services Cost Per Plan Compactness Index had good correlations with the 
building form descriptors analysed, with ten variables (Gross, Floor Area, Usable Area, 
Circulation Area, Plant Room Area, Plant Room Volume, Internal Cube, External Wall 
Area, Internal Perimeter, Usable Volume and Horizontal Distribution Volume) having 
significant relationships with all data sets. , 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Perimeter Index 
0 
No parameters had any significant relationships with M&E Services Cost Per Perimeter 
Index. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Square Index 
Twelve out of the twenty-six parameters showed significant positive correlations with 
all fourteen M&E Services Cost Per Square Index data sets. The significant descriptors 
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were: Gross Floor Area, Usable Area, Circulation Area, Plant- Room Area, Plant Room 
Volume, Usable Height, Total Height, Internal Cube, Glazed Area, External Wall Area, 
Usable Volume, and Internal Perimeter. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per m3 Horizontal Distribution 
Volume 
Percentage of Glazed Wall Area had positive correlations with M&E Services Cost Per 
m3 Horizontal Distribution Volume, but the M&E services cost data sets adjusted for 
Size of Total Contract and Size of Services Contract were the only ones with observed 
correlation coefficients greater than the critical value. 
Glazing: Floor Area Ratio was the only variable that had significant relationships with 
all fourteen M&E Services Cost Per m3 Horizontal Distribution Volume data sets. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per M3 Usable Volume 
Average Storey Height had positive correlation with M&E Services Cost Per m3 
Usable Volume, but the relationships were not statistically 'significant for the M&E 
services cost data sets adjusted for Size of Total Contract, Size of Services Contract, 
and Factors 1 to 4. No other significant relationships were observed. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Gross Floor Area, Usable Area, Circulation Area, Internal Divisions, Plant Room 
Area, Internal Cube, External Wall Area, Internal Perimeter, Horizontal Distribution 
Volume, Usable Volume and Plant Room Volume all had strong positive correlations 
with M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio, for all fourteen data sets. 
Significant relationships were observed between Total Height and M&E Services Cost 
Per Wall: Floor Ratio for five of the adjusted M&E services cost data sets (Location and 
Factors 1 to 4). Glazed Area was only significant for this variable when M&E services 
cost was adjusted for Factor 4 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Area: Usable Area 
Ratio 
None of the variables had strong correlations for all fourteen M&E services cost data 
sets. External Wall Area had significant relationships with M&E Services Cost Per 
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Plant Room Area: Usable Area Ratio, only when M&E services cost was adjusted for 
TPI, Size of Services Contract and Size of Total Contract. Good correlations were 
observed between Internal Perimeter and M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room 
Area: Usable Area Ratio, but not for all adjusted M&E services cost data sets, the 
insignificant relationships were with those adjusted for Location, and Factors 1 to 4. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume: Usable 
Volume Ratio 
External Wall Area and Internal Perimeter both had strong positive correlations with 
M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio for all adjusted 
M&E services cost data sets except Location. 
Significant relationships were observed between Gross Floor Area and M&E Services 
Cost Per Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio, and Internal Cube and M&E 
Services Cost Per Plant Room Volurne: Usable Volume Ratio, but only when M&E 
services cost was adjusted for Size of Services Contract and Size of Total Contract. 
Usable Area was significantly correlated with M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room 
Volume: Usable Volume Ratio, except when M&E services cost was adjusted for MCI, 
Location, and Factors 1 to 4. 
Horizontal Distribution Volume had significant relationships with M&E Services Cost 
Per Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio, only when M&E services cost was 
adjusted for TPI, Size of Services Contract and Size of Total Contract. 
Correlation With M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume As A 
Percentage of Internal Cube 
External Wall Area and Internal Perimeter were the only variables to show good 
correlations with M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume As A Percentage of 
Internal Cube and Gross Floor Area for all fourteen M&E services cost data sets. 
Significant relationships for some adjusted M&E services cost data sets were observed 
between M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume As A Percentage of Internal 
Cube and Gross Floor Area. Usable Area, Horizontal Distribution Volume, and 
Internal Cube. 
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Summary Of Correlation Analysis For Commercial Buildings 
Height and proportion of glazing appeared to be good variables for use with 
commercial building projects, as with residential projects above. 
M&E services cost per Plan Compactness Index and M&E services cost per Square 
Index also showed good relationships with the building form descriptors and ratios 
calculated for the commercial projects. 
6.6.3.4 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 
As there were only two industrial projects, correlation analysis was inappropriate and 
therefore was not carried out. 
6.6.3.5 COMPARISON OF CORRELATIONS OBSERVED FOR 
THE SAMPLES 
When the data was considered as one sample M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average 
Storey Height had significant relationships with all data sets for twelve variables. The 
same number of building form descriptors had good correlations with M&E Services 
Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height for the actual and all the adjusted M&E services 
cost data sets for the commercial sample. For the residential sample, M&E Services 
Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height only had significant relationships with all data 
sets for four variables. 
M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio, which was the most significant variable for 
the total sample (with significant correlations with all data sets for thirteen of the 
variables), was not useful for the residential data, as significant relationships were not 
observed for all the adjusted data sets for any variable. M&E Services Cost Per 
Wall: Floor Ratio had significant correlations with eleven of the variables examined for 
commercial projects, for the actual tender costs and when adjusted for all factors. 
M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height and M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total 
Height showed good relationships with the building form descriptors and ratios 
analysed for the residential and commercial projects data. Both had strong positive 
correlations with the actual and all adjusted M&E services cost data sets for ten of the 
variables in the residential sample, and nine variables in the commercial sample. 
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M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area showed good relationships with 
the building form descriptors and ratios analysed for the residential and commercial 
data, it had strong positive correlations with the actual and all adjusted M&E services 
cost data sets for ten of the variables in both samples. 
The most significant relationships for the residential data were observed with the M&E 
Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio data sets; strong positive correlations were 
observed with eleven of the building form descriptors and ratios examined, for all data 
sets. M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio was also useful for the commercial 
sample with significant correlation with ten of the variables examined, for the actual and 
all adjusted M&E services cost data sets. 
In the commercial sample M&E Services Cost Per m2 External Wall Area had 
significant correlations with nine variables for all M&E services cost data sets. This 
variable was not particularly useful for the residential sample (significant relationships 
for all data sets were not observed for any variables), but for the total sample significant 
relationships for all data sets were observed for eight variables. 
The plan shape efficiency variables were examined for commercial projects only. M&E 
Services Cost Per Plan Compactness Index and M&E Services Cost Per Square Index 
both appeared significant for the sample. 
Table F1 in Appendix F shows that for the total sample, Usable Volume was the 
building form descriptor that had the most significant correlations with the M&E 
services cost per unit variable data sets: with significant relationships for all adjusted 
M&E services cost per unit variable data sets for twelve variables. Usable Area, 
Internal Cube, Average Storey Height, Horizontal Distribution Volume and Wall: Floor 
Ratio were also useful for the total sample. 
Relationships between the building form descriptors and ratios, and the M&E services 
costs (actual and adjusted) per unit of the variables, were not as strong for the 
residential sample (see Table F2, Appendix F). The most useful variable for the 
residential sample was Horizontal Distribution Volume; which had significant 
correlations with all adjusted M&E services cost data sets for seven M&E services cost 
per unit variable data sets; closely followed by Internal Cube with six. 
Table F3 (Appendix F) shows that External Wall Area and Internal Perimeter were the 
most useful building form descriptors for the commercial sample, as they were both 
significantly correlated with twelve M&E services cost per uni variable data sets (actual 
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and all adjustments). Usable Volume. Internal Cube and Plant Room Area \VzrC all 
significantly correlated with ten M&E services cost per unit variable data gets (actual 
and all adjustments); Gross Floor Area « ith nine: and Circulation Area and Horizontal 
Distribution Volume with eight M&E services cost per unit variable data sets. 
6.6.3.6 SUMMARY OF CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
The most useful services cost per unit variable data sets were: 
Total Sample 
M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average Store- Height 
M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
M&E Services Cost Per m2 External Wall Area 
Residential Sample 
M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height 
M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height 
M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area 
M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Commercial Sample 
M&E Services Cost Per V`'all: Floor Ratio 
MBE Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height 
M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height 
M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Arca 
M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio 
M&E Services Cost Per 1112 External Wall Area 
MBE Services Cost Per Plan Compactness Index 
M&E Services Cost Per Square Index 
The most useful building form descriptors and ratios were as follovv,,,: 
Total Sample 
Usable Volume 
U". thle Area 
Internal Cube 
Average Storev Height 
Horirontal Distribution Volume 
\\'all: Floor Ratio 
lýý ý_ 
Residential Sample 
Horizontal Distribution Volume 
Internal Cube 
Commercial Sample: 
External Wall Area 
Internal Perimeter 
Usable Volume 
Internal Cube 
Plant Room Area 
Gross Floor Area 
Circulation Area 
Horizontal Distribution Volume 
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Relationships between building form and function and M&E Services Cost appeared 
stronger for the commercial projects. However none of the building form descriptors or 
ratios had perfect correlations with the any of the M&E Scr\'ices Cost per unit variable 
data sets, either actual or adjusted. 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
0 Some of the BCIS building form descriptors were deemed inappropriate for the data 
collected and were re-defined, with due consideration for the space required for the 
M&E serviccý, and the functions of the buildings. 
" Inspection analysis of the data as one sample revealed the huge range in size, total 
contract value, and M&E services cost of the projects analysed. 
0 Inspection of the residential sample revealed that relationships between building 
form and MN :E services cost appeared reasonably significant for four of the 
projects. The fifth project was considerably larger than the others, and may have 
fallen outside the threshold of the observed relationships for the sample. 
0 Indices that vv cre based on relationships between the area and perimeter of a 
building, vt-erc not appropriate for the residential projects that comprised -several 
individual blocks of accommodation. 
. 
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0 Relationships observed by inspection showed that the M&E services cost ranges 
per unit of the building form descriptors, were too wide to conclude that particular 
relationships existed for each sample. 
Adjustments were applied to the actual M&E services tender prices to account for 
the differences in type of work, location, market conditions, etc. for the projects 
analysed. These adjustments reduced the variability in the relationships observed by 
inspection, for some building form descriptors and ratios. However, the relative 
successes of the various adjustments for the descriptors and ratios, varied between 
the samples. Therefore more detailed analysis was necessary. 
" Sample means and sample standard deviations were calculated for actual and 
adjusted M&E services cost per unit of each variable, for each building function 
based sample. Any tender price adjustment that reduced the standard deviation of a 
sample was deemed appropriate. The most useful adjustments applied were TPI and 
Factor 2; the TPI adjustment was appropriate for use with all four samples, whilst 
the Factor 2 adjustment reduced the variability in the relationships observed for all 
samples except residential. 4 
" The residential projects were less highly serviced that the other building functions, 
having a lower M&E services cost per m2 Gross Floor Area, and a smaller 
proportion of floor area dedicated to plant rooms. 
" Standard deviation analysis revealed that in the sample containing all twelve 
projects, the least variability in the relationships was observed between M&E 
services cost, and the building volume descriptors Internal Cube, and Usable 
Volume. ' 
" Examination of the relationships observed through sample standard deviation 
analysis, revealed that the relationships between M&E services costs and the 
building form descriptors and ratios analysed, varied between building function 
determined samples. 
Correlation analysis for the total sample revealed strong positive correlations 
between M&E services cost and many area, height and volume descriptors, which 
indicated that larger buildings had more expensive M&E services. 
0 The research found that M&E services costs (the research considered cost to the 
client and used tender price as an approximation of cost) were related to building 
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function, as the relationships between M&E services costs and the building form 
descriptors and ratios analysed, varied between the building function determined 
samples. 
The work indicated that analysis of M&E services costs in terms of building form 
descriptors was valid, but the commonly used building form descriptor Gross Floor 
Area, was not the most appropriate for M&E services cost estimates. 
It was observed that M&E Services Costs did not have precise linear relationships with 
building form and function. The research hypothesised that M&E services costs were 
not related solely to building form and function, and that the variations in cost 
relationships were due to the quality of the M&E services installations. This aspect will 
be discussed in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
M&E SERVICES QUALITY AND COST 
SUMMARY 
This chapter describes the value engineering approach adopted to a"sc the quality of 
M&E services provision for building projects. Quality was considered aý t%% o separate 
components: performance and aesthetic standard. The chapter describe, " how the 
function analysis technique was used to identify basic and supporting functions of each 
mechanical and electrical service, and the production of customer oriented Function 
Analysis System Technique diagrams. The chapter then describes how customer 
oriented FAST diagrams could be used to facilitate early design stage communications 
between the client, designers and the quantity surveyor. The chapter argues that the use 
of function analysis and customer oriented FAST diagrams, will enable quantity 
purveyors to define the quality of completed M&E services installations. This will lead 
to more efficient use of historic cost data when preparing early cost estimates, and will 
therefore improve the accuracy of early cost advice. 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 4 showed that there was an interlace problem between the knowledge base and 
skill of quantity Surveyors, and the technologies associated with M&E services. The 
research identified this as a kev issue to be addressed, in order to improve the accuracy 
of construction cost control. Making cost control of M&E services the responsibility of 
the engineer was not seen as a satisfactory long term solution, because the M&E 
,, crv'ices formed a major part of the total building cost (up to 60% of the total capital 
cost, (Croome, 1990)). Quantity surv'ey'ors could not provide a good service to their 
clients unless they could manage the costs of the total building project. 
Chapter 5 showed that published historic cost information had many deficiencies. and 
was inadequate for M&E services budget estimating. It was found during interview,, 
that quantity surveyors and M&E services engineers maintained in-house libraries of 
historic cost information. Therefore cost information relating to \I&E services was 
analv: cd and stored for future use. Howcv'cr, it was argued that the format and detail of 
in-house information were likely to contain similar deficicncie to the BCIS 
Information, (, ee Chapter 5). when attempting to use the historic information for 
forecasting M&E sCr\'ircS costs. 
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In-house historic cost information was based on information collected from previous 
estimates, tenders, and final accounts, but tended to be in the form of cost per m2 gross 
floor area - the traditional basis of budget estimates. Chapter 6 examined relationships 
between various building form descriptors and M&E services costs, in the hope of 
identifying more appropriate descriptors than gross floor area. for forecasting M&E 
services costs. It was found that M&E services costs were not perfectly correlated with 
building form and building function, and Chapter 6 argued that M&E services 
performance requirements and aesthetic standard of terminal outlets were important 
determinants of M&E services cost. 
This chapter will describe a method of analysing M&E services technology, in terms of 
performance of the systems, and aesthetic standard of the terminal outlets, in a way that 
could be understood by quantity surveyors. It was argued that adoption of this method 
would bridge the gap between quantity surveyors' knowledge and M&E services 
technology; enable more detailed analysis of M&E services costs, facilitate the 
collection of more appropriate historic cost information, and enable quantity surveyors 
to make better use of M&E services information; therefore improve the accuracy of 
M&E services pre-contract cost advice to clients. 
7.2 QUALITY - STANDARD AND PERFORMANCE 
The research hypothesised that the cost of M&E services wasxelated to their quality, in 
terms of aesthetic standard and technical performance. This section will discuss various 
definitions of quality, to illustrate the point that quality was normally understood to be 
related to standard and performance. The section will then consider opinions that related 
specifically to the quality of M&E services. 
Burt (1978) defined quality as the "totality of the attributes of a building that enable it to 
satisfy needs", arguing that quality included performance, aesthetics and amenity 
(which were the aspects of a standard higher than needed to meet mandatory and 
performance requirements). Burt argued that "aesthetics" and "amenity" included 
internal standards of comfort, convenience and visual attraction for the users that were 
excellent rather than adequate. 
0 
Kim and Atkin's (1995) definition of quality also referred to the performance and 
aesthetic aspects of a building. They stated that quality was the "totality of what the 
client wants to achieve including functional space, internal and external environment 
and performance and aesthetic aspects. " Therefore "quality" for a whole building could 
generally be considered in terms of performance and aesthetic standard. 
.0 
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It was stated by Wild (1996) that the use of the term "quality" when referring 
specifically to M&E services was misleading, as all M&E services were designed to 
comply with British Standards (or their International equivalents where applicable), 
institutional guidelines, and various other regulations such as Health and Safety and 
Fire Officer's requirements; so in a sense. Wild believed that all M&E services could be 
considered as "good quality". Wild (1996) stated that it was more appropriate to refer to 
standard of provision required by the client, rather than risk the implication that some 
buildings had second-rate M&E services, by categorising them as low quality. 
M&E services performance was usually understood by design engineers in relation to 
the required design solution of the system, for example a ventilation system must 
perform to achieve an acceptable air temperature, and relative air movement. M&E 
services engineers usually designed systems using various rules of thumb applicable to 
different situations, for example 20-60 air changes per hour was the recommended air 
movement rate for kitchens, whereas 3-8 would be acceptable in department stores, 
(Hayward, 1988). This illustrated how the function of the building affected the 
performance required from the M&E services, and therefore influenced their cost. 
Ryding and Chelmick (1982) stated that the cost of some M&E services was likely to 
be determined by their performance requirements, and Smith (1995) believed that a 
primary factor affecting the tender cost of M&E services was their "level of 
specification". 
The research considered the "quality" of an'M&E services installation in terms of its 
technical performance (performance was defined as a numerical expression of designed 
provision, such as boiler rating in kilowatts, speed and weight capacity of lifts, or 
illumination level in lux), and the standard of the system components (standard was 
examined in terms of material specifications determined by aesthetic considerations, 
such as lift car finishes, type of luminaires or heat emitters). 
Although M&E services costs were related to their technical performance, and the 
material specifications of their component parts, this information was often not 
available in the early design stages when cost estimates and tost plans were prepared, 
either because the engineers were not appointed, or because the M&E designs were not 
fully developed due to the time lag caused by the architectural and structural constraints 
on the M&E services designs. Therefore estimates and cost plans were based on the 
gross floor area of the building, from previous projects of similar building function and 
form. Estimates and cost plans were not necessarily based on projects with M&E 
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services of similar performance and aesthetic standard, as this information may not be 
identifiable from the historic information, or known for the proposed building. 
This research was particularly interested in "measuring" the quality of M&E services: 
initially from completed installations, and then this information could be used to assess 
the quality of M&E installations for proposed building projects, which would assist the 
pre-contract estimating process. The Chapter will discuss various techniques that were 
used to assess quality, and then describe the method adopted for the research. 
7.3 ASSESSING QUALITY 
This section will discuss techniques that attempted to account for differences in quality, 
thereby incorporating a subjective assessment of quality. Preliminary cost plans 
contained a "quality adjustment" that attempted to account for differences in the level of 
specification of the element in the building chosen for comparison and that of the 
project in hand, (Raftery, 1987). This adjustment was obviously very subjective. A 
method of capturing and formalising this empirical knowledgd was required, to produce 
a less subjective method of assessing the quality of a building (particularly the M&E 
services elements). 
Kouskoulas and Koehn (1974) attempted to assess building quality by using an integer 
index to measure of the quality of workmanship and materials used in the construction 
process, the building use, the design effort, and the material' type and quality used in 
various building components. Their quality variable was very subjective and highly 
correlated with the cost. 
Kouskoulas and Koehn's quality index (see Table 7.1) failed to equate particular design 
solutions/specifications with quality levels for M&E services. This was inconsistent 
with the building elements, and allowed for more subjectivity in the assessment of the 
quality of M&E services, than the other building elements. A more satisfactory method 
of assessing the quality of M&E services in the early design stages was required. 
0 
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TABLE 7.1 
INDEX 
- KOUSKOULAS AND KOEH- 'S (1974) QUALITY 
Component Fair . Average 
Good Very Good 
Exterior Masonry Glass or Masonry Glass. Monumental 
Wall Concrete (\ 1 arble ) 
Curtain Wall. 
Pre Cast 
Flooring Resilient, Resilient, Vinyl. Ru`ý. Terrazzo, 
Ceramics Ceramics And Ceramics And Marble 
Terrazzo Terrazzo 
Plumbing Below Average Average Quality Above Average Above Average 
Quality Quality Quality 
HVAC Below Average Average Quality Above Average Above Average 
Quality Quality Qualitv 
Fluorescent Poor Quality Average Quality Above Average Excellent 
Light Ceiling Suspended Quality Ceiling Quality Ceiling 
Ceiling 
Elevator Minimum Above Minimum High Speed High Speed 
Required Required Deluxe 
Kim and Atkin ( 1995) argued that there was a lack of a conmmon understanding on 
quality, which led to "nrisconmiunicutiorn and misunderstanding" ibct%v-cen the client and 
the design team, when evaluating design alternatives in termý`of cost and quality. They 
believed that quality could be defined and communicated in a more meaningful manner 
through a framework within which a "language of quality" wa,, introduced. The client 
and (lcsign team could use the framework to communicate quality parameters more 
effectively, so that they were able to develop more feasible solutions to satisfy the 
client's objectives. 
4. 
Kim and Atkin (1995) described a procedure for developing a framework to 
conceptualise the quality dimension of building projects for early design decision- 
mnaking. The framework developed had three levels by which the quality dimension of 
building projects could be elicited and represented (Kim and Akin, 1995): building 
attributes, criteria and parameters (ice Table 7.2). 
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TABLE 7.2 - EXTRACT FROti'I KIM AND ATKI\'S (1995) PILOT 
FRAMEWORK OF QUALITY DIZIENSION 
Building Criteria Parameters 
Attributes 
Internal Heating/ Overall Heating/Cooling (H/C) polic\ 
Environment Cooling Overall temperature level in building 
Temperature levels by types of space 
Type of Heating/Cooling sv stem,,, 
Performance specifications of H/C ,, v ,, tems 
Ventilation Overall composition of natural/artificial (N/A) 
ventilation in building 
Composition of N/A ventilation by types of space 
Overall ventilation rate in building 
Ventilation rate by types of space 
Type of ventilation systems 
Performance specifications of ventilation systems 
Lighting Overall composition of N/A lighting in building 
Composition of N/A lighting by types of space 
Overall illumination level in building 
Illumination level by types of space 
Type of lighting systems 
Performance specifications of lighting systems 
Acoustics Overall acoustic level in building 
Acoustic level by type of space 
Maintenance Maintenance policy by criteria 
Policy Maintenance policy by types of svstcius to he used 
Flexibility Overall flexibility policy 
Capacity allowance for future expansion 
Easiness of readjustment 
Easiness of expansion 
Services Fire Protection Overall fire protection standards 
Systems Type of major fire protection systems 
Type of fire protection systems by types of space 
Performance specifications of fire protection systems 
Means of escape 
Communication Overall communication standauils 
Type of major communication sý'stenýý 
Type of communication systems hý, type of space 
Performance specifications of communication 
system, 
Security Overall security standards 
Type of major security systems 
Type of security systems by types of space 
Performance specifications of security systems 
Gas, Water. Overall supply capacity 
Poýý cr Type of major supply systems 
Type of supply systems by types of space 
Performance specifications o1' sup k systems 
Nlaintenance Overall maintenance policy 
Poli0' ! Maintenance policy by criteria 
Maintenance policy by type,, of sv,, tems to he used 
Flexibility Overall flexibility policy 
Capacity allowance for futuit expansion 
Easiness of readjustment 
Easiness of expansion 
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The work recognised that the standard of M&E services provision was an indication of 
the quality of the building. However the structure of the framework could be improved, 
and some of the parameters were rather ambiguous. 
This section has shown that various techniques existed to assess the quality of 
buildings, and their particular elements; from the highly subjective quality adjustments 
made when preparing cost plans, to more formal ways of considering individual 
parameters that contributed to the overall quality of a system or building. However no 
definitive method that included the performance and aesthetic standards of each M&E 
installation, has been discovered. 
7.4 VALUE 
Any attempt at assessing quality was inherently an assessment of value, as value was 
defined as "quality in relation to cost", (Burt, 1978). 
The research intended to improve the value of cost advice received by the construction 
client during the early design stages. The value of the cost advice service could be 
considered in terms of its quality, which would be related to the accuracy of the cost 
estimates. The M&E systems could also be considered in value terms, that is their 
quality (performance and aesthetic standard), and their cost. 
Value assessments and the derivation of numerical criteria for value, for any product or 
service, therefore required the ability to quantify both quality and cost. Burt (1978) 
argued that maximum value was (in theory) obtained from a required level of quality at 
least cost, the highest level of quality for a given cost, or from"an optimum compromise 
between the two. 
Burt (1978) stated that the sum allocated forconstruction costs in the client's brief (the 
client's statement, implicit or explicit, of the accommodation, amenities and 
performance required for the building, including aesthetic aspects); was a very real, 
firm financial target against which participants in the design and construction process 
had to exercise their skills in providing all the building attributes explicitly or implicitly 
required. It was this initial sum, and therefore the quality of the cost advice available to 
the client at this stage, that set the framewotk for the economic steering of the whole 
project. 
There was, however, little scope in the present system for exercising conscious and 
disciplined "value management" both at the brief and at the design stages. This may be 
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partly because "construction costs cannot be related directly to qualities or attributes of 
the building but only via the respective building elements. ", (Burt, 1978). 
Therefore Burt believed that "The availability of a comprehensive check list, quantified 
where possible, and elsewhere helping the user to rank his subjective judgements, and 
helping him to form views on the relative importance of various attributes, will be of 
value to clients, to designers and to researchers seeking to narrow the more important 
gaps. " When considering value, the quality attributes could be considered in three 
broad groups: 
" performance attributes, which affected the operational efficiency of the building and 
were therefore of paramount concern to the client and architect. 
" the mandatory and semi-mandatory requirements, which set a firm minimum (and 
therefore often design value) for many attributes 
" the appearance and amenity attributes, which were largely the client's decision and a 
matter of judgement 
Burt (1978) stated that the problem in making precise comparisons of value, apart from 
that of quantifying many attributes, was that the bulk of the comprehensive cost data 
referred to building elements or components, and not to specific attributes of quality. 
This research analysed historic cost data, and confirmed that very little reference was 
made to "specific attributes of quality", in terms of the performance and aesthetic 
standard of the M&E systems, or their individual components. 
However, Burt believed that the assessment of meaningful value criteria for a single, 
complete, functional system (such as a heating system); was less complicated than the 
value assessment of a component that contributed to several attributes, such as a wall. 
Although there was a strong relationship between value and cost, value could not be 
associated solely with cost. It should be associated with other factors such as: 
performance, expectation, accomplishment, results, rewards, risk, effort and quality. 
(Snodgrass and Kasi, 1986) 
Brandon (1984) also accepted that cost was intrinsic to value, and argued that it was 
possible to both improve quality and lessen cost at the same time. 
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It was stated that value engineering involved "a disciplined approach to the achievement 
of necessary function for the facility at minimum cost without detriment to quality, 
reliability, performance or delivery. " (Atkin and Flanagan, 1995). Therefore the use of 
value engineering techniques was appropriate for the assessment of value. As value 
was defined in terms of quality and cost, an assessment of value also incorporated an 
assessment of quality. 
The section has shown that assessments of relationships between quality and cost, were 
assessments of value. Value analysis techniques should be carried out in the initial 
stages of a project: project awareness, client development, inception, feasibility, and 
outline proposals, as this would produce the best results for the project (Kelly and 
Male, 1993). The next section will describe the value analysis technique of function 
analysis, which was used to assess the quality of M&E services. 
7.5 FUNCTION ANALYSIS 
Function analysis (also termed functional analysis in some books and research papers) 
was a technique developed by Lawrence Miles in the late 1940's. Miles was an 
engineer at the General Electric Company and devised a method of analysing 
components in terms of the functions they performed, which became known as 
function analysis, (Fowler, 1990). 
A function was a generic statement of what needed to be accomplished without 
specifying the means, (Shillito and De Marle, 1992). Consequently, all things, 
products, processes, services, procedures, could be described by functions. Function 
analysis consisted of definitional and structural techniques that employed semantic 
clarification of function. As such Function Analysis facilitated communication across 
disciplines and technologies by providing a universal or common language, (Shillito 
and De Marle, 1992). ` 
It was argued that the consideration of M&E services in terms of their function, could 
be useful at the interface problem between quantity surveyors' knowledge and M&E 
services technology, because quantity surveyors (and clients) would be able to 
understand the broad purpose of each M&E service when expressed in functional 
terms. 
Functions were identified through a powerful set of questions developed by Miles that 
became the foundation of function analysis. The first, and most powerful question was 
"What does it do? " The answer to that simple question (expressed as a two word 
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function, an active verb and a definitive noun) helped define and understand a 
project/product, and served as a communication tool, (Snodgrass and Kasi, 1986). 
Therefore function analysis of M&E services could provide a universal common 
language, and serve as a tool to facilitate cross-disciplinary communication. 
Snodgrass and Kasi (1986) stated that identifying functions was the first step in an 
important three-step process. The second step categorised the functions into certain 
types. The third step established the hierarchy of the functions from the highest order 
for a particular project, to the lowest order functions that contributed to the "larger 
action". Classifying functions and logically placing them in a precise order. enhanced 
the understanding of the problem or product. These logically classified functions were 
called Function Analysis Systems Technique (FAST) Diagrams, which will be 
discussed in the next section. 
7.5.1 FUNCTION ANALYSIS SYSTEMS TECHNIQUE (FAST) 
DIAGRAMS 
Bytheway (1965) developed the concept of FAST, by introducing "how? " and "why? " 
questions to the identified functions, and therefore developing a structure for the 
functions. 
FAST diagramming involved classifying the identified functions, and establishing their 
hierarchy for a particular project, (Snodgrass and Kasi, 1986). This was described as 
the second and third steps in the function analysis process above. 
The identified functions were originally classified as Basic, Use and Aesthetic, (Miles, 
1972): 
Basic Functions The primary purpose for a product or service 
Use Functions Those functions that entail some action that the 
customer wants performed. 
Aesthetic Functions Those which please the customer or someone the 
customer wants to please 
Secondary Functions "other purposes not directly accomplishing the 
primary purpose but supporting it or resulting from 
a specific design approach. " 
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Mudge (1971) referred to Work Functions and Sell Functions: 
Work Functions ".. always expressed in action verbs and measurable 
iiou rs which establish quantitativ . statements. " 
Sell Functions It.. ahi c, vs expressed in passive i. 'erh. ti and non- 
measurable nouns which establish qualitative 
statements. " 
Function analysis and FAST diagrams were originally used in the American 
manufacturing industry, and therefore tended to focus on components of manufactured 
products. The original type of FAST diagrams focused on the technical functions 
performed by a product, with the aim of identifying cheaper methods of performing the 
identified functions, by component substitution or re-design. Snodgrass and Kasi 
(1986) referred to these diagrams as "Tcchnical FAST'. 
Kelly and Male (1993) argued that Snodgrass and Kasi implied that a technical FAST 
diagram was prepared by inserting the prime function on the left of the diagram and 
working across to the right. However Kelly and Male proposed an alternative approach: 
''Where a technical solittimi exists, it is better to list all of the components of the 
particular technical solution, order tlic in into related components and construct the 
(h agrani by working from right to left by asking the question . 
'ý " An example of a 
technical FAST diagram given by Kelly and Male (1993) is sho n in Figure 7.1. 
I 
0 
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FIGURE 7.1 - KELLY AND MALE'S 1993 TECHNICAL FAST 
DIAGRAM OF A LPHW HEATING SYSTEM 
How? 
Heat Heat emitting 
space surfaces 
Why? 
Figure 7.1 would not be acceptable to Snodgrass and Kasi. because it did not use two 
word verb-noun functions: and the components-listing method of preparation did not 
: Jllo\v identification of design alternativc` that would fulfil the , ame function. 
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(Source: Kelly and : Aale. 1993) 
Kelly and Male produced an earlier technical FAST diagram of a low pressure hot water 
heating system (see Figure 7.2), that appeared to follow the function identification 
approach more closely. However, Kelly and Male (1992) stated that this diagram was 
also prepared from right to left, by listing the components and then inter-relating them 
with the addition of the functions performed. 
v 
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FIGURE 7.2 - KELLY' AND MALE'S 1992 TECHNICAL FAST 
DIAGRAM OF A LPHW HEATING SYSTEM 
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Kelly and Male (1992) stated that experiments had revealed that participants in a 
brainstorming exercise generally suggested technical solutions based upon their 
experience of alternative solutions; rather than additional sub-functions based upon 
function analysis. This indicated that the analysis of function was a difficult concept for 
the inexperienced to embrace and use effectively. 
The technical FAST diagrams produced by Kelly and Male in 1992 and 1993 (Figures 
7.2 and 7.1 respectively) would not be particularly useful for measuring the quality and 
cost of low pressure hot water heating systems, because they gave no indication of any 
aesthetic standards, or performance required from plant. Therefore, although function 
analysis may be useful in certain circumstances, technical FAST diagrams, especially 
those that listed out components of established solutions, were not appropriate for the 
identification of M&E services quality. 
Snodgrass and Fowler (1972) suggested that the entire logical process involved in the 
production of a FAST diagram, must be analysed with the needs of the customer/owner 
in mind. This approach resulted in the development of the Task/Customer Oriented 
FAST diagram, which will be discussed in the next section. 
7.5.2 CUSTOMER ORIENTED FAST DIAGRAMS 
Snodgrass and Kasi (1986) stated that for function analysis to be used effectively, time 
should be spent on gathering and classifying information and, thus understanding a 
problem, rather than on trying to solve a problem. They believed that effort should be 
made to understand, focus and convey the needs, desires and wants of the 
user/owner/customer. "Extracting the needs, desires and wants of a customer and 
putting them in a concise but precise formation poses a great challenge to the designer 
or creator of a product/project. " (Snodgrass and Kasi, 1986). 
Developing the functions of a project/product helped the designer to identify 
unnecessary cost and reduce the cost of the project. Function identification also ensured 
that the designer included functions that were important to the owner/user that, while 
adding cost, may increase the value or acceptance of the project. (Snodgrass and Kasi, 
1986). 
Snodgrass and Fowler (1972) developed a set of categories that described what any 
product, service, construction, design. process, etc. did - meet one primary customer 
or user need, which they defined as the Task. The Task was performed by interrelated 
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functions. The basic need of the customer or user was the highest order in the function 
structure. 
Defining "how? " the task was performed determined the various sub-function 
categories of the primary functions that were previously identified. Then "Wh1,? " 
questions performed a reverse check of the logic of the structure. In total, the essential 
interdependent basic functions and their sub-functions totally defined how the task was 
performed (Snodgrass and Fowler, 1972). 
The "Basic Function" that satisfied the basic customer need was often insufficient to 
sell the product. Features must be added to enhance the product or services and ensure 
that the product/service received high customer or user acceptance (see Section 7.5.1 
above, where Miles' (1972) use functions and aesthetic functions were described; and 
Mudge's (1971) sell functions). These features could be described in verb-noun 
language such as Minimise Noise, Protect User, Display Trim, Reduce Operating 
Costs, etc. 
Snodgrass and Fowler (1972) identified four Primary Supporting Functions that were 
necessary to provide the modifying elements to the Task, to assure high customer 
acceptance: Assure Convenience, Assure Dependability, Satisfy User (Customer), 
Attract User (Customer). Fowler later used the terms "Enhance Product" instead of 
"Satisfy Customer", and "Please Senses" instead of "Attract Customer", but Snodgrass 
preferred the original terms "Satisfy Customer" and "Attract Customer" for the primary 
supporting functions (Snodgrass, Foreword to Fowler, 1990). Regardless of the terms 
used for the supporting functions, the technique of FAST diagramming provided the 
logic for defining these customer/product oriented functions. 
Kelly and Male (1993) referred to the "client need" being represented by the primary 
function on a task FAST diagram, and "client wants" being represented by the four 
supporting functions: assure convenience, assure dependability, satisfy user, and attract 
user. 
The procedure for developing a Task or Customer Oriented FAST diagram was 
described by Snodgrass and Kasi (1986): 
1. Identify the functions. 
2. Separate the identified functions into basic and supporting functions. 
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"Basic functions are those which are essential to the performance of the Task. " 
.. "Supporting 
functions, though not essential, are extremely important in building 
customer acceptance and in selling the product or service. " 
3. Determine the primary basic functions. Once the primary basic functions have been 
identified, the "How? " question can be asked, the answers are the secondary basic 
functions. 
4. Group the remaining functions into the four primary supporting function groups. 
Snodgrass and Kasi (1986) defined the four supporting functions as follows: 
Assure Convenience Any function that: 
1. Contributed to spatial arrangements. 
2. Facilitated maintenance and repairs. 
3. Furnished instructions and directions to user. 
Assure Dependability Any function that: 
Satisfy User Ai 
(Termed "Enhance Product" 
by Fowler (1990)) 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. Made a product/structure stronger in the opinion of 
the designer and applicable codes. 
2. Made it safer to use - protected the user. 
3. Lengthened the life of the structure/product and 
minimised maintenance cost. 
4. Ensured the reliability of the operation. 
5. Protected the environment. 
iy function that: 
Modified the basic function: faster, lighter, etc. 
Offered physical comfort. 
Was desired or wanted by owner/user. 
Made it easy to use. 
5. Made user's life a little more pleasant i. e. minimised 
noise. 
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Attract User Any function that: 
(Termed "Please Senses" 
by Fowler (1990)) 1. Emphasised the visual aspect (sight). 
2. Projected a favourable image (i. e. trade marks or 
endorsement by public figure). 
3. Fulfilled the visual expectations of the owner/user. 
4. Made the product/structure appear , tron`er in the 
opinion of the user/customer, but not nece arily in 
the opinion of the designer. (Sometimes these 
opinions would be reflected in the standards and 
specifications of a particular agency/group). 
5. Utilised a material or method that the owner or user 
preferred. 
"Supporting functions play an important role in products, or in this case, a building. 
SIruc/ural engineers, for instance, cow-entrate primarily on the basic functions, with 
/reai'v emphasis on the primary supportingf unction, Assure Dependability. Mechanical 
('llgimu'ers and electrical ellgineers pay more attention to the supportirr gfunction, Assure 
Convenience, ii'lille architec'ts' ideas satisfy both the basic function and the supporting 
f nlctions, Attract User and Satis n' User. (Snodgrass and Kali, 19,86). 
Snodgrass and Kali (1986) argued that mechanical engineers and clcctrical engineers 
tended to concentrate on the supporting function of assuring convenience. While 
assuring the convenience of the user may be the overall purpose of the M&E services, 
c ach M&E service could be considered in isolation as having a basic function, and a set 
of supporting functions. Therefore M&E services should be considered with the needs J 
of the owner/customer in mind, to identify the supporting functions that contributed to 
the "wants". The identification of the basic and supporting functions performed by each 
M&E installation, would enable the quality of the M&E servicc to be meisured. 
Figure 7.3 show,, an example of a customer oriented FAST Diagram, which illustrates 
the functions performed by a customer oriented FAST Diagram. 
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FIGURE 7.3 - FAST DIAGRAM OF FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY A 
CUSTOMER ORIENTED FAST DIAGRAM 
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Kelly and Male (1993) criticised customer oriented FAST diagrams, identifying a major 
flaw as the fact that although the "needs" were an accurate functional description of 
what was required; the "wants" were related absolutely to the commonly perceived idea 
of the product/service being analysed. The "wants" were therefore related to previously 
applied technical solutions to the desired functions. A similar "technical solution basis" 
was described above as occurring in the brainstorming process for Technical FAST 
diagrams. 
The following sections will discuss the approach adopted for identifying the functions 
of the various M&E services, and examining the identified functions in terms of the 
needs and wants of the customer: the basic and supporting functions in customer 
oriented function analysis. 
7.6 IDENTIFYING THE FUNCTION OF M&E SERVICES 
As customer oriented FAST diagrams were to be used in the measurement of M&E 
services quality, and Snodgrass and Kasi (1986) stated the first step in the production 
of a customer oriented FAST diagram was to identify the functions; it was necessary to 
identify the functions of M&E services. 
The function identification approach was essential for understanding and classifying 
M&E services, as there were many design alternatives for systems that performed the 
same function. Consider the design alternatives for a heat source: Gas fired boiler; Oil 
fired boiler; Coal fired boiler; Electrode boiler; Packaged steam generator; Heat pumps; 
Solar collectors; Alternative fuel boilers such as wood, peat, or straw (CCPI, 1987b). 
These different types of heat source could becombined with various design alternatives 
for distribution, either air or water based. Value analysis of a mechanical or electrical 
services design would consider the cost implications of these design alternatives, and 
may recommend selection of a cheaper alternative. However a quantity surveyor would 
probably restrict his/her cost estimate to a like for like comparison with a previous job 
using the same system design. 
The limited availability of detailed M&E services cost data meant that there was a small 
probability of data being available for a project similar in building form and function, 
and therefore similar system performance capacity; let alone design solution, or 
aesthetic standard of the terminal outlets. Therefore the accuracy of the estimate would 
be questionable. 
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Attention was focused on the function performed, instead of concentrating on the 
product/system selected to fulfil the function; as the functional requirement existed 
before the selection of the design alternative. The three-tier arrangement of the Common 
Arrangement of Work Sections (CCPI, 1987b) as discussed in Chapter 4, facilitated 
function identification, for example: 
Level 1 Group e. g. X Transport Systems 
Level 2 Sub-Group e. g. XI People/ Goods 
Level 3 Work Section e. g. X10 Lifts 
Therefore the basic function of a lift was to Transport People/Goods. 
Level 1 Group e. g. S Piped Supply Systems 
Level 2 Sub-Group e. g. S6 Fire Fighting - Water 
Level 3 Work Section e. g. S63 Sprinklers 
Therefore the basic function of a sprinkler installation was to fight fire with water. 
Once the M&E services were considered in terms of the functions performed, it was 
possible to consider the broader functions of the building that the services contributed 
towards; as obviously the M&E services formed part of the building. Kelly and Male 
(1993) stated that the function of a building was to provide environmentally controlled 
space suitable for the activity to be carried out in that space. 'The design of a building 
was therefore a technical solution to the functional requirements of the space. 
This section has shown that the consideration of function would be a useful approach 
for M&E services, because of the large number of design alternatives to achieve a 
particular function. Basic functions of many M&E services installations could be 
identified through the levels used in the Common Arrangement of Work Sections. The 
next section will discuss functions of M&E services in further detail, including the 
separation of identified functions into basic and supporting functions, as part of the 
customer oriented FAST diagram production 'process. 
7.7 ANALYSING THE FUNCTION OF M&E SERVICES 
INSTALLATIONS 
M&E services performed three basic functions (refer to Table 7.3): 
0 Control the environment; 
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Facilitate the operations carried out in the building: 
Support the occupants. 
TABLE 7.3 - BASIC FUNCTION'S OF M&E SERVICES 
Basic Function Divisions Divisions Examples of M&E 
Services Provided 
Control Thermal Heating Heat Source 
Environment Heat Distribution 
Cooling Refrigeration 
Cooling Distribution 
Air Treatment Filtration 
Humidity Control 
Ventilation Supply Ventilation 
Extract Ventilation 
Visual Lighting General Lighting 
Special Lighting 
Emergency Lighting 
Aural Acoustics Acoustic Treatment 
Facilitate Power General Power Generation 
Operations Power Transformation 
Power Distribution 
Emergency Emergency Power 
Generation, Distribution 
Communications Speech/Audio Telecommunications 
Public -cidress 
Staff Paging 
Audio-visual Radio/TV, Projection 
Data Data transmission 
Transport Goods Vertical Goods Lifts/ Hoists 
Cranes 
Document Conveying 
Horizontal Conveyors 
Specialist Medical/laboratory gases 
Supplies Naturalpetroleum gases 
Compressed air. Vacuum 
Steam, Treated water 
Maintenance Travelling Cradles 
Support Physiological Sanitary facilities 
Occupants comfort/ hygiene Catering facilities, Hot 
and cold water 
Transport Vertical Lifts 
Occupants Escalators 
Horizontal Moving Pavements 
Warn Occupants Fire Fire Alarms 
Intrusion Security Alarms 
Protect Occupants Fire Sprinklers. Deluge, 
\\-et/Drv Risers. Fire 
Hose Reels. Gas/Foam 
Fire Fighting 
Intrusion CCTV' 
Aeccss control s\ ,, terns 
Lightning C7 L_ Lightning Protection 
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These were also the main functions of any building, which demonstrated the 
importance of the M&E services in determining the quality of the building - if the M&E 
services performed their desired functions to the required quality, then the building 
would be more likely to be fit for its purpose. 
Table 7.3 gives examples of the M&E services that may be provided to fulfil the basic 
functions. It was inevitable that some degree of overlap existed between the categories. 
For example, it could be argued that a controlled thermal environment was one of the 
physiological comfort services provided to support the needs of the occupants. 
However a requirement for a controlled environment could also exist because of the 
operations carried out in the building, for example specialist computer or electronic 
equipment may require a dust free environment; or a museum that stored ancient 
manuscripts may require the humidity to be controlled. 
It could also be argued that the basic need to fight fire was as much for the operations 
carried out in the building, as for the needs of the occupants. Consider again the 
example of a museum, where a fire could ruin priceless and irreplaceable exhibits. 
Many M&E services performed more than one basic function, and could perhaps have 
been included more than once in the table. However, the purpose of the table was to 
illustrate the basic functions of M&E services, not to develop a way of categorising all 
M&E services by the functions they contributed towards. 
Table 7.3 did not list various design alternatives for the functions (as discussed above 
in relation to the design alternatives for a heat source), as this would not add to the 
understanding of the basic functions of M&E services. However, the examples listed in 
Table 7.3 illustrated situations where different M&E services could be direct 
alternatives to achieve a particular basic function. Consider the division of Transport 
Occupants, under the basic function Support Occupants; here the example services 
included lifts and escalators, which could both perform the function of vertical 
transportation. However a non-M&E solution, such as stairs, may also be worthy of 
consideration. The client or designers may have particular preferences between these 
alternatives, or there may be building form and building function considerations that 
would make some of these alternatives impractical, uneconomic or otherwise 
undesirable. Once the decision had been made to have lifts, escalators, stairs, or a 
combination; then the design alternatives could be considered in more detail: hydraulic 
or electro/mechanical lifts, for example. 
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Subsequent decisions would relate to the required performance of the selected 
installation, such as the number of passengers likely to be conveyed by the lift 
installation, and therefore the number of lifts required and the weight carrying capacity 
of each lift. 
The aesthetic standards desired by the client would also have to be considered when 
designing the individual installations. Examples here would include the floor, wall and 
ceiling finishes in a lift car. 
Hayden and Parsloe (1996) analysed the functions of M&E services installations, and 
applied the technique of function analysis as a design tool for individual M&E 
installations. Hayden and Parsloe (1996) produced a guidance document that intended 
to explain the principles of value analysis to M&E services engineers, and to 
"demonstrate to clients the potential cost savings which might be achievable within the 
building services-related components of a building project. " They stated that function 
analysis should take place at the scheme design and detailed design stages, arguing that 
the main aim was to eliminate unnecessary cost while maintaining the functions 
required. 
Hayden and Parsloe (1996) gave examples of FAST diagrams for an air handling unit, 
commissioning devices, a cable management system, and a run around coil. Each of 
their example FAST diagrams listed the participants in the value engineering workshops 
that had generated the diagrams; all workshops had involved the Client, Building 
Services Engineer, Project Manager, Cost Consultant, Facilitator and Contractor. Some 
workshops had also included the Architect, the Structural Engineer, Sub-contractors 
and a Commissioning Specialist. 
The approach taken by Hayden and Parsloe (1996) could be criticised for the following 
reasons: 
1. Hayden and Parsloe concentrated on identifying technical *alternatives to the system 
or component under consideration, for example they stated natural ventilation and 
mechanical ventilation as the most viable alternatives to an air handling unit. Firstly, 
they analysed the functions of a component - an air handling unit, and proposed 
alternative systems - natural ventilation or mechanical ventilation; and secondly, 
these decisions should have been considered in detail before the scheme design 
stage. If natural ventilation was the preferred design solution, it would have been 
better to know this in the earlier design stages. 
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2. It was doubtful whether all the participants in the value engineering workshops, 
such as client, architect and cost consultant, would be able to make valuable 
contributions as to the viable design alternatives. For example Hayden and 
Parsloe's FAST diagram for a run around coil (in their heat recovery systems 
section) listed the most viable alternatives as: re-circulated air (with minimum 
outside air for ventilation purposes), non metallic thermal wheel, metallic thermal 
wheel, static recuperator, and a heat pipe. This analysis was very technically 
orientated, and was unlikely to be fully understood by the client, architect, and 
other non-services specialists. 
3. It could be argued that Hayden and Parsloe were encouraging M&E services 
engineers to allow other parties to make design decisions about the M&E services. 
Clients should have the right to expect M&E services engineers to be able to 
evaluate the various design options and select the best solutions for the project. 
4. Hayden and Parsloe did not use customer oriented FAST diagrams to consider the 
needs and wants of the client and occupiers. 
5. Their aim to achieve cost savings within "building services-related components" 
was not entirely appropriate, as the components stage was really too late to start 
evaluating design options. It would be more appropriate to apply the technique of 
function analysis in the earlier design stages, to identify whether the systems were 
required at all, rather than attempting to change the design of the systems by 
substituting or eliminating components at the scheme or detail design stages. This 
point was illustrated by Hayden and Parsloe's consideration of the functions of an 
air handling unit at the scheme design stage or the detail design stage. As discussed 
above, it would be preferable to analyse design alternatives at an early stage, rather 
than waste time by having to abort previous designs, or re-design particular aspects 
of the systems. 
This section has discussed some of the issues that may arise when considering the 
M&E services for a building project. There were many different types of installation 
that could be incorporated to achieve a particular basic function required by the client, 
the future occupiers, or regulations/legislation. The research concentrated on the basic 
and supporting functions performed by the various M&E services, (as described above) 
rather than the design solutions adopted. 
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The consideration of function was important when examining the relationship between 
quality and cost, as the functions fulfilled by a M&E services installation indicated its 
performance capabilities, which were an aspect of quality. 
7.8 USING CUSTOMER ORIENTED FAST DIAGRAMS TO ASSESS 
M&E SERVICES QUALITY 
This Chapter has discussed the concept of quality and its constituent parts aesthetic 
standard and performance, the principles of function analysis and the use of Technical 
and Task/Customer Oriented FAST diagrams as a method of defining and 
understanding problems, as a first step towards solving them. The problem under 
consideration here was the measurement of the quality of M&E services required for a 
proposed building project, as a step towards estimating their costs in the early design 
stages. 
The research argued that the quality of M&E services in buildings could be measured 
by considering M&E services in terms of the functions they performed, and 
categorising the functions into basic functions/"needs" and supporting 
functions/"wants ". This section will describe in more detail how the quality of M&E 
services could be measured using customer oriented FAST diagrams. 
The research argued that the clients'/occupiers' needs should be considered when 
evaluating M&E services design options, as the performance requirements and aesthetic 
standards (the quality of the systems) would affect the cost of the M&E services. This 
research was concerned with cost advice given to the client during the early design 
stages, so the consideration of components of individual M&E installations (as done by 
Kelly and Male (1992 and 1993) and Hayden and Parsloe (1996)), was inappropriate. 
Section 7.7 above described Hayden and Parsloe's application of FAST diagramming 
as a design tool for M&E services, but criticised the work for focusing too heavily on 
the technical aspects of the systems, and neglecting the needs of the client/occupiers. 
The research approached the problem from the "other end", examining the basic 
functions that the M&E services eventually incorporated, would have to perform. Table 
7.3 showed how various M&E services could contribute to the basic functions, and 
Section 7.7 discussed how some types of installations could fulfil the same basic 
function, so further examination of clients'/occupiers' needs, building form, and 
building function, would be necessary, before design of the final system. 
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This Chapter has already discussed examples of Technical FAST diagrams for M&E 
services produced by Kelly and Male (1992 and 1993) and Hayden and Parsloe (1996), 
and argued their unsuitability for considering M&E services quality. Finch (1989) 
published a FAST diagram describing the functions of a lighting system, but it was not 
customer oriented. 
Kelly and Male (1993) stated that very few illustrations of task/customer oriented FAST 
diagrams were available, and the few that existed were related to manufacturing. The 
literature search undertaken for this research confirmed the comments of Kelly and 
Male (1993), and was only able to locate one example of a task/customer oriented 
FAST diagram that was related to M&E services -a customer oriented FAST diagram 
for a heat pump published by Fowler (1990). Fowler's customer oriented FAST 
diagram for a heat pump was particularly interesting as it was produced as part of a 
value analysis exercise for a manufactured product, and although a heat pump was a 
manufactured product, it could also form part of an M&E services installation in a 
building. No customer oriented FAST diagram for a complete system incorporating a 
heat pump was discovered. 
Fowler (1990) stated that the first step in producing a FAST diagram was defining 40- 
60 functions performed by a product or any of its parts or operations. Defining 
functions for every component in a manufactured product would be a lengthy process, 
but may be worthwhile for a manufacturer who wanted to identify unnecessary cost and 
re-design the product. As manufacturers may produce several thousand identical 
products, any cost saving in the components used, even if only £1 per product, could 
have significant effects on the overall profitability of the firm. 
However, as Kelly and Male (1993) observed, there were differences between the 
manufacturing and construction industries, buildings were generally single products to 
order, therefore a different approach was required. Kelly and Male (1993) stated that 
for function analysis of a building to be worthwhile, it must deal with functions of a 
higher order or more significance, and "unlike manufacturing must precede even the 
production of a prototype". 
The value analysis procedures described by Fowler (1990), involved a workshop 
comprising a team of "top-level" decision makers from different areas of specialisation, 
(such as engineers, purchasing agents, accountants), to maximise the benefits to the 
"procduct" from the resources invested in the value analysis study. It was not 
unreasonable to expect a "top-level" team including engineers who designed a product, 
to be able to identify the functions performed by every component: and therefore 
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identify over forty functions performed by the product. However, this task may prove 
more difficult for building/M&E services professionals who designed systems that 
incorporated manufactured products based upon their technical performance capabilities 
and/or aesthetic standards, but did not design the actual products. 
Fowler's book was concerned solely with value analysis in the design of manufactured 
products, and therefore the approach was not necessarily appropriate for a building 
project. Certainly the resources available for this research project could not justify full 
value analysis workshops for individual M&E services in building projects. 
The functions performed by M&E services were analysed with the needs of the 
customer in mind. The research was unable to locate any examples of customer oriented 
FAST diagrams specifically for M&E services installations in building projects, and 
therefore produced some pilot customer oriented FAST diagrams for various M&E 
services installations (see Figure 7.4 for one example, other examples are contained in 
Appendix G). The production of these pilot diagrams was 'not the result of a value 
analysis workshop, and did not benefit from "top-level" experts. Therefore it was not 
possible (or even considered desirable) to identify 40-60 functions performed by each 
manufactured product or its component parts; that were used in the completed design of 
the M&E systems. 
The production of these pilot diagrams enabled the identification of the basic functions 
of the M&E installations; and the non-essential supporting functions that may be 
required/desired by a client. These supporting functions were an indication of the 
quality of M&E services provision. The identified functions were based on the 
researcher's understanding of the various M&E services, and therefore would be 
subject to Kelly and Male's (1993) criticism about the "wants" or supporting functions 
being based on previous technical solutions to the identified functions. 
The pilot diagrams were not intended to be used for developing new technical solutions 
to identified functions, as may be the case with the design/re-design of manufactured 
products. The pilot diagrams were intended to be used as a tool to facilitate cross- 
disciplinary communication. It was argued that clients' "wants" for future M&E 
services would be based on their experience of other installations. or understanding of 
the latest available technologies; and therefore it was considered desirable that the pilot 
diagrams included these "wants", in a non-technical way that clients, architects and 
quantity surveyors would be able to understand and discuss. 
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FIGS RE 7.4 - PILOT CUSTOMER ORIENTED FAST DIAGRAM OF 
FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY PASSENGER LIFT INSTALLATIONS 
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The basic function represented the client's requirement that a particular \IL E service be 
incorporated into the building. The supporting functions represented the standard of 
Vl&E services provision required by the client/quality of the M&E services. and were 
an indication of the likely range cost of the `"l&E services. 
Tables 7.4 and 7.5 show how the two aspects of quality: performance and aesthetic 
standard were represented in the assessment of M&E service` quality. 
TABLE 7.4 - SUPPORTING FUNCTIONS OF EACH \I&E SERVICE 
THAT REPRESENTED PERFORMANCE 
Performance II. Modified the basic function: faster, lighter. etc. 
2. Contributed to spatial arrangements. 
3. Facilitated maintenance and repairs. 
4. Made a product/system stronger in the opinion of the designer 
and applicable codes. 
5. Made it safer to use - protected the user. 
6. Lengthened the life of the system/product and minimised 
maintenance cost. 
7. Ensured the reliability of the operation. 
8. Protected the environment. 
'TABLE 7.5 - SUPPORTING FUNCTIONS OF EACH M&E SERVICE 
THAT REPRESENTED AESTHETIC STANDARD 
4 
kesthetic 11. Furnished instructions and directions to user. 
Standard 1 2. Offered physical comfort. 
3. Was desired or wanted by owner/user. 
4. Made it easy to use. 
5. Made user's life more pleasant e. g. minimised noise. 
6. Emphasised the visual aspect. 
7. Projected a favourable image (i. e. trade marks or endorsement by 
public figure). t-- 
8. Fulfilled the visual expectations of the owner/user. 
9. Made the product/sv'stcill appear stronger in the opinion of the 
user/customer, but not necessarily in the opinion of the designer. 
10 Utilised a material or method that the owner or user preferred. 
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The belief was that all M&E services would perform functions other than their basic 
identified function. These additional functions would make the service more reliable. 
more convenient to use, enhance the performance of the system in some way. or please 
the senses in some way - look better, reduce unwanted noise, be safe to touch, etc. It 
was expected that the "higher quality M&E services would fulfil more supporting 
functions, and therefore would have a higher tender cost. 
It must be emphasised here that the customer oriented FAST diagrams of the various 
M&E installations were not intended to be used directly for calculating the cost of the 
M&E services for a proposed building. In the early design stages, the client and design 
team would not know, for example, whether there would be a sprinkler installation at 
all, (because M&E services were traditionally considered after the building structure 
and fabric elements), let alone be able to define the quality of the sprinkler installation 
using the customer oriented FAST diagram, and therefore estimate its cost. 
The customer oriented FAST diagrams were intended to be used primarily as a 
communication tool, to assist clients, designers and quantity surveyors in the briefing 
stages. 
The research originally intended to allocate costs to the basic, and each of the 
supporting functions of the individual M&> services, (as done by Fowler (1990) for 
the heat pump customer oriented FAST diagram), and therefore be able to produce a 
preliminary cost estimate for the M&E services of a proposed building. This 
preliminary estimate would have considered the building form and function, along with 
the performance and aesthetic standard of the M&E services. Unfortunately, this stage 
of the research had to be abandoned, because of the format and detail of the cost 
information contained in the tender documents analysed for the research, (see Section 
7.9 below). 
This research proposed that customer oriented FAST diagrams of individual M&E 
services installations could be used to define the quality of installations from completed 
projects. This would enable quantity surveyors and M&E services engineers to make 
better use of their historic cost information when producing early cost estimates for 
proposed projects. 
For example, when analysing a completed project, quantity surveyors and M&E 
services engineers could consider the functions performed by the M&E services, and 
produce customer oriented FAST diagrams for each of the installations, (or use 
standard diagrams for each installation similar to the pilot diagrams contained in this 
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Chapter, and in Appendix G). Quality ratings could be allocated to the installations, by 
considering the supporting functions performed, and the aspects of quality identified in 
Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 above. The quality rating may only be indicative bands at this 
stage, but could be useful when selecting suitable historic cost information. for 
preparing future estimates. This would enable particular installations to be considered in 
their own right, rather than relying on the existence of a previous building of similar 
form and function. 
If sufficient information was known about the performance and aesthetic standard of 
M&E services in completed projects, it should be possible for experienced quantity 
surveyors and M&E services engineers to produce pre-contract cost estimates for 
proposed projects, using information from projects of different building functions 
and/or forms. 
The traditional methods of pre-contract cost estimating tended to assume that the 
performance and aesthetic standard of M&E services were related to building form and 
function, and therefore would only attempt to estimate t4e cost of say, a heating 
installation for a primary school, from a previous project of similar building form, and 
identical building function. However, it was shown in Chapters 5 and 6 that building 
form parameters were not particularly useful for predicting M&E services costs. 
Therefore more emphasis should be placed on analysing the performance and aesthetic 
standard of the M&E services. It may be appropriate to analyse and collect M&E 
services cost information by type of system in the first instance, such as low 
temperature hot water heating systems, and then have categories for the type of building 
into which the system was installed. 
This section has shown that the functions of individual M&E services could be 
considered in terms of the needs and wants of the owner/user/customer. The identified 
functions could be structured in a logical format that would enable clients and design 
team members to discuss the performance and aesthetic standards required/desired from 
the M&E services in particular building projects. It was argued that these discussions 
would lead to improved understanding of M&E services, more appropriate use of 
historic cost information, and therefore more accurate early cost estimates. 
Clearly a great deal of further work was required in this area, but the lack of detailed 
M&E services cost information prevented the identification of useful relationships with 
M&E services cost, and therefore remained the main barrier to progress. The next 
section will discuss the cost information analysed for the research. and explain why it 
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was not suitable for the allocation of costs to the functions performed by individual 
M&E services. 
7.9 EARLY COST ADVICE AND M&E - SERVICES COST 
INFORMATION 
Section 7.8 above described how customer oriented FAST diagrams could be used to 
assess the quality of individual M&E services installations, but was unable to estimate 
the costs of the installations because of the poor historic cost information available for 
M&E services. 
Chapter 4 discussed some of the classification systems used for M&E services cost 
estimates, which illustrated the lack of standard approaches. Quantity surveying firms 
that used in-house forms for cost estimates could analyse previous bills of quantities 
and other project cost information, and transform the information into their required 
format. Therefore quantity surveyors could store historic cost information in whatever 
format they preferred, to facilitate the production of future cost estimates. 
Chapter 5 analysed published historic cost 'information, and criticised the format in 
which it was collected/presented; the parameters used were not entirely appropriate for 
M&E services, and the basis of classification of elements was inconsistent. The detailed 
breakdown of the cost information among the elements was often inadequate. 
The deficiencies in published cost information necessitated the collection of raw data for 
analysis in a consistent manner. The analysis of this data with respect to building form 
and building function was discussed in Chapter 6. This analysis used total M&E 
services cost for the project, because Brown (1987) found that there was not a strong 
relationship between building function and the elemental breakdowns of the total M&E 
services costs, as discussed in Section 6.2. However, there was another reason why 
total M&E services cost was used for the analysis work discussed in Chapter 6, which 
has not been mentioned yet. The tender documents collected and analysed contained 
such vastly different breakdowns of the total M&E services costs for the projects, that it 
became impossible to reconcile the information for further analysis. 
In practice, quantity surveyors would have project cost information that they could 
analyse and transform into their standard format, for subsequent re-use when 
producing pre-contract cost estimates for 'proposed future projects. However, the 
information available to the researcher did not include detailed breakdowns of M&E 
services costs for all the projects. Many of the projects were design and build, so the 
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information was produced in the contractors' own format, not as a traditional bill of 
quantities. However, as many bills of quantities contained only prime cost or 
provisional sums for the M&E services (as discussed in Chapter 4), traditional bills of 
quantities were not the most logical source of M&E services cost information anyway. 
The information obtained for the research was typically Contract Sum Analyses, tender 
drawings, and brief specification information. The breakdown of the contract sum was 
given in different formats for the projects: 
0 One project used CAWS work sections at the third level, such as T31 Low 
Temperature Hot Water Heating 
" Some projects used CAWS groups at Level 1 only, such as V Electrical 
Supply/Power/Lighting Systems 
" One design and build contractor stated that the tender sum breakdown information 
was presented in the format requested by the quantity surveyor, and sub-divided the 
total M&E services cost of over £2.5 million, into the following categories: 
Mechanical Installations, Electrical Installations, Lift Installations, Special 
Installations and Builder's Work In Connection With Services. This illustrated two 
important points, first that quantity surveyors influenced the format of tender 
information even on non-traditional projects, and second that quantity surveyors did 
not want detailed breakdowns of M&E services tender costs; presumably because 
they did not understand detailed M&E services information, and therefore would 
not be able to use the information for analysis work on M&E services costs. M&E 
tenders would not be able to be compared easily unless they all contained the same 
breakdowns, but quantity surveyors were losing the opportunity of collecting 
detailed breakdowns of M&E services costs for use as historic information. 
" The least detailed information of all contained only two sub-divisions of the total 
services cost: Mechanical Services, and Electrical Services. 
9 The information analysed for two of the projects wa' obtained from a M&E 
subcontractor, who subsequently obtained the building cost information and the 
final tender sum from the main contractor for one of the projects. As discussed in 
Chapter 6, the building cost was not available for one of the industrial projects 
(WDA Merthyr, see Appendix D), this was because the main contractor would not 
release the information. However, the two sets of tender information obtained from 
the M&E subcontractor contained the most detailed breakdowns of the tender sum. 
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The tender sum analysis for the industrial building contained very detailed 
breakdowns of the M&E services in each part of the project: the production facility 
(35 sub-divisions for M&E services), the office area (26 sub-divisions for M&E 
services), the ancillary buildings (22 sub-divisions for M&E services), and external 
works (4 sub-divisions for external lighting). 
The information obtained from the M&E subcontractor for a commercial project 
(Aston Science Park phase 7, see Appendix D), also contained very detailed 
breakdowns of the total M&E services cost, and again separated into the different 
parts of the project: basement car park and office block. Both of these parts of the 
projects were further sub-divided into 24 sub-divisions for Electrical Engineering 
Systems, and 22 sub-divisions for Mechanical Engineering Systems. The sub- 
divisions were based on the functions performed by the M&E services, and were 
cross-referenced with CAWS work sections, for example: 
Heating T 10 to T42, which covered all the design alternatives for heat sources 
and heat distribution, T50 Heat Recovery (part), Y50 thermal 
insulation (part) 
Cooling T50 Heat Recovery (part), T60 Central Refrigeration Plant, T61 
Primary/Secondary Cooling Distribution, T76 Local Cooling Units, 
U40 Induction Air Conditioning, U41 Fan Coil Air Conditioning, U43 
Terminal Heat Pump Air Conditioning, U60 Free Standing Air 
Conditioning Units, U61 Window/Wall Air Conditioning Units, Y50 
Thermal Insulation (part) 
Ventilation U 10 General Supply/Extract, U 11 Toilet Extract, U 16 Fume Extract, 
U 17 Anaesthetic Gas Extract, U20 Dust Collection, U30 Low Velocity 
Air Conditioning, U31 VAV Air Conditioning, U32 Dual-Duct Air 
Conditioning, U33 Multi-Zone Air Conditioning, U42 Terminal Re- 
heat Air Conditioning, U50 Hybrid System Air Conditioning, U70 Air 
Curtains, Y50 Thermal Insulation (part) 
Ventilation U 12 Kitchen Extract, U 15 Safety Cabinet/Fume Cupboard Extract, 
(Local U 16 Fume Extract 
Extract) 
It was considered probable that many M&E subcontractors produced their tenders to a 
greater level of detail than that which eventually appeared on'the contract sum analysis 
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for the main contract. It was believed that main contractors carried out transformation 
work to reconcile the format and detail of the M&E subcontractor's tender. with the 
information required by the quantity surveyor on the Tender/Contract Sum Analysis 
form. It was therefore supposed that a great deal of detailed information concerning 
M&E services costs, was discarded by main contractors in the tendering stages. and re- 
worked in favour of the substantially less detailed information that they submitted on 
tender sum analysis forms required by quantity surveyors. 
It was argued that the format and detail of historic cost information for M&E services 
could be improved, by capturing the considerably more detailed information generated 
by M&E subcontractors, during the preparation of their tenders to main contractors. 
This would "close the loop" that existed where early cost estimates were based on poor 
understanding of M&E services costs, arising from lack of detailed M&E services cost 
information, due to plan and specification tenders made necessary by incomplete 
designs, because of the late consideration of M&E services requirements, which in turn 
was due to the failure to appreciate the importance of the M&E services to the 
completed building. 
The M&E services made a major contribution to the effectiveness of the final building, 
and formed a major part of a building's capital cost, and future running costs. This 
section has shown that better historic cost information is required for M&E services. 
More detailed M&E services cost information will enable relationships to be identified 
between M&E services costs and quality of installations; and therefore will improve the 
accuracy of early cost estimates. 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
0 
" Quality was defined as the totality of attributes of building that enabled it to satisfy 
needs, and included performance and aesthetic standard aspects. 
" Performance was defined as a numerical expression of designed provision, such as 
boiler rating in kilowatts. 
0 Standard was considered in terms of the aesthetic aspects of material specifications, 
such as wall finishes in a lift car. 
" Various methods of assessing quality were discussed but were found to be too 
subjective or ambiguous. They did not include performance and aesthetic standards 
of M&E services, and were therefore inappropriate for the research. 
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" Value was quality in relation to cost, therefore attempts at measuring the quality of 
M&E services installations as a step towards estimating their cost, were 
assessments of value. Value analysis techniques were investigated and function 
analysis was found to be appropriate for examining the quality of M&E services. 
"A function was a generic statement of what had to be achieved, without specifying 
the means. Therefore any product, service or system could be described in terms of 
the functions performed. 
" Function analysis involved identifying functions performed by any product, 
services or system, establishing which functions fulfilled the main purpose, and 
which were secondary. These were defined as basic functions and supporting 
functions. The functions were arranged in a logical structure, to form a function 
analysis system technique (FAST) diagram. 
0 FAST diagrams described all the functions performed by a product, service or 
system. Originally the technique was used in manufacturing industries, therefore 
many FAST diagrams described technical functions performed by a product or its 
components. 
" Technical FAST diagrams did not consider the performance and aesthetic standard 
aspects that existed to "sell" the product, service or system, rather than to perform 
the basic function. Therefore technical FAST diagrams were not appropriate for the 
assessment of M&E services quality. 
0 Customer oriented function analysis considered the additional features included to 
appeal to the users of a product, service or system; in terms of assuring 
convenience; assuring dependability; enhancing the product, service or system 
(satisfying user); or pleasing the users' senses (attracting user). 
" The use of function analysis was particularly appropriate for M&E services, as 
there were several design solutions that could fulfil a required function. 
0 All M&E services contributed to one or more of the following basic functions: 
control environment, facilitate operations, support occupants. 
" The supporting functions required from a M&E services installation would be based 
upon clients'/users' experiences of previous technical solutions to the identified 
functions. 
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" Customer oriented FAST dia`Jram,, could be used to identify the functions 
performed by individual M&E services. The suppcýrtin<_T function, of each 
installation improved the performance and/or aesthetic standard of the \I&E service. 
and therefore were indications of its quality. 
" Clients and design teams had to communicate effectively about the performance and 
aesthetic standards required from M&E services. 
" The use of customer oriented FAST diagrams for individual \I&E services 
installations would enable clients and designers to diý, cu". performance and 
aesthetic standards aspects of the installations. 
" Customer oriented function analysis could be applied to completed projects, so that 
historic cost information could be analysed in terms of the functions performed by 
the M&E services. This would enable early cost estimates for future projects to 
consider the performance and aesthetic standard of the M&E svsterns. rather than be 
based solely on the gross floor area of the proposed building. 
lt has been shown that function analysis could be used to identify basic and supporting 
functions performed by individual M&E services, and that these functions could be 
arranged in a logical way to form customer oriented FAST diagrams. Some pilot 
customer oriented FAST diagrams were produced, but the final stage of allocating costs 
to the functions performed, could not be completed due to the poor cost information 
available. 
It was argued that customer oriented FAST diagrams could be used to rate the quality of 
completed projects, so that the historic cost information could be more effectively used 
for future cost estimates. However, it became apparent that the pilot customer oriented 
FAST diagrams bor individual M&E installations, could not be used effectively at the 
briefing stage. 
The next Chapter will discuss the revised customer oriented function anale approach, 
and the proposed applications of the communication tool that could improve the early 
cost advice provided bor M&E services. 
0 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
THE CO: \I'\I[-\'ICATIO` TOOL 
SUMMARY 
This Chapter discusses the application of function analysis at the briefing stage and the 
knowledge acquisition process for M&E services design. The Chapter discusses the 
identification of functions required to be performed by a building. the consideration of 
M&E and non-M&E solutions to the identified functions, the building structure and 
fabric information required to design M&E solutions; and proposes a new approach for 
non-technical communication between clients and project participants. in the early 
design stages. 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous Chapter discussed how the quality of individual M&E services 
installations could be considered in terms of the functions they performed and the 
aesthetic standards of the system components. It was argued that function analysis 
would enable the identification of basic and supporting functions performed by 
individual installations. However, the research needed to consider the earlier stages of 
the design process, as individual systems (such as lifts or sprinklers) that would 
perform the required functions, would not be identified at the briefing stage. 
This Chapter will discuss the proposed communication tool for the briefing stage, 
which aims to acquire knowledge from the client about the type of M&E services likely 
to be required for the building project. The use of function analysis and the pilot 
standard customer oriented FAST diagrams identified possible M&E requirements for a 
building project, and therefore some issues that should be discussed by clients and 
designers. This led to the need to consider the building structure and fabric designs, as 
building form and function information will be required in order to design the M&E 
tiCIWICCS. 
The proposed communication tool addresses some of the general problems identified in 
Chapter 4, such as unsatist'actory information flow among the various designers, the 
resultant late completion of the Nl&-E services design-, and the subsequent 
quantification, cost estimation and procurement problems that frequently occurred with 
\l&E work. Significant advantages of the proposed communication tool. are that it 
enables decisions affecting the \1&E s rvices to be made at an earlier , ta`gc. and that it 
ýýý 
addresses the issue of clients' and project participants' differing knowledge base.. by 
encouraging communication of information in a non-technical manner. 
8.2 CONSIDERATION OF DESIGN SOLUTIONS TO PERFORM 
REQUIRED FUNCTIONS 
The pilot customer oriented FAST diagrams for individual NI&E installations were 
found to be a step ahead of the decision making process that would occur at the briefing 
stage, (refer to Figure 4.2 in Chapter 4. which showed that the \1&-E services design 
did not begin until the architectural design had reached the finishes design stage, 
(Chelmick and Gaby, 1995)). It was therefore necessary to consider the preceding 
stages, where design solutions to perform the required functions were identified. 
Figure 8.1 shows part of a customer oriented FAST diagram that identifies the basic 
functions performed by the M&E services in a building project. The function analysis 
technique could be used to identify scvcral levels of function. Such as "protect 
occupants" from dangers due to fire. smoke, lightning strike,,, electric shock, intrusion, 
hazardous fumes or substances. Limitations of space meant that Figure 8.1 only went 
to three levels, but this was enough to illustrate the principle of identifying and 
classifying basic functions. 
Each of the functions identified could form the basic function for another FAST 
diagram, as illustrated in the previous Chapter by the pilot customer oriented FAST 
diagrams -a passenger lift was a possible design solution toi the transport occupants 
function (under the support occupants function), and a p4,, scnýýcr lift had several 
supporting functions to address customers' needs, which indicated the quality of the 
installation. 
V 
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FIGURE 8.1 - PART OF A CUSTOMER ORIENTED FAST DIAGRAM 
OF FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY M&E SERVICES IN BUILDINGS 
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When considering basic functions required from the buildinLat the briefing stage. 
clients and designers should discuss whether a M&E solution is actuall\ required. as 
many of the functions identified in Figure 8.1 could be performed by a non-\I&E 
solution. Table 8.1 shows examples of non-M&E solutions that could perform some of 
the basic functions identified in Figure 8.1 as being performed by M&E installations. 
TABLE 8.1 - EXAMPLES OF NON-M&E DESIGN SOLUTIONS TO 
PERFORM BASIC FUNCTIONS OFTEN ASSOCIATED WITH NI&E 
SERVICES 
Function Examples of Possible Examples of Possible Non-'\[&E 
M&E Solutions Solutions 
Heat Space Heat only units or Passive Solar Heating - direct `-, ain, 
Trombe 
systems, heating and wall, water wall, roof ponds (Stein and 
cooling systems, HVAC Reynolds, 1992). 
systems Active Solar Heating. 
Cool Space Cooling only systems, Passive Cooling - sunshading. managing 
heating and cooling internal heat gains, cross ventilation, stack 
systems, HVAC systems ventilation, night ventilation of thermal 
mass, evaporative cooling. roof ponds, earth 
tubes (Stein and Reynolds. 1992 
Ventilate Mechanical ventilation, Natural Ventilation - opening windows 
Space HVAC systems and/or skylights, cross ventilation, stack 
Ventilation 
Illuminate Electric lighting Daylighting 
Space 
Transport Lifts, escalators, moving Stairs, ramps, ladders, or single storey 
Occupants pavements, travelators design. 
Some of the functions could be performed by non-M&E solutions in the building 
structure and fabric, and the addition of specialist equipment or dedicated personnel to 
perform the required function, in the occupied building. Simple example,, of this might 
he: 
" the use of as fork-lift truck to trail port goods in a varehoiu,, c, rather than goods 
distribution/n1«hanised vv'arehousin(L systems. 
" the use of dell: lamps for task lighting combined with natural da\ lighting. rather 
than electric general lighting. 
, ýý 
the use of security patrol officers, night-watchmen, or guard dogs instead of access 
control, security detection and alarm systems. 
This approach enabled the broadest possible consideration of options, and the use of a 
non-technical language, which were both key elements of value engineering. The value 
of the function analysis technique was illustrated here, as attention should be focused 
on the function performed, rather than the means of achieving the required function, 
(this approach is discussed further in Section 8.4 below). If designers understood what 
clients wanted to achieve, they might suggest solutions that did not involve M&E 
services, but would satisfy the client's functional requirements. In some cases non- 
M&E solutions may be preferable to the client, in terms of life cycle costs, and/or 
marketing terms, for example natural ventilation or natural lighting could be viewed as 
desirable modern features by some clients. 
It was important for the early design stages to consider the best means of achieving the 
required functions, as the selection of a non-M&E solution for the building (and the 
subsequent use of equipment or personnel to perform the function) would affect the 
architectural and structural designs. 
If a M&E design solution was preferred by the client, then there may be various design 
solutions that could perform an identified basic function. For example, Table 8.1 
showed that the "heat space" function could be achieved by the use of heat only units 
such as electrical resistance heaters, or a heating and cooling system such as a heat 
pump. Table 8.1 also showed that a single system could perform more than one of the 
basic functions, such as the use of a HVAC system would perform the "heat space", 
"cool space" and "ventilate space" basic functions identified in the table. 
A HVAC system could also provide additional functions, such as "control humidity" or 
"extract pollution", that may or may not be required by the client. This illustrated the 
importance of considering the functions that are required by the client/occupiers, as 
poor understanding of the requirements could lead to over-design, resulting in 
provision of excess functions, increased design fees, increased capital costs, increased 
running and maintenance costs, and ultimately, client dissatisfaction. The poor 
understanding of a client's requirements could also lead to under-design, which would 
result in client dissatisfaction. ` 
Consideration must be given to the relationships between the design solutions identified 
to perform the basic functions, for example if electric lighting was selected to perform 
the "illuminate space" basic function, then the heat gains from the lighting must be 
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considered when selecting the design solutions for the "heat spacc". "cool space" and 
"ventilate space" basic functions. 
Some of the apparently non-M&E solutions had mechanical and/or electrical 
implications that should be recognised at an early stage, e. g. active solar heating used 
mechanical equipment to collect and store solar energy: and evaporative cooling 
depended on a fan to force large quantities of outdoor air through a wet filter, lowering 
the air's temperature and raising its relative humidity (Stein and Rey nold". 1992). 
This section has shown that some functions often performed by NIA E "ervices could 
also be performed by non-M&E design solutions in the building structure and fabric, 
and the possible addition of specialist equipment or dedicated personnel to perform the 
required functions in the occupied building. The design solutions selected to perform 
the various functions had implications for the building, and for other systems; therefore 
these interactions must be considered during the early design stages. 
It could be argued that M&E services designers had a vested interest in selecting M&E 
design solutions, as they would be providing themselves with wort: for the future. 
Chelmick and Gaby (1995) argued that the trend towards naturally ventilated buildings 
provided a problem for M&E services engineers, in terms of their design fees. 
Chelmick and Gaby (1995) stated that it took just as long to design an efficient natural 
ventilation system. but as design fees were usually based on a percentage of the cost of 
the installation, the M&E engineers would receive lower fees as there would not be 
expensive chillers to inflate the cost of the installation (and there fore the percentage 
design fee). 
The consideration of functions required from the proposed building. and the 
identification of all possible solutions, should encourage designers to think about 
, ýatisfving the requirements of a particular situation, rather than recommending a 
solution that was adopted on a previous building of similar function that they were 
involved with. 
The next section will discuss the building information required by designers when 
considering the various M&E deign solutions to perform a particular identified 
function. This required information had to be elicited during the briefing stage. so the 
communication tool had to facilitate discussion on these points 
ý0 
8.3 BUILDING STRUCTURE AND FABRIC INFORMATION 
REQUIRED FOR DESIGNING \I&E SOLUTIONS 
Once the functions required have been considered by the client and the ýIc ignerý. (a.,, in 
Figure 8.1), and the preferred design solutions - M&E or Non-\ I&E- have been 
discussed, as in Table 8.1; then information will have to be collected aa basi" for 
designing M&E solutions, where required. 
Figurc 8.2 shows some of the decisions that have to be made in the consideration of 
design solutions for the Transport Occupants function. The possible design solution 
hoxes on Figure 8.2 have been drawn with rounded ends, to distinguish its appearance 
from a FAST diagram. Figure 8.2 focuses particularly on the decisions required for the 
design of a passenger lift installation, but the diagram shows that there are other M&E 
and non-M&E solutions that could perform the identified function. Similar diagrams 
could be produced showing the subsequent decisions required, it any of the other 
solutions were desired. 
Figure 8.2 also shows the information required by a lift manufacturer in order to be 
able to design a lift installation for a building, as described by the National Association 
of Lift Makers, (NALM), (1994). The information listed in Figure 8.2 relates to 
performance criteria, but it was also "impportant for finishes and urchiteciural lýutirrcs to 
be coiitiriired at an car/v stage", (NALM, 1994). 
Standard models similar to Figure 8.2 could be prepared for all the basic functions 
identified in Figure 8.1, to show the possible design solution,, to the functions, and the 
building structure and fabric information that would be required to design M&E 
solutions. 
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FIGURE 8.2 - DESIGN SOLUTIONS FOR TRANSPORT OCCUPANTS 
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8.4 CONSIDERATION OF FUNCTIONS REQUIRED TO FULFIL 
CLIENT'S/OCCUPIERS' NEEDS - THE REVISED APPROACH 
It was realised that the pilot customer oriented FAST diagram,, for individual 
installations would not be particularly suitable for early cost estimating for proposed 
projects, as they could only be used when the final M&E systems had been selected; 
and did not allow the initial needs to be identified, nor for the fact that non-M&E 
,, solutions may be selected to perform the required functions. 
Therefore the function analysis approach was re-considered. and the diagrams were 
refined to relate to the functions required, (as described in Section 8.2) not the M&E 
solutions that may be selected to perform the identified functions. 
A new type of diagram/model was devised to represent the basic functions required and 
some possible design solutions, as neither Technical FAST nor Customer Oriented 
FAST diagrams were suitable for this purpose. An example of this model is shown in 
Figure 8.3. The rectangular boxes represent basic functions, as on a traditional FAST 
diagram. The ellipse shapes represent possible design solution.,, to perform the 
identified basic functions. Traditional technical or customer oriented FAST diagrams 
could then be produced for each of the possible design solutions. if required. 
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FIGURE 8.3 - FUNCTIONS REQUIRED FOR FIRE PROTECTION. 
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Figure 8.4 shows a more complex example of this type of model, with further sub- 
divisions being represented by rectangular boxes with rounded corners. M&E 
designers would have to consider the possible design solutions at this level very 
carefully; to select the most appropriate solution to the required function, bearing in 
mind the building function, form, and client's usage requirements. 
The example models contain alternatives for discussion, and do not purport to represent 
all the possible functions that may be performed by a final design solution, or all the 
possible solutions to an identified function. 
4 
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FIGURE 8.4 - FUNCTIONS REQUIRED FOR THERMAL COMFORT. 
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The revised approach meant that the models could be used to consider M&E or non- 
M&E design solutions to perform the identified functions,, and interfaces could be 
identified between the design solution to the required function; and the building 
structure, building fabric, and other design solutions, (whether M&E or non M&E 
solutions). 
For example, Figure 7.4 in the previous chapter, showed that speed of transportation 
was one of the factors that influenced the quality of a passenger lift installation, as a 
design solution for the "transport occupants" function. The revised approach described 
in this Chapter allowed for the consideration of non-M&E solutions to the required 
functions, and Figure 8.2 showed the non-M&E solutions for the "transport occupants" 
function. In a non-M&E design for vertical transportation of occupants, such as stairs 
or ramps, the speed of transportation would be influenced by the width of the transport 
facility, the height of the building, the height between landings. and the angle of 
incline. These factors would need to be discussed with the building structure and fabric 
designers. 
Stairs were also used as a means of escape from fire, in buildings where the main 
vertical transportation load was intended to be served by lifts. Therefore, what appeared 
initially to be a non-M&E design solution, may also have M&E implications in respect 
of lobby and stair pressurisation to enable occupants to evacuate the building without 
being overcome by smoke; emergency lighting, illuminated exit signs, smoke alarms, 
fire alarms, sprinklers, etc. 
Identification of these interfaces between different M&E systems, and between M&E 
systems and building structure and fabric, was a major strength of the revised approach 
to considering functions required from the building. These interfaces would then be 
considered by clients and designers in the briefing stages, enabling potential problems 
to be identified and addressed at an earlier stage. 
This section has discussed the revised approach to the consideration of client's and 
occupiers' needs, by considering the functions required from M&E or non-M&E 
design solutions. 
The next section will describe the application of the communication tool for the briefing 
stage proposed by this research, by amalgamating the customer oriented FAST 
diagramming approach to assessing the quality of individual M&E services, (which 
was described in Chapter 7), with the refinements discussed in this Chapter: 
consideration of non-M&E solutions to perform identified functions: collection of 
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building structure and fabric information required to design M&E solutions; and the 
identification of interfaces between various M&E systems, between M&E systems and 
building structure and fabric, and between non-M&E design solutions. M&E services, 
and building structure and fabric. 
A key element of the proposed communication tool was the emphasis on the non- 
technical nature of the interactions between the parties involved in the project. This 
would help bridge the gaps between the respective knowledge bases of the client, the 
building structure designer, the building fabric designer, the M&E services designer, 
the client's cost adviser, and other specialists involved in the project at this stage. 
8.5 THE PROPOSED APPLICATIONS OF THE COMMUNICATION 
TOOL 
This section will describe the ways in which the proposed communication tool would 
be used in the briefing stages of construction projects. It was envisaged that maximum 
benefit would be obtained from the introduction of a briefing workshop to consider 
M&E requirements, but this was not the only application of the communication tool. 
The proposed non-technical approach to communication could also be used by 
architects, project managers, quantity surveyors, other consultants, and/or design and 
build contractors during preliminary discussions with clients. The proposed approach 
would also facilitate communication between M&E services engineers and other project 
participants who did not have particular M&E expertise. 
8.5.1 USE OF THE FUNCTIONS REQUIRED/POSSIBLE DESIGN 
SOLUTIONS DIAGRAMS 
The most basic application of the communication tool would be the use of Functions 
Required/Possible Design Solutions diagrams (as shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4) by 
design leaders, in their preliminary discussions with clients. 
The use of these diagrams would enable clients' M&E services requirements to be 
discussed in non-technical terms. For example, the fire protection example from Figure 
8.3, shows that the basic functions that may, be required by the client were "Contain 
Fire", "Control Smoke" and "Fight Fire". The design leader would explain the various 
options to the client, and the associated regulations for the type of building under 
consideration. The diagram shows that some possible design. solutions would perform 
more than one function, such as Fire Doors would "Contain Fire" and "Control 
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Smoke''. The design leader and client would discuss the various po"ibilities. identify 
the functions required, and the preferred design solutions. 
The design leader would then be able to identify interfaces between the preferred M&E 
,, olutions and the building, and between the various M&E systems. 
8.5.2 CHECKLISTS 
It was anticipated that some clients and construction profeýý, ionals may find the 
Functions Required/Possible Design Solutions models difficult to interpret, and hence 
use effectively. Therefore an alternative format for presenting the information was 
developed. The functions required and possible design solution information could be 
regarded as a series of checklists for architects/design leaders/project managers to use 
when discussing proposed projects with clients. An example of one such checklist is 
shown in Table 8.2. 
The checklists (or Functions Required/Possible Design Solution, " models) would be 
used as prompts to ensure that the architect/design leader/project mann ec covered all 
functions likely to be required from the building, and all possible design solutions 
(including non-M&E options), in briefing, discussions with the client. 
The checklists would also be useful for recording the decisions made, and noting any 
matters to be discussed with other parties. The notes column would be particularly 
useful for recording building structure and fabric information requirements relating to a 
preferred M&E solution, or for highlighting potential interface problems with other 
M&E solutions that may be selected. However the lack of space on the checklist form 
would probably mean that a separate set of pro formas (see Table 8.3 for an example) 
would be required for building structure and fabric information required for each 
possible M&E solution. 
r 
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TABLE 8.2 - CHECKLIST FOR BRIEFING 
0COMIMIUNIC ATIO\ 
REGARDING FIRE PROTECTION' REQUIREMENTS 
Functions 
Required 
Design 
Solutions 
Notes 
Contain Fire Closed Plan 
Design of Spaces 
Fire Doors 
Fire Dampers 
Fire Curtains 
Control 
Smoke 
Closed Plan 
Design of Spaces 
Fire Doors 
Fire Dampers 
Fire Curtain 
Automatic Smoke 
Extract Systems 
Automatic Smoke 
Compartmentation 
Fight Fire Smother 
Fire 
Sand Buckets 
Fire Blankets 
Hand Held 
Extinguishers 
Spray 
Water 
Fire Hose Reels 
Dry Risers 
Wet Risers 
Sprinklers 
Deluge 
Fire Hydrants 
Spray 
Foam 
Foam Fire 
Fighting System 
Re l ase 
Gas 
Halon 
CO') 
SF6 
"4() 
TABLE 8.3 - PRO FORMA FOR BUILDING STRUCTURE AND 
FABRIC INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR DESIGNING A LIFT 
INSTALLATION 
Building Function 
Number of Storeys 
Likely Population 
Traffic Patterns 
Handling Capacity 
Acceptable Waiting 
Times 
Specification 
Grouping (NALM, 
1994) 1 
This section has shown that information required from clients during the briefing stage 
can be presented as a checklist or pro forma to be completed by design leaders. These 
checklists could also be used by other designers or consultants, to discuss options and 
record decisions made. 
The checklists would also have applications in facilities management. maintenance, 
rel'urbishment, etc., and would not be limited to proposed new build projects. 
The nncxt section will describe the operation of the workshop proposed by the research. 
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8.5.3 THE BRIEFING WORKSHOP 
"Briefing is the process by which a client informs others of his or her needs, 
aspirations and desires, either formally or informally, and a brief is a formal document 
which sets out a client's requirements in detail. The outcome of any project relies on the 
quality of the briefing provided. ", (Construction Industry Board, (CIB ), 1997). 
CIB (1997) stated that construction briefing was an iterative process, and all projects 
required a series of briefs, each increasing the level of detail. CIB (1997) referred to 
two particular briefs: Strategic Brief - The statement of the broad scope and purpose of 
the project and its key parameters including overall budget and programme, agreed at an 
early stage of the project"; and a Project Brief - "The full statement of the client's 
. 
functional and operational requirements for the completed project. " 
Briefing involved regular communication between clients, their advisors, and project 
team members. Effective briefing at the early stages of a project was vital to the success 
of the project in its subsequent stages. Investing time at the beginning of a project in 
developing a complete definition, taking account of all the requirements, would reduce 
the likelihood of changes later. The later that' changes were made to a project, the more 
they were likely to cost in both direct and knock-on effects, (CIB, 1997). 
CIB (1997) stated that the client's role in the briefing process included ensuring that 
relevant options were being evaluated and appropriate decisions being made. This 
research argued that inexperienced building clients may have difficulty understanding 
the various M&E services options, and the implications of these decisions for the 
building design. 
The research proposed the introduction of a briefing workshop (before the development 
of the Project Brief, as described by CIB 1997), to consider the functions required to 
be performed by the building and its M&E services. The primary objective of the 
workshop would be to produce a brief for the M&E services required for a building 
project, that stated the technical performance and aesthetic standards of each required 
M&E system, (as these are important considerations for system design, and early cost 
estimating). 
The workshop would involve representatives from the following parties: client (and 
intended occupiers, if known and a different group from the client body), 
architect/design leader, structural engineer, M&E services engineer (or separate 
mechanical services engineer and electrical services engineer if appropriate), quantity 
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surveyor, and any specialist consultants or contractors that are involved in the project at 
this stage. The tasks of the workshop participants would be as follows: 
1. Identify the functions required to be performed by the building. This would be 
done through brainstorming, as in a value management workshop. Many of the 
functions would be standard for all buildings, so a set of standard models could be 
used as a starting base. However each client (and intended occupiers) would have 
individual needs and wants that must be considered when identifying functions 
that the building must perform. Using value management techniques at the outset 
would help to take account of all stakeholders needs, (CIB, 1997). 
2. Consider all possible solutions to the identified functions, M&E and non-M&E. 
3. Consider the relative merits of all the possible solutions, and then identify the 
client's preferred solutions to each of the identified functions. This need not be the 
final system design, but an indication of whether a M&E or non-M&E solution is 
preferred, and if a M&E solution, then some indication of the scale and complexity 
required, for example heat only units, or a HVAC system. 
4. Identify the building structure and fabric information likely to be required in order 
to design the preferred M&E solutions, for example, U values of the building, 
number of storeys, plan shape, location of plant rooms. 
5. Identify any information specific to the function of the building, that will affect the 
quality (performance and aesthetic standard) required from the M&E services 
installations; such as likely traffic patterns and acceptable waiting times for lifts, or 
number or air changes per hour required for health/comfort reasons. 
6. Consider possible design interfaces between various preferred M&E solutions, for 
example the heat gains from electric lighting must be accounted for by the HVAC 
system. 
7. Consider possible design interfaces between the M&E systems and the building 
structure, for example, location and size of lift shafts; plant and distribution space 
for HVAC systems; window sizes, building orientation and natural light must be 
considered when designing artificial lighting of spaces. 
8. Consider the required quality of the preferred M&E sysjems. This could be done 
through identifying the functions required from each system, and producing a 
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customer oriented FAST diagram for each preferred installation. (als dc"cribed in 
Chapter 7). The supporting function,, desired by the client and/or the occupiers 
will be an indication of the technical performance and the aesthetic standards 
required for each M&E installation. 
9. Consider probable cost ranges for the M&E services in the type of building under 
investigation. The cost advice will be based upon the experience of the quantity 
surveyor and the M&E services engineer, but will be specific to the form and 
function of the building. the NI&E services preferred by the client and the 
occupiers, and an indication of their technical performance and aesthetic standards. 
10. Review the decisions made. and produce a summary document, which is 
effectively a function based performance brief for the M&E . cr%, iccs required for 
the project. 
1 1. Obtain the signatures of all the panics at the workshop on the summary document, 
as a sort of "partiu'rhi g c/1urter", indicating that they were all party to the decisions 
made, and therefore understand the client's requirements. 
12. Each person should be given a copy of the summary document, to take away and 
work from during the subsequent stages of the project. The designers will be able 
to check their design developments to make sure they are in-line with the client's 
requirements - no "battleship over-design" (Chelmick and Gaby. 1995) or 
neglecting the client's express wishes in favour of their own preferences. Quantity 
surveyors would be able to cost check the design developments in functional 
terms; do the developments add to the performance of the systems. or are they 
related to aesthetic standards'? This would enable the costs of any over-design to 
be identified, and the client could veto them by not authorising a change to the 
budget, (Stoker, 1995). 
lt was argued that the use of a briefing workshop would address some of the design 
and procurement problems identified in Chapter 4, by ensuring that all team members 
were informed of the client's requirements, and of each other's design ideas. This 
would improve the effectiveness of the design team by improving the effectiveness of 
the communication within the design team (Bowen, 1995). 
It was stated above that the use of al briefing v orkshop would provide the greatest 
benefits to the project. However. the briefing workshop was not essential, as the tools 
for facilitating non-technical communication could be used in smaller scale applications, 
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such as preliminary discussions between design leaders and clients. The proposed 
approach to non-technical communication of M&E information, whether applied as a 
full workshop or just checklists, will improve communication at the briefing stage. 
The next section will discuss how improved communication at the briefing stage will 
lead to improved early cost advice for M&E services. 
8.6 THE IMPROVEMENTS TO EARLY COST ADVICE FOR M&E 
SERVICES 
The previous Chapter discussed the need for a less subjective method of assessing 
building and M&E services quality in the early design stages. It was argued that a more 
objective method of measuring quality would improve the accuracy of cost estimates. 
Kim and Atkin (1995) called for the introduction of a "language of quality" through 
which the client and design team could communicate more effectively for early design 
decision-making. The need for effective communication was discussed by Bowen 
(1995). 
Therefore it appeared that there was a need for improvements in the way in which 
quality was considered in the early design stages of a building project, and in the way 
in which clients and design team members communicated during the early design 
stages. This research combined the two problems, applied them specifically to the M&E 
services elements of building projects, and developed a method by which clients and 
designers could consider and communicate M&E services quality requirements in a 
non-technical manner. 
It was argued that: 
" The use of function analysis, 
" The use of Functions Required/Possible Design Solutions'models or checklists, 
" Consideration of building structure and fabric information required for designing 
M&E solutions, 
" Consideration of potential interface problems between the various M&E solutions; 
and between the M&E solutions and the structure and fabric of the building, 
" The use of customer oriented FAST diagrams to assess the quality of the selected 
M&E solutions 
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Possibly combined and performed during the briefing workshop (a,, described above). 
would: 
1. Bridge the gaps between clients'. designers' and quantity , urveyorý" knowledge, 
and M&E services technology. 
2. Act as a communication tool for clients, designers and quantity survcvorý to discuss 
building and M&E requirements. design alternatives and probable cost ranges. in 
the early design stages. 
3. Act as a check list, to ensure that all aspects of the possible requirements were 
discussed, and therefore accounted for in the design solutions and cost estimates. 
4. Result in less subjective interpretations of clients' requirements and a, sessments of 
quality and cost. 
5. Reduce the number of changes to the design, because clients would have been 
l'o>rced to consider their performance and aesthetic requirements in detail at an early 
stage. 
6. Add value to the early cost advice clients received for M\E servicc. ". by improving 
the accuracy of the interpretation of the clients' requirements. 
This method for non-technical communication of M&E services' quality requirements, 
addressed some of the general design and procurement procedures problems identified 
in Chapter 4, and therefore would improve the information available to the quantity 
surveyor when the budget estimate is produced. This would improve the accuracy of 
the early cost advice, and lead to greater client satisfaction. 
8.7 EVALUATION OF PROPOSED COMMUNICATION TOOL IN 
THE FIELD 
The evaluators were all very interested in the work and the proposed method of 
improving early design stage communication described above. Some of the comments 
r«eiv ed shall be discussed in this section. 
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Communication 
Hill (1997) agreed that many problems were caused by mis-understandings between 
clients, quantity surveyors and M&E services engineers, regarding M&E services 
requirements. Hill gave an example relating to a new engineering building required at 
Loughborough University: M&E services engineers and quantity surveyors assumed a 
"standard" specification for a university teaching building, when preparing their initial 
designs and cost estimates. However, part of the building had some very specialised 
requirements, such as a three-phase supply at a non-standard voltage that required a 
dedicated transformer. 
These special requirements were not identified during the early stages, as the particular 
university department had no experience as a building client, and did not know that 
their requirements were non-standard, and hence required special consideration by 
designers and quantity surveyors. This mis-understanding resulted in a great deal of 
abortive design work, delays to the design programme, and significant increases in the 
estimated cost of the project. 
Hill (1997) believed that the method of non-technical communication between clients 
and building professionals proposed by this research would improve the 
communication of design requirements and other information, improve the briefing 
process, and therefore enable the production of more accurate budget estimates. 
Grounds (1998) stated that the use of a non-technical language may give inexperienced 
clients an over-simplified impression of the decisions that have to be made during the 
briefing stage, and the subsequent effects of the decisions. Grounds believed that the 
non-technical language may result in clients having a false sense of security that all their 
requirements were being dealt with, which may not actually be the case. 
Briefing Workshop 
Dark (1998) stated that the approach described in the research summary document was 
very interesting, as any promotion of value management techniques "on the periphery" 
was a positive development. 
Hill (1997) believed that the workshop would be essential to gain all the information 
required to benefit the project. 
v 
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Dark (1998) was very enthusiastic about the implementation of the research proposals, 
and would be happy to run a Briefing Workshop of the type described by this research. 
Dark had shown the document to several of his colleagues at Value Systems 
International, who had all recognised the merits of the approach. However Dark did 
admit that his initial reaction on reading the research summary document, was that the 
approach described was "not very complicated", but he then realised that this reaction 
was probably due to the fact that he was so closely involved with value management 
workshops. The researcher explained that the simplicity of the approach was essential 
for it to work in practice. 
Dark (1998) argued that the formality associated with a value management workshop 
was beneficial to a project. He believed that the function analysis techniques could be 
applied in less formal situations, such as meetings or sub-workshops, but the 
introduction of a full workshop enabled consensus to be established quickly, and 
encouraged development of the ideas. 
The use of standardised models was recognised as a major strength by Dark (1998). He 
stated that the models would be very useful prompts for the workshop discussions, but 
could not be regarded as definitive lists of all possible solutions in any conceivable 
situation. Dark said that he could lead workshop participants through the thought 
processes that were represented on the models, and draw out further possibilities where 
appropriate. 
Gordon (1998) described his experience of the early design stages of the new 
engineering building at Loughborough University, where there had been a value 
engineering workshop that had dealt with "aspirations from the building", (such as 
teach students, conduct research experiments, impress visitors, etc. ), but this 
"philosophising" did not fit in with the detailed planning of the building that followed. 
Gordon stated that, to his knowledge, there had been no references to the outcomes 
from the value engineering workshop in any of the design meetings that followed over 
the next twelve months. He argued that the discussions "had moved straight from 
ideology to the nuts and bolts of room data sheets", with no apparent linkage between 
the two approaches. 
Therefore Gordon (1998) believed that the "continuity of the information collection" 
through the briefing workshop, as proposed by the research. was a major strength of 
the approach. 
0 
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Grounds (1998) believed that the research approach would lend itself to the 
development of a knowledge-based system. Currie and Brown have developed a 
knowledge-based system for pre-contract cost estimates for office buildings, that works 
along a similar type of thinking to that described in this research. 
Improvements To Briefing Process 
Hill (1997) believed that the method of non-technical communication between clients 
and building professionals proposed by this research, would improve the 
communication of design requirements and other information, improve the briefing 
process, and therefore enable the production of more accurate budget estimates. 
Grounds (1998) stated that under the current system, consultants and contractors 
tended to focus too much on "winning the job"; practical problems relating to carrying 
out the work (whether design, cost consultancy, building construction, or M&E 
installation) tended to be "glossed over" to present a professionally competent image 
and secure the contract. Grounds believed that the proposals described in this research 
would help to improve the briefing process, and therefore improve early cost advice for 
construction clients; by encouraging all parties to discuss requirements and identify 
potential problems in the early stages. 
Dark (1998) believed that building design was too often based upon designers 
following a previously successful solution, and that there was a great deal of over- 
design and designers building memorials to themselves, rather than attempting to 
satisfy the client's requirements. Dark argued that the function analysis approach 
attempts to redress this situation, by ensuring that the client's requirements are 
identified and satisfied. 
Gordon (1998) argued that in his experience, the main problem with the current 
briefing process was that the architect was snot able to interpret the client's building 
usage requirements, and then suggest solutions that may be appropriate. He believed 
that the architect regarded specialist M&E services requirements as part of the client's 
own equipment, and not part of the building. The architect tended to be interested in 
where the "special equiprnent" was to be "plugged in" to the building, rather than 
concentrating on identifying the functions required from the building, to enable each 
type of activity to be carried out. 
Gordon (1998) was also unhappy about the information collection methods used for the 
new engineering building project. He believed that AAETS had been asked for the same 
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information several time,,, in slightly different format. or in , Ii`Thtl\, different 
situations. 
Gordon argued that there should be greater transparency of deign requirement 
information, as room data sheets had apparently "disappeared" once handed over to the 
architect, so that AAETS could not check what information they had Liven. or whether 
their stated requirements were actually incorporated into the final building design. 
Therefore Gordon (1998) liked the "visibility of data capture" approach proposed by 
the research, particularly the checklists with additional note. He stated that the 
information should be stored on a project database that could he accessed at any time, 
by any of the parties. 
Hill (1997) found the approach described very interesting. but was slightly 
apprehensive about the acceptance by practitioners, who may consider that they were 
being told how to do their jobs. 
Lyall (1998) believed that the proposed approach was interesting and would he a 
"major assistance" when dealing with a non-technical client. However, Lvall did not 
think the approach would have any merit when dealing with experienced clients, as 
most experienced clients use room data sheets for detailint, their specific technical 
requirements. 
Improvements To Early Cost Advice 
Grounds (1998) stated that the research proposals had given him a1 'ex ideas about how 
he could improve the way that Currie and Brown work; by paying more attention to the 
aesthetic standards of the M&E system,, (rather than focusing on technical performance, 
based on engineers' equipment sizings). and improving the transparency of the cost 
advice by stating clearly what quality of system had been allowed for in the budget. 
I, yall (1998) argued that architects and structural engineers do tend to have a reasonable 
understanding of M&E services, and of the interfaces with the building work. 
However, he believed that quantity surveyors were generally less knowledgeable about 
\1&E services. Lyall (1998) therefore believed that the proposed research approach 
would be of particular benefit to quantity surveyors, by improving their understanding 
of clients' M&E requirements, ultimately leading to more accurate cost advice. 
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8.8 REFINEMENTS TO THE PROPOSED COMMUNICATION TOOL 
It was very important to make sure that the client was not over-powered with too much 
information during the early design stages, (Dark, 1998) therefore it was suggested that 
the initial workshop would not necessarily have to include M&E services engineers. 
Dark (1998) stated that the decision as to when M&E engineers became involved would 
be dependent on the project, the status of the M&E work within the project, and 
whether the client was experienced in procuring buildings. 
Dark (1998) believed that there should be several value management workshops during 
the design stages of a project. Dark agreed that M&E requirements, co-ordination and 
integration were very important matters to be considered in the early design stages of 
any project; however, for the maximum benefit to be gained from the workshop, the 
client would need to be clear about his/her requirements, and therefore should not be 
overwhelmed with technical information in the early stages. 
The only specific refinements to the proposed approach were suggested by Lyall 
(1998). He believed that the proposed approach was fine in principle, but that the 
example diagrams and checklists should be more detailed, if they were to be used 
successfully in practice. For example, Lyall (1998) argued that the model representing 
functions required for fire protection (shown above in Figure 8.3 and Table 8.2), 
should also include "Detect Fire", and that provision should be included for alarm and 
evacuation requirements (including whether single or phased evacuation), and fire 
brigade access. 
Lyall (1998) believed that consideration of the building's fire strategy should collect 
information on the fire rating of slab, partitions, doors, glazing, ceiling, etc. 
Information would also be required on any hazardous processes that were to be carried 
out in the building. 
Evaluation of the lift requirements for a building should be expanded to consider fire 
safety specifically in connection with the lift installation. Lyall argued that consideration 
of lift requirements should include fireman's override, auto-return to ground, and 
standby power. 
The examples contained in this Chapter and in the research summary document used for 
the evaluation interviews, were illustrations of the proposed approach only, and were 
not intended to be definitive models for use in real situations. 
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It was very encouraging that all the research evaluators believed that the proposed 
approach would improve early design stage communications between inexperienced 
building clients and building professionals. Not all of the evaluators specifically 
referred to early cost advice, but those who had experience of early cost advice (rather 
than general project briefing experience) believed that the proposed improvements to the 
briefing process would lead to improved early cost advice. 
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CHAPTER - I\E 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECONI-N1END1 TION 
9.1 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
The research work discussed in the preceding chapters led to the following main 
findings: 
1. Existing methods of pre-design cost estimating for NI &-E services Were based 
primarily of the gross floor area of the proposed building. as ýv a,,, common practice 
for building structure and fabric elements. 
2. Several different classification systems were used for M&E service" elements and 
sub-elements, to break down the total estimated cost per m-' gross floor area. Some 
of these classification systems were published by institutions, toi encourage 
standardisation in the industry. Other classifications were developed in-house by 
practitioners, to increase the level of detail in the estimates, or to produce a 
classification system that was more appropriate to the types of projects commonly 
undertaken by the firm. 
3. It was found during interviews that the particular classification svýtem used for the 
M&E elements and sub-elements did not matter, as long as the inter-relationships 
between the various M&E services, and between the, M&E services and the 
building, were understood and the cost implications accounted for in the estimate. 
4. Existing cost information available for the production of M&E services cost 
estimates was that published by the Building Cost Information Service, and firms 
in-house information compiled from previous estimates, tenders and final accounts. 
Several deficiencies were identified in the format and'detail of the BCIS cost 
in formation. 
Relationships, between building function, building form descriptors and \l&E 
services cost,, ww, cre examined in detail using information 1mm B('IS Concise and 
Detailed Cost : \nalvscs. The small samples for most building functions rc'ulted in 
the information being considered by (: I/SfB function category rather than individual 
function. Gros floor area was not suitable for use a, the 'olc predictor of \1&E 
scrvices cost, in CI/StB function category based samples. (iross Floor Area, 
Ground Floor Area. Upper Floor Ai-ca. Usable Area, Ancillary Area, and . \veragc 
ýýý 
Storey Height Above Ground Floor did significantly- contribute to the fit of a 
multiple linear regression model produced from BCIS Detailed Cost Anal\ ses data. 
6. The deficiencies identified in the format and detail of the BCIS data. together with 
the small sample sizes for individual building functions, led to the need to collect 
new data for further examination of the relationships hetwecin building form. 
building function and M&E services costs. 
7. Analysis of the new data by inspection, and examination of standard deviations and 
correlation coefficients, revealed that relationships between M&E scr-v'icc'ý costs and 
the building form descriptors and ratios analysed, varied bet\t-ecn the building 
function determined samples. Therefore M&E services costs w ere related to (but 
not solely dependent on) building function. 
8. The quality of individual M&E installations was related to the functions performed 
by the installations. All functions could be regarded as contributing to either the 
technical performance of the system, or the aesthetic standard of the system/final 
building. Therefore performance and aesthetic standard were the two aspects of 
M&E services installations that related to their quality. 
9. Customer oriented function analysis system technique diagrams could be used to 
identify the functions performed by completed M&E installations. These diagrams 
could then be used during the early design stages of proposed new projects, to 
identify the performance and aesthetic standards required from the new building, as 
an assessment of the quality of M&E services required. 
10. A method of communicating information regarding the quality of M&E services, 
was developed. This method was based on the functions required to be performed 
by the building, and used a non-technical language to account for the differing 
knowledge bases of inexperienced building clients and design team members. 
l 1. It was found that the use of the proposed function-based communication method 
Would lead to more effective communication on the quality of \IN--E services in the 
early design stages. and that this could improve pre-design co`t advice for 
construction clients. 
1-2. Identification of interfaces betwccn building structure and fabric de,, iLns and the 
\1N: E services was an important aspect of early design decision making: which 
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could be facilitated through the proposed method of non-technical communication 
between project participants. 
9.2 CONCLUSIONS 
Investigation of Hypothesis 1: "Mechanical and electrical services costs an, related to 
the physical form and junction of the building; and the quality of the , II ýý L' . se vice , 
in 
tcr/u s of aesthetic . standard and technical performance. ", v a, inconcluýivc. 
The analysis work described in Chapter 6 found that M&E , crvices cots were related 
to building function; however the analysis of relationships between N1&1: services costs 
and building form descriptors and ratios. was not able to identify building form 
descriptors that were consistently significant in determining NI&E scrviccs costs. 
The poor detail found in the cost data analysed meant that the acstllet icy standards, and 
technical performances of the M&E installations were not clearly defined. This 
prevented the assessment of M&E services quality in the projects analysed. Therefore 
the effects of M&E services quality on the relationships between building form, 
building function and M&E services cost; could not be specifically investigated. 
The researcher maintained the belief that M&E services quality, in tcrms of aesthetic 
standard and technical performance. did affect the relationships observed between 
building form, building function and M&E services cost,, but was unable to find 
quantitative data that would enable this aspect of Hypothesis 1 to he supported. 
Therefore, the research adopted qualitative methods to pursue the investigation of M&E 
services quality, and its affect on early cost advice for M&E services. 
The evaluation work found that cost advice for construction clients in the pre-design 
phases, could be improved by more effective communication on the required quality of 
M&E services, thereby supporting Hypothesis 2. 
9.3 RECOMMENDATIONS TO INDUSTRY 
The main limitation to the research was the lack of availability of Lise ful cost data for 
analysis. Therefore man\, of the recommendations to the industry relate to the format 
and detail of data collected, and its subsequent use for M1&E , crvices cost advice. 
? ýý 
1. BCIS Detailed Elemental Analyses should be revised to include the information that 
the RICS (1982) believed should be considered when preparing a budget estimate, 
as shown in Table 5.1, (Chapter 5). 
2. The coding system used by the BCIS should be revised to include information 
about the M&E services installations contained in the building, rather than being 
restricted to building form. 
3. Design criteria and specification information should be published for M&E 
services, as this would enable the testing of new parameters for forecasting M&E 
services costs. The BCIS should consider reviving the Amplified Analysis because 
it contained more detailed specification and design information. However, a review 
of parameters used would be necessary to establish those that were significant in 
determining the cost of particular M&E installations. 
4. The timing of the tender action should be reviewed, and the procurement of M&E 
services done earlier, to ensure that the M&E services elemental cost information 
was more reliable, and valid for re-use for future estimates. 
5. Classifications used for published building cost information should place more 
emphasis on the M&E installations, so that similar M&E systems installed into 
different types of buildings could be compared, when cost estimating for proposed 
projects. 
6. Quantity surveyors and M&E services consulting engineers should place more 
emphasis on the performance and aesthetic standard of M&E services installations, 
when analysing historic cost information and preparing budget estimates for 
proposed projects. 
7. Briefing Workshops should be introduced to consider the functions required to be 
performed by the building, and the possible M&E and non-M&E solutions. The 
communication tool described in Chapter 8 will assist inexperienced building clients 
and non-M&E project team members to understand the technical aspects of the 
functions performed by M&E services, and their aesthetic standards. This will 
improve the effectiveness of the briefing, the accuracy of the early cost advice, and 
the client's satisfaction with the project. 
8. The industry should concern itself with the ability of the completed building to 
satisfy the needs of the client and the occupiers, (its fitness for purpose), rather than 
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short-sighted pre-occupation with payments for design. construction or other work- 
carried out. 
9.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The following areas were identified as providing scope for further re'earch: 
1. The relationships between the functions performed by a M&E Serviccs installation 
and its tender cost. 
2. Relationships between M&E services cost and each building form Liescriptor. for 
other building functions not examined in this research. 
3. Development of further building form descriptors. ratio', and tender price 
adjustments, and testing relationships with M&E services costs. 
4. The effect of M&E services quality on relationships between M&E services cost, 
building form, and building function . 
5. Development of Functions Required/Possible Design Solutions models for all 
functions that are commonly required in buildings, and testing their effectiveness at 
improving communications during the briefing stage of a proposed project. 
9.5 PUBLICATIONS 
Some of the work undertaken as part of this research project was written up for 
publication. The authors of all the following papers were 1,. M. Svvaffield and C. L. 
Pasquire: 
Refereed Conference Papers 
1. A Critical Analysis Of Building Services Cost Prediction Models. Association of 
Researchers in Construction Mana`, ement (ARCOM) 11 th annual conference, 
University of York, September 1995. 
2. Defining The Quality Of N1&E Services During The Early Design Stage,,: A Value 
Engineering Approach, ARCONI 12th annual conference, Sheffield Hallam 
1. ui\'crsity, Septernbcr 1996. 
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3. Assessing The Quality Of M&E Services Using A Value Engineering Approach: 
Implications For Cost Management. RICS Construction and Building Research 
Conference (COBRA), University of the West of England. September 1996. 
Refereed Journal Papers 
1. A Critique Of Mechanical And Electrical Services Cost Planning: l: \iýting Methods 
And Published Information, Journal of Financial ManaLcment of Property and 
Construction. Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1996. 
2. Examination Of Relationships Between Building Form And Function, And The 
Cost Of Mechanical And Electrical Services, accepted for publication by 
Construction Management and Economics, January 1998. 
9.6 PROPOSED PUBLICATIONS 
1. Journal paper describing the proposed non-technical communication method, and 
the resultant improvements to the hriefing process and early Cost advice. The 
proposed paper shall be submitted to Engineering, Construction and Architectural 
Management. 
2. A paper will be submitted for consideration for publication in the RICS research 
paper series. describing the analysis work undertaken and the proposals for 
improving early cost advice for M&E services. 
9.7 WORK FILES 
The following files are held within the Department of Civil and Building Engineering at 
Loughborough University: 
Returned questionnaires. 
Notes from interviews with quantity surveyors and M&E , erviccý, engineers. 
All project documentation collected and analysed for the research. 
4. Notes from meetings to evaluate the proposals. 
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Appendix A Questionnaires Questionnaire 1 M&E Quantity Surveyors 
Name of Firm 
Address 
Are you willing to contribute to the research ? YES/NO 
If NO, you will not be contacted again. Sorry to bother you. 
If YES, please give further information 
Contact Name(s) 
Telephone Iui xtension 
Do you use the RICS/BCIS Standard Form of Cost Analysis'! 
Do you use the Engineering Services Short Form of Cost Analysis? 
Do you have any in-house systems/methods of cost planning of 
services? 
If YES, please give details 
PTO 
ýti 1 
tippenuix A yuesnonnaires Questionnaire 1 M&E Quantity Surveyors 
What is the main basis for your services cost estimates? e. g. cost/m2 
Gross Floor Area, cost per treated area/volume, cost per serN ice 
installation? 
Can you think of any particular problems with the current methods of 
cost planning engineering services; or the cost data currently available? 
If YES, please give details 
Are you prepared to discuss cost planning of engineering services 
further? 
If YES, please suggest suitable dates for meeting 
Any general comments? 
Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary'. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP 
_g_ 
Appendix A questionnaires Questionnaire 2. \1&E Engineers 
Name of Organisation 
Address 
Contact Name(s) 
Telephone Extension 
Do you ever get involved in costing engineering services? YES/NO 
IF YES 
What is the main basis for your services cost estimates '? e. g. cost/m2 
Gross Floor Area, cost per treated area/volume, cost per service 
installation? 
Can you think of any particular problems with the was, Quantity, 
Surveyors currently calculate/control the costs of engineering services? 
If YES, please give details 
Would you like to discuss cost control of engineering services further ? 
YES/NO 
If YES, I will phone to arrange a meeting with you. 
PTO 
? ý; 
Appenaix A '2uestlonnaires Questionnaire 2. M1&E Engineers 
Any general comments ? 
Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. 
THANK 1'OL- FOR YOUR HELP 
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APPENDIX B 
CLASSIFICATIONS OF `I&E SERVICES IN FORMIATIO\ 
TABLE B1 - CLASSIFICATION OF -MECHANICAL SERVICES USED 
BY ENGINEERING SERVICES FORMS OF COST 
. ANALYSIS 
1.00 Cold Water 1.01 Connections and incoming supply 
main 
1.02 Storage 
1.03 Distribution 
2.00 Hot Water 2.01 Calorifier/ Heat exchanger 
2.02 Distribution 
3.00 Space Heating 3.01 Fuel Supply and Storage 
3.02 Heat Source 
3.03 Distribution 
3.0-1 Terminals 
4.00 Air Conditioning 4.01 Fuel Supply and Storage 
4.02 Heat Source 
4.03 Cooling Plant etc. 
4.04 Air Handling Plant 
4.05 Distribution 
4.06 Terminals 
4.07 Units 
5.00 Ventilation (Supply) 5.01 Fans 
5.02 Distribution 
5.03 Terminals 
6.00 Ventilation (Extract) 6.01 Fans 
6.02 Distribution 
6.03 Terminals 
7.00 Ventilation (Toxic) 7.01 Fans 
7.02 Distribution 
7.03 Terminals 
8.00 Gases (Medical) 8.01 Storage 
8.0-1 Distribution 
8.03 Outlets 
9.00 Gases (Fuel Lab) 9.01 Connection and Incoming supply 
main or storage 
9.02 Distribution 
9.03 Outlets 
10.00 Fire Protection 10.01 Connection and Incoming main and 
storage 
10.02 Distribution 
10.03 Outlets 
11.00 Compressed Air 11.01 Compressors 
11.02 Distribution 
11.03 Outlets 
12.00 Vacuum 12.01 Pumps 
1-1.0-1 Distribution 
1 1.0 3 Outlets 
13.00 Petroleum Supply 13.01 Storage 
1 3.02 Distribution 
1 3.0 3 Terminals 
14.00 Refuse Disposal 14.01 Inlets 
14.02 Chutes 
14.03 Collector Disposal Equipment 
2ý5 
TABLE B2 - CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL SERVICES USED 
BY ENGINEERING SERVICES FORMS OF COST ANALYSIS 
1.00 Incoming Service 1.01 Connection 
1.02 Service from main to ,, %v itch 
2.00 Standby, (generation 2.01 Equipment 
2.02 Cables 
3.00 Main Switch And 3.01 Connection 
Fuses 3.02 Switches and Fuse 
4.00 Sub-Mains And 4.01 Cables 
Distribution 4.02 Boards and FLISC, 
5.00 Space Heating 5.01 Switchgear and Distribution Boards 
. 
0? Cables etc. 
. 03 Equipment 6.00 Power Distribution 6.01 Cables and Wiring 
6.02 Outlets and Acccsýories 
6.03 Equipment 
7.00 Lighting Distribution 7.01 Cables 
7.02 Luminaires 
7.03 Switchgear and A ccsm)rics 
8.00 Emergency Lighting 8.01 Batteries Switchgear 
8.02 Cables etc. 
8.03 Luminaires 
9.00 Clock Installation 9.01 Batteries/central control 
9.02 Cables etc. 
9.03 Clock Units 
10.00 Radio/TV/CCTV 10.01 Cables 
10.02 Outlets 
10.03 Receivers etc. 
11.00 Telephone 1 1.01 Incoming Mains 
11.02 Exchange Equipment 
11.03 Distribution and Outlets 
11.04 Instruments 
12.00 Security Installation 12.01 Distribution Boards, cahlcs, 
accessories, etc. 
1-1.02 Equipment 
13.00 Fire Detection/Alarm 13.01 Distribution Boards. cahlcs. 
accessories, etc. 
13.02 Equipment 
14.00 Public Address 14.01 Equipment 
14.02 Cables etc. 
15.00 Intercom Paging 15.01 Equipment 
15.02 Cables etc. 
16.00 Access Control 16.01 Equipment 
16.02 Cables etc. 
17.00 Distribution To 17.01 Cables etc. 
Mechanical Services 17.01 Switches 
18.00 Distribution To Lifts 18.01 Cables etc. 
And Special Services 18.01 Switches 
19.00 Lightning Protection 19.01 Conductors 
19.02 Clamps 
19.0 3 Electrodes 
20.00 Earthing And Bonding 20.01 Mesh, cables ctc. 
? 0. O 1 Clamps etc. 
21.00 Services & 11.01 Control Equipiucnt/ Panel/ Deal: 
Management Control 11.02 Cables etc. 
Systems 21.03 Sensors 
fi 
" 
TABLE B3 - CLASSIFICATION OF LIFTS AND SPECIAL SERVICES 
USED BY ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR-AL' OF COST ASIS 
1.00 Lifts and Hoists 1.01 Equipment 
1.02 Motors etc. 
1.03 Cables etc. 
1.04 Accessories 
2.00 Maintenance Cradles 2.01 Cradles 
2.02 Cables etc. 
TABLE B4 
SERVICES 
- UNIVERSAL DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION OF \I&E 
696 Equipment, 696.1 Pipe fitter's trade 696.11 Water supply installations 
services, installations 696.12 Drainage above ground 
in buildings (sanitary, 696.13 Drainage helow around 
gas, steam, electrical) 696.14 Sanitary installations & 
fittings 
696.2 Gas installations 
696.3 Steam installations 
696.4 Hot water supply 
696.5 Pneumatic, 
compressed air and 
vacuum installations 
696.6 Electrical 
installations 
697 Heating, 697.1 Heating generally 
ventilation and air 
conditioning 
697.2 Space heating by 
individual heat 
generating appliances 
697.3 Central heating 
697.4 Hot water central 
heating 
697.5 Steam central 
heating 
697.7 Other methods of 
heating 
697.8 Chimneys, flues 
697.9 Ventilation, air 697.91 Plant, equipment 
conditioning 697.92 Ventilation proper 
697.93 Humidity control 
697.94 Air conditioning units in 
general 
697.95 Circulation and movement 
of air 
697.97 Temperature conditioning, 
cooling and heating of air 
697.98 Dust and fume removal 
699.8 Protection of and 699.81 Fire protection 
in buildings. emergency 699.816 Fire fighting 
measures, precautions installations. including built-in 
extinguishing s' stellt, 
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APPENDIX C 
SUMMARY OF FIT OF REGRESSION MODELS 
TABLE Cl - M&E SERVICES COSTS PREDICTED BY MODEL MI1 
Project Function Actual 
Services Cost 
Predicted 
Services Cost 
I Car Park £ 184,821.00 £ 1.48 3.842.71 
2 Car Showroom £ 164,672.00 £ 1 16.531.38 
3 Mortuary £ 134,055.00 -£ 8.136.99 
4 Factory £ 62,274.00 £ 350.959.06 
5 Advance Factories £ 647,077.00 £ 723.481.03 
6 Advance Factories £ 46,073.00 £ 282.809.53 
7 Advance Factories and Offices £ 25,058.00 £ 145,229.81 
8 Advance Factories and Offices £ 205,955.00 £ 254,995.06 
9 Purpose Built Factory £ 226,349.00 f 555,594.97 
10 Purpose Built Warehouse/Stoic £ 1,411,715.00 £ 1,535,036.98 
11 Purpose Built Warehouse/Stoic £ 262,488.00 £ 199.440.88 
12 Local Administration £ 26,627.00 -± 87.561.33 
13 Local Administration £ 83,273.00 £ 131,144.37 
14 Law Courts £ 304,170.00 £ 804,043.69 
15 Offices £ 45,831.00 -£ 95,163.61 
16 Offices £ 721,542.00 f 957.165.17 
17 Offices £ 116,725.00 t 14,394.58 
18 Offices £ 973,127.00 £ 170,283.17 
19 Offices £ 1,292,989.00 £ 682.558.95 
20 Offices £ 98,802.00 £ 175,646.98 
21 Offices £ 628,620.00 £ 569.737.80 
22 Offices £ 217,031.00 £. 130.805.88 
Offices £ 1,360,030.00 £ 1.365,547.78 
24 Offices £ 404,870.00 £ 310.243.17 
25 Offices £ 354,695.00 £ 275,691.95 
26 Offices £ 4,010,527.00 £ 2,488,425.38 
27 Offices £ 1,792,875.00 1,742,800.56 
28 Shops £ 12,920.00 £ 405,034.74 
29 Police Stations £ 779.243.00 £ 919.314.07 
30 Police Stations £ 54,224.00 -£ 68,246.12 
31 Hospital Teaching £ 201,172.00 £ 397.196.31 
32 Hospital Teaching £ 185.664.00 £ 244.853.79 
33 General Hospitals £ 103,699.00 ± 313.780.47 
34 General Hospitals £ 2,597,168.00 £ 3.662.145.8 
35 General Hospitals £ 5.397.881.00 £ 5.443.61.0.14 
3 General Hospitals . 5,453,386.00 £ 4.567.482.33 
-ýý 
37 General Hospitals £ 1,622.47O. ()O t 1.667.269.90 
38 General Hospitals £ 4,896.191.00 ± 3.942.902.733 
39 Mental/Psychiatric £ 655,523. O0 £ 347.359.63 
40 Psychiatric Units £ 1,042,297.00 £ 1.607.921.27 
41 Maternity/ Gynaecology facilitic,, £ 398,155.00 ± 154.021.41 
42 Maternity/ Gynaecology facilities £ 1,008,742.00 £ 834. S38.8 2 
43 Maternity/ Gynaecology facilities £ 1,803,770.00 £ 810.176.17 
44 Paediatric & Geriatric £ 2,593.569.00 £ 1,780,801.03 
45 Hospital laboratories £ 3,601,637.00 3.289.204.76 
46 Pathology laboratories £ 581,586.00 f 148,979.47 
47 Pharmacies £ 214.538.00 -t 37.703.23 
48 Ward blocks £ 818.827.00 t $98.621.55 
49 Outpatient/Casualty £ 733.337.00 £ 1.310,391.27 
50 Health Centres £ 61,407.00 £ 88.097.48 
51 Health Centres £ 71,886.00 f 62.895.56 
52 Health Centres £ 357,977.00 £ 146,184.46 
53 Health Centres £ 114,580.00 -£ 20,301.47 
54 Health Centres £ 16,719.00 -£ 76,910.81 
55 Nursing Homes £ 57,648.00 £ 48,031.44 
56 Hospices £ 273,383.00 £ 182,599.29 
57 Homes for Mentally Handicapped £ 169,644.00 t 6.422.85 
58 Homes for Mentally Handicapped £ 40,720.00 -£ 37,076.69 
59 Homes for Mentally Handicapped £ 57,766.00 -£ 24,143.55 
60 Children's Home £ 115,657.00 £ 29,948.78 
61 Old Peoples Home £ 164,423.00 £ 208,232.80 
62 Old Peoples Home £ 57,544.00 -£ 12,897.62 
63 Old Peoples Home £ 318,682.00 £ -1-14,226.26 
64 Old Peoples Home £ 27,826. E)0 -£ 70,703.38 
65 Old Peoples Home £ 26,380.00 -f- 99,180.71 
66 Old Peoples Home £ 267,771.00 £ 581,440.89 
67 Old Peoples Home £: 239,194.00 £ 1 13,187.54 
68 Old Peoples Home £ 592,857.00 £ 450.553.59 
69 Animal rearing £ 823,116.00 £ 830,405.64 
70 Public Houses £ 119,237.00 -£ 38,252.43 
71 Clubs £ 92,052.00 £ 3.765.21 
72 Covered swimming pools £ 601,447.00 £ 589.426.71 
73 Covered swimming pools £ 464,874.00 £ 439,724.56 
74 Sports Centres £ 223,336.00 t 506.378.16 
75 Gymnasia £ 217.562.00 £ 219.226.82 
76 Gymnasia £ 17,626.00 t; 142.162.54 
77 Churches. Chapel,, £ 42,191.00 215.718.29 
78 Churches. Chapels f 72.1 19. t)O -' 137.208.35 
71) Churches. Chapels f 36,802.00 -f 43.158.50 
$O Mission Halls £ 26,741.00 -t 46,035.61 
81 Primary Schools £ 148.483.00 1 41.813.39 
tiý Primary Schools £ 130.426.00 -£ 7.327.64 
'1ti9 
83 Primary Schools £ 58,647.0() -+ 39.083.19 
84 Primary Schools £ 167,377.00 56.580.74 
85 Primary Schools £ 199.910.00 f 584.058.54 
86 Secondary Schools £ 369.445.00 671. -19.84 
87 Secondary Schools t 507.71 1. OO -' 185.281.69 
88 Secondary Schools £ 298.944.00 £ 467.442.76 
89 6th form colleges £ 107,778.00 ± 68.576.08 
90 6th form colleges £ 251,186.00 £ 25.082.97' 
91 6th form colleges £ 22,719.00 £ 47,300.11 
92 Colleges £ 107,915.00 £ 139.277.50 
93 Adult Education £ 88.848.00 £ 44.402.69 
94 Museums, Planetaria £ 133.099.00 f 245.793.05 
95 Public Libraries £ 224,015.00 £ 279.343.02 
96 Public Libraries £ 497,060.00 t; 618,678.23 
97 Housing mixed development £ 187,808.00 £ 71,771.79 
98 Housing mixed development £ 41,322.00 -£ 8,431.98 
99 Housing mixed development £ 151,096.00 £ 442,542.41 
100 Estate Housing £ 409,170.00 £ 428,007.89 
101 Estate Housing terraced £ 66.642.00 -£ 39,593.23 
102 Estate Housing terraced £ 46,1 15.00 -£ 48.366.62 
103 Flats £ 58.805.00 £ 150,884.68 
104 Flats £ 41.467.00 -t 6.229.50 
105 Flats £ 175.818.00 £ 184.640.27 
106 Flats £ 156,399.00 £ 139,307.07 
107 Flats £ 105,290.00 £ 230,014.77 
108 Flats £ 248.402.00 £ 355,086.20 
109 Flats £ 50,462.00 -t 3,692.18 
110 Flats £ 26,669.00 -t 19,082.38 
111 Flats £ 8,281.00 -¬ 52,524.39 
112 Flats £ 56,273.00 -£ 61,872.84 
113 Flats £ 1,072,623.00 £ 1.536,968.88 
114 Flats £ 368,174.00 £ 1,229.075.13 
115 Flats £ 167,333.00 £ 133,880.35 
116 Flats £ 31,318.00 -£ 38,124.86 
117 Flats £ 121,126.00 £ 122,549.95 
118 Flats £ 117,664.00 £ 55.287.38 
1 19 One off housing detached £ 23,813.00 - 124.434.48 
120 Sheltered Housimz £ 138,284.00 t, 1 19.947.64 
121 Sheltered Housing £ 181,948.00 398,373.77 
122 Sheltered Housing, £ 171,581.00 f 483,903.79 
123 Sheltered Housing £ 170.273. )O 222.051.13 
124 Sheltered Housing £ 442.319.00 £ 608.877.45 
125 Sheltered Housing £ 66.125.00 t 104.546.09 
126 Shelters d Housin12 £ 392.02 x. 00 £ 1.2 3.043.97 
12'7 Sheltered Housin £ 225.94 3.00 £ 680.932.75 
128 Sheltered Housing" £ 185.416.00 £ 294.469.52 
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121) Sheltered Housing £ 3 0.1)70.00 -£ 33.662.41 
130 Sheltered Housing # 182.502.00 £ 354.605.73 
131 Sheltered Housing 45.815.00 -£ 16.427.06 
132 Sheltered Housing 242.411.00 £ 283.109.33 
133 Sheltered Housing £ 55.209.00 -£ 8.998.02 
134 Sheltered Housing £ 27,931.00 -£ 2.100.7-1 
135 Sheltered Housing £ 469.879.00 £ 801,056.22 
136 Sheltered Housing £ 365,849.00 £ 785.559.22 
137 Sheltered Housing £ 82,534.00 £ 9.161.29 
138 Sheltered Housing £ 257,035.00 £ 3 30.760.17 
139 Sheltered Housing £ 290.974.0 £ 5 28.7 8.68 
140 Sheltered Housing £ 66.959.00 -£ ti 5.540.79 
141 Sheltered Housing £ 212.817.00 £ 226.187.72 
142 Sheltered Housing £ 271,689.00 £ 307,059.49 
143 Hotels £ 1,259.918.00 £ 1,473,409.28 
144 Hotels £ 585,797.00 £ 839,704.82 
145 Communal Housing £ 47,063.00 £ 91,378.99 
146 Communal Housing £ 19,028.00 -£ 84,824.81 
147 Short Stay Hostels £ 8,377.00 -£ 106,501.30 
148 Barracks, mess facilities £ 307,370.00 £ 281,345.97 
149 Short Stay Hostels £ 114,579.00 £ 12,832.65 
150 Short Stay Hostels £ 55,992.00 £ 2.654.75 
151 Short Stay Hostels £ 214,982.00 £ 318.711.74 
152 Changing rooms £ 146,072.00 £ 64,050.77 
'i. 
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TABLE C2 - SUMMARY OF FIT OF MODEL `I1 (ALL VARIABLES) 
ORGANISATIONAL TYPE REGRESSION MODELS 
Model F df Independent Variables t-observed t-crit. 
Major Purpose 28.03 33 Gross Floor Area 0.000O004 1.697 
Economic Ground Floor Area -4.2 5 30 Upper Floor Area -2.6948 (foi- 30 Usable Area 0.0000006 df) 
Circulation Area -0.0000010 
Ancillary Area 0.0000011 
Internal Divisions 0.0000087 
Internal Cube 1.18)92 
External Wall Area -0.2468 Wall: Floor Ratio 
Average Storey Height At 
Ground Floor 0.1936 
Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor 0.6382 
Major Purpose 90.95 82 Gross Floor Area 3.1 175 1.671 
Public Service Ground Floor Area -0.9670 (for 60 
Upper Floor Area -0.42-50 df) Usable Area -3.4026 
Circulation Area -1.2371 or 
Ancillary Area - 3.5442 1.658 
Internal Divisions --). 743 (for 
Internal Cube 4.6183 120 
External Wall Area -0.5495 df) 
Wall: Floor Ratio 0.0081 
Average Storey Height At 
Ground Floor 0.5 5 19 
Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor -1.0337 
Prime 24.75 28 Gross Floor Area -0.0000005 1.701 
Beneficiary Ground Floor Area -3.8529 
Business Concern Upper Floor Area -2.3 557 
Usable Area 0.0000008 
Circulation Area 0.0000002 
Ancillary Area 0.0000010 
Internal Divisions 0.0000039 
Internal Cube 1.2576 
External Wall Area -0.2292 
Wall: Floor Ratio -0-0-139 
Average Storey Height At 
Ground Floor 0.1442 
Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor 0.4105 
2ý)2 
Model F df Independent Variables t-observed t-crit. 
Prime 152.55 82 Gross Floor Area 2. ý138 1.671 
Beneficiary Ground Floor Area -2.5664 (for 60 Service Upper Floor Area -0.4092 df) 'sable Area -2.0~60 Circulation Area -0.7 522 or 
Ancillaiv Area -2.7826 1.658 Internal Divisions - . 
69 ) (for 
Internal Cube 2.2 431 120 
External Wall Area - 3.2 3 -8 
dt) 
Wall: Floor Ratio 1.0815 
Average Storey Height At 
Ground Floor 1.0675 
Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor -0.5-518 Typology 29.3 14 Gross Floor Area #DIV/0! 1.761 
Utilitarian Ground Floor Area -4.1$ 54 
Upper Floor Area -1.013-1 
Usable Area #DIV/0! 
Circulation Area #DIV'/0! 
Ancillary Area #DIV/0! 
Internal Divisions #DIV/0! 
Internal Cube 0.7990 
External Wall Area 0.28 39 
Wall: Floor Ratio 0.8368 
Average Storey Height At ' 
Ground Floor 1.8419 
Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor -1.8109 
Typology 99.56 85 Gross Floor Area 3.3538 1.671 
Normative Ground Floor Area -1.1681 (for 60 
Upper Floor Area -0.6129 df) 
Usable Area -3.6--')80 
Circulation Area -1.2215 or 
Ancillary Area -3.8183 1.658 
Internal Divisions - 2.9790 (for 
Internal Cube 4.8402 120 
External Wall Area -0.5223 df) 
Wall : Floor Ratio -0.1451 
Average Storey Height At 
Ground Floor 0.7398 
Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor -1-22586 
l ýý 
Model F df Independent Variables t-observed t-crit. 
Primary 64.22 89 Grog,, Floor Area 3.3.00 1.671 
Activity Ground Floor Area -5.5 7 21 (for 60 
Productive or L'pper Floor Area -5. ) ti 3 df) Economic Usable Area -2. -), -, 7 
8 
Circulation Area -0.9771 or 
Ancillary Area -2.5553 1.658 Internal Divisions -1. -)044 (for Internal Cube 0.7097 120 
External Wall Area -0.0771 df) Wall: Floor Ratio -0.4067 
Average Storey Height At 
Ground Floor -0.05 32 
Average Storey Hei`Tht 
Above Ground Floor 2.0509 
Primary 31.64 28 Gros Floor Area 0.3-574 F. 701 
Activity Ground Floor Area -3.9830 
Maintenance Upper Floor Area -2.7636 
Usable Area -0.2801 
Circulation Area -0.6302 
Ancillary Area -0.2 5 39 
Internal Divisions 0.2146 
Internal Cube 2.6039 
External Wall Area -0.2812 
Wall : Floor Ratio 0.0765 
Average Storey Height At 
Ground Floor -0.5754 
Average, Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor -2.776? 
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TABLE C3 - SUMMARY OF FIT OF MODEL \12 (. SI(; NIFICANT VARIABLES) ORGANISATION. AI. TYPE REGRESSION MODELS 
Model F df Independent Variables t-observed t-crit. 
Major Purpose 29.39 39 Gross Floor Area 6.3455 1.684 
Economic Ground Floor Area -6., '401 (for 40 Upper Floor Area -6.4634 df) Usable Area -2.1 55 Ancillary Area -1.097 Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor 1.5 351 
Major Purpose 134.25 88 Gross Floor Area 7.5045 1.671 
Public Service Ground Floor Area -0.5074 (for 60 Upper Floor Area -0.4004 df) or Usable Area -7. -)7')') 
1.658 
Ancillary Area -6.2330 (for Average Storey Height 120 
Above Ground Floor 3.1950 df) 
Prime 24.87 34 Gross Floor Area 5.9843 1.697 
Beneficiary Ground Floor Area -6.0258 (for 30 Business Concern Upper Floor Area -6.0')12 df) or Usable Area -2.0147 1.684 Ancillary Area -1.2488 (for 40 Average Storey Height df) 
Above Ground Floor 1.4818 
Prime 8.41 4 Gross Floor Area 1.7117 2.132 
Beneficiary Ground Floor Area -1.3550 Commonweal Upper Floor Area -0.8111 Usable Area -0.2874 Ancillary Area 0.4808 
Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor -0.2918 
Prime 216.31 88 Gross Floor Area 3.9200 1.671 
Beneficiary Ground Floor Area -3.0751 (for 60 Service tipper Floor Area -1.0409 df) or Usable Area -0.7039 1.658 Ancillary Area -1.7234 (for 
Average Storey Height 120 
Above Ground Floor 1.7 341 df) 
Typology 13.53 20 Gross Floor Area 3.9808 1.725 
Utilitarian Ground Floor Area -3.9817 
Upper Floor Area -4.3 349 Usable Area -1.15 89 
Ancillary Area -0.8005 
Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor 0.9276 
Typology 140.86 91 Gross Floor Area 7.7410 1.671 
Normative Ground Floor Area -0.70$7 (for 60 
t pper Floor Area -0.5 807 df) or 
Usable Area -7.4726 1.658 
Ancillary Area -6.4045 (for 
Average Storev Height 120 
Above Ground Floor 3.0154 df) 
ý9z, 
Model F df Independent Variables t-observed t-crit. 
Primary 133.15 95 GrO,,,, Floor Area 10.1087 1.671 
Activity Ground Floor Area -5.8844 (for 60 Productive or Upper Floor Area -5). 6408 df) or Economic Usable Area -9.4594 1.6 58 
Ancillary Area -6.8 102 (for 
A% crate Storey, Height 120 
Above Ground Floor ti1) 0 di) 
Primary 25.82 34 Gross Floor Area 0.15 92 1.697 
Activity Ground Floor Area -0.0691 (for 30 Maintenance Upper Floor Area 1.2 218 df) or 
Usable Area 0.8-119 1.684 
Ancillary Area -0. / 161 (for 40 
Average Storey, Height df) 
Above Ground Floor -0.0860 
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TABLE C4 - SUMMARY OF FIT OF MODEL M3 (SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES) ORGANISATIONAL TYPE REGRESSION 'MODELS 
Model F df Independent Variables t-observed t-crit. 
Major Purpose 39.24 53 Gro>,,,, Floor Area 7.6(ý 5 1.671 
Economic Ground Floor Area -7.7 500 (for 60 Upper Floor Area -7.5 268 df) "sable Area -2.0572 Ancillary Area -1.4029 Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor 1.9674 
Major Purpose 103.39 113 Gross Floor Area 4 4852 1.671 
Public Service Ground Floor Area . -1.9056 (for 60 Upper Floor Area -1.7430 df) or Usable Area -3.43O2 1.6 58 Ancillary Area -1.5 30 ( for 
Average Storey Height 120 
Above Ground Floor 2.9572 d 1-) 
Prime 33.81 48 Gross Floor Area 7.2 25 1.684 
Beneficiary Ground Floor Area -7.2151 (for 40 Business Concern Upper Floor Area -7.0200 df) or 
Usable Area -2.5 115 1.671 Ancillary Area -1.2 8 19 (for 60 
Average Storey Height df) 
Above Ground Floor 1.8049 
Prime 81.55 7 Gros,, Floor Area 1.9792 1.895 
Beneficiary Ground Floor Area -0.7155 Commonweal Upper Floor Area - 2.3 3 36 
Usable Area -0.5, -' 0 
Ancillary Area 1.0388 
Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor 1.8191 
Prime 172.52 111 Gros,, Floor Area 3.3756 1.671 
Beneficiary Ground Floor Area -0.6845 (for 60 
Service Upper Floor Area 0.7964 df) or 
Usable Area -1. X667 1.658 
Ancillary Area -2.8180 (for 
Average Storey Height 120 
Above Ground Floor 2.1151 df) 
Typology ». 31 31 Gross Floor Area 5.4579 1.697 
Utilitarian Ground Floor Area -5.8 5 57 (for 30 
tipper Floor Area -5.8099 df) Usable Area -1.6844 
Ancillary Area -0.9046 
Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor 1.4150 
"Typology 115.25 114 Gross Floor Area 4.8078 1.671 
Normative Ground Floor Area -0. -$2O (for 
60 
tipper Floor Area 0.1171 df) or 
Usable Area -4.9(-, 9 2 1.6 58 
Ancillary Area - 3.6079 (for 
Average Storev Height 120 
Above Ground Floor 3.6)(ý df) 
i() 7 
Primary 117.01 125 Gross Floor Area 7.5949 8 1.65 
Activity Ground Floor Area -4.1526 (for 
Productive or Upper Floor Area -3.5950 120 
Economic Usable Area -7.7847 df) or 
Ancillary Area -4.7159 1.645 
Average Storey Height (for oo 
Above Ground Floor 3.4897 df) 
Primary 40.70 2 Gross Floor Area 1.3909 2.920 
Activity Ground Floor Area -1.1166 
Managerial or Upper Floor Area -0.5 3 34 
Political Usable Area -0.9502 
Ancillary Area -0.6391 
Average Storey Height 
Above Ground Floor 0.6595 
Primary 29.87 46 Gross Floor Area 2.7681 1.684 
Activity Ground Floor Area -0.0944 (for 40 
Maintenance Upper Floor Area 0.9691 df) or 
Usable Area -1.1697 1.671 
Ancillary Area -2.7402 (for 60 
Average Storey Height df) 
Above Ground Floor -0.0375 
'I . 
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APPENDIX D 
DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS ANALYSED 
The descriptions `liven below were abstracted from the tender documents: but where the 
preliminaries section was missing from the information provided, the description 
compiled by studying the drawings and the measured work , cction of the bill. 
Many of the projects were design and build, so the information was hascd upon the 
contractor's submission, not a bill of quantities. 
Aston Design, construction and commissioning of a single storcv semi- 
Science Park basement car park to the whole site, together with a4 , torcy office 
phase 7 building over. The office building and associated external works 
cover approximately one half of the podium slab over the car park, 
with the remainder temporarily waterproofed awaiting future 
development. The semi-basement car park is approximately 150m x 
60m overall on plan and 3.50m high. The office building is 
approximately 38m x 45m overall on plan and 16m high to the 
eaves. 
The car park construction is of reinforced insitu concrete pile caps 
and ground slab on existing piles; structural `tecl framework with 
insitu concrete column casings and dry board fire casings; 
reinforced insitu concrete podium slab; facing brick and polyester 
powder coated louvres to external walls; blockwork internal walls; 
painted walls and ceilings; car park markings, signagc, entrance/exit 
barriers and CCTV security installation; partial mechanical 
ventilation; lighting and emergency lighting. basic power and fire 
alarm installations. 
The office building construction is of structural steel framework 
with fire protection: insitu concrete on Holorib decking upper floors: 
artificial slate roof coverings on structural steel framework: facing 
brick/block external cavity walls with polyester powder coated 
l'Cature railings, polyester powder coated aluminium double glazed 
windows with fully reversible pivot hung opening lights: blockwork 
internal walls, hardwood veneered flush doors: plaster and emulsion 
wall finish generally with full height ceramic tiling in toilets; carpet 
tiles on medium duty raised access floor generally with ceramic 
floor tiles in toilets: regular edge lay-in tile suspended ceilings: 
sanitary fittings. disposal installation and hot and cold water 
services; LPHW radiator heating installations with comfort cooling 
to office areas and partial mechanical ventilation: recessed 
fluorescent low brightness VDU compatible luminaires and 
emergency lighting, underfloor wiring trays and power outlet floor 
boxes, fire alarm system: ? no. passenger lifts. 
External works comprising vehicle acces,, and paved areas to 
podium slab complete with waterproofing. landscaping: drainage: 
incoming services and external lighting. 
Tenants fitting out comprising partitioning and fitting out includin`i 
upgrading finishes in the open plan office area,,. 
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Coronet Mill Construction of office building as an extension to an existing flour 
mill complex. Generally two storey. comprising office 
accommodation, boardroom/training facilities, test bakery, 
laboratory, staff amenities. 
Partially steel framed and part masonry cavity external walls. Stud 
partitions and concrete blockwork internal walls. Prestressed precast 
concrete beam and block flooring system. Metal clad roof. Powder 
coated aluminium windows and external doors. LPHW gas fired 
heating system, ventilation installation, and domestic services 
installation to office and amenities area. Split system air 
conditioning to computer room, boardroom/training and meeting 
area. 
Carlton Park Construction of new document store, generally single storey steel 
framed warehouse with integral 2 storey office accommodation. 
Office accommodation masonry cavity wall, warehouse area 
composite metal cladding system. Aluminium framed windows. 
Blockwork internal walls. Goods scissor lift. 
Avery Hill 96 student flats arranged in 3 blocks, each flat containing 6 single 
study bedrooms with en-suite facilities and 1 kitchen/dining room. 
All fully furnished. 
2/3 storey brick/block insulated cavity wall, plasterboard lined 
internally. Precast proprietary beam and block floor. Softwood 
preformed roof trusses with Iberian slates. 
Electric panel type heaters in bedrooms, electric storage heaters in 
kitchens and communal areas. Data access systems and telephone 
outlets in each bedroom, door entry system with 2 way speech 
facility between main door and each kitchen/diner. Extract fans to 
each shower room and kitchen. Low energy luminaires. 
1 Brindley Design development and construction of new office building with 
Place net internal floor area exceeding 80,000 square feet, on five floors 
around a central atrium. Includes basement car parking. Reinforced 
insitu concrete frame, masonry cladding with feature reconstituted 
stone work. Metal cladding to fourth floor and roof plant area. 4 no. 
1000 kg 13 person lifts. 
2 Brindley Design development and construction of new office building with 
Place net internal floor area of 75,400 square feet, on seven floors around 
a centrally located fully glazed internal atrium. Includes 2 storeys 
below ground comprising 75 car parking spaces and plant rooms. 
Reinforced insitu concrete slabs and columns up to ground floor 
level. Steel framed superstructure, independent load bearing one 
brick thick brickwork cladding. 
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Corn Construction of new office building consisting of 2 levels below 
Exchange ground with 8 upper storeys arranged around a central atrium. 18 
car parking spaces are located at sub-basement and mezzanine level. 
Access to the car parking is via a dedicated car lift entered from 
street level from the service roadway within the site. Restaurants (in 
shell) are located at basement and sub-basement level. Office 
accommodation is at ground to seventh levels including "Developers 
Fit Out". 
The major services plant is at sub-basement level, the London 
Electricity Board sub-station is at basement level and the lift motor 
rooms, smoke extract plant and chillers are located at roof level. 
Superstructure is steel frame, concrete infilled metal deck floors. 
External cladding to Mark Lane elevation is. precast concrete panels 
faced in white limestone with contrasting polished granite column 
covers at ground floor and granite spandrel panels at upper levels. 
rear elevations are mainly cavity wall construction with facing brick 
outer skin. 
Variable air volume and temperature (VVT) air conditioning system. 
Central gas fired hot water heating system. Fully hydraulically 
circulated sprinkler system. Foam fire suppression system. Fully 
addressable fire alarm system consisting of automatic and manual 
initiating devices and communications systems. 5 no. geared 24 
person 1800kg passenger lifts provided in a central group, 2 of 
which are wall climbers. 
David Design and construction of student accommodation and 100 m2 
Collett extension to existing dining hall. Accommodation comprises 205 
standard single bedrooms, 56 ensuite bedrooms in units with 1 
shower room and 1 WC for each four bedrooms, and 1 gyp room 
for each 8 bedrooms; also 6 disabled person's bedrooms with 2 
WC's, 1 shower room, 1 bathroom and 1 gyp room (all with pull 
cord help alarm systems connected to warden's and sub-warden's 
accommodation). Provision of common facilities including laundry, 
TV room, computer terminal room and common room. 
The layout of the accommodation reflected the steep sloping site, 
with standard accommodation ranging from level +2 to -2, and the 
ensuite from +1 to -1, therefore 5 storeys high in some parts and 
requiring a passenger lift installation. 
The construction was further complicated by having to incorporate 
an archway allowing vehicles to drive under the standard bedroom 
block in one place along an existing access road. This will affect the 
distribution of the M&E services to the accommodation above. 
LPHW heating systems, served by gas fired condensing boilers, 
pressed steel panel radiators generally, all with thermostatic radiator 
valves. Mechanical extract systems to internal bathroom, shower 
and toilet areas, and laundry. Low energy luminaires. all bedrooms 
will have fire alarm detector and sounder. 
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Townside Design and construction of new student accommodation as follows: 
group dwellings each comprising 3 twin ensuite bedrooms and one 
kitchen. Total of 67 group dwellings, therefore 402 bedspaces. 
Accommodation is arranged in three separate 4 storey blocks around 
a central courtyard, plus single storey ancillary building attached to 
block C containing common room, TV room. kitchen, laundry, and 
toilets. Also 3 sub-warden's flats, 1 warden's flat, and supervisor's 
suite. 
Load bearing masonry external cavity walls, pitched tiled roofs, 
mechanical extract systems in kitchens, all WC's and shower 
rooms, mechanical ventilation to laundry, common area toilets and 
cleaner's stores. Central heating provided by gas fired boilers 
located in plant rooms in each block with two condensing boilers 
per heating system. Water heating will be by centralised gas fired 
instant water heaters with a circulating distribution system. Lighting 
will incorporate low energy luminaires where possible. 100kg linen 
hoist to each block. Heat detectors and fire alarm sounders to all 
bedrooms, kitchens, dining rooms and stores, smoke detectors to 
corridor and stairs. A door entry system will be provided to each 
group dwelling to control access via the main entrance door. 
Village Design and construction of new student accommodation as follows: 
Development 96 ensuite single bedrooms (with one gyp room for each 8 
bedrooms); 136 standard single bedrooms (with one shower room 
and one WC for each four bedrooms, and one gyp room for each 8 
bedrooms); 2 sub-warden's flats. Accommodation arranged in 6 
separate three storey blocks. Also separate single storey common 
facilities block comprising common room, laundry, computer room, 
toilets. 
Load bearing masonry external cavity walls, precast concrete stairs 
and upper floors, PVC double glazed window units, trussed rafters 
and concrete interlocking roof tiles. Connection to existing gas and 
water services, low temperature hot water heating installation, 
mechanical ventilation in all WC's and shower rooms. 
Garendon Design and construction of self catering post graduate student 
Road accommodation, 182 single bedrooms. Comprised four separate 
three storey blocks, arranged around a central courtyard. 
Accommodation is arranged in group dwellings each comprising 7 
single study bedrooms, one shower room, 2 WC rooms and one 
kitchen. Common facilities comprising common room, kitchen, 
toilets and cleaner's stores are located on ground floor of block D. 
Gas fired conventionally flued boilers shall provide low pressure 
hot water heating and domestic hot water installations. WC's and 
shower rooms will be mechanically ventilated by extract fans, and 
kitchens will have cooker hood fans. 
40 
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WDA New 200,000 square feet manufacturing facility, purpose built for a 
Merthyr Korean company who will assemble fork lift trucks, wheeled 
loaders and tracked excavators from components manufactured off- 
site. Project consists of a factory building with integral two storey 
office and canteen facilities, ancillary buildings. 
Steel frame structure, concrete foundations with concrete floor slab, 
metal clad roof. External walls generally metal clad with part 
masonry cavity walls. Generally open plan office with internal walls 
(to amenities) of concrete blockwork. External doors and double 
glazed windows to office blocks coated aluminium. External doors 
to production area comprising insulated sectional overhead goods 
doors and steel fire exit doors. 
Mechanical engineering and electrical installations including 
particular Tenants process installations. Eight person hydraulic lift. 
Surface water and soil drainage. External works including 
footpaths, site access road,, service yards, vehicle parking areas, 
storage/testing yards and landscaping. Fitting out on behalf of the 
Tenant comprising gantry cranes and rails, paint spray booths and 
equipment, floor level conveyors and wash down bays. 
Demountable partitions in office/canteen block; fire fighting 
equipment; branch circuits and cabling to machinery and computer 
equipment; kitchen equipment; warehouse enclosure racking etc.; 
factory partitions, screens etc.; lockers, furniture, signs etc. all to be 
undertaken by the Tenant after completion of the Works. 
. 
v 
. 
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APPENDIX E 
STANDARD DEVIATION TABLES 
TABLE El - SUITABLE M&E SERVICES COST ADJUSTMENTS FOR 
USE WITH TOTAL SAMPLE 
Actual Services x S Adjustments with lower S 
Cost Per v alues 
m2 Gross Floor Area 191 80 TPI. Number of Stoýrcv s. Factor 
1 
m2 Usable Area 256 103 TPI, Location. Number of 
Storeys. Factor 1 
m2 Circulation Area 1,978 1,810 TPI, Size of Services Contract, 
Factor 
m2 Internal Divisions 395 455 TPI, Number of Storc`'s. Factor 
1 
m2 Plant Room Area 10,060 11,340 TPI, Factor 2 
Percentage Plant 1.019,426 2,057,674 TPI, Factor 2 
Room Floor Area 
m3 Plant Room 3,650 4.097 TPI, Factor 2 
Volume 
in Usable Height 116,116 77,351 TPI, Location, Factor 2 
m Total Height 90,600 53,357 TPI, Location, Number- of 
Storeys. Factor 2 
in Average Storey 410,808 393.689 TPI. Location, Number of 
Height Storeys. Type of Building. 
Factor ? - 
m3 Internal Cube 48 15 TPI, Number of Storeys, Type 
of Work. Type oi- Building, 
Factor 2 
in2 Glazed Area 3,394 4.688 TPI. Site of Scrv icc,, Contract, 
Factor 2 
11122 External Wall 357 185 TPI. Location, Number of 
Area Storeys. Ty pc of Building, 
Factor 2 
Glazed Wall Area 100,331 76,425 TPI. Factor 2 
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Glazing: Floor ratio 224.677 -151,083 
TPI, Location. Number of 
Storey.. Factor 2 
m Internal Perimeter 1,362 838 TPI. Number of Store\ ", Factor 
m3 Horizontal 398 242 TPI. Number of Storey,,. Type 
Distribution Volume of Building, Factor 2 
m3 Usable Volume 60 22 TPI. Location. Number of 
Storey`. Type of Work. Type of 
Building. Factor 2 
Wall: Floor Ratio 3,612.201 5.050.862 TPI. Location. Number of 
Storey, Type of Building, 
Factor 2 
Plant Room Area: 88,777.820 199,552,587 TPI. Factor 2 
Usable Area Ratio 
Plant Room Volume: 163,654,497 419,413.781 TPI. Factor 2 
Usable Volume Ratio 
Plant Room Volume 2.522.920 7,043,189 TPI. Factor 2 
As A Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
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TABLE E2 - SUITABLE 1I&E SERVICES COST ADJUSTMENTS FOR 
USE WITH RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 
Actual Services x S Adjustments with lower S 
Cost Per values 
m2 Gross Floor Area 128 21 TPI, Number of Storev,,. Type Of 
Work, Type of Building 
m2 Usable Area 181 33 TPI, Number of Storcvs. Type of 
Work, Type of Building 
m2 Circulation Area 688 153 TPI, Number of Storcv'. Type of 
Work, Type of Building 
m2 Internal Divisions 2,158 1,741 TPI, Location. Number of 
Storeys. Type of Building, Factor 
1, Factor 2, Factor 4 
m2 Plant Room Area 11,845 7,259 TPI, Number of Storeys. Size of 
Services Contract, Type Of 
Building 
Percentage Plant 687,535 382,413 TPI, Number of Storeys. Type of 
Room Floor Area Building, Factor 3 
m3 Plant Room 4,801 3,197 TPI, Number of Storeys, Size of 
Volume Services Contract, Type of 
Building 
in Usable Height 104,731 67,516 TPI, Location, Number of 
Storeys. Type of Building, Factor 
1. Factor 2, Factor 4 
in Total Height 96,267 61,370 TPI, Location, Number of 
Storeys. Type of Building, Factor 
1, Factor 2. Factor 4 
m Average Storey 334.243 177,897 TPI, Location. Number of 
Height Storeys, Type of Building, Factor 
1, Factor 2 
m3 Internal Cube 49 8 TPI, Number of Store`,,. Type of 
Work, Type of Building 
nn') Glazed Area 1,385 333 TPI, Location, Nuß ber of 
Storeys. Type of Work. Type of 
Building, Factor 1. Factor 2 
lýýýl 
m2 External Wall 185 54 TPI, Number of Stoýrcv,,. Type of 
Area Work. Type of Building. Factor 
1, Factor 2 
14 Glazed Wall Area 63.600 3'2.902 TPI, Location. Number of 
Store\,,,. Type of Building. Factor 
1. Factor 2. Facto- ). Factor 4 
Glazing: Floor ratio 93,550 59,481 TPI, Location, Number of 
Storeys. Type of Building. Factor 
1, Factor 2. Factor 4 
m Internal Perimeter 478 149 TPI, Location. Number of 
Storeys, Type o(- \\ ork. Type of 
Building, Factor 1. Factor 2 
m3 Horizontal 635 90 Number of Storevs. Type of 
Distribution Volume Work, Type of Building 
m3 Usable Volume 53 8 TPI, Number of Storeys, Type of 
Building 
Wall: Floor Ratio 1,277,727 790,611 TPI, Location, Number of 
Storeys. Type of Building, Factor 
1, Factor 2 
Plant Room Area: 49,945,451 29,744,931 TPI, Number of Storeys, Type of 
Usable Area Ratio Building 
Plant Room Volume: 65,514,075 33,468,279 TPI, Number of Storeys, Size of 
Usable Volume Ratio Services Contract, Type of 
Building 
Plant Room Volume 710,147 362,077 TPI, Number of Storeys, Size of 
As A Percentage of Services Contract, Type of 
Internal Cube Buildin. ý 
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TABLE E3 - SUITABLE M&E SERVICES COST ADJUSTMENTS FOR 
USE WITH COMMERCIAL BUII, DI- GS 
Actual Services x Adjustments with lower S 
Cost Per % alues 
m2 Gross Floor 257 54 TPI, Number of Store`,,. Type of 
Area Building, Factor 1, Factor 2 
m2 Usable Area 349 56 TPI, Number of Storey,,. Type of 
Work, Type of Building. Factor 1, 
Factor 2 
m2 Circulation 2,164 1,061 TPI, Number of Storeys, Type of 
Area Building. Factor 1. Factor 2 
m2 Internal 24,751 33,640 TPI, Number of Storeys, Type of 
Divisions Building, Factor I. Factor 2 
m2 Plant Room 3,558 2.204 TPI, Number of Storeys, Type of 
Area Building, Factor 1 
Percentage Plant 256,817 1 8,21,901 TPI, Location, Number of Storeys, 
Room Floor Area Type of Builtlitig, Factor 1, Factor 2 
m3 Plant Room 1,074 583 TPI, Number of Storevs, Size of 
Volume Services Contract. Type of Building, 
Factor 1, Factor 2 
m Usable Height 98,239 50.632 TPI, Location, Number of Storeys, 
Type of Building, Factor 1, Factor 2 
m Total Height 73,044 37,773 TPI, Location, Number of Storeys, 
Type of Building, Factor 1, Factor 2 
m Average Storey 603,567 544.836 TPI, Location, Number of Storeys, 
Height Type of Building, Factor 1, Factor 2 
m3 Internal Cube 56 10 TPI, Number of Storeys, Type of 
Work, Type of Building. Factor 1, 
Factor 2 
1112 Glazed Area 2,448 801 TPI, Location, Type of Work, Type 
of Building. Factor 1, Factor 2. 
Factor 1 
rn2 External Wall 5-5 1 i5 TPI, Location. Number of Storeys, 
Area Type of Building, Factor 1, Factor 2- 
"/c Glazed Wall 101.025 )o. 026 TPI, Location, Number of Storeys. 
, -Area 
Type of Building. Factor 1. Factor 2 
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Glazing: Floor ratio 258,963 315.707 TPI. Location. Number of Storc\ ý. 
Type of Building, Factor 1, Factor 2 
in Internal 1.969 458 TPI. Location. Number of Storeys. 
Perimeter Type of Building 
Plan Shape Index 789.385 659,728 TPI, Location. Numhcr of Store\,,. 
Type of Building. Factor 1, Factor 2 
Plan Compactness 32,667 31.042 TPI, Location, Number of Storeys. 
Type of Building. Factor 1. Factor 2 
Perimeter Index 190,968 237.998 TPI, Number of Storcv,,. TYhe of 
Building, Factor 1, Factor 2 
Square Index 1,734,924 1.326,299 TPI, Location, Nunnhcr of Storey's, 
Type of Building. Factor 1. Factor 2 
m3 Horizontal 282 136 TPI, Number of Storcv s. Type of 
Distribution Building, Factor 1, Factor 2 
Volume 
m3 Usable Volume 75 20 TPI, Location, Size of Scrvices 
Contract, Type of Work, Type of 
Building, Factor- 1, Factor 2, Factor 
3, Factor 4 
Wall: Floor Ratio 6,057,607 7,181,128 TPI, Location, Number of Storeys, 
Type of Building, Factor 1, Factor 2 
Plant Room Area: 18,804,015 12,403,276 TPI, Location, Number of Storeys, 
Usable Area Ratio Type of Building, Factor 1, Factor 2 
Plant Room 27,600,891 18,587.444 TPI, Location, Number of Storeys, 
Volume: Usable Type of Building, Factor 1, Factor 2 
Volume Ratio 
Plant Room 354,384 254,181 TPI, Location, Number of Storeys, 
Volume Percentage Type of Building, Factor 1, Factor 2 
of Internal Cube 
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TABLE E4 - SUITABLE M&E SERVICES COST ADJL STMIE\ TS FOR 
USE WITH INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 
Actual Services Cost 
Per 
X S Adjustments with 
lower S values 
m2 Gross Floor Area 187 127 TPI, Size of Services 
Contract. Factor 2 
m2 Usable Area 212 157 TPI. Size of Services 
Contract, Factor 2 
m2 Circulation Area 4,739 2,777 TPI, Size of Services 
Contract. Factor 2 
m2 Internal Divisions 46.824 49,627 TPL Factor 2 
m2 Plant Room Area 21,853 26,058 TPI, Factor 2 
Percentage Plant Room 
Floor Area 
3,755.680 5,236,665 TPI, Factor 2 
m3 Plant Room Volume 7,217 8,781 TPI, Factor 2 
m Usable Height 189,273 156,134 TPI, Factor 2 
m Total Height 120,324 84,120 TPI, Location, Number 
of Storeys, Factor 2 
m Average Storey Height 120,324 84,120 TPI, Location, Number 
of Storeys, Factor 2 
m3 Internal Cube 29 27 TPI, Size of Services 
Contract, Factor 2 
in2 Glazed Area 10.78-3 10,240 TPI, Size of Services 
Contract, Factor 2 
m2 External Wall Area 370 63 TPI, Size of Services 
Contract. Factor 2 
% Glazed Wall Area 190,426 7,223 TPI, Location 
Glazing: Floor ratio 466,777 267,503 TPI. Location. Factor 2 
m Internal Perimeter 2.056 294 TPI, Location 
Plan Shape Index 664,676 591,838 TPI, Factor 2 
Plan Compactness 12.961 11,276 TPI, Factor 2 
Perimeter Index 337.134 317,858 TPI. Factor 2 
Square Index 1,077,60- 944,816 TPI. Factor 2 
m3 Horizontal Distribution 
Volume 
38,267 50,632 TPI. Size of Services 
Contract. Factor 2 
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m3 Usable Volume 41 35 TPI. Size of Services 
Contract. Factor 2 
Wall: Floor Ratio 3,334,870 3,813.903 TPI. Factor 
Plant Room Area: Usable 360,793.2 54 503,858,067 TPI. Factor 2 
Area Ratio 
Plant Room Volume: 749.139.566 1,050,156,405 TPI. Factor 2 
Usable Volume Ratio 
Plant Room Volume As A 12,476.193 17,515,994 TPI, Factor 2 
Percentage of Internal Cube 
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APPENDIX F 
CORRELATION TABLES 
TABLE Fl - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS 
OBSERVED FOR ALL M&E SERVICES COST DATA SUITS. TOTAL 
SAMPLE 
Parameter Significant Correlation With 
Gross Floor M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Pei- Metre Usable 
Area Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height: M&E 
Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height; yI&E Services 
Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area, Ni&E Services Cost Per 
Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Usable Area M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Plant 
Room Floor Area; M&E Services Cost Per Metre usable Height; 
M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height; M&E Serv ices Cost 
Per Metre Average Storey Height; M&E Seri i«s Cost Per 
Percentage Glazed Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per 
Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio; 
M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Area: tisable Area Ratio; 
M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume 
Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume as a 
percentage of Internal Cube 
Circulation Area M&E Services Cost: M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average 
Storey Height; M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Internal M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average 
Divisions Storey Height; M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost: M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average 
Area Storey Height-, M&E Services Cost Per m' External Wall Area 
Percentage Plant M&E Services Cost Per m2 Gross Floor Area: M &E Services 
Room Floor Cost Per m2 Usahie Area; M&E Services Cost Per m' Plant 
Area Room Area, M&E Services Cost Per m3 Plant Room V'olume: 
M&E Services Cost Per m2 External Wall Area: Al&E Services 
Cost Per Metre Internal Perimeter 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost: NI&E Services Cost Per Metre Average 
Volume Storey Height: M&E Services Cost Per m2 E\ternal Wall Area: 
M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
r 
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Usable Height M&E Services Cost: M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average 
Storey Height; M&E Services Cost Per m2 External Wall Area: 
M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Total Height M&E Services Cost: M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average 
Storey Height; M&E Services Cost Per m- External Wall Area; 
M&E Services Cost Per Metre Internal Perimeter: AI&E Services 
Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Average Storey M&E Services Cost Per m2 Circulation Area, M1&E Services 
Height Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions: M&E Services Cost Per 
Percentage Plant Room Floor Area; M&E Service' Cost Per m3 
Internal Cube; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Internal Perimeter; 
M&E Services Cost Per m3 Horizontal Distribution Volume; 
M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Area: Usable Area Ratio; 
M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume 
Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume as a 
percentage of Internal Cube 
Internal Cube M&E Services Cost Pei m2 Internal Divisions; M&E Services 
Cost Per Percentage Plant Room Floor Area, M&E Services Cost 
Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Service Cost Per Metre Total 
Height; M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area; 
M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost 
Per Wall: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room 
Area: Usable Area Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room 
Volume: Usable Volume Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Plant 
Room Volume as a percentage of Internal Cube 
Glazed Area M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average 
Storey Height; M&E Services Cost Per \V'all: Floor Ratio 
External Wall M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height: 
Area M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height; M&E 
Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Percentage NONE 
Glazed Wall 
Area 
Glazing: Floor NONE 
Ratio 
Internal M&E Services Cost Per m2 Circulation Arca: \l&- E Services 
Perimeter Cost Per Metre Avc rage Storev Height 
ýlý 
Horizontal M&E Service,, Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions: M&E Scrviceý, 
Distribution Cost Per Percentage Plant Room Floor Area: M&E Services Cost 
Volume Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Services Cost Per m' Internal 
Cube; M&E Servicc,, Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area. 
M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio. M&E Services Cost 
Per Plant Room Area: Usable Area Ratio: \ I& E Sc r-\ ices Cost Per 
Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio: \I&E Services Cost 
Per Plant Room Volume as a Percentage of Internal Cube 
Usable Volume M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per n Internal 
Divisions: M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Plant Room Floor 
Area; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height: M&E 
Services Cost Per Metre Total Height; NI&E Services Cost Pei- 
Percentage Glazed Wall Area; M&E Sci-v-ices Cost Per 
Glazing: Floor Ratio: M&E Services Cost Per N lctrc Internal 
Perimeter; M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio: ! b1&E 
Services Cost Per Plant Room Area: Usable Area Ratio; M&E 
Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume: Usable Volume Ratio; 
M&E Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume as it Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
Wall: Floor Ratio M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable 
Height; M&E Services Cost Per m2 External Wall Area; M&E 
Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area; M&E Services 
Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Metre 
Internal Perimeter; M&E Services Cost Per m3 Horizontal 
Distribution Volume; M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost: M&E Services Cost Per nm-) Gross Floor 
Area: Usable Area; M&E Services Cost Per m2 Usable Area, M&E Services 
Area Ratio Cost Per m3 Plant Room Volume; M&E Seri icc,, Cost Per m2 
External Wall Area: M&E Services Cost Per Metre Internal 
Perimeter 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost Per m2 Gross Floor. -Areai: \l&E Services 
Volume: Usable Cost Per m2 Usable Area, M&E Services Cost Per m2 Plant 
Volume Ratio Room Area, M&E Services Cost Perm' Plant Room Volume; 
M&E Services Cost Per m2 External Wall . area: M&E Services 
Cost Per Metre Internal Perimeter 
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Plant Room 
Volume As A 
Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
M&E Services Cost Per m2 Usable Area, M&E Services Cost 
Per m3 Plant Room Volume; M&E Services Cost Per Metre 
Average Storey Height; M&E Services Cost Per m2 External 
Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Internal Perimeter 
r 
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TABLE F2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS 
OBSERVED FOR ALL `I&E SERVICES COST DATA SETS. 
RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS 
Parameter Significant Correlation With 
Gross Floor M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height: MN: E Services 
Area Cost Per Metre Total Height; M&E Service,, Per Metre 
Average Storey Height; M&E Services Cost Per Percentage 
Glazed Wall Area, M&E Services Cost Per Glazing,: Floor Ratio 
Usable Area M&E Services Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions: Mk F Services 
Cost Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Services Cost Per Jetre 
Total Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre AN-erage Storey 
Hei ht; M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glared Wall Area 
Circulation Area M&E Services Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions: MNE Services 
Cost Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre 
Total Height; M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall 
Area; M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Internal M&E Services Cost Per m2 Circulation Area 
Divisions 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions; M&E Services 
Area Cost Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre 
Total Height; M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall 
Area; M&E Service` Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Percentage Plant M&E Services Cost Per m2 Plant Room Area: til&E Services 
Room Floor Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area, Al&E Services Cost Per 
Area Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost per m2 Internal Divisions; N1E Services 
Volume Cost Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre 
Total Height; M&E Services Cost Per Pgrcentage Glazed Wall 
Area; M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Usable Height NONE 
Total Height NONE 
Average Storey NONE 
Height 
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Internal Cube M&E Services Cost Per M2 Internal Divi' ion': M&-E Services 
Cost Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Service. Cost Per Metre 
Total Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre A' crage Storey 
Height; M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area: 
M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Glazed Area NONE 
External Wall M&E Services C'cost Per m2 Internal Division,: N1&E Services 
Area Cost Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre 
Total Height 
Percentage NONE 
Glazed Wall 
Area 
Glazing: Floor NONE 
Ratio 
Internal M&E Services Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions: MvL I, ', Services 
Perimeter Cost Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Sci-vices Cost Per Metre 
Total Height 
Horizontal M&E Services Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions: M& E Services 
Distribution Cost Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre 
Volume Total Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey 
Height; M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area, 
M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio: M&E Services Cost 
Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Usable Volume M&E Services Cost Per m2 Internal Divisions: M &E Services 
Cost Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre 
Total Height; M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall 
Area; M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Wall: Floor Ratio NONE 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost Per m2 Plant Room Area: M&E Services 
Area: Usable Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area, M&E Sei-v ices Cost Per 
Area Ratio Glazing: Floor Ratio 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost Per m2 Plant Room Area, NIN E Services 
Volume: Usable Cost Per m3 Plant Room Volume; M&1 Sc r\ ices Cost Per 
Volume Ratio Percentage Glazed Wall Area 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost Per 1112 Plant Room Area; Nl&F Scl-vices 
Volume As A Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area 
Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
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TABLE F3 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT 
CORRELATIONS 
OBSERVED FOR ALL MI&E SERVICES COST DATA SETS, 
COMMERCIAL PROJECTS 
Parameter Significant Correlation With 
Gross Floor M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per ýMIetre Usable 
Area Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height; \1&E 
Services Cost Per Metre Average Store- Height; Al&E Services 
Cost Per m2 External Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per 
Percentage Glazed Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per 
Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Plan Compactness; 
M&E Services Cost Per Square Index; M&E Services Cost Per 
Wall: Floor Ratio 
Usable Area M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable 
Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height; M&E 
Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height; M&E Services 
Cost Per m2 External Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per 
Percentage Glazed Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per 
Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Plan Compactness; 
M&E Services Cost Per Square Index; M&E Services Cost Per 
Wall: Floor Ratio 
Circulation Area M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average 
Storey Height; M&E Services Cost Per m2 External Wall Area; 
M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area; M&E 
Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per 
Plan Compactness; M&E Services Cost Per Square Index; M&E 
Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Internal M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height; M&E Services 
Divisions Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per 
Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable 
Area Height: M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height; A1ýýE 
Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height, \1&E Services 
Cost Per m2 External Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per 
Percentage Glazed Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per 
Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Plan Compactness: 
\I&E Services Cot Per Square Index; y1&E Service,, Cost Per 
\Vall: Floor Ratio 
ýi 
Percentage Plant NONE 
Room Floor 
Area 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost: M&E Services Cost Per . 
Metre 
. average 
Volume Storey Height; M&E Services Cost Per n1-ß External Wall Area; 
M&E Services Cost Per Plan Shape Index: M&E Services Cost 
Per Plan Compactness; M&E Services Cost Per Square Index: 
M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Usable Height, M&E Services Cost Per Plan Shape Index, M&E Services Cost 
Per Square Index: M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Total Height M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height; 
M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height; M&E 
Services Cost Per Plan Shape Index; M&E Services Cost Per 
Square Index 
Average Storey NONE 
Height 
Internal Cube M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable 
Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height; M&E 
Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey Height; M&E Services 
Cost Per m2 External Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per 
Percentage Glazed Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per 
Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Plan Compactness; 
M&E Services Cost Per Square Index; M&E Services Cost Per 
Wall: Floor Ratio 
Glazed Area M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Average 
Storey Height; M&E Services Cost Per Square Index 
External Wall M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Plant 
Area Room Floor Area, M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable Height; 
M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height; M&E Services Cost 
Per Metre Average Storey Height; M&E Services Cost Per m-' 
External Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed 
Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E 
Services Cost Per Plan Compactness: M&E Services Cost Per 
Square Index; M&E Services Cost Per \V'all: Flool- Ratio: N1&E 
Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume ýr, a Percentage of Internal 
Cube 
1O 
Percentage NONE 
Glazed Wall 
Area 
Glazing: Floor M&E Services Cwt Per m3 Horizontal Distribution Volume 
Ratio 
Internal M&E Services Cost: M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Plant 
Perimeter Room Floor Area; M&E Services Cost Per Nietre I. ',, able Height: 
M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height; MALE Sere ice,, Cost 
Per Metre Average Storey Height: M&E Services Cost Per m 
External Wall Area, M&E Services Cost Per Percentage Glazed 
Wall Area; M&E Services Cost Per Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E 
Services Cost Per Plan Compactness; M&E Services Cost Per 
Square Index; M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio; M&E 
Services Cost Per Plant Room Volume as a Percentage of Internal 
Cube 
Plan Shape M&E Services Cost Per m2 Gross Floor Area 
Index 
Plan NONE 
Compactness 
Perimeter Index NONE 
Square Index NONE 
Horizontal M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Usable 
Distribution Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height, M&E 
Volume Services Cost Per Metre Average Storey, Height, M&E Services 
Cost Per Percentage Glazed Wall Area; M&E Sei-% ices Cost Per 
Glazing: Floor Ratio: M&E Services Cost Per Plan Compactness 
Index; M&E Services Cost Per Wall: Floor Ratio 
Usable Volume M&E Services Cost; M&E Services Cost Per \lctre ['sable 
Height; M&E Services Cost Per Metre Total Height, M&E 
Services Cost Per Metre Average Storev. Height: tit&E Services 
Cost Per m2 External Wall Area, M&E Services Cost Per 
Percentage Glazed Wall Area; M&E Services ('ost Per 
Glazing: Floor Ratio; M&E Services Cost Per Plan ('oiiipaýtný ýý 
Index: \1&E Services Cost Per Square Index; M &E Services 
Cost Per \'V'all: Floor Ratio 
«'all: Floor Ratio M&E Services Cost per m3 Plant Room"Volur-ne 
ý0 
Plant Room 
Area: Usable 
Area Ratio 
NONE 
Plant Room NONE 
Volume: Usable 
Volume Ratio 
Plant Room M&E Services Cost Per Plan Shape Index 
Volume As A 
Percentage of 
Internal Cube 
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APPENDIX G 
PILOT CUSTOMER ORIENTED FAST DIAGRAMS 
FIGURE G1 - SPRINKLER INSTALLATIONS 
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FIGURE G2 - HEATING INSTALLATIONS 
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FIGURE G3 - SECURITY ALARM INSTALLATIONS 
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FIGURE G4 - POW E: R INSTALLATIONS 
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FIGURE G5 - LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS 
(ý 
FIGURE G6 - FIRE ALARM INSTALLATION'S 
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FIGI RE G7 - ACCESS CONTROL INSTALLATIONS 
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FIGURE G8 - COMMUNICATION' INSTALLATIONS 
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FIGURE G9 - ESCALATOR INSTALLATIONS 
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